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Preface

T

his book emerges from an exploratory joint research project
between International Conflict Research Institute (INCORE),
a research centre housed within the University of Ulster in
Northern Ireland, and the International Development Research Centre
(IDRC), a Canadian public organisation that funds research in the developing world.
Our goal was to map out some of the most vexing challenges and
promising avenues for improving research and evaluation practice in
societies affected by violence and conflict. The project brought together
representatives of four groups from the Global North and South who
share a stake in improving evaluation and research practice in societies
affected by violence and conflict: researchers, evaluators, practitioners
and funders.
Our journey began with a series of conversations that became
increasingly animated over time. The initial questions around which discussions revolved were: How do we know whether research is making
a difference to the lives of people in violently divided societies (VDS)?
What can we learn from current practice to better understand the positive and negative impacts that research and evaluation have on peace
and well-being in the Global North and South? The academic interest
in these questions was driven by INCORE’s specific interest in the efficacy of applied research in peace and conflict studies. IDRC’s support
to the project was anchored in its commitment to building evaluation as
a field of theory and practice in the developing world, and in its mission
to support developing countries’ use of knowledge and science to find
practical, long-term solutions to social, environmental and economic
problems.
As project members came together, we encountered a series of challenges, the biggest of which was to figure out how to manage differences
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in language, institutional cultures and world views between the four
types of participants. This was addressed with patience, humour and
a peer-to-peer learning process that was conspicuous in the two writeshops held in Northern Ireland. Further, the development of a shared
language and a sense of common project were strengthened through the
collegial conversations stimulated by a collective peer-review process
whereby authors wrestled with theoretical, practical and terminological
points of contention.
One of the particularly notable (and enjoyable) elements of this
project was the way it unexpectedly created a number of parallel channels for engaging and exploring its core issues, and for expanding the
number and diversity of those wrestling with these issues. Ideas generated through the book project formed the basis for the development
of a summer school course for mid-level professionals on evaluation in
conflict zones, which was offered and refined over three consecutive
years at the INCORE Summer School. (This summer school now continues at the University of York, UK, under the auspices of the Post-war
Reconstruction and Development Unit.) Relatedly, the applied nature of
the book project led to the creation and piloting of a number of professional development workshops on evaluation ethics by the book’s
editors, which were delivered at conferences of the African Evaluation
Association and South Asian Community of Evaluators. Also, the
debates within the book project found their way into the curriculum of
graduate courses in evaluation in conflict zones in Northern Ireland and
England.
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1
Research, Impact and
Politics in Violently Divided
Societies
An Evaluative Lens for Small
Scale Maps
Kenneth Bush and Colleen Duggan

Introduction

R

esearch is essential for understanding and responding to economic, social and political problems which, if left unaddressed,
can create or aggravate societal tensions and divisions. Conflicts
can be violent and militarised or they can assume less visible—but no
less devastating—forms of expression. As conflicts multiply, interact
and escalate, the domestic knowledge infrastructure of societies is frequently targeted directly and indirectly. Schools and universities themselves may become sites for those conflicts raging beyond their walls:
as curricula are politicised; as schools and libraries are attacked; and as
university students, staff and researchers are targeted by conflict stakeholders. Typically, journalists, public intellectuals and critics are simultaneously and systematically undermined and silenced. The result is a
knowledge-depleted environment, at those very moments when ideas,
research and innovation are essential for combating socio-political
forces which can be retrogressive and parasitic, and for generating the
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evidence base needed for human development. Such conditions inhibit
local researchers from contributing to efforts to address the multifaceted
forms of violence that the World Development Report 2011 described
as the ‘main constraint to meeting the Millennium Development Goals’
(World Bank, 2011, p. 62).
While media headlines highlight the corrosive impacts of intense
conflict on research and knowledge infrastructure, much less attention is
devoted to the consideration of the impacts of research on the dynamics of
conflict, or peace, for that matter. This blind spot has persisted, somewhat
paradoxically, despite the substantial increase in the funding of research
in and on violently divided societies (VDS) over the past two decades.
Thus, for example, there has been: a proliferation of specialised journals and books; the establishment of specialised research centres, units
and programmes (governmental, non-governmental, anti-governmental,
academic, practitioner-focused and policy oriented); the creation or
expansion of peace-focused research grants; and an explosion of graduate and undergraduate programmes of peace and conflict studies.
But, how do we know whether a piece of research (or a programme
of research) has made any difference in VDS—whether constructively or
destructively? The honest response to this question is that we have only
anecdotes, rather than answers. This book is the first attempt to bring
together the major stakeholders to address this question; stakeholders
include researchers, evaluators, funders and practitioners of international
aid. The book harnesses the political, technical and methodological sensitivities and capacities of these groups to a critical interrogation of the
impact of research in VDS.
As detailed further later, this book contains two types of chapters:
(a) case studies, and (b) synthetic chapters which wrestle with the
meta-level questions of the interconnections between research, evaluation, impact and politics in VDS. The range of cases contained in the
book pushes us to broaden our understanding of the heterogeneity of
violence that divides societies. Thus, while the book includes cases of
militarised violence (Sri Lanka, Darfur, Pakistan and Northern Ireland),
it also includes a case on the evaluation of HIV/AIDS research and the
politics of policy-making in post-apartheid South Africa (Chapter 6).
Similarly, it includes a study of child-focused interventions in communities of sex workers in South Asia (Chapter 7). The latter two cases push
us to broaden our understanding of the nature of the violence that divides
societies. The South African case raises questions about the chameleonising nature of violence in societies in transition. The South Asian case
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highlights the iatrogenic impacts of child protection interventions—that
is, where development interventions to protect children have the opposite effect. The synthetic chapters include: one charting out the constituent literatures that underpin the conceptual and theoretical terrain of the
book (Chapter 2), and one addressing the challenges of building this
field of work systematically (Chapter 9).
In an effort to ensure that the reader is able to appreciate both the
inductive (case-specific/bottom-up) and the deductive (nomothetic/topdown) dimensions of the book, each subsection is prefaced with a brief
discussion tying the constituent chapters to the cross-cutting themes of
the book. This is intended to avoid a problem common to edited books—
compartmentalised chapters and the failure of chapters to aggregate into
something greater than the sum of their parts.

Assessing the Societal Impacts of Research in
Violently Divided Societies (VDS)
The need for the systematic evaluation of the societal impacts1 of
research is pressing and challenging in both non-conflict and conflict
contexts. However, as we explore in the current chapter, and throughout
this book, it is even more complex in VDS. The interplay of context,
knowledge production and research utilisation is not easily untangled,
let alone measured. The most obvious positive impact of research on a
VDS is to increase the practical knowledge base of crucial development
stakeholders—institutions, policy-makers and civil society—through
analyses characterised ideally by methodological rigour, timeliness, relevance and usability. However, research (even methodologically sound
and scientifically valid) may also exacerbate tensions, for example, if its
implications or conclusions are perceived to be threatening to the interests of one or more groups.2 As such, we need to understand the political
and societal contexts within which research is embedded and through
which impacts are mediated. We need to ask, therefore, how individuals
and institutions appropriate (or misappropriate) research, and apply (or
misapply) it, for the purposes of influencing policy and practice.
The evaluation of research, however, faces a number of particular
challenges. First, conventional approaches to programme and policy
evaluation, including the evaluation of research programmes, are largely
linear. While such approaches are the mainstay of many funders, they
are not designed to be applied to research, much less to research in
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violence-prone contexts. To the extent that evaluations are undertaken
on initiatives in VDS, they focus on development, humanitarian and
peacebuilding programmes rather than research per se. While research
and research activities are often housed within projects and programmes
that include multiple types of interventions such as training, education
or service delivery (to name a few), mainstream approaches for evaluating these sorts of programme interventions are ill-suited for evaluating research. Similarly, these sorts of programmes are often funded by
international aid agencies, rather than research funders. In these cases,
research is but one component, embedded within a larger, multi-facetted
package of interventions. Consequently, evaluations focus on the overall
impact of the project/programme, rather than the research component
per se.
Second, in the world of international aid, too often evaluation adopts
an almost singular focus on accountability—typically accountability for
resource efficiency. While accountability for resource use is of unquestionable importance, the learning function of evaluation is also essential. This tendency to eclipse the learning potential of evaluation inhibits
prospects for the generation of knowledge in situations and contexts of
deep complexity. It is precisely in these environments that we are most
in need of innovative thinking and new ways of viewing old problems.
Relatedly, standard approaches to programme evaluation also tend to
place more emphasis on the tangible, short-term outputs of activities,
rather than on the more subtle, and less easily measured, outcomes and
impacts of research within a programme.
Third, conventional approaches to the evaluation of research have
been dominated by two modes of assessment—peer review and bibliometric analysis. While these approaches have their strengths, one of the
principal problems with both is that they tend to assess the merits of
short-term research results (outputs such as papers, articles and books
or research management processes) but tell us virtually nothing about
research effectiveness—how research is used to influence social change
and contribute to solving societal problems. Despite some advancements, bibliometrics and peer review dominate academic settings and, in
the absence of viable alternatives, tend also to dominate the evaluation
of extra-academic research—that is, research that is led by the broader
policy research community and which includes think tanks, not-forprofit firms, governmental, non-governmental and inter-governmental
actors. These approaches, while limiting enough in academia, are even
less helpful in VDS settings where the social change objectives of much
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research are inextricably linked to, and influenced by, politics and the
dynamics of violence.
Research institutes (inside and outside the walls of a university) and
agencies that fund research have been involved in generating knowledge
oriented towards policy and practice change. So too have they been
involved in nurturing innovation in the theory and practice of evaluation.
Nonetheless, our sense is that, to date, these two broad fields of peace
research and evaluation have developed in isolation from each other.
The current book attempts to bridge these divides by mapping out the
most vexing challenges—and promising avenues—to understanding and
evaluating the impact of research in VDS. The central concern of the
book is to systematically examine how practice can be improved to better understand the difference that research makes in VDS. In tackling
this issue, it quickly became apparent that the book and its contributors
would need to explore largely uncharted intellectual terrain, answering
two important questions: (a) Why is evaluating research so much more
difficult in contexts affected by violence? and (b) What can we apply
from current evaluation practice in the Global North and South to our
assessment of the impacts of research in VDS?
To interrogate these questions, this book brings together four groups
seeking improvements in the conduct and use of research and evaluation
in VDS: those who undertake research of different types (researchers);
those who commission research or the evaluation of research (referred
to as funders, donors or grant makers); those who make use of research
in the course of working in violence-prone environments (practitioners);
and those who evaluate research and non-research interventions (evaluators). Of course, these groups are not mutually exclusive. For example,
researchers may serve as evaluators; evaluators often undertake research;
and decision-makers within donor agencies may be active or retired
researchers.
These four groups work within VDS or on the issues that affect
these societies. They are regularly called upon to make snap decisions
in high risk, high stake contexts. It is hoped that this book will help to
prepare them (and the students who will eventually take their places) to
anticipate, identify and respond effectively in these kinds of environments. By assembling contributors from these groups, our intention is
to draw on, and harness, the experience and expertise needed to bring
distinct fields of professional and intellectual activity together, and to
develop a more self-conscious and systematic understanding of, and
approach to, the evaluation of research on and in VDS.
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The result is an exploration of the ways that research, power and
politics interact in VDS. The analytical lens used to explore these interactions is drawn from the field of evaluation. We believe that this is
a novel and fruitful approach for understanding more clearly and systematically the positive and negative role of research—and indeed any
intervention—in VDS. An evaluative lens offers the possibility of bridging theory and practice, and ideas and impact. This particular focus
locates the book on the interface between evaluation research and peace
and conflict studies.
The objective of this introductory chapter is threefold: first, to present the rationale and objectives of the book; second, to orient the reader
to the central concepts, issues, debates and challenges related to the conduct and evaluation of research in and on VDS3; and lastly, to sketch out
the principal themes of the book.

The Two Faces of Research: Positive and
Negative Societal Impacts
In many ways, we have only a rudimentary understanding of the societal and political effects or impacts of research—whether the research
is undertaken by think tanks, research institutes, non-governmental
organisations or by individual researchers inside or outside the walls of a
university.4 Within university settings, there is increasing debate around
how to assess the quality and extra-academic impacts of research (i.e.,
how research is used and contributes to larger goals of social and economic betterment). As discussed in the literature review undertaken in
Chapter 2, the intensity and motivations of this debate are complex—and
are tied as much to funding politics as to the desire to optimise impacts
beyond the walls of the university. Outside the university setting, efforts
are also being made to evaluate the spread, use and influence of social
change-focused research on policy and practice. The fruits of these
efforts and the advances made in thinking about research effectiveness
(understood as research use, influence and extra-academic or societal
impacts) are evident in the chapters that make up this book.
In orienting ourselves to the evaluation of research, we need to bear
in mind that research may have both positive and negative effects. As
a social good, research can increase opportunities for cooperation and
collaboration within and between divided groups. It can inform public
policy decision-making, particularly in settings where new spaces arise
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for dialogue, and where there is an increase in the receptivity of policymakers to make use of research findings. The likelihood of this occurring
increases when researchers themselves produce methodologically sound
research that is both relevant and timely to potential users. Instructive
examples may be culled from the immediate post-apartheid environment
in South Africa when anti-apartheid activists and researchers saw their
research being incorporated directly into the policies and legislation of
the post-apartheid dispensation.
On the other hand, we cannot overlook the ways in which research
has had profoundly negative social impacts. Extreme examples may be
found in: the central role of scientists in the eugenics movement in the
early 20th century; the role of anthropological research in support of
the apartheid and Nazi regimes; psychological research employed in
intelligence testing using culturally inappropriate measures; the use of
archaeological and historical research to exert moral or legal claims to
contested territory.5 Even research without obvious political content or
ideological motivation may have negative implications if it is misused.
Further, research which raises legitimate methodological questions
may provoke significant political and ethical debates—for example,
new ways of measuring or assessing vulnerability, morbidity or poverty within a population. The extent to which researchers and research
funders can predict or be held to account for how research is actually
used is a subject of intense debate.
This book argues that the risk that research will have a negative
impact is increased by the inherent characteristics of VDS: fluidity,
unpredictably, complexity and volatility. If this is so, then there is an
increased responsibility on evaluators, researchers and funders to reflect
upon the implications and consequences—both positive and negative—
of the work they are doing or supporting.
This book wades into a thicket of thorny practical and theoretical
issues like an explorer entering a semi-charted jungle. Chapter 2 provides a sense of the sheer volume of material related to the interests of
the current book. However, the chapter’s framing of existing research
into constituent literatures illustrates that while we possess some general small-scale maps of parts of the continent, we have nothing that
focuses specifically on the sub-field we are exploring here. The book
contains two important messages for readers: the importance of appropriate approaches to, and methods for, evaluating the effects or impacts
of research; and the imperative of addressing and engaging with context
as a means of improving the theory and practice of research evaluation.
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This last message is of particular importance given that social science
methodology has traditionally considered context as noise. Researchers,
evaluators, and to a certain extent, funders, as stated by Coffman and
Beer (2011, p. 3), generally ‘seek to “control for context,” treating it as
a set of mitigating factors from which the “true” impact of an intervention must be delineated’. They further state, ‘[a]s a result, “context” is
discounted in research and evaluation design, in project implementation,
and to a certain extent, in the use of research and evaluations’ (p. 3).
Context is a term used to mean many things. For evaluators and researchers, context is often used to explain ‘that which surrounds an object of
interest and helps by its relevance to explain it’ (Schwandt, 2012, p. 76
citing Sharfstein). Context in this book includes all of the political, ethical, sociological and security dynamics of working on, and in, violenceprone settings.
If one thing has become clear from this discussion, it is this: The evaluation of research is the Rosetta Stone for understanding and strengthening the links between research generation and research effectiveness.
Evaluation is not, however, a silver bullet any more than research is a
silver bullet. Efforts to identify and understand these links are embedded in a tangle of political and economic interests that interact with the
conceptual, methodological, ethical and practical challenges that define
this area of inquiry. In the absence of a systematic approach to evaluation of research undertaken in VDS themselves, we have only anecdotes,
or worse, empirically unsubstantiated assertions, about impact. The
current book is intended to be a first step in the direction of changing
this reality.

Towards a Lingua Franca
In the early phase of this project, we were guided implicitly by a mechanistic model—whereby we saw our principle challenge to be that of
ensuring that the right people made it to the table, so that they could
each place their pieces into our research jigsaw puzzle. However, we
soon realised that there were multiple understandings of the nature and
parameters of the field we wished to explore; different assessments of the
essential issues to be addressed; diverse experiences in different areas
of our evolving field of research and practice; and most clearly, different institutional–cultural frameworks within our group of contributors.
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It soon became apparent that a more self-consciously organic model
would be better suited to our project. Thus, the project came to be driven
by a collective process of exploring the conceptual, methodological,
political and social terrains within efforts to understand the interaction
of research, politics and power in VDS. One of our first steps was to
develop a lingua franca among ourselves, so that we could understand
what we were saying to each other. Just as the project sought to bridge
the gaps between participants in the project, likewise, this book seeks
to bridge gaps between the constituent contributor groups (researchers,
evaluators, practitioners and funders).

Evaluation
As a starting point, we developed shared understandings of some of the
basic terms and vocabulary. The term evaluation was understood to correspond to the standard definition offered by Fournier, namely:
[A]n applied inquiry process that collects and synthesizes evidence
that culminates in conclusions about the state of affairs, value, merit,
worth, significance or quality of a program, product, person, policy,
proposal or plan. (Fournier, 2005)

However, while there was a shared understanding of the broad definition of evaluation, the use of the term was often focused, implicitly
or explicitly, on the evaluation of projects, programmes or policies,
rather than the evaluation of research per se. This is not surprising, as
this tends to be the primary empirical default setting for most people
working in the publicly funded or not-for-profit spheres. Further, as discussed in Chapter 2, all of the sub-fields of evaluation are genealogically
related—often sharing approaches, sensibilities, methodologies and
pools of evaluators. To ensure clarity and consistency in our discussions,
we delineated the four categories of evaluation that would serve as the
principal referents of the project:
• Programme and policy evaluation is the systematic application of
research methods to assess programme or policy design, implementation
and effectiveness, as well as the processes to share and use the findings
of these assessments.
• Evaluation of conflict prevention, peacebuilding and humanitarian
assistance programmes is a subset of programme and policy evaluation
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applied initiatives that seek to prevent violent (typically militarised) conflict, to mitigate its negative effects upon human beings or to build peace.
• Evaluation of research is a sub-field of evaluation that measures the
quality, use or impact of research.
• Evaluation of research within VDS is an even more specialised, emergent sub-field that looks at the ways in which violent context affects, and
is affected by, research and its evaluation.

While this project is focused on building knowledge and practice, in the
last category, our conceptual road map needs to include each of these
analytical referents. In Chapter 2, when we turn our attention to a selective review of the evaluation literature, it becomes clear that there are
a number of sub-literatures that apply to each sub-field. Each offers
insights into how we should or could evaluate the impacts of research in
and on VDS. However, while each sub-literature offers suggestions and
clues, none of them provide full answers.

Violence Dividing Societies
In this book, the term ‘violently divided societies’ is used to refer to
plural societies which possess all of the following characteristics:
(a) they are characterised by heterogeneity—ethnic, religious, linguistic, economic and so on; (b) the boundaries between sub-groups within
society are politicised and antagonistically charged, for example, when
they affect the allocation of, or access to, public resources (employment, education, etc.), or benefit certain sub-groups over others; and
(c) cleavages between groups are created and sustained through implicit
or explicit structures and processes of violence which may be articulated
physically, socially, economically, culturally and politically.
This definition expands our empirical scope beyond militarised
conflicts. Non-militarised violence, in a multitude of forms, is equally
conspicuous in the active dividing of societies. Examples from the recent
past include: mob violence (by Hindu extremists in India and sectarian
rioting in Northern Ireland); pogroms (the 1983 anti-Tamil riots in Sri
Lanka); state-sanctioned intimidation (Mugabe’s ZANU-PF attacks on
White Farmers and the Movement for Democratic Change); inter-party
violence (Kenya in the period December 2007 to March 2008); structurally violent regimes that create and manipulate fear to control the civilian population (archetypically manifest in apartheid South Africa or the
South American dictatorships spanning the mid-1970s to later 1980s);
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and genocidal violence (Cambodia under the Khmer Rouge and Sudan
under Omar al-Bashir).6
All of these cases are united by the dividing impact of violence.
In other words, it is not the form of violence, but the fact of violence,
and most importantly, its societally divisive effects that tie these diverse
cases together. This particular understanding requires us to consider a
very broad range of cases within our scope of inquiry. Thus, in the current study, we include cases of militarised post-war violence such as in
Sri Lanka, alongside cases of class or caste violence in India and South
Africa, and the post-troubles violence in Northern Ireland. In each of the
examples cited earlier, we see the instrumental use of violence to delineate, divide and then consolidate groups on the basis of race, class, social
identity, religion, ideology, ethnicity and so on.7

Research
Research is another term that requires definitional clarity in this book.
While Chapter 2 offers further distinctions around research types, here it
is sufficient to note that research can be divided roughly into two types:
basic research and applied research. Basic research is a systematic process of intellectual inquiry that seeks to contribute to our understanding
of the workings of the world around us. It is driven by the curiosity
of the researcher and is usually motivated by an interest in expanding
human knowledge, rather than an instrumentalist desire to create, invent
or resolve something (Donaldson et al., 2009, p. 2).
Applied research, as the term suggests, refers to the systematic creation,
collation or application of research to generate or catalyse solutions to
practical problems (social, political, economic, epidemiological and so
on) in real-world settings that affect real people, organisations, communities and societies across the globe—as opposed to research undertaken
within highly controlled, scientific conditions (Donaldson et al., 2009,
pp. 2–3). Whether applied research harnesses existing basic research or
generates its own data, it is ultimately defined by the problem-solving
logic that dictates the choice of research problem, the means by which
it is addressed, and most importantly, the explicit objective of resolving
a problem. The focus of the current book is on applied research which
ultimately has the goal of catalysing or informing social change—what
we call ‘social change research’. Conceptually, this research objective is
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not stringently enforced for reasons addressed later in the discussion of
the distinction between research on and research in VDS.
Applied research and evaluation have many similarities and some
differences. Both rely on social science methods and examine multiple
facets of a problem, often using multi-method approaches. Both collect
and analyse data in order to come to conclusions, and both utilise theory
to inform work. While the two processes of inquiry share more commonalities than differences, two important features set evaluation apart:
judgement, or valuing, and use. The primary purpose of evaluation is to
amass sufficient information to allow an evaluator to assess the value or
worth of something against a set of criteria. Evaluation is not just about
collecting and analysing information, it is supposed to use data to make
evaluative judgements. These are fed back to a client in order to assist
management and decision-making, most often within an organisation
(Preskill, 2005). Without this additional valuing dimension an evaluation is only a research project that may increase knowledge but does not
help in decision-making. Figure 1.1 is helpful in delineating the distinction between evaluation and research.
Figure 1.1
Distinguishing between Evaluation and Research
RESEARCH

EVALUATION

Seek to generate
new knowledge

Information for
decision-making

Researcher-focused
Hypotheses

Stakeholder-focused
Key Questions

METHODS & ANALYSIS

Make research
recommendations

Recommendations
based on key questions

Publish results

Report to stakeholders

Source: LaVelle (2010).
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Research on and Research in
In this book, we distinguish between research on and research in VDS.
This is more than a simple linguistic differentiation. Research on VDS
explicitly examines the structures and processes of peace and conflict
and generally is oriented to the investigation of the causes of violence
and potential solutions. It is characterised by: the vastness of the scope
of issues that fall within its analytical ambit; the multidisciplinary
nature of the approaches it encompasses; the diversity and complexity
of the cases that serve as empirical referents; and the micro-to-macro
levels of analysis it employs. The locus of research on a VDS (its conceptualisation, conduct, communication and potential uptake and use)
suggests a shift from inside to outside the immediately affected area.
This shift of perspective from research within to research from outside
influences how research is conceptualised, conducted and perceived.
This may affect understandings of, or receptivity to, the solutions generated through research.
Research in VDS, however, encompasses an even broader swath
of research activity because it includes all research undertaken in VDS
whether or not it possesses a peace- or conflict-specific focus. It could
thus include, inter alia, research in agronomy, physics or urban planning,
if the goal is to catalyse or inform social change, and the research takes
place within the setting of a VDS. It is essential to include this kind of
research within the current study because the volatility of the environments within which it is undertaken ensures that research interventions
will have positive or negative societal impacts, regardless of whether
they are labelled as conflict prevention, peacebuilding, humanitarian,
development, scientific, technological and so on. Consider as examples:
a research study that increases the potential to extract minerals or geological materials from the land of marginalised (and already exploited)
peasants in a conflict-prone region where militarised violence and
repression are systemic; or a case where research leads to the introduction of an irrigation system that increases contact and common interests
between divided communities, allowing for the evolution and expansion
of cooperative and collaborative initiatives.
The inclusion of research in VDS in the current project expands its
scope and increases its complexity. However, if we were to exclude it,
we would be unable to learn from those initiatives whose impacts on
the dynamics of peace or conflict are ignored because they were not
labelled peace or conflict issues—even though such research is far more
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common, if less overt, politically. Similarly, the inclusion of ‘research in’
has implications that go beyond a simple expansion of the study scope. It
also affects our evaluative analysis: It requires us to assess how individuals and institutions appropriate (or misappropriate) research, and apply
(or misapply) it, for the purposes of accessing resources, influencing
policy and practice, or shaping understandings that affect structures and
processes of peace or conflict. The impact of research in VDS on social
development is profoundly influenced by the peace and conflict context,
both past and present. Prospects for knowledge generation, dispersion,
translation and ultimately, use, are affected by the legacy, presence or
threat of violence. This is what sets evaluating research in VDS apart
from other contexts, the impact of violence on research conceptualisation and implementation, and on the human relationships and governance structures that will shape research receptivity.

The Importance of Building the Field of Research
Evaluation in Violently Divided Societies8
The World Bank’s (2011) World Development Report 2011: Conflict,
Security and Development situates violence as a pivotal development
challenge noting that repeated cycles of violence and instability have
severely undermined prospects for global peace, development and prosperity. The same report points out that poverty rates are, on average,
more than 20 percentage points higher in countries where violence is
protracted than in other countries. When one looks at the needs of VDS,
efforts to strengthen systems of research, or to build capacities to evaluate that research, may seem less pressing than other problems; this would
also seem to be true when mainstream programme evaluation, itself, is
relatively weak, and when critical sectors, such as health and education,
are not being adequately evaluated.9 However, these are false dichotomies and should be rejected as such. Rebuilding VDS requires a nuanced
understanding of very complex and deeply politicised processes within
highly volatile environments. Research plays a critical role in understanding the structures and processes of violence, and in developing
effective responses to the most pressing social, political, economic and
security challenges within VDS.
By and large, the international community is beginning to understand that it would be problematic to undertake, for example, an evaluation of a primary education programme in Afghanistan which did not
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take into consideration the violently contested environment within which
that programme is nested. This is because the success or failure of the
educational investments in that sector is as likely to be a function of their
impact on narrowing or widening inequities, or their impact on peace
or conflict dynamics, as of pedagogical impacts. Similarly, the achievement, scalability or sustainability of any social or pedagogical outcomes
of the programme will inevitably be influenced, for good or bad, by concurrent shifts in the context or peace/conflict system.
Unfortunately, the same degree of understanding has yet to filter
into the realm of VDS research evaluation. As discussed in more detail
in the next chapter, in the absence of alternatives, the tendency has been
to rely on two standard approaches to research evaluation: bibliometric
analysis, which essentially consists of totting up of the number of citations or bibliographic references to the research output being evaluated;10
and peer review, often undertaken by the gatekeepers of the academic
industry.11 The former relies on objective, quantifiable indicators. The
latter relies on peer opinion. Both use acceptance and circulation within
a community of peers (typically academic communities) as a proxy for
research uptake, influence and use. This tells us something about how
research is perceived within a community of scientific peers—but communicates next to nothing about the extra-academic or societal impacts
of research, or the contribution it makes to solving real-world problems.
Not surprisingly then, within the context of research on, or in, VDS, there
is no systematic consideration of how research may affect, or is affected
by, the structures and processes of violence and conflict (or peace).
Both the illustrative case of Afghanistan above and Colin Knox’s
chapter on integrated education in Northern Ireland (Chapter 5) demonstrate how a very broad variety of research (educational, cultural, psychological, historical and political) was essential both for the formulation
and implementation of educational programmes and for evaluators trying to understand whether and how initiatives may have affected social
change. Knox illustrates this by comparing the logical framework model
of the programme he evaluated with competing theories of social change
emerging from research on integrated education in Northern Ireland.
This comparison provides a better sense of where, and how, to look for
intermediate outcomes and longer term societal impacts. Knox’s broad
examination of two approaches to programme theory underscores the
important role that research plays in programme creation and evaluation.
In the broadest terms, the question is: How will stakeholders—
policy-makers, civil society and other interested parties—know whether
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or not research processes and findings are robust, and whether or not
they are appropriate for informing changes or revisions to programmes,
policies or practices? The answer seems self-evident: by evaluating the
methodological, political and ethical integrity and impacts (broadly
defined) of that research. However, in wide-ranging discussions throughout this project, we frequently heard from peace and conflict researchers that funders were unclear about what constituted credible evidence
of the extra-academic influence of their research, or that such requests
lacked conviction, coherence or follow-up. Typically, research council
funders required confirmation that a specific research output had been
produced—a book, conference paper, monograph, article, data set, a
survey and so on.
On the other hand, research funded by bilateral or multilateral aid
agencies or by private or public philanthropy was more likely to use
traditional approaches to programme evaluation. However, in these
cases evaluation focused not on the research per se, but on the hoped-for
outcomes of the project or programme within which the research was
undertaken—often development or humanitarian initiatives. In other
words, the focus or unit of analysis was the administrative or operational mechanisms supporting the research (the project), rather than the
societal impacts of the research itself. These colleagues, too, were quick
to point out that these evaluations inadequately considered the unique
contribution that research—its reach, use or influence—makes to larger
outcomes or goals of social change. Unless we evaluate research through
a broader societal lens, we have no systematic or empirical understanding of when, why and how it may inform programming, policy or
practice.12 Societally focused evaluation of research in contexts of
violence and conflict is not a luxury—it is fundamental need.

A Dual Challenge
The Evaluation of Research
In addressing the impact of research in and on VDS, we face a daunting
dual challenge: First, evaluating or measuring research impacts, particularly extra-academic or societal impacts—which are arguably more difficult than measuring other types of impacts. Second, VDS pose the most
extreme operational, ethical and political challenges that any individual
working for social change can expect to encounter—researcher, evaluator, development/humanitarian practitioner, funder and so on.
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There are multiple methodological challenges that make it difficult to identify, delineate, assess and sort the contributions that research
makes to larger social, economic or political outcomes or impacts. In this
sense, it is often said that the impacts of research are less tangible, or that
they are tangled up with other factors or variables (the multiple pathways
problem).13 Since the sort of social change that research often aspires
to influence is always the result of a multi-causal package of factors,
there is the perpetual problem of attributing specific changes to specific
pieces of research (the attribution problem). Research may be one of the
number of factors contributing to long-term social change. Further, an
ultimate impact such as social reconciliation or women’s empowerment,
to which research contributes, may require considerable passing of time
to incubate or to bear fruit (the timeline to impact problem). However,
the accountability needs of the research funder are more likely to be
dictated by the requirements of considerably shorter institutional timeframes. Underpinning all of this is the ambiguity, or unquestioned acceptance, of theories about how social change actually happens (theory of
change). Oftentimes, such theories are immature, untested or not even
articulated by researchers, evaluators or funders. This is particularly true
for peacebuilding interventions which, according to some critics, are as
much about neoliberal social engineering as they are about stopping violence and achieving peace.14
The operational, ethical and political challenges of conducting
research and evaluation have been documented in the literature and in
discussions around practice (see ALNAP, 2005; Bamberger et al., 2006;
Bush and Duggan, 2013; Church and Rogers, 2006; Morris, 2008, 2010;
OECD, 2008). Indeed, throughout this project, we were continually
reminded of the need to straddle both the fields of evaluation research and
peace and conflict studies. Time and again, we returned to the question:
What is it about the particular contexts of VDS that makes the process of
generating, spreading and using research for social change different? We
came to the conclusion that the fluid, unpredictable and volatile contexts
that characterise VDS magnify existing research and evaluation challenges, rendering them more extreme. For example, the perennial problem of scarce or non-existent baseline data—an issue that plagues most
applied empiric research or programme evaluation—is more acute in
VDS where hard data has often been destroyed or is simply inaccessible
for a host of reasons related to security, censorship and control. But even
if data of some sort is available, deep contextual differences place limits
on the comparability of data within cases, across cases and across space
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and time (a more extreme manifestation of problems of generalisability
or external validity). This is true whether we are working in regions of
militarised violence (Palestine or Afghanistan), social violence (favelas in Brazil) or criminalised violence (zones under the control of drug
gangs throughout the Global North and South).

The Evaluation of Research in Volatile and
Contested Contexts
During the course of this project, the null hypothesis arose as a methodological question in discussions.15 It was observed that the evaluation of
a research project needs to maintain the theoretical possibility that the
research intervention may not have an impact of any kind—for a variety of possible reasons. While this may make sense methodologically—
and while this is a possible outcome under normal conditions—there
is something about the extreme-ness of a violently divided context that
severely limits the possibility of a non-impact outcome. That is, the
extremeness of the context itself magnifies and amplifies the destructive
possibilities around the negative impacts of failure.
There is a tendency in evaluation to assess an initiative (whether it
is a research project or a water and sanitation project) along a continuum
between success and failure—where failure is framed as the null hypothesis, that is, the initiative had no effect, and where success is framed as
meeting all the stated objectives. However, in VDS, the environmental
conditions (volatility, zero-sum rationality, resource scarcity and insecurity) reduce the possibility that a project will have absolutely no effect.
Failure in VDS is not the absence of effects or impact. It is the presence
of outcomes that may be corrosive, explosive and lethal, for example, an
increase in vulnerability, injustice, insecurity and so on for participants
in the research or other intervention.
Examples of failure are not hard to find on the ground, although
they rarely find their way into publicly available research or evaluation reports. Failure is the methodologically flawed hydrology study in
a water-scarce region that leads to an attack on a village to secure the
control of erroneously predicted water reserves. Failure is the pedagogical research supporting the building of a school in Gulu, Uganda, that
resulted in the kidnapping of 20 children by the Lord’s Resistance Army
on the day it was opened because it was implemented with a blueprint
logic that made students vulnerable to abduction; it is the misguided
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or premature application of Contact Theory16 underpinning a crosscommunity youth project that results in increased tensions and scapegoating. Simply put, failed research produces unintended negative outcomes
in contexts which researchers, funders and research evaluators ought to
have known better. These stakeholder groups may not be able to foresee
every obstacle or failure, but they can, through judicious monitoring and
evaluation, think through more deliberately and systematically the risks
and consequences of knowledge production and utilisation in the contexts and with the people they are often purporting to be helping.
Another challenge of working in violence-prone contexts is the short
attention span of many funders. Because there are few, if any, quick
impacts or visible short term pay-offs (financial or political) for funders,
keeping them engaged over the long term is difficult. The slowness of
long-term processes of reconstituting or building a new social, economic
and political fabric and intellectual capital is especially conspicuous in
the efforts to support and sustain research capacities—due to such issues
as security risks to researchers, destruction of critical research/knowledge infrastructure, brain drain during periods of sustained violence
and so on.
Figure 1.2 illustrates what we see to be the core domains of research
and evaluation in VDS. More specifically, it identifies the domains
Figure 1.2
The Core Domains of Evaluation in VDS
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affected by the extreme contexts, which in turn, affect the work of evaluators and researchers, and in related forms, the work that funders support.
Efforts to understand the impact of research in VDS, through the
use of evaluation, quickly confront one or more of challenges within
these domains. The extreme environment may exercise a direct impact
on each of these domains (in an almost endless number of ways), thereby
affecting the ability of evaluators or researchers to undertake their work.
As noted for VDS, similar pressures may be experienced in non-VDS
contexts. However, the likelihood of this occurring, the diversity of the
forms of challenges, and most conspicuously, the stakes are so much
higher in VDS settings.

Overarching Themes of This Book
What has been the experience to date in our efforts to tackle the challenges outlined above?
There are a number of themes that emerged from discussions
between the authors of this book and which illustrate the tensions that
arise as the four core domains in the study framework interact. Different
chapters examine specific dimensions of the evaluation of research in
VDS. Thus, for example, in Chapter 5, Colin Knox analyses an evaluation which he undertook of a research component of a larger peacebuilding project in Northern Ireland; John A. Healy and John R. Healy offer
an insightful discussion of the priorities and practicalities of the evaluation of research from the perspective of commissioners of evaluations
in a philanthropic organisation; Sonal Zaveri turns a critical eye towards
the issues and questions that should underpin the evaluation of projects
or programmes targeting vulnerable populations such as the children of
sex workers, migrant workers or slum dwellers; and Kevin Kelly reflects
upon an evaluation he led of a research funding programme which sought
to increase the social, political and epidemiological impacts of HIV/
AIDS research in South Africa. While the approaches and the cases in
each chapter are different, collectively they illuminate the critical research
and evaluation issues and tensions that define the scope of this book.
These themes wind their way through the book. They cross-cut
and bind the chapters into a coherent collection despite the considerable diversity of cases—which range from the children of sex workers in
South Asia (Zaveri, Chapter 7) to the HIV/AIDS pandemic in Southern
Africa (Kelly, Chapter 6), to integrated education policy in Northern
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Ireland (Knox, Chapter 5), to accountability research in Nepal, Kenya
and Argentina (Whitty, Chapter 3), to ethics and psycho-social interventions in Pakistan, Darfur and Sri Lanka (Jayawickrama and Strecker,
Chapter 4). That such an array of cases may be integrated within a single
book, demonstrates the applicability of the core debates of this study in
VDS in the broadest sense. To orient the reader, a brief synopsis of the
principal themes of the book is provided next.

Politics and Political Sensitivities
The authors in this book do not shy away from the deeply political
dimensions that emerge for evaluation and research in VDS. Indeed, the
cases illustrate the extent to which politics perforate both. The variety
of ways in which this occurs is evident in every chapter. Politics are
present at the very start of the process in the interests that motivate the
decision to undertake, or evaluate, a body of research (Healy and Healy,
Chapter 8; Kelly, Chapter 6). And, there are political implications in the
choice of epistemological and methodological frameworks, particularly
in the ways they implicitly legitimate some voices and realities, while
de-legitimating and disappearing others (Jayawickrama and Strecker,
Chapter 4). When the ‘voices of the South’ are no longer ignored, the
systemically political nature of method becomes unavoidably clear
(Jayawickrama and Strecker, Chapter 4).
This kind of thick politics is present in all research and evaluation though. It is the fact that all the cases in this book are set within
VDS which makes it even more pressing to acknowledge and address
the political. While the meanings and implications of the volatility and
fluidity that characterise these environments need to be derived from
the particularities of each case, the chapters remind us that they may
be experienced differently by different individuals and groups. As for
the evaluator in such environments, the political challenges are evident
in operational constraints related to access and insecurity; the sensitivities around talking about certain topics; pressure to shape findings to
suit political or financial interests; and the elevated risk that research or
evaluation findings may be misused or harnessed to divisive political
agendas. Indeed, as Knox points out in the case study of the evaluation
of integrated education in Northern Ireland, politicians did not care about
the details of research or evaluation, only whether it could be construed
to support or refute policy decisions.
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Evidence and Policy: When Good Research Is Ignored
and When Bad Research Rules the Day
While evaluation may help us to understand the impacts research can
have in VDS, there are a host of factors that need to be taken into consideration. As cases in this book demonstrate, even good research that
meets criteria of scientific merit and integrity will not, on its own, affect
sustainable change. Indeed, as Kevin Kelly points out in the case of HIV/
AIDS research in South Africa (Chapter 6), the legitimacy and use of
robust, quality research may be undermined by retrogressive political,
social or economic forces—as with the refusal of the Mbeke regime
to accept the scientifically-proven efficacy of anti-retroviral therapy.
Conversely however, poor quality and methodologically dubious
research may have a significant impact, particularly when it reinforces
the dominant ideology or discourse, or when it serves the interests of
powerful sub-groups.17 The absence of credible systems or approaches
to evaluate research can reinforce and maintain the dominant discourses,
and obscure or render suspicious or unreliable the alternative analysis of
experiences and realities that research can illuminate. Such a dynamic is
as equally evident in the Global North as in the Global South.
Researchers and research funders, thus, know that good research
can be ignored, and that bad research can be taken up and applied with
gusto. Understanding how this could happen requires much more than an
evaluation of the hermetically sealed impacts of research products on the
research of other researchers [sic]. We need to look more systematically
at how research interacts in context and with the structures and processes
of power and politics at local, regional and international levels. When we
explore more carefully and critically, we see that despite increased calls
for evidence-based decision-making in science and public affairs, we are
just as likely to find instances of policy-based evidence making.18
This recognition highlights the need for a repertoire of approaches
to evaluation which include analytical flexibility, politically-sensitive
critique and an awareness of democratisation processes at local and
national levels so that research may be undertaken in ways that fundamentally change the systems and institutions of decision-making, the role
of research within such systems and the ways that both connect with citizens. Research can be used to reinforce existing and dominant systems
and agendas; or, it can be used to challenge and hopefully improve them.
Power-sensitive, or conflict-sensitive, evaluation of research can play
a crucial role in assessing whether research is doing either or neither.
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For evaluation to play this role, evaluation as a field of theory and practice needs to be strengthened. The rationale for building a sub-field
of evaluation in VDS is examined in more detail by Katherine Hay in
Chapter 9.

Operational Difficulties
The following chapters demonstrate that the levels and types of operational difficulties affecting the evaluation of research in VDS vary
according to the case. The dynamics of violence, the legacy of conflicts
and the political and infrastructural context are all factors affecting the
operational efficacy of research. However, as argued in the Healy and
Healy chapter, effective research or programme evaluation may also
generate the types of knowledge and information that may inform subsequent peacebuilding or development programmes and may help to
identify and overcome operational difficulties. The chapters generate a
long list of operational challenges. To name but a few: intransigent or
suspicious government officials or community members; insecurity of
evaluators, researchers and participants; cultural incommensurabilities;
self-interest of stakeholders; destruction or manipulation of data; distrust; competing demands and expectations and so on.

Layers of Accountability and the Ethical Dimensions of
Research and Evaluation
While ethics constitute the specific focus of the chapter by Jayawickrama
and Strecker, it is a strong theme running throughout this book with
many facets: the question of whether the evaluator or researcher can—or
should—be independent in VDS settings; the management of the layers of (often competing) expectations; the question of how the evaluator
should deal with negative findings; pressures to skew the findings of
an evaluation; the relative absence in the practice of formal processes
of ethical review of the work of evaluators; the bureaucratic nature of
research ethics review processes within universities and the degree to
which our approaches to evaluation and research are appropriate when
applied within VDS.
Working in VDS implies working under conditions of considerable
tension with the full spectrum of people, from the powerful to the powerless (though we need to remain attentive to the fact that competing forms
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of power coexist in VDS). Any work within such contexts raises ethical
considerations—whether this research involves development, humanitarian, peacebuilding or research activities. As researchers, we are
expected to do our utmost to ensure that our work does not compromise
the physical, emotional, cultural or moral well-being of those involved
in, or affected by, our research at all stages. These same requirements
apply to those engaged in evaluating research in and on VDS. One of the
challenges to achieving these objectives is the general tendency for both
evaluation and research initiatives to be short term (often due to research
funding timeframes) and extractive. Under such conditions, limitations
of time and opportunity may inhibit the building of those reciprocal relationships of trust and understanding needed to be able to see, understand
and assess the ethical implications of our research—at every stage of the
research process, as projects are designed, undertaken, disseminated and
operationalised.
Intimately related to ethics is accountability (Whitty, Chapter 3).
Researchers and evaluators are accountable not only to local populations but also to funders, who often want findings that further their own
intellectual agendas and institutional or political goals (see chapters by
Zaveri; Healy and Healy; and Jayawickrama and Strecker). And, finally,
researchers are also held to account by the wider research community
and the research standards that undergird the legitimacy of research.
The multiple layers of motivations, obligations and accountability
increase the complexity of evaluating research in and on VDS. But even
when a researcher adheres to standard ethical principles and practice,
there is no guarantee that s/he will produce research that is valuable,
useful or acceptable to local stakeholders, funders or the academy (Fujii,
2008). On the other hand, research which does not or cannot adhere to
the letter of institutionally prescribed standards (such as parental consent for orphaned or separated children) still has the potential to produce
useful knowledge for any or all stakeholders. Moreover, research ethics
guidelines are not designed with any consideration of the particular challenges that confront researchers in VDS, and consequently are often not
appropriate or helpful. Indeed, they may constitute a hindrance to the
research process—for example, where the requirement for written permission inhibits access to interviewers who view it (often correctly) as a
potential threat to security.19 The other side of this issue is the question
of what a researcher/evaluator should do with information that reveals
details about criminality, atrocities or war crimes. This raises issues
about the trade-offs between confidentiality, security and justice.20
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In the world of programme evaluation, there is an expectation that
evaluators and commissioners of evaluation should be held accountable for universally accepted standards of evaluation (utility, propriety,
feasibility, accuracy).21 The propriety standard in particular is meant to
address ethical dimensions that might emerge from evaluation design,
implementation or use. The difficulty is that standards are of limited
use when mechanisms are not in place to monitor and enforce them.
Within the profession of evaluation, there is limited use of ethics review
mechanisms similar to those that oversee university-based research.22
In addition, because of the patron–client relationship existing between
an evaluator and the commissioning entity, evaluators are vulnerable
to being pressured by commissioners into changing negative evaluation findings (AES, 1998; Bamberger et al., 2006). This is a particularly
marked risk in VDS where the consequences of a negative evaluation
carry considerable costs (political as much as economic) if it becomes
known that a programme did not unfold as planned or fell short of funder
expectations.

Social Justice, Vulnerability and Power
Different chapters explore distinct facets of the themes of social justice,
power and vulnerability through different case studies. So, for example, questions about vulnerability and power abound in the chapters by
Jayawickrama and Strecker and by Whitty. However, they are conspicuous in each of the other chapters as well. The fact that the same theme
finds its way into different chapters does not mean that it is understood
or dealt with in the same way. Thus, while Zaveri probes the ways in
which different forms of vulnerability condition the experience of social
violence in red light districts (and indeed, how vulnerability reduction projects may actually increase vulnerability), Jayawickrama and
Strecker examine a very different facet of vulnerability, observing that
‘[the] blanket labeling of whole groups as “vulnerable” pushes us from
the methodological into the political.’
The consequences of this process for the interests of this book are
powerfully articulated. Jayawickrama and Strecker note that despite the
realities, problems and needs of researched communities,
at the end of the day, it is the voice of the researcher, and her particular
representation of the situation that will shape discourse in academic,
policy, and practitioner circles. The particular question, within this
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context, is: What are the implications—methodological, political, and
ethical—for the evaluation of this kind of research?23

If knowledge is power, then research is inextricably involved in either
empowering or disempowering individuals and groups by reinforcing
or challenging structures of domination or liberation. To convey this
idea, Foucault fuses the concepts of power and knowledge in his neologism, power-knowledge. In so doing, he underscores both the mutually reinforcing relationship between the two and his understanding that
knowledge is never neutral. Rather, knowledge is generative and, thus,
normative (Foucault, 1976). Because evaluation is a form of knowledge
production, it is embedded within the same power/political context and
carries the same power/political implications.
If there is one message that the editors of this book hope to leave
with the readers, it is this: Research and evaluation are imbued with
power and politics. In VDS, in particular, they are not technocratic or
neutral exercises. They always have impacts—positive or negative—on
the actors involved and bystanders. This is true for researchers, evaluators, funders and the ultimate beneficiaries of both research and evaluation. The extreme nature of VDS contexts amplifies the consequences of
each decision made in the process. This means that researchers, evaluators, practitioners and funders must make efforts in good faith to tease
out the inevitable peace, conflict or mixed impacts of any and all interventions in which they are involved.

Notes
1. Our use of the term ‘impact’ corresponds with the commonly accepted definition:
‘Positive and negative, primary and secondary long-term effects produced by [an] …
intervention, directly or indirectly, intended or unintended’ (OECD DAC, 2002).
2. Examples are abundant; for example, the abduction and murder of academics
illustrated in the cases taken up by such organisations as the Council for Academics
at Risk.
3. As discussed further below, research on VDS refers to that which focuses on
structures and processes of peace and conflict within a case, or set of cases. Research
in VDS refers to any kind of social change research undertaken within VDS. Thus,
research on VDS is defined by the nature or topic or research, while research in VDS
is defined by the geographic location within which it is undertaken.
4. By research impacts, we mean the extra-academic influence of research: That is, the
benefits that arise from academic research beyond the academic world (Donovan,
2009).
5. For a sampling of research in these fields, refer to Black (2008), Carlson (2001), Engs
(2005), Gordon (1988), Schmit (1996) and Carey (2008).
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6. The last two categories of examples illustrate the ways in which militarised and nonmilitarised forms of violence may be employed in tandem in the pursuit of absolute
political, social and economic control.
7. In order to divide groups within society, it is first necessary to delineate that group
from other groups. This has been done by treating groups differently economically,
socially and politically (Horowitz, 1985). The instrumental application of violence—
or the creation of conditions which permit or encourage violence to be inflicted on a
defined group—is a particularly effective means of erasing affective ties of similarity,
to replace them with politicised boundaries of difference (Horowitz, 1985).
8. Elements of this section are drawn from an earlier draft of Katherine Hay’s chapter on
field building for this book, Chapter 9. We thank Katherine for allowing us to include
it in this introductory chapter.
9. For a South Asia-specific discussion of evaluation field building, see Hay (2010).
10. For a well grounded methodological critique of applying bibliometrics to social
sciences and humanities research, see SSHRCC (2004).
11. According to Coryn (2008), few rigorous studies have been undertaking the ‘workings
of peer review’, despite its ‘importance as the basic mechanism for judging the merits
of most research’. In one of the most complete and critical analysis of the peer-review
system, Cicchetti (1991) found that ‘the reliability of most reviews is no better than
would have occurred by chance’; cited in Coryn (2008, p. 2).
12. While bibliometrics and peer review are the overwhelmingly dominant mechanisms
to research evaluation, other approaches lend themselves to a more societally focused
assessment. This would include: (social) network analysis, case studies, tracer
methodologies, spillover analysis, data-mining and visualisation, econometric and
other statistical modelling techniques. See Ruegg and Feller (2003) and Ruegg and
Jordan (2007). While these approaches bring us closer to teasing out societal impacts,
they nonetheless share the same myopic condition as the dominant approaches do
to research evaluation—lack of a systematic consideration of the impact of violent
context on these methods, and vice versa. See also Sumner et al. (2009).
13. For a recent review of these challenges with reference to development research, see
Sumner et al. (2009).
14. For a stimulating and solitary discussion of theories of change in the field of
peacebuilding, see USAID (2011).
15. I thank Rick Davies for bringing up this point, as well as for the critical intellectual
rigour he brought to the project both in the final authors’ workshop and by his
trenchant comments as an external review of each of the chapters. His website offers
a near-encyclopaedic offering of resources for monitoring and evaluation: http://
mande.co.uk/
16. Gordon W. Allport is credited with the initial formulation of ‘Contact Theory’, which
posits that, under appropriate conditions, face-to-face contact between individuals
from divided groups is an effective means of reducing misconceptions, prejudice and
scapegoating at an inter-group level.
17. An example of this phenomenon in South Asia can be found in the politically
motivated archaeological research supported by religious extremists to justify the
destruction, for example, of mosques on sites that are deemed to be historically
Hindu—most obviously demonstrated in the history of violence in Ayodhya, India.
So too is it evident in Sri Lanka, in the use of dubious archaeological research to
justify Sinhalese colonialism in Tamil-majority regions, or to justify the National
Sinhalese Buddhist status of the state and the country; see Kemper (1991).
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18. Boden and Ebstein, the originators of the term ‘policy-based evidence making’
describe it as follows:
This need [for evidence] has been reified in the UK and elsewhere, as
routines of ‘evidence-based policy-making’ have been hardwired into the
business of Government. Intuitively, basing policies that affect people’s
lives and the economy on rigorous academic research sounds rational and
desirable. However, such approaches are fundamentally flawed by virtue
of the fact that Government, in its broadest sense, seeks to capture and
control the knowledge producing processes to the point where this type of
‘research’ might best be described as ‘policy-based evidence’. (Boden and
Epstein, 2006, p. 226)
19. Or the case of a graduate student in the Conflict Studies Programme of St Paul
University who was required to ensure that the rural women selected as interviewees
in a political empowerment study in Senegal would have access to a trained (Western)
counsellor should they be adversely affected by discussing their political work—
despite the inappropriateness of Western-style counselling to that context; the
availability of existing effective local traditional methods of dealing with traumatising
events developed during years of militarised conflict; and the fact that the only place
for such counselling was a 14-hour bus ride away in the capital city. For a general
discussion, see Kovats-Bernat (2002).
20. This particular tension is illustrated in the protracted legal battle between Boston
College and the US Department of Justice. As part of an oral history project, the
College was acting as the confidential repository for the transcripts of interviews
with Northern Irish militants who had been promised that their stories would remain
private until after their deaths. The US Department of Justice, on the other hand,
subpoenaed the tapes from the university in connection with an investigation into
an unsolved murder. For details on this story, see http://www.thedailybeast.com/
articles/2012/07/10/boston-college-s-secret-tapes-could-bring-ira-exposure-andretribution.html (accessed on 12 December 2012).
21. These particular criteria were formulated by the American Evaluation Association
and are widely adopted by evaluation associations around the world. See also OECDDAC evaluation quality standards and others at http://mande.co.uk/2011/lists/
evaluation-quality-standards/on-evaluation-quality-standards-a-list/
22. As problematic as university ethics review processes may be in some cases
(bureaucratised, innovation stifling, unenforced, secondary to financial needs of
universities and so on), they still constitute one of the few institutionalised and
operating mechanisms for ethics review.
23. This passage is culled from the unpublished research prospectus prepared by Janaka
Jayawickrama for this project.
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T

he evolution of evaluation is closely tied to the rise of publicly
funded institutions and social programmes, primarily in North
America and Europe. Respected evaluator Donna Mertens notes
that evaluation, in its earliest form, appeared in the 19th century when
‘the [US] government first asked external inspectors to evaluate public
programs, such as prisons, schools, hospitals and orphanages’ (Mertens,
2001, p. 367). However, most other commentators date the origin of
evaluation (as we know it today) to the 1960s when more standardised
forms and approaches to evaluation came to the fore (Georghious and
Laredo, 2005, p. 1; McCoy and Hargie, 2001; Scriven, 2003).
Since this period, evaluation has established itself as a discipline
in its own right. An important consequence of this has been a move
towards professionalisation of evaluation as a field of theory and practice (Scriven, 2003; p. 7; Hay, Chapter 9 in this book). Thus, bodies
such as the American Evaluation Association (AEA) and the European
Evaluation Society have established quality standards and formal principles of practice for members and for the profession more broadly. These
or similar standards of technical competency and integrity for evaluators
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have since been adopted by numerous national and regional evaluation
associations in the Global North and South. Nevertheless, the field of
contemporary evaluation theory and practice carries the legacy of the
second half of the last century in its underpinning theories and methodologies, derived largely from government-driven desires to assess social
programming, particularly in the areas of health and education (Rossi
and Lipsey, 2004, p. 8).
Within the sphere of interest of this book, it bears noting that
although the evaluation of academic and extra-academic research has
also been going on since the 1970s (Luukkonen, 2002, p. 81), the debates
and evolution in this field took place separately, albeit in parallel, to
those taking place in the field of social policy and programme evaluation. As such, the evaluation of research was not a significant point of
reference in the early evolution of the field of evaluation science (McCoy
and Hargie, 2001; Rossi and Lipsey, 2004).
Indeed, contemporary evaluation research and practice have continued to be weighted towards social policy and programming, with a more
specific focus on the evaluation of research, as interested stakeholders
(research funders, users of research and researchers themselves) have
come to understand that there is much learning that can be taken from the
intersection of the fields of programme or policy evaluation and research
evaluation. Fleshing out this learning has become increasingly important
as those with an interest in producing actionable, social change research
have realised that approaches to and methods for evaluating research
uptake, use and impacts are imperfect and underdeveloped. As noted
by Bush and Duggan in the introductory chapter to this book, this task
is even more difficult in violently divided society (VDS) contexts that
are characterised by volatility, complexity and non-linearity. In addition, the trajectories of research in these settings, from the moment of
its conceptualisation through to it use for social change objectives, are
highly politicised.

Overview
Given that the literature on social programme and policy evaluation and
research evaluation is vast, this chapter reviews a selection of this literature in order to explore and ground the conceptual and theoretical
foundations of the current book. It considers how the process of evaluation has evolved and developed historically, and highlights the main
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trends within the field. This will guide us to the relevant principles and
concepts in the evaluation literature for use in subsequent discussions in
this book of the evaluation of research in and on VDS. It will also allow
us to identify missing components in the existing literature and potential
gaps in theory and practice.
The sources included in this chapter were selected for detailed review
from a larger set of references generated through searches on databases
of peer-reviewed journals, Google and Google Scholar. The principal
and secondary researchers involved in the VDS project (authors of this
book) also provided articles and chapters which they considered to be
of particular importance in influencing debates and forging trends in the
fields of evaluation and of peace and conflict research in general.
The literature reviewed was selected on the basis of its potential to
illuminate the primary question that forms the basis of this book: How
can we improve evaluation practice to better understand the difference
that research makes in VDS? Secondary questions that guided the review
include: Why is evaluation so much more difficult in these contexts?
What can we learn from the current evaluation practice in the Global
North and South?
In order to organise learning around these questions, the chapter
categorises sources reviewed around four constituent works of literature.
The first body of literature is rooted in the evaluation of publicly funded
social programmes and policies, a process which draws our analytical gaze back to the very origins of the field of evaluation. The second
constituent literature brings to the fore, the important issue of violence
and examines the much more recent, and still evolving, work on the
evaluation of conflict prevention, peacebuilding and humanitarian assistance programmes. The third constituent literature is rooted in efforts
to evaluate academic and extra-academic research. The final constituent literature is the most embryonic of all, and is explored throughout
the chapters that make up this book—the evaluation of research in and
on VDS. Debates and trends in the evaluation of international development aid programmes tend to cross-cut the four constituent works of
literature and for this reason, this chapter also draws from this area of
practice as needed.
In looking across these pieces of literature in the context of the
VDS research project, it quickly became apparent that there are recurring themes, debates, problems and issues that absorb the attention of
stakeholders involved in research and evaluation. We refer to these as
fundamental issues, understood as ‘underlying concerns, problems or
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choices that continually resurface in different guises throughout evaluation work’ (Smith and Brandon, 2008, p. vii). By their very nature,
these are issues that can never be finally resolved to the satisfaction of
all stakeholders; this is especially true in VDS contexts where the ubiquitous presence or threat of violence renders these fundamental issues
more extreme. Of the myriad fundamental issues that surface, the following are examined in varying degrees of depth across the works of literature as a means of deepening our understanding of the ways in which
particular norms and values have become embedded in the field of evaluation, affecting the conceptual framing of the evaluation of research
in VDS:
•
•
•
•
•

The purpose of evaluation
The role of the evaluator
Who participates in evaluation
Theoretical and applied approaches and methods
The nature of evidence

Figure 2.1 illustrates the relationship and interaction in these four focus
areas across the constituent pieces of literature, and also the nuanced differences between each area of evaluation. The purpose of the map is to
show that, although there are many areas of evaluation in which there are
coinciding interests, there are also numerous complexities which need
to be borne in mind. Also, the map forms the basis for the structure of
the rest of our chapter where we offer a more detailed explanation of the
constituent pieces of literature and their fundamental issues.

Constituent Literature 1: The Evaluation of
Programmes and Policies
As noted, the field of evaluation arose predominantly in the public
administration domain in USA, Europe and Australia. It began in the
fields of human, social and welfare services (including healthcare, social
deprivation and poverty) with an early focus in the field of education.
The intention of such evaluations was to assist in improving the quality
of social programmes and policies. Much of the material written to date
continues to focus on this particular area and, therefore, acts as the first
port of call in our discussion. Box 2.1 provides a brief primer with basic
evaluation terminology.
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Figure 2.1
Constituent Literatures and Cross-cutting Themes in the Evaluation of
Research in VDS
Constituent
Constituent
Constituent
Constituent
Literature
Literature
Literature
Literature
2
3
1+2+3
1
Programme
& Policy
Evaluation

Constituent
Literature 2:
Peacebuilding
& Humanitarian
Evaluation

Constituent
Literature 3:
Evaluation of
Research

Research
Focus of this
book

The Purpose of Evaluation
The Role of the Evaluator
Participants in Evaluation

Evaluation of
Research in
VDS

Theories, Methods & Approaches
The Nature of Evidence
Source: Author.

Box 2.1
Key Evaluation Terms—Evaluation, Approach and Method
Evaluation Type: refers to whether the evaluation will be formative, summative or
developmental.
Formative Evaluation: is intended to improve performance; most often
conducted during the implementation of a programme.
Summative Evaluation: is intended to provide information about the merit or
worth of a programme; most often conducted at the end of a programme.
Developmental Evaluation: positions the evaluator as a part of a programme’s
design and development process. It is done is real-time; has a series of short,
rapid feedback loops; and allows the entity being evaluated to quickly adapt its
strategies and activities.
Evaluation Approach: commonly called an evaluation theory, an approach
describes the philosophy and process of evaluation.
Method: refers to the data collection strategy (qualitative, quantitative, mixed)
tools and instruments used in an evaluation.
Source: Fournier (2005); Preskill and Russ-Eft (2005).
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The Purpose of Evaluation:
Accountability versus Learning
Programme evaluation was first developed with the primary purpose of
improving the quality of social programmes. Within this aim, a larger
tension surfaced amongst proponents who viewed evaluation as a tool
for accountability for funds disbursed and those who saw it as a means
for learning and improvement.
The accountability model of evaluation became popular in the early
1960s. In the USA, Senator Robert Kennedy was concerned with the
spending of federal money in education and, thus, fought to include
an evaluation clause in the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
(ESEA). With the successful passing of this act, evaluation requirements
became part of every US federal grant, and evaluation as a means for
judging whether or not a programme was successful, was inadvertently
linked to the allocation of subsequent funding (Preskill and Russ-Eft,
2005). Similar practices were also occurring in Europe and Australia,
raising the interest and need for an expanding evaluation field.
As affirmed by Patton (1997, p. 11):
Programme evaluation as a distinct field of professional practice was
born of two lessons: first, the realisation that there is not enough money
to do all the things that need doing; and second, even if there were
enough money, it takes more than money to solve complex human and
social problems. As not everything can be done, there must be a basis
for deciding which things are worth doing. Enter evaluation.

Consequently, the agencies and other bodies that fund public programmes have at times used evaluation findings to justify expenditure
and future allocation of financial resources. In this respect, evaluation
was charged with identifying flaws in a completed initiative in order
to ensure that similar projects or programmes would not be funded in
the future. Objective-based studies, pioneered by Ralph Tyler, Percy
Bridgman and E. L. Thorndike were well tailored for this function, identifying the initial aims and objectives of the programme and then measuring whether or not these objectives had been met.
As the evaluation field developed, debates concerning the aim and
purpose of evaluation broadened, and programme evaluation moved
beyond a one-dimensional accountability approach, shifting the debate
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towards a wider discussion around the need to use evaluation as a learning tool rather than an end unto itself. Evaluation practitioners and
scholars problematised the endemic power structures within the funder–
client relationship, and identified the limitations of objectives-based
approaches. For example, evaluators noted that in the course of a programme the initial goals may alter due to the nature of the programme,
and, as a result, evaluating with these initial aims and objectives in mind
may be detrimental to a fair and thorough judgement of the programme
(Parlett and Hamilton, 1977). Others have similarly suggested that goal
formation in many programmes is an ongoing process, with the major
aims and objectives only becoming evident to leaders and managers
once the actual programme is under way. Some evaluators have also
advocated for goal-free approaches where the achievement of the initial
aims and objectives is not a major concern with respect to the wider scale
of the entire evaluation (Scriven, 1991). Instead, consideration is given
to the wider context in which the programme has developed over time
and what it has achieved.
In the light of these and other discussions, the field of evaluation has
largely embraced evaluation to serve three broad functions:
1.
2.
3.

Accountability: measuring and judging the merit and worth of programme results and accounting for use of resources;
Knowledge generation: creating new understandings about what works
and what does not;
Programme planning or improvement: supporting clear, well-designed,
feasible and measurable programmes with a view to increasing overall
organisational effectiveness (Rutnik and Campbell, 2002).

Proponents of evaluation as a means for learning also contend that
an evaluation should not just be viewed as the ‘retrospective analysis
of programme effects’, but rather that it can play an important role in
the design, implementation and ongoing monitoring of a programme
(McCoy and Hargie, 2001, p. 319). These perspectives have led to
increased investments into formative evaluations. Formative evaluations are episodic in nature, and are conducted during the development
of a programme with the intent to improve or refine it (Scriven, 1991,
p. 168). Formative evaluations are often contrasted with summative evaluations, which are conducted after stabilisation or completion of a programme, and are used to make a final evaluative judgement to determine
the programme’s merit, worth or value.
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A third evaluation form, developmental evaluation (DE), was introduced by Michael Quinn Patton in the early 1980s. DE embeds the
evaluator into the programme development process, so that the evaluator
can provide regular and informed feedback to the programme team to
assist with on-going refinements to design before a programme is tested
and while a programme is underway. DE, and in particular the concept
of the embedded evaluator, has raised further questions about what
exactly the role of the evaluator is.

The Role of the Evaluator
The increased professionalisation of the field of evaluation has given rise
to practitioner voices and created rich debates and discussions about the
role of evaluators. There are some evaluators and commissioners of evaluation who maintain that evaluators should play only one role: providing arm’s length, independent judgements about a programme’s merit or
worth (Scriven, 1991; Stufflebeam, 1994). In contrast, others have advocated for multiple evaluator roles, depending on the evaluation context.
These include, but are not limited to: advocate, activist, change agent,
collaborator, communicator, diplomat, external expert, group facilitator,
information broker, internal colleague, methodologist, organisational
analyst, politician, problem solver, trainer and technician (Greene, 1997;
Love, 1991; Patton, 2008). The evaluator’s role is often influenced by
several factors including the epistemological and ontological view of
the evaluator and those managing the evaluation; the type of evaluation
being conducted; the situation and challenges present in the evaluation;
and the type of evaluator (internal or external).
Conley-Tyler (2005) highlights that the internal–external debate is
often underemphasised in evaluation practice. ‘Given how common this
scenario is, it is surprising that the choice between internal and external
evaluators has not been the subject of much critical debate. Too often the
issue is assumed either one way or the other without discussion of the
issues involved’ (Conley-Tyler, 2005, p. 3). Conley-Tyler further argues
that there is a distinct separation between literature aimed at business
and organisational audiences, which favours internal evaluators, and literature aimed at evaluation professionals, which privileges the external
evaluator (Conley-Tyler, 2005).
External or independent evaluators are those not associated with the
evaluated programme, and thus, in theory, have no stake in the evaluation
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outcomes (Molund and Schill, 2004, p. 17). Scriven (1991, p. 160) outlines the benefits of external evaluators stating that
the external evaluator is less likely to be affected by personal or jobbenefit considerations, is often better at evaluation; has often looked
closely at comparable programs, can speak more frankly because there
is less risk of job loss or personal retribution/dislike, and carries some
cachet from externality.

The role of the external evaluator is often dependent on the type of
evaluation selected and its methodology, but overall his or her role is to
provide an external assessment of the programme as an outside observer.
One limitation of external evaluation is that stakeholder participation is
often limited out of a fear of jeopardising evaluation independence. As
a result, stakeholders can feel removed from the evaluation process, and
may dismiss or disregard the evaluation findings. In contrast, internal
evaluators are organisationally attached to the programme being evaluated. According to Scriven, the internal evaluator
knows the programme better and so avoids mistakes due to ignorance,
knows the people better and hence can talk to them more easily, will
be there after the evaluation is finished and hence can facilitate implementation, probably knows the subject matter better, costs less, and
is sure to know of some other comparable projects for comparison.
(Scriven, 1991, p. 160)

Internal evaluators are also at an advantage because they are familiar with
the political and cultural factors which may be affecting the environment
within which the programme is operating (Braskamp et al., 1987). Love
(1991) cautions that the role of an internal evaluator is sometimes conflated with manager responsibilities, resulting in increased tension and
poor evaluation quality.
While internal evaluators have been used in both formative and summative evaluations, a particular feature of formative evaluation is that it
advocates a position whereby evaluation is something which need not
be undertaken solely by a formal external evaluator. Instead, all actors
may be encouraged to think about evaluation throughout the implementation of a particular programme. For example, if the programme staff is
encouraged to think about evaluation issues throughout, this is viewed
by many as having a positive impact on the project or programme as a
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whole. In other words, evaluation becomes an in-built feature of a programme itself (Scriven, 1991).
One assumption that often pervades the external–internal debate is
the notion of objectivity. In 1988, Cummings et al. proposed rationales
for why the objectivity of internal evaluators may be compromised by
the underlying value systems of organisational policies. This position is
not, however, supported by most current evaluation theories (ConleyTyler, 2005). In contrast, evaluation scholars have continued to challenge the objectivist approach arguing that every evaluator, regardless
of whether he or she is internal or external, brings implicit values to an
evaluation (House, 1980). As a result, the majority of scholars have since
highlighted the importance of impartiality over objectivity. There are,
however, a few remaining scholars (such as Scriven) who maintain that
objectivity should remain the ideal.
While value can be found in both internal and external evaluator
roles, the tendency to privilege one type over the other is representative of the different worldviews at play. ‘In one world view, evaluation is something that should be carried out primarily by professionals
(external evaluators), while in the other world view, evaluation skills
should be spread as widely as possible (such as to management and other
staff)’ (Conley-Tyler, 2005, p. 10). To help transcend these rigid distinctions, some practitioners and evaluation commissioners have started to
advocate for combining internal and external evaluation, and thinking
about evaluation relationships as existing along a continuum rather than
as polarised extremes (Patton, 2008). Patton suggests, ‘there are a good
many possible combinations of internal and external evaluations that
may be more desirable and more cost-effective than either a purely internal or purely external evaluation’ (Patton, 2008, p. 222). The combination of internal and external evaluation reaps the benefits of the diverse
types of evaluation roles, but proper execution can be difficult, as care
is required to ensure that the responsibilities are appropriately divided.
The role of the evaluator is therefore variable and is often articulated
and negotiated during the process of an evaluation. Although the increasing professionalisation of the field of evaluation has provided fuel for
fiery and recurring debates about evaluator roles, little agreement has
been reached as to whether evaluation should be viewed as a modality or
as a profession. Increased desire for professionalisation is leading many
evaluation practitioners to call for the strengthening of the field through
training and accreditation.
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Evaluation Approaches
Another prominent discussion that permeates evaluation is the approaches
debate. Chambers defines an approach as, ‘an orientation of behaviour,
attitudes, and mindset associated with a method, methods or methodology’ (Chambers, 2010, p. 10). There are two dominant approaches that
have dominated evaluation practice: the positivist approach and constructivist approach. These approaches influence and shape the creation
of knowledge paradigms in general, and by extension, the course of
public policy discussion, discourse and practice. The duelling evaluation
approaches are driven by different epistemologies rooted in contrasting worldviews, which are uniquely constructed from different values,
assumptions, habits and beliefs.1
Programme evaluation was first governed by a positivist or postpositivist approach, which originated from experimental traditions in
agriculture. Patton affirms, ‘[e]valuation was initially dominated by the
natural science paradigm of hypothetico-deductive methodology, which
values quantitative measures, experimental design, and statistical analysis as the epitome of “good science”’ (Patton, 2008, p. 423).
As evaluation developed, the constructivist approach was established as an alternative, based on anthropological traditions, with a preference for using qualitative data, naturalistic inquiry and rich engagement
with participants of the programme (Patton, 2008). Constructivism is
premised on an understanding that social reality is rooted in the diversity of human experience, specifically the perceptions of those realities.
Social reality is not a collection of unchanging, empirical facts, so much
as a collection of subjective and inter-subjective experiences of events
and conditions. Constructivists would view a fact to be both fluid and
contingent upon social structures and processes. As such, the approach is
advocated as being more responsive to the various characteristics of the
programme as well as to the environment and issues that may be flagged
by stakeholders.
Ultimately, the constructivist approach ‘places the evaluators and
programme stakeholders at the center of the inquiry process, employing all of them as the evaluation’s “human instruments”’ (Stufflebeam,
1999, p. 57). Constructivist evaluation has also provided the ontological foundations for the creation of additional approaches that emphasise
certain facets of evaluation practice in order to ensure increased evaluation relevance and use. Some unique and prominent approaches born
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from constructivist ontology include DE, utilisation-focused evaluation
(UFE) and participatory evaluation (McCoy and Hargie, 2001; Patton,
1997). These approaches will be further discussed later on in this chapter.
Two other distinct approaches that are rooted in both constructivist
and positivist perspectives and which merit discussion here are goal-free
evaluation and theory-driven evaluation. Goal-free evaluation was pioneered by Michael Scriven in the early 1970s, as an alternative approach
to goal-based evaluations. Scriven argued that since most programmes
either fall short or over-achieve the goals defined during initial planning,
it does not make sense to restrict an evaluator to making judgements
about achievement along these lines. Scriven (1972) noted that ‘consideration of evaluation of goals was an unnecessary but also a possibly contaminating step… the less the external evaluator hears about the
goals of the project, the less tunnel vision will develop, the more attention will be paid to looking for actual effects’ (as quoted in Patton, 2001,
p. 170). Goal-free evaluation, therefore, focuses not on preset goals and
objectives, but on actual programme effects. Other practitioners have
cautioned that this approach runs the risk of replacing the evaluator’s
goals with those of the programme and assumes the presence of both
internal and external evaluators (Alkin, 1972; Patton, 2001).
Theory-driven evaluation assumes no direct ideological bias and
can be traced as far back as the 1930s and Tyler’s notion of testing programme theory. However, it was not until 1990, with the publication of
Theory-Driven Evaluation by Chen, that this approach became prominent
within evaluation practice (Coryn et al., 2011). Theory-driven evaluation
is predicated on the use of an explicit theory or model to understand how
a programme has caused the intended or observed programme outcomes
(Rogers et al., 2000). This approach is based on a conceptual notion
that an evaluation should explain programme theory, while empirically
examining how programmes cause observed outcomes (Coryn et al.,
2011). ‘By developing a plausible model of how the programme is
supposed to work, the evaluator can consider social science theories
related to the programme as well as programme resources, activities,
processes, and outcomes and assumptions’ (Preskill and Russ-Eft, 2005,
p. 121). As this approach grew in popularity, richer models were developed for understanding a variety of programme contexts. Coryn et al.
(2011, p. 202) highlight that:
In earlier conceptualisations, numerous theorists, including Weiss
(1997; 1998) and Wholey (1979), among others, tended to favour
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linear models to describe programme theories. In recent writings,
others (e.g., Chen 2005; Rogers, 2008) have advocated for more contextualised, comprehensive, ecological programme theory models …
these types of models are intended to integrate systems thinking in
postulating programme theory, taking contextual and other factors that
sometimes influence and operate on programme processes and outcomes into account.

Despite the creation of these new approaches, Patton (2010) still questions their suitability for complex adaptive situations, which are constantly changing and unpredictable. This observation is of particular
importance for evaluation practice in VDS situations which are characterised by fluidity, unpredictability and political complexity, as will
be discussed further under constituent literature 2. Another weakness
of the theory-driven approach is that it can be very time-intensive and,
therefore, not feasible within certain evaluation timelines (Stufflebeam,
1999). Notwithstanding these critiques, theory-driven approaches continue to expand and accumulate their own debates and discourse.
With the creation of each new evaluation approach, longstanding
debates on the worth of stakeholder participation, the types of methodologies used and what qualifies as evidence continue to re-surface as
fundamental issues. These debates are ultimately influenced by differing
ontological views, but many scholars have noted that the differing perceptivities actually help enrich and strengthen evaluation practice.

Who Participates
The merits of stakeholder participation are another important discussion that has permeated the programme and policy evaluation literature.
Evaluation stakeholders are defined as individuals who have a vested
interest in the evaluation findings (Patton, 2008) (see Box 2.2).
While different stakeholders each have a stake in the programme,
their individual interests are often divergent, and can at times compete.
For this reason, early positivist evaluation argued for limiting stakeholder participation, rationalising that the involvement of stakeholders
would undoubtedly compromise the objectivity of the evaluation, and
could bias the findings to suit personal interests. In the 1970s, however,
studies started to emerge which showed a correlation between stakeholder involvement and evaluation uptake. Patton highlights that evaluations that had the ‘presence of an identifiable individual or group of
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Box 2.2
Key Evaluation Terms—Categories of Stakeholders
Evaluation Stakeholders: individuals who have a vested interest in the evaluation
findings. Stakeholders can be clustered into the following five categories:
1. Individuals with authority to make programme decisions (policy-makers,
funders, advisory boards, etc.)
2. Individuals with direct responsibility for the programme (developers,
administration, managers, etc.)
3. Intended beneficiaries of the programme (individuals, families, communities, etc.)
4. Individuals who have been disadvantaged by the programme (those who lost
in funding opportunities)
5. Individuals with indirect interest in the programme (journalists, taxpayers, etc.)
Source: Patton (2008).

people who care about the evaluation and the findings it generated’ had
an increased likelihood of long-term follow-through in getting evaluation findings used (Patton, 2008, p. 69).
Over time, evaluation practice has seen an increasing trend towards
engaging stakeholders in evaluation across a wide variety of approaches
(Christie, 2003). Today, stakeholder involvement has become an
accepted practice in the evaluation profession, and has been noted as a
hallmark of exemplary practice (Fitzpatrick, 2004; Patton, 2008). It is
important to note, however, that there are prominent distinctions between
how stakeholders engage. The degree, scope and nature of engagement
differ significantly across evaluation practice, and have been theorised
within a number of different evaluation approaches.
Participatory evaluation is one such approach which developed in
the 1970s and 1980s to advocate for wider stakeholder involvement
in the evaluation process. Advocates of participatory evaluation maintain that the process of evaluation needs to move outside of simple scientific frameworks towards approaches in which the target population
is afforded a key role in shaping the evaluation plan (Drewett, 1997).
Participatory evaluation ultimately presents a bottom-up approach that
places engagement as a central focus. Cousins (2011) highlights that
there are two streams of participatory evaluation: the practical stream,
which is problem-solving and utilisation-oriented; and the transformative stream, which is emancipatory and empowerment-oriented. Both
streams are similar in that they involve a partnership between the stakeholders and the evaluator, the parameters of which should always be
discussed during the design of an evaluation.
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Cousins and Whitmore (1998) highlight three dimensions of participation or collaborative inquiry. These include (a) who controls the
technical decision-making in the evaluation process (a researcher–
evaluator continuum); (b) stakeholder selection for participation (a continuum from all legitimate groups to just primary intended users); and
(c) the depth of stakeholders participation (a continuum from consultation to rich involvement in all aspects of inquiry). How these different
dimensions play out within an evaluation context determines the overall
nature of participation and the benefits generated. Apart from increasing
evaluation use, participatory approaches can assist stakeholders in building evaluation skills and knowledge; creating internal support-networks;
and achieving a greater sense of self-efficacy (Whitmore, 1988).
The implementation of participatory evaluation can, however, add
an additional level of complexity for the evaluator. Patton notes that
‘participatory evaluation partnerships can be particularly challenging in
part because of underlying fears, bad past experiences with evaluation,
resistance to reality testing, and cultural norms that undercut openness
and questioning’ (Patton, 2008, p. 176 citing Podems, 2005). In spite
of these barriers, the principles of participatory evaluation continue to
inspire innovative approaches and methods which are all designed to
incorporate stakeholders into the evaluative process.
Michael Quinn Patton’s UFE approach is one example of an innovative, practical participatory evaluation approach. UFE is founded on
the understanding that evaluations should be judged by their utility and
actual use. The approach, therefore, focuses on the needs of the primary
intended users, and considers how all aspects of the evaluation, from
planning to dissemination, will affect use. Patton maintains that ‘since
no evaluation can be value-free, UFE answers the question of whose values will frame the evaluation by working with clearly identified, primary
intended users who have responsibility to apply evaluation findings and
implement recommendations’ (Patton, 2012, p. 4). Similar to the majority of participatory approaches, there are no specific methods or theories
advocated for within UFE. Instead, this approach suggests a need for situational responsiveness, whereby the evaluator and intended users work
together to make decisions and source an appropriate evaluation design.
UFE is only one participatory approach, among many. However, it
provides a prolific example of the polarised views regarding the merits
of stakeholder participation. Evaluation practice has shifted significantly
from the early positivist traditions that denied engagement to a flood of
new constructivist approaches, which are built explicitly on stakeholder
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involvement. While discussions and debates still circulate on the ideal
nature and degree of engagement, it is clear that involving stakeholders
is beneficial to evaluation practice.
Methodological Practices
Another of the most prominent and important fundamental issues treated
in the programme evaluation literature focuses on the appropriateness
of methodological tools. While all evaluation approaches affirm that
the key to evaluation is evidence-based research, there has been significant disagreement over whether quantitative or qualitative methods
should be employed. In general terms, the collection of quantitative data
is often supported by positivist arguments which hold that quantitative
data yields more objective and accurate information because they are
collected using standardised methods. These methods can be replicated
and analysed using sophisticated statistical techniques and are based
on hypothetico-deductive and quantitative models where an evaluator
relies heavily on the use of statistics in order to measure the impact of a
socially grounded programme. Quantitative measures focus on countable
data that can be collected from information systems, official indicators,
programme records, questionnaires, quasi experiments, rating scales,
standardised observation instruments, norm-referenced tests, a posteriori
statistical test and significance tests (Patton, 2008; Stufflebeam, 1999).
The overall aim is to use statistics to facilitate comparisons and identify
relationships between the programme and its outcomes.
In contrast, qualitative methods are generally supported by constructivist approaches and aim to capture personal meaning and participant perspectives on programme experience, by examining the diverse
ways in which people articulate and express themselves. Qualitative
data is, therefore, open-ended and not predetermined by imposed standardised choices. Qualitative methods include: ‘ethnography, document
analysis, narrative analysis, purposive samples, participant observers,
independent observers, key informants, advisory committees, structured
and unstructured interviews, focus groups, case studies, study of outliers,
diaries, logic models, grounded theory development, flow charts, decision trees, matrices, and performance assessments’ (Stufflebeam, 1999,
p. 34). Advocates of qualitative methodologies highlight their ability to
deepen understanding on how and why programmes work, and what outcomes mean (sense-making).
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While both qualitative and quantitative methods have received
support and criticism from their contrasting ontological camps, many
scholars and evaluation practitioners have acknowledged that both contribute in important and differing ways to understanding a programme.
Consequently, many evaluation approaches have encouraged the use of
mixed methods. Stufflebeam suggests, ‘by using both quantitative and
qualitative methods, the evaluator secures cross-checks on different subsets of findings and thereby instils greater stakeholder confidence in the
overall findings’ (Stufflebeam, 1999, p. 34). From a practical perspective, it has been noted that much current evaluation practice routinely
involves multiple types of data. For example, evaluations often use time
series analyses of outcome monitoring or administrative performance
data with interviews or surveys, together with case studies including
participant observation (Datta, 2001).
Although there are infinite possibilities for applying mixed methods to technical aspects of evaluation, some such as Guba and Lincoln
have argued that because the assumptions of different paradigms are
incompatible, it is not possible to mix paradigms in the same study
(Guba and Lincoln, 1989). Similarly, Patton suggests that even when
mixed methods are used, ‘one kind of data is often valued over the
other’ (Patton, 2008, p. 435). In contrast, other practitioners have suggested the possibility of applying mixed methods not only to technical
procedures, but also to conceptual aspects of the evaluation process
(Greene, 1997).
Methodological debate on evaluation has experienced significant
ebbs and flows throughout the development of the field. Qualitative
methodologies have gained relative acceptance, which is a significant change from early 1970s, which privileged quantitative methods
(Patton, 2008, p. 421). Although disagreement about the relative merits
of each has always existed, Mark (2003) suggests that the ‘paradigm
wars’, which occupied the field during the 1970s and 1980s, quieted
down at the turn of the century, settling into an uneasy peace. In 2003,
however, these debates were refuelled when the US Department of
Education’s Institute of Education Science publicised their commitment
to prioritising funding for quantitative approaches such as experimental
and quasi-experimental designs. In response, hot exchanges and debates
were reignited within the evaluation community, focusing attention on
what counts as credible evidence and what method should be regarded as
evaluation’s ‘gold standard’.
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What Counts as Evidence:
Attribution versus Contribution
Although discussions about the merits of methodologies and evaluative design are entangled within the disputes about evaluation evidence,
Christie and Fleischer speculate that the credible evidence debate is more
likely rooted in ‘how each “side” conceptualises “impact”’ (Christie and
Fleischer, 2009, p. 20). Both positivists and constructivists recognise
that no method is infallible; however, disagreements arise on how to
approach strengthening evaluation evidence. These diverse perspectives
are once again supported by their underlying viewpoints about truth and
science and perceptions of the world (Christie and Fleischer, 2009).
A positivist or post-positivist approach views the world as something which is fixed and constant and, therefore, suggests that impact can
be determined by providing evidence of a causal relationship between
the intervention (e.g., the programme or other unit of analysis) and the
outcome generated. Davidson (2000) suggests that causation is critical
to determine; in its absence, financial and personal resources may be
wasted in expanding defective programmes. In order to determine causation, experimental or quasi-experimental approaches call for the use
of counterfactuals (a control or comparison group that allows the evaluator to establish what would have happened if the programme had not
taken place).
With the release of the Center for Global Development’s 2006
report When Will We Ever Learn (Savedoff et al., 2006), Randomised
Control Trials (RCTs) were purported to constitute a fail-safe gold standard methodology for measuring the impact that a programme may have
had in relation to a particular established goal (Clinton et al., 2006).
Support for RCTs as a gold standard has since fluctuated over the
years but continues to be the ‘design of choice’ for some funders of international aid, who have dubbed this approach ‘impact evaluation’. Many
evaluators have highlighted the limitations of RCTs noting that
RCTs are not always best for determining causality and can be misleading. RCTs examine a limited number of isolated factors that are
neither limited nor isolated in natural settings. The complex nature of
causality and the multitude of actual influences on outcomes render
RCTs less capable of discovering causality than designs sensitive to
local culture and conditions and open to unanticipated causal factors.
(AEA, 2003)
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The feasibility of using experimental evaluation designs with RCTs for
evaluating certain programmes including humanitarian relief, peacebuilding and democracy strengthening in contexts affected by violence
and conflict has also been called into question given that these types of
programmes are typically emergent and ‘their impacts are often difficult
to evaluate or measure using established tools’ (Stern et al., 2012). It has
also been noted that experimental and quasi-experimental approaches
generally will have very limited utility because they cannot answer
many important impact evaluation questions regarding how a particular
intervention might exacerbate conflict drivers or enable structures and
processes for peace (Chigas et al., 2014, p. iv). While researchers, evaluators and funders continue to argue the merits and demerits of experimental and quasi-experimental approaches, what is clear is that the debate
has pushed actors in the worlds of evaluation and research to strive for
improved evidence quality through the exploration of multiple approaches
to impact evaluation (see Befani et al., 2014; Stern et al., 2012).
While all experimental methods have differing strengths and weaknesses, their reliance on counterfactual evidence is inconsistent with
constructivist ontology. Constructivist worldviews suggest that it is
impossible to distinguish cause and effect, since relationships are multidirectional and, therefore, everything is impacting everything at once
(Christie and Fleischer, 2009). According to this perspective, providing
evidence based on mere counterfactual claims is not inherently credible, since any number of factors present within a given context could
have created the same result, even if the result was not produced by the
intervention (Cook et al., 2010). Furthermore, it is suggested that ‘evaluations need to recognise policy and programme interests of sponsors and
yield maximally useful information, given the available resources and
programme constraints’ (Rossi and Freeman, 1989, p. 40). The assumption here is that there is a requirement for an evaluation to be designed
in order to satisfy the information needs and particular agenda of stakeholders rather than be stifled through narrow adherence to abstract scientific norms (Stufflebeam and Shinklefield, 1985). Reliance on solely
scientific means in the field of evaluation has, thus, been questioned and
regarded as being somewhat restrictive in garnering a truly multilayered
perspective on the impact of a particular programme.
Constructivists, therefore, maintain that credible evidence can be
established in a number of diverse ways. Mathison (2009) suggests that
evidence credibility is dependent on experience, perception and social
convention. Rallis (2009) proposes that along with methodological
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rigour, characteristics of goodness, moral correctness and probity determine evidence credibility. From a similar perspective, Greene (2009)
highlights that credible evidence ‘needs to account for history, culture,
and context; respects differences in perspective and values; and opens
the potential for democratic inclusion and the legitimisation of multiple
voices’ (Donaldson, 2009, p. 15).
The differing perspectives of evidence creditability will be further
expanded when this chapter discusses research quality or excellence.
However, what is important to note here is that within the programme
evaluation literature there no single agreed definition of credible evidence. In the epilogue of What Counts as Credible Evidence in Applied
Research and Evaluation Practice?, Donaldson (2009) laments that, ‘we
are a long way from consensus and a universal answer to the question
of what counts as credible evidence in contemporary applied research
and evaluation’ (Donaldson, 2009, p. 249). Instead of moving towards
consensus, Donaldson suggests that the different understandings of evidence credibility are dependent on multiple characteristics including: the
question(s) of interest; the context; assumptions made by the evaluators
and stakeholders; the evaluation theory used to guide practice; and practical time and resource constraints (Donaldson, 2009, p. 250).
The programme evaluation literature has, thus, demonstrated the
influence that ontology has on framing perspectives on the purpose of
evaluation, the merits of stakeholder participation, what approaches and
methodologies should be used and what qualifies as credible evidence.
While these fundamental issues have not been resolved, a rich discourse
from these opposing viewpoints has played a principle role in shaping
practice outside of mainstream public social policy and programme
evaluation.

Constituent Literature 2: Evaluation of Conflict
Prevention, Peacebuilding and Humanitarian
Assistance Programmes
The current section shifts its focus to the second constituent literature
within which this chapter, and this book, is rooted: peacebuilding evaluation. This includes both the evaluation of self-labelled peacebuilding projects as well as the evaluation of the peacebuilding effects of
development and humanitarian initiatives. The influence of fundamental issues in mainstream social programme, including the international
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development programme evaluation literature, is also evident in the
literature on conflict prevention, peacebuilding and humanitarian programme evaluation. The peacebuilding and humanitarian evaluation
sub-field has wrestled with, and learned from, the approaches, methods
and debates discussed in the previous section. One of the main points of
departure for this subset of literature is the distinctive violent and fragile
settings in which these programmes are embedded.
Following the end of the Cold War, development and humanitarian
agencies found themselves working in conflict (and post-conflict) zones,
through levels of violence which would have spurred them to cease programming in the past. Within these contexts, a new kind of programming
evolved which sought explicitly to support or build the social, economic
and political structures, processes, and capacities for sustainable peace.
It quickly became clear that the conventional approaches applied to
the evaluation of development programmes would need to be revised,
and adapted, before they could be effectively applied to initiatives in
VDS settings.
At the same time, a related set of evaluation challenges began to
loom large within the same violence or conflict-prone environments:
consideration of the ways in which development, humanitarian and
even peacebuilding interventions may positively or negatively affect the
dynamics and structures of peace and conflict (Anderson, 1999, 2004;
Bush, 1998, 2001, 2005). As noted by the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) in its recently released guidelines for the evaluation of peacebuilding activities in settings of conflict
and fragility, evaluation practice in these contexts poses real risks to
both evaluators and those being evaluated. Understanding and adapting
evaluation approaches and methods to violence, while mitigating the risk
that evaluation itself might exacerbate violence or cause harm to those
involved, forms the foundation upon which both research and evaluation
practice should be built. Our analysis of the second constituent literature
acknowledges the profound importance of understanding and making
allowances for contexts affected by violence and conflict (OECD, 2012;
Bush and Duggan, Chapter 1).

Purpose of Evaluation
Peacebuilding evaluation adopts a similar purpose and definition of evaluation as developed in the public programming literature. Evaluations
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are heralded as mechanisms for contributing to learning and accountability. However, the peacebuilding evaluation literature tends to highlight process orientation over goal orientation. Church (2011), however,
maintains that in peacebuilding evaluation, the learning purposes can
remain unrealised, with other drivers relating to public relations, fundraising, justifying exiting programmes and/or predetermined decisions
taking their place. In practice, peacebuilding evaluation has failed to live
up to the ascribed purposes of learning and accountability. According
to Church, only a few evaluation processes actually catalyse learning,
and these exist outside of the norm (Church, 2011). She notes that there
are various reasons for these learning gaps, but the most common reasons include: a failure to integrate learning as a central pillar within the
organisational culture of most agencies; poorly designed evaluations
which do not support learning; and peacebuilding processes which rarely
capitalise on process use learning (Church, 2011). Duggan notes that one
important characteristic of conflict- and violence-affected settings is that
often the social capital of organisations and evaluation stakeholders has
been eroded. For this reason, more serious consideration should be given
to the development of evaluation approaches that embrace rather than
side-step the messiness of high-risk contexts; the purpose of evaluation
should be to revitalise rather than erode the social capital of those being
evaluated (Duggan, 2010).
The concept of accountability in evaluation has yet to be completely
unpacked by the peacebuilding field (Church, 2011; Whitty, Chapter 3).
Instead, accountability continues to be largely understood as upwards in
nature, responding to funders and governments, rather than to the communities being served (Church, 2011). While movement towards other
types of accountability has been made by humanitarian organisations,
until recently, accountability has tended to be a non-issue within peacebuilding programming, resulting in a lack of understanding from practitioners (Church, 2011). Church suggests that this failure to fully grasp
the concept of accountability poses a particular challenge for evaluators
attempting to develop systems to contribute to it, not least because of the
moral vacuum it creates for evaluation undertaken within environments
where ethical challenges are considerably more acute—and potentially
lethal—than in normal (non-conflict) conditions (Bush and Duggan,
Chapter 1).
While these challenges are not unique to peacebuilding evaluation,
they are rendered more extreme by the legacy or imminent threat of
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violence to evaluation actors. For example, transparency and the provision of programming information are important dimensions of accountability, but these can present potential risks. For example, ‘in highly
volatile contexts, misused information could spark unrest or lead to local
partners being threatened’ (Church, 2011, p. 475). Evaluation in VDS
must, therefore, not only seek to contribute to accountability and learning,
but must also take particular care to not aggravate existing tensions in
the process.
Evaluation within these particular contexts must, therefore, be sensitive to the structures and drivers of conflict and violence, and must
ask what effect a programme, or an intervention, may have on actions,
structures and processes that can support ‘prospects for peaceful coexistence and decrease the likelihood of the outbreak, reoccurrence, or continuation, of violent conflict,’ or on ‘those structures and processes that
increase the likelihood that conflict will be dealt with through violent
means (Bush, 1998 as cited in USAID, 2008, p. 1). This focus on assessing drivers of violence and enablers of peace is unique to peacebuilding
evaluation, a fact which sets it apart from other forms of international
development programme evaluation (Chigas, 2014, p. iii).
This concept of conflict sensitivity has come to be understood as
‘systematically taking into account both the positive and negative effects
or impacts of interventions, in terms of conflict or peace dynamics, on the
contexts in which they are undertaken, and, conversely, the implications
of these contexts for the design and implementation of interventions’
(Conflict Sensitivity Consortium, 2004 as cited in OECD, 2012, p. 11).
It encapsulates the intricacies of undertaking any kind of intervention
in a fragile and/or divided place, encompassing debates around power,
gender, vulnerable groups and accountability, among others. This takes
evaluation into murky operational territory.

The Role of the Evaluator
The conflict prevention, peacebuilding and humanitarian field evaluation literature also acknowledges the benefits of both formative and
summative evaluations to assess the on-going progress as well as final
achievements of programmes (Church, 2011). In response, many agencies have invested in in-house monitoring and evaluation expertise, to
provide technical guidance to programme staff in charge of monitoring
and formative evaluations. In situations which require quick evidence
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and feedback, humanitarian agencies often prefer the use of in-house
staff to lead real-time evaluation (RTE) (see discussion later in the
chapter), noting that it averts the lengthy recruitment procedures and
start-up costs often associated with external evaluation (Jamal and Crisp,
2002 as quoted in Cosgrave et al., 2009).
The use of external evaluators, however, tends to be the dominant
practice within this field, especially within longer term programmes.
Since there is no accreditation process to distinguish conflict/peacebuilding evaluators, consultants and academics are often selected as
evaluators on the basis of their credentials as subject matter experts who
provide evaluative judgements by relying on the transference of their
social science research skills and on-the-job learning (Church, 2011).
Despite the expertise of these evaluators, they often remain outside of
the larger professional programme evaluation community, and at times
can conflate the role of the evaluator with that of the researcher, producing mini-research studies that are labelled evaluations (Church, 2011).
Church highlights that, ‘from the perspective of the evaluation discipline,
these studies often fall short of the accuracy standard. Common accuracy gaps include a lack of contextual grounding and inadequate description of the evaluation purposes and procedures’ (Church, 2011, p. 466).
This is problematic since those who commission external evaluations
require clarity of purpose in order to use evaluation findings to inform
decision-making. Similarly, external evaluation should ensure credible
methodological design that yields robust, contextually applicable evidence. Poor quality evaluations have been one impetus that has fuelled
the professionalisation debate within this field, as well as strengthened
the arguments for accreditation within the larger evaluation community.
While the variety of possible roles described in the first constituent literature on programme evaluation are applicable here, internal and
external evaluators assessing conflict prevention, peacebuilding and
humanitarian programmes are faced with myriad unique challenges
including the high risk of violence, complex institutional contexts, multiple actors with shifting agendas, operational challenges to data collection and the politicisation and manipulation of evaluating findings (Bush
and Duggan, Chapter 1). These evaluators are employed with the difficult task of assessing the effects of a programme both in terms of its
stated aims or intentions and within the overall environment of fluidity
and unpredictability. For this reason, evaluators are expected to possess
deep peace and conflict contextual knowledge in addition to the subject
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matter and technical expertise required to assess the programme in question. Evaluators must also exhibit an acute degree of conflict sensitivity, to be able to anticipate potential positive and negative programme
impacts, while also ensuring that the evaluation process itself has limited
effects on the locality and people in which the evaluation is taking place.
As noted earlier, the responsibilities of evaluators are aligned with
the growing discussion of conflict sensitivity within the peacebuilding,
development and humanitarian fields which recognise that all assistance
can, in effect, contribute to, and in many cases aggravate, the particular circumstances of a conflict and even lead to an upsurge in violence.
This realisation has led to an expectation that evaluators have an understanding of the symbiotic relationship between the delivery of aid and
its potential to do harm. In concrete terms, this translates into competencies that include conflict risk and analysis skills and a concurrent ability
to mitigate negative risks and maximise, if possible, positive impacts
(USAID, 2008).

Who Participates
Another important fundamental issue within this sub-field of evaluation is once again the question of participation. One of the particularities of peacebuilding and humanitarian evaluation is that stakeholders
often come from vulnerable, traumatised, disenfranchised or otherwise
disempowered populations. In these circumstances, who should participate, what form that participation should take, and most importantly,
who, ultimately, is in control of participation matters immensely. Each
of these questions is fraught with ethical, methodological, logistical and
political considerations and implications.
Within this sub-field of evaluation, there are a variety of participatory approaches including practical stream approaches and transformative evaluation approaches, which offer potential for re-building
and strengthening the social fabric often damaged by multiple forms
of violence. For example, empowerment evaluation, a transformative
approach stresses the active engagement of a diverse group of stakeholders, especially during decision-making processes (Weaver and Cousins,
2004 as quoted in Cox et al., 2009). Motivation for these approaches
has grown as a response to evaluation’s predominantly Northern roots,
which have fostered push-back from Southern (e.g., developing country) and collectivist approaches. These approaches emphasise the need
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for a more active role for programme stakeholders, with local participation, capacity building and stakeholder empowerment at the heart of the
evaluation process. Some empowerment approaches have even gone so
far as to argue that interventions should be measured on their ability to
act as a catalyst for social change (Bush, 2003).
Complementary debates have also focused on the need to expand
the range of voices involved, and to acknowledge and address the
unbalanced power structures in the evaluation process (Cousins and
Whitmore, 1998; Chouinard and Cousins, 2009). Donna Mertens notes
the importance of looking towards Southern methods as a potential way
forward. According to Mertens, ‘participatory models of evaluation that
evolved in Latin America, India, and Africa provide guidance in ways to
legitimately involve important stakeholders in an evaluation, especially
those stakeholders who have been traditionally excluded from the corridors of power and decision making’ (Mertens, 2001, p. 368). However,
others argue that the concept of local ownership poses a dilemma on
its own, since in some circumstances it has come to be perceived as
a tokenistic gesture within peacebuilding and development initiatives
(Schmelzle, 2005).
The question of whose voice counts in peacebuilding and humanitarian evaluations has been interrogated in multiple sources over the
years. For example, in the Berghoff series, Paffenholz and Reychler
ignore the more overtly political implications of this debate by advocating a technocratic approach that argues for the use of standardised
procedures developed by Northern consultancy firms (Barbolet et al.,
2005; Bush, 2005). Carl, on the other hand, warns against the potential
of romanticising the local and indigenous capacities for peacebuilding.
‘While these are vitally important, it is often overlooked that traditional
capacities for conflict management have failed’ (Carl, 2003 as quoted in
Schmelze, 2005, p. 6). In the Utstein report Dan Smith also notes ‘that in
the context of violent conflict, local ownership becomes a more complex
concept and needs to be handled with care. Local ownership can unintentionally come to mean ownership by conflict parties, or by the most powerful sectors of society’ (Smith, 2004 as quoted in Schmelze, 2005, p. 6).
In evaluation practice, this once again raises the political implications of methodological choice, and whether linear models for programme management and evaluation, such as the logical framework
approach, should uncritically remain the dominant tool-of-the-trade
in peacebuilding, humanitarian and development practice. NGOs and
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practitioners, in particular, have been experimenting with the application
of systems thinking to peacebuilding evaluation practice by development of practical tools that enable practitioners ‘to exploit the insights of
systems thinking, while avoiding the more arcane and complex methodological elaborations of the field’ (Woodrow and Chigas, 2011, p. 205).
Similarly, scholars have questioned the plausibility and utility of using
standardised indicators across violence-affected contexts,2 recognising
that no two are the same and that external validity, thus, remains one of
the principal challenges faced by evaluators for measuring results such
as outputs, outcomes and impacts.
While each of these debates occupies a prominent and important
place within this constituent literature, the realities on the ground often
influence the degree to which participatory approaches can be used in
VDS contexts. For example, the OECD (2012, p. 46) notes that
Donors generally carry out their conflict prevention, peacebuilding and
statebuilding actions in support of and in partnership with host governments. A logical extension of such cooperation is working together in
evaluation. Such partnerships, however, may pose challenges where
governments lack legitimacy or are primary actors in an ongoing conflict. The political context and its high stakes not only affect external
partners, they are also likely to have very real impacts on how and why
partners engage in an evaluation process.

In the light of the above, the OECD guidelines on evaluating peacebuilding activities highlight the critical importance of appropriately discussing and managing stakeholder participation for each evaluation context.
Difficulties surrounding collaborative management are also apparent when working with programme beneficiaries or local community
members. Church (2011) maintains that ‘the current reality is that this
constituency [programme beneficiaries] is called upon to be sources of
information only. True participatory evaluation, where participants play
a key role in every stage of the process, is exceedingly rare’ (Church,
2011, p. 465). She notes that evaluation findings in peacebuilding programmes are often not even shared with this stakeholder group (Church,
2011). It would seem, therefore, that in spite of the rich discourse about
the potential of participatory evaluation approaches within peacebuilding and humanitarian assistance programming, the participation of beneficiaries remains a largely theoretical discussion, with less practical
experience currently contributing to the discussions.
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What Counts as Evidence of Influence and Impact:
Grappling with Volatility, Unpredictability and Risk
Within this sub-field, the primary question that tends to drive calls for
evidence-based programming or policy-making (how do we know we
are making a difference?) is accompanied by a second, equally pressing question: ‘How do we know we are not causing harm or deepening
conflicts and divisions?’
While this sub-field of evaluation faces many of the same obstacles
faced in the evaluation of more traditional social policy or development
programmes, VDS contexts generate several unique challenges. The
attribution problem (ascribing a causal link from a particular programme
to observed or expected social change on the ground) is more acute due to
the fluidity and unpredictability of these settings and the frequently nonlinear, multidirectional social change processes that take place within
complex conflict systems. In addition, the presence or threat of violence
does not only have implications for the safety of evaluation actors, it
also poses thorny methodological challenges including the absence of
baseline data, erratic access to data and stakeholders, and risks that data
may be biased, incomplete and/or (voluntarily or involuntarily) censored
(OECD, 2012, pp. 32–33). The often politicised nature of these settings
also opens possibilities for strategic misinformation and the instrumentalisation of evaluation findings.
In the light of the above, there has been an increasing recognition
that context is much more than a landscape or backdrop for evaluation;
it must be the starting point of any evaluation (OECD, 2012, p. 34).
In recent years, evaluation actors in this sub-field have been grappling
with and reflecting upon the implications that contexts of violence and
conflict will have upon evaluation practice. As a result, in its guidelines,
the OECD recommends that conflict analysis should be built into the
evaluation process noting that it ‘may be used as the basis for assessing
whether activities have been sufficiently sensitive to conflict settings,
determining…what will be the evaluation questions…[and ensuring]
that the evaluation itself is conducted in a conflict-sensitive way’
(OECD, 2012, p. 35).
How this might be done in practice remains unclear. There is a
conceptual and operational gap between what peace and conflict scholars and practitioners call conflict analysis (and the barrage of tools and
frameworks articulated to categorise conflict and fragility), what humanitarian actors understand as ‘do no harm’ and what evaluation actors
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understand as contextual or situational analysis. In the world of international assistance, the last two decades has seen the rise of multiple tools
and frameworks for analysing conflict dynamics. In general terms, these
tools propose different methods to undertake a more ‘systematic study
of the profile, causes, actors, and dynamics of conflict’ (International
Alert et al., 2004) and exist to help practitioners better understand how
particular causes and drivers of conflict—political, military, cultural,
economic, etc.—might affect, either negatively or positively (but most
often the former), their particular development, humanitarian or peacebuilding programme.
At the same time, there have also been concrete efforts to operationalise the principal of non-maleficence—or ‘do no harm’ in international
aid. As noted, the Collaborative for Development Action’s (CDA) ‘do
no harm’ framework is one of the most widely used tools for conflict
sensitivity in development and humanitarian practice and aims to assist
organisations in identifying ‘the conflict and peace potential of their programmes’ (Anderson, 1999). The framework does this by identifying
operational programme components which may affect a conflict and also
puts forwards several agency behaviours that can reinforce conflictive or
non-conflictive relations (as noted in OECD, 2012). The ‘do no harm’
framework has also played a pivotal role in expounding the nuances of
conflict evaluation, serving as the catalyst for further discourse and the
creation of diverse conflict evaluation tools.
The underlying concepts and motivations of conflict evaluation or
analysis tools and the ‘do no harm’ framework resonate with the ‘peace
and conflict impact assessment’ (PCIA) approach that was developed by
Kenneth Bush (1998). PCIA focuses on assessing the actual or potential
effects of initiatives on peace and conflict dynamics before, during and
after their implementation. Proponents of PCIA see it as a process of
mutual learning that can benefit local people living in conflict zones, and
aid agencies who work in these settings (Anderson, 1999).
Moving these frameworks into peacebuilding evaluation and evaluation in contexts of violence and fragility has not been unproblematic.
In a learning meeting organised by the OECD in 2011, practitioners,
evaluators, commissioners and aid managers discussed the strengths and
limitations of the OECD guidance. Evaluators cited a number of challenges in trying to incorporate conflict analysis into evaluations, including: lack of time or expertise to do a full socio-political, military, etc.,
analysis of the environment in which the programme was taking place;
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and difficulty in moving from conflict analysis to evaluation framework
questions (OECD, 2011), among others.
The difficulties encountered in efforts to incorporate conflict analysis frameworks into the evaluation process spring from two realities.
First, existing conflict analysis tools have been developed to assist the
analysis of aid practitioners or programme staff who may also be evaluation commissioners and managers—but not evaluators; and second,
conflict analysis, PCIA and ‘do no harm’ frameworks focus upon how
an intervention (project, programme) is affected by conflict, or how the
intervention itself might affect peace and conflict dynamics (by either
doing harm or doing good) in a given environment. In other words, the
unit of analysis is the project or programme intervention—not the evaluation process which itself is also an intervention. Despite the expectation
that evaluators should do or obtain a conflict analysis (OECD, 2012, p.
42), these frameworks are not meant to be used by evaluators whose
main concern is how to determine which dimensions of violence or
conflict will be relevant in influencing, either positively or negatively,
prospects for planning and conducting an evaluation, and for articulating evaluative judgements that are underpinned by sound principles of
ethical practice. While there is renewed interest among evaluators to
incorporate a more explicit focus on context into evaluation inquiry,3
evaluators disaggregate context in ways that are different from those of
evaluation commissioners and managers. While conflict analysis can
help evaluators navigate particular challenges that bubble up from conditions of violence, instability and tension, analysis around the drivers and
causes of conflict must be part of, but cannot replace, good situational
analysis for evaluation.
In reflecting upon how violence embeds unique challenges into the
contexts in which evaluation must take place, the discussion that follows
of approaches and methods will focus on how evaluation actors in this
sub-field have been dealing with operational and logistical constraints
and with the implications of dealing with non-linearity and complexity.

Approaches and Methodological Practice: Dealing with
Non-linearity, Complexity and Emergence
The debates over qualitative or quantitative methodologies have also
found a place in the conflict prevention, peacebuilding and humanitarian
evaluation literature. However, due to the complexity and heterogeneity
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inherent in these contexts, the field has widely acknowledged that there
is no single methodological blueprint for evaluation. Instead, evaluation
practitioners reinforce the utility of qualitative and quantitative methods
noting that ‘the complex nature of interventions in fragile and conflictaffected situations generally makes it necessary to combine different
methodologies in order to answer the evaluation questions. Many favour
a mixed-method approach, using both qualitative and quantitative methods and data’ (OECD, 2012, p. 50).
Church and Rogers’ (2006) Designing for Results proposes a list of
14 considerations that assist in filtering suitable methodologies for specific environments. While the list is applicable for any programme evaluation situation, it highlights the nuances needed for conflict-affected
settings. For example, the first consideration assesses a programme’s
level of complexity, highlighting that qualitative methods are often better suited to deal with the intricacies of increasingly complex environments (Church and Rogers, 2006). Another consideration examines the
operational constraints of accessing data. For example if the respondents
(or data sources) are in the bush fighting a war, direct observation or
interviews may be required. In contrast, if respondents are located in city
centres with access to the Internet, online questionnaires might prove to
be the most efficient method (Church and Rogers, 2006).
In this sub-field of evaluation, methodological choice also needs to
take into account issues of volatility. Church notes that in certain situations respondents are unable to articulate dissenting opinions without
great personal risk. In these cases, methods that ensure the anonymity of
sources should be selected over others.
Any method that requires experiences to be documented, through the
use of participant diaries or photographs, for example, deserves extra
consideration in these contexts. If discovered by the wrong people,
such as a paramilitary group or the army, these participants and sources
might be in danger. (Church and Rogers, 2006, p. 213)

The examples put forward by Church allude to the diversity of settings
that are all classified as situations of conflict or violence but which
require drastically different evaluation methodologies. In order to ensure
that appropriate methods are selected, many agencies and organisations
operating in these settings have opted to produce their own evaluation
publications to assist staff and consultants. As a result, there has been a
proliferation of agency handbooks for practitioners and policy-makers
responsible for managing or conducting evaluations.
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Similar guides can also be found in the mainstream programme
evaluation literature. One of the most notable examples that emerges
from international development evaluation practice is Bamberger, Rugh
and Mabry’s Real World Evaluation (RWE) guide which was designed
to assist evaluators who are confronted by budget, time and data constraints, as well as receiving pressure from government agencies, politicians, funding or regulatory agencies and stakeholders. RWE does not
present new data collection or analysis methods, but rather provides a
guide that evaluators can use to draw from a wide range of mixed methods and approaches to address the common evaluation constraints of the
real world (Bamberger et al., 2006).
Although the RWE approach was not specifically designed for
VDS settings, most evaluations required in the conflict prevention,
peacebuilding and humanitarian fields are confronted by the constraints
that RWE addresses. For example, RWE tackles the baseline challenge
by providing measures that help reconstruct baseline data by using
‘secondary data sources, recall, key informants, focus groups, construct
mapping and participatory group techniques’ (Bamberger et al., 2006,
p. 4). Similarly, RWE suggests several steps for addressing time and
budget constraints.
As evaluation actors come to grips with the need to adopt pragmatic
approaches, aid agencies such as the UK’s Department for International
Development (DFID) have noted that evaluators need to be especially
attentive to addressing methodological bias and unreliable data, particularly in situations of conflict where disinformation may be a tactic used
by the combatants (DFID, 2010, p. 12). DFID’s cautionary advice speaks
to the fragility of environments affected by conflict and violence and the
additional care needed for applying any evaluative approach. The nonlinear, dynamic and uncontrollable nature of many of these settings has
pushed the evaluation community to look for alternative approaches that
offer more flexibility and potential for tailoring and adaptation, as programmes evolve in response to contexts that are in flux.
In spite of the particular contextual complexities that characterise
the evaluation of programmes in this sub-field, the dominant practice has
been to adopt linear evaluation approaches that are often nested within
complex conflict systems and which are subject to disruptions, shifts
and change. Reina Neufeldt (2007, p. 8) maintains that the dominance of
rigid, linear evaluation approaches is in part due to
an optimism that is built into the belief that when we identify objective
measures, this will lead to universal patterns and lessons to improve
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our work in the future not only in one locale, but in many locales—
an optimism that, just as we grow crops or markets, we can grow
more peace.

In her 2011 publication, ‘Frameworkers’ and ‘Circlers’: Exploring
Assumptions in Impact Assessment, Neufeldt further examines this inherent optimism, along with the ontological orientations of peacebuilding
practitioners, partitioning them into two archetypal camps. The Logical
Frameworkers group which adheres to a more positivist approach,
believing that programme design and evaluation should follow a linear,
cause–effect trajectory. The nature of a programme’s relationships are
frequently visualised and tracked through detailed logical framework
matrices. Frameworkers, therefore, believe that evidence should demonstrate ‘the degree to which particular activities and their outputs contribute to larger or higher-order objectives and goals’ and thus, ‘indicators
for activities, outputs, results or objectives are to be “SMART”’, meaning specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and time-bound (Rouche,
1999 as quoted by Neufeldt, 2007, p. 3).
In contrast, Neufeldt’s Complex Circlers group adopts a decidedly constructivist angle. Individuals in this group are characterised by
their preference to work within a systems or complexity approach. This
group approaches peacebuilding through a more elliptical lens; they are
relationship focussed and have a desire to be flexible and responsive to
each situation. Circlers generally do not believe that events in conflict
environments can be predicted because they are part of a larger complex system made up of intermeshed forces over which peacebuilders or
development agents have little (if any) influence. The assumptions that
underpin this approach include the belief that every situation is unique,
lessons are not transferable from one country or setting to another, planning has limitations and flexibility is always an asset.
In line with this thinking, there is a growing movement in the conflict prevention, peacebuilding and humanitarian sub-field towards the
use of systems-based approaches in evaluation. While the move away
from linear approaches is part of a larger trend in programme evaluation
(particularly international development programme evaluation), evaluation practitioners in this sub-field have also recognised the analytical
utility of systems thinking and complexity science for understanding
developments and relationships in fast changing and unpredictable environments. This awareness is a prerequisite for ensuring that programmes
are better able to adapt, and thrive, within conflict contexts (Ramalingam
and Jones, 2008).
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The discussion below provides a glimpse of some of the evaluation
approaches that are anchored in systems and complexity thinking. These
approaches are not necessarily unique to peacebuilding and humanitarian evaluation, nor do they serve as a comprehensive summary. Rather,
what is presented is an acknowledgment of the range and diversity of
approaches available and currently in use in this sub-field.
Real-time Evaluation
RTE was created in response to the particular needs of humanitarian
assistance programming and is regarded as one of the most demanding
types of evaluative practice. The primary objective of RTE is to ‘provide
feedback in a participatory way in “real time” (i.e., during the evaluation fieldwork) to those executing or managing a humanitarian response’
(Cosgrave et al., 2009, p. 10). RTEs are most effective when they are
conducted during the early stages of a humanitarian of conflict programme, as they are designed and executed to construct knowledge that
can assist in the ongoing operational decision-making and programme
adaptation. The primary audience for RTE is the staff of the implementing agency (at the various field, national, regional and global levels).
One unique component of RTE is the rapid timeframe. Evaluation teams,
often composed of one to four members, are expected to conduct ‘light
evaluation exercises’ and deliver their report, or at least a substantive
draft, before departing the field (Cosgrave et al., 2009). Evaluation practitioner Cosgrave notes that ‘RTEs are well suited to the fast pace of
decision making within the humanitarian sector, where they can bring a
strong strategic focus at a critical stage of the response’ (Cosgrave et al.,
2009, p. 12).
Developmental Evaluation
While not specifically designed for application in conflict-affected settings, Michael Quinn Patton’s DE is an approach that speaks directly
to the complexity of conflict environments. The OECD Development
Assistance Committee’s (DAC) 2012 guidelines state that, ‘few would
dispute that settings of conflict and fragility are complex, combining high levels of unpredictability, a general lack of information, and
potential strategic misinformation’ (OECD, 2012, p. 32). Complexity is
defined here, as contexts in which the relationships of cause and effect
are fundamentally unknown, or only known in retrospect (Patton, 2010).
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DE is informed by systems thinking, and addresses non-linear
dynamics, enabling innovation and adaptive management (Patton, 2010).
Patton specifies five contexts for DE: ongoing development and adaptation; pre-formative evaluation to support exploration and innovation;
supporting local adaptation of general principles to navigate top-down
and bottom-up forces for change; evaluating major systems change and
evaluating in turbulent, disaster situations (Patton, 2011). While each
of these situations could be present in conflict contexts, the last speaks
directly to this field. Patton highlights that in turbulent and disaster situations, ‘planned interventions must adapt and respond as conditions
change suddenly’ and, as a result, ‘planning, execution and evaluation
occur simultaneously’ (Patton, 2011, p. 12).
DE was, thus, developed as an alternative to formative and summative evaluation, with the evaluator’s primary function being to ‘infuse
team discussions with evaluative questions, thinking, and data, and to
facilitate systematic data-based reflection and decision making in the
developmental process’ (Patton, 2010, p. 1). The DE evaluator is, therefore, embedded within the programme team helping to adapt programme
strategies based on the data available and the changing circumstances.
Unlike other forms of evaluation, DE is not focused on accountability, but instead concentrates on adaptive learning. In this way the evaluator plays an active role in shaping the programme’s development, while
at the same time capturing innovative strategies and ideas. Although DE
is a relatively new arrival in the evaluation community, it has been met
with great enthusiasm. Patton (2011) is quick to caution, however, that
DE is not meant for programmes that have a model, and are attempting
to improve it, but rather for initiatives where there is no model in place.
Outcome Mapping
A final approach that has come to be applied to evaluation in complex
settings is outcome mapping (OM)—although its origins and orientation
were never peacebuilding or conflict-specific.4 Rooted in contribution
analysis thinking, OM is an integrated planning, monitoring and evaluation approach. It takes a learning-based and user-driven view of evaluation and is guided by principles of participation and iterative learning.
At the root of OM, is the notion of identifying strategic actors within
a programme’s sphere of influence, so that programme actors can credit
their contributions to social change outcomes, rather than crediting
the entire outcome to a single programme in isolation from the rest of
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the system. Results are consequently calculated by an analysis of ‘the
changes in behaviour, actions and relationships of those individuals,
groups or organisations with whom the initiative is working directly
and seeking to influence’ (Smutylo, 2005 as quoted in Jones and Hearn,
2009, p. 1). Within the conflict prevention, peacebuilding and humanitarian sub-field, this means that peacebuilding or conflict prevention
programmes can accurately acknowledge if their interventions contributed to resolving or preventing conflicts, rather than claiming that their
programmes were solely responsible for the end of all violence.
Although OM has been applied in a multitude of contexts, it was
originally born as a response to researchers’ frustrations over inadequate ways of measuring the reach of research effects beyond a programme, particularly within development research programmes. The
history, approaches and considerations of research evaluation are further
explored in the next section, which focuses on this specialised sub-field
of evaluation.

Constituent Literature 3:
The Evaluation of Research
Constituent literature 3 moves us away from the field of programme
and policy evaluation and delves into questions that relate to the evaluation of research, which itself can be considered a specialised sub-field
of evaluation. This section presents an overview of the literature on
research evaluation and hones in on some of the unique challenges that
evaluators of research face.
Evaluation of research has gained new importance in the last decade
due to the increased pressure on governments and other funders of public research to allocate funds to researchers and institutions who produce high quality research. Much of the literature in this section stems
from debates in the research council funding community in England,
Australia and USA, and the controversies that have developed as they
modify their research evaluation schemes. However, research evaluation is neither a new topic nor is it exclusive to funding councils and
academia. According to Marjanovic, Hanney and Wooding, research
evaluation blossomed during the 1960s and 1970s when several studies,
particularly in USA, sought to understand, mostly through case studies,
if and how research influenced innovation (Marjanovic et al., 2009).
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Similarly, while much of the literature on research evaluation concerns academia or university-based research in the Global North and
South, there are extra-academic research centres, think tanks, governmental and non-government research institutions that are also interested
in research evaluation. These institutions often fund and/or conduct
research that is meant to solve societal problems and the outputs may
or may not be publishable articles that can be subjected to the traditional research evaluation mechanisms of peer review and bibliometric
analysis (see discussion below for more detail on these mechanisms). A
research-derived policy brief, for example, may be high quality but may
not be considered under the traditional mechanisms of research evaluation. Similar to researchers conducting applied research within academia, these researchers and institutions have also raised concerns about
the effectiveness of current research evaluation practices.
Before delving into the fundamental issues that surround research
evaluation, two issues merit clarification and discussion. First, it is
important to distinguish between the terms ‘research’ and ‘evaluation’.
As noted by Bush and Duggan in the introductory chapter of this book,
evaluation is generally understood to refer to ‘the process of collecting and analysing information in order to judge value, worth or impact’
(Butcher and Yaron, 2006, p. 5). Research on the other hand has, as
Mertens notes, been defined as, ‘a systematic method of knowledge construction’ (Mertens, 2009, p. 1). As noted by Patton (n.d.),
because research is driven by the agenda of knowledge production,
the standards for evidence are higher, and the time lines for generating
knowledge can be longer. In evaluation, there are very concrete deadlines for when decisions have to get made, for when action has to be
taken. It often means that the levels of evidence involve less certainty
than they would under a research approach and that the time lines are
much shorter.

The boundaries between research and evaluation can easily become
ambiguous as evaluation may contribute to knowledge construction, and
research may employ evaluative logic or analysis. However, while evaluation employs many of the same research techniques to gather empirical
information, it is not accorded the status of research (Scriven, 2003, p. 7).
Second, and of equal importance, if we are to broaden our understanding of the value of research within and beyond the university
research community, we need to understand how the intersection
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Box 2.3
Research Approaches
Multi-disciplinary research: refers to researchers from a variety of disciplines
working together at some point during a project, but having separate questions,
separate conclusions, and disseminating in different journals.
Inter-disciplinary research: refers to researchers interacting with the goal of
transferring knowledge from one discipline to another; allowing researchers to
inform each other’s work and compare individual findings.
Trans-disciplinary research: refers to collaborative research in which exchanging
altering discipline-specific approaches, sharing resources and integrating
disciplines achieves a common scientific goal.
Source: Singh et al. (2013) citing TREC Centers at the Washington University School
of Medicine at St. Louis.

of disciplines—that is multi-, inter- or trans-disciplinary research
approaches (see Box 2.3)—influences approaches to research evaluation. The standards to which research will be held are influenced by the
disciplinary bent of the researchers involved and the process by which a
research interacts with and crosses disciplinary boundaries.
The literature discussed in this section focuses broadly on the evaluation of research, with no particular focus on research in VDS. In fact,
review of the literature revealed that there is almost no literature about
research on or in VDS informing the debates about research evaluation.

Purpose of Evaluation
Excellence in research is desirable in any type of research. However, if
the purpose of social change research is to go beyond mere knowledge
generation to the generation of knowledge that can be used to improve
social and economic outcomes, one could argue that the stakes are higher
when findings are meant to influence decisions that affect people’s lives,
the environment, governance and other areas of development (Méndez,
2012). Research findings gain credibility and chances for their uptake
and use tend to increase if they derive from excellent research. Research
evaluation, like programme evaluation, can help answer fundamental
questions: Is the research effective? (e.g., is it being used for harm or
for good?) Linked to this question is the principal question and rationale for research evaluation: How do we know the good research from
the bad?
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The purpose for evaluating research can vary depending on who
is commissioning the evaluation. A funding agency may have different reasons for evaluating than a university research department or a
local policy-maker who uses research findings to inform the creation of
new policies and programmes. Roughly speaking, the literature groups
the rationale for evaluating research into four main categories. The
first, according to Marjanovic et al., is ‘to increase the accountability of
researchers, policy-makers and funding bodies, by making the research
process, its outputs and impacts more transparent’ (Marjanovic et al.,
2009, p. 6). Similar to the evaluation of non-research projects, an evaluation process of this nature seeks to ensure that the researchers have done
what they intended to do and that funds have been adequately spent.
Marjanovic et al. also explain that evaluation can help ‘steer the
research process towards desired outcomes’ (2009, p. 6). This implies
the type of learning that is usually associated with formative evaluations,
where the research project is evaluated prior to its culmination and where
the learning can lead to improvements, perhaps by adjusting research
design, methods, mechanisms of analysis or management.
The third rationale also considers learning, albeit the learning
occurs once a research project has concluded and lessons can be drawn
to inform strategic or managerial decisions about future research. For
example, evaluation findings about the relevance of a research topic can
inform questions, hypotheses or even new lines of research that the institution may want to pursue in the future. Similarly, findings about the
effectiveness or efficiency of the research process can inform managerial
decisions.
The fourth and last suggested rationale has to do with evaluations
that are conducted to prove research process or research output quality
in order to advocate for the research team. This is the case of evaluations that are used to inform funding decisions. The evaluation signals
the ability of a team to conduct good quality research, which determines
future levels of funding (Marjanovic et al., 2009).
While these are the main recurrent research evaluation purposes,
review of the literature also suggests others. Research funders across
the board—public and private—are often interested (for different reasons) in evaluating the research they support to understand whether
they are getting value for the money invested. This line of motivation
is frequently pursued through the conduct of socioeconomic impact
evaluation, a specific approach to evaluation that focuses on calculating,
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through the use of economic valuation methods, the ‘social return on
investment’ (SROI) of interventions (including research). While SROI
attempts to quantify and monetise the socioeconomic and environmental
benefits of research are in many ways problematic and controversial,
funder demands for value for money are pushing research evaluators to
innovate and constantly question and improve practice.5
Review boards at peer-review journals evaluate research with the
purpose of determining whether it meets the publication standards of a
particular field, while there are others, like Van Raan who holds that the
purpose of evaluating research is to ‘to promote research quality’ (Van
Raan, 1996, p. 398). This preoccupation gives rise to an additional purpose for evaluating research, one that harnesses considerations of programme evaluation to research evaluation. As noted by Knox in this book,
research is one of the fundamental building blocks of programme theory.
Donors of peacebuilding and development projects and programmes use
research to form the basis of the change theories that underlie the initiatives they fund. Evaluating the quality of that research—its relevance,
methodological soundness, scientific merit, etc.—is essential for challenging assumptions and questioning the foundations upon which international aid initiatives are built.
Evaluation Approaches
Similar to programme evaluation, approaches in research evaluation
depend largely on the purpose of the evaluation and the epistemological
orientation of the evaluation commissioner and the evaluator. However,
unlike programme evaluation, there are particularities about research
that make selecting an approach more cumbersome. Deciding what
approach to use when evaluating research is perhaps the most contested
aspect of research evaluation. One reason for this difficulty is that there
are various types of research and each one requires a nuanced approach
to evaluation.
In 1997, Donald Stokes put forward the proposition that research can
be classified along two dimensions: whether it advances human knowledge by seeking a fundamental understanding of nature; or whether it
is primarily motivated by the need to solve immediate problems (see
Figure 2.2; Ofir and Schwandt, 2012).
Stokes divides research into three distinct classes:
1.

Pure basic research (exemplified by the work of Niels Bohr, the early
20th century atomic physicist).
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Relevance for the advancement of knowledge

Figure 2.2
Research Classification

Pure basic
research
(Bohr)

Use-inspired
basic research
(Pasteur)

Pure applied
research
(Edison)

Relevance for immediate applications

Source: Ofir and Schwandt (2012).

2.
3.

Pure applied research (exemplified by the work of Thomas Edison, inventor)
Use-inspired research (exemplified by the work of Louis Pasteur, pioneering 19th century chemist and microbiologist) (Ofir and Schwandt,
2012).

When determining the evaluation approach, the evaluator needs to consider whether it is applied or basic research that is under review since
the approach used to evaluate applied research may consider the practical applications or use of that research, which may not be a consideration when evaluating basic research (Furlong and Oancea, 2005).
Use-inspired applied research may require even further considerations.
The concern about research types extends to revolutionary research,
which is generally understood to be research that moves beyond wellestablished fields and that is trying to break new ground by challenging basic assumptions or involving a paradigm shift (Andras, 2011).
A similar concern emerges when evaluating interdisciplinary research.
Most disciplines have their own standards for research quality. RCTs,
for example, are considered the gold standard in healthcare research.
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However, their value in the social sciences is increasingly questioned,
among other reasons, because of the assumption that two groups living in a complex social environment can have parallel trends. Boaz and
Ashby explain this problem from an epistemological perspective: ‘methodological debates in the natural sciences focus on the quest for “truth”
and the elimination of bias. In the social sciences the existence of objective truth is often contested, while bias is often an accepted dimension
of knowledge, to be acknowledged rather than eliminated’ (Boaz and
Ashby, 2003, p. 9).
The unit of analysis is another consideration that may influence
the evaluation approach. The first two constituent literatures examined
included a clear and identifiable unit of analysis: The programme or project. Literature on research evaluation, however, identifies several potential units of analysis, among which are research outputs (paper, journal
article, book, policy brief, etc.); individual researchers or research teams;
scientific laboratories and institutions such as universities; a scientific
discipline; government departments and funding agencies; a country’s
entire research base, etc.
The unit of analysis is important in determining the evaluation
approach because it will determine what should and should not be considered in the evaluation. Take for example the new mechanism for
research evaluation that the Higher Education Funding Council for
England started to use in 2014, the Research Excellence Framework
(REF). The REF considers departments within higher-level education
institutions as the unit of analysis. The evaluation framework considers research outputs and impacts but given that the unit of analysis is
research departments where researchers also have teaching and grant
writing responsibilities, the framework must also consider things like
doctoral degrees awarded, research income and research income in kind.
Considerations of this nature have been grouped under a third aspect
of the framework labelled ‘research environment’. In a context where
evaluation is conducted to inform funding, such as with the REF, such
considerations become critical since omission of the research environment may incentivise researchers to focus strictly on research, therefore
potentially compromising their teaching duties.
Methodological Practice
Although there are a variety of methods used to evaluate research, peerreview processes and bibliometric analysis are by far the most used and
also the most controversial. Much of the discussion in this section will
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focus on those two methods with the recognition that due to their many
shortcomings, several research evaluation exercises have used other
methods such a self-evaluation, historical ratings, benchmarking, case
studies, mixed approaches and even computerised semantic analysis.
This wealth of different and sometimes new approaches suggests that
research evaluators recognise the flaws of peer review and bibliometrics
and are attempting to overcome them by complimenting them with creative and new methods. Be this as it may, peer review and biblometric
analysis continue to dominate evaluation research practice.
Wooding and Grant (2003, p. 20) define peer review as
a system in which experts make a professional judgment on the performance of individuals or groups, over a specified cycle, and/or their
likely performance in the future. The groups could be research groups,
departments or consortia. Assessment may be undertaken entirely by
peers or may incorporate other experts such as representatives of user
groups, lay people, and financial experts.

Peer review is often tied to publication since it is peer-review boards at
journals and other publishing enterprises that determine what is publishable and what is not. Although peer review is the most commonly
used method to evaluate research, a study that involved 142 research
stakeholders in England noted that it also has the ‘least good features
and most bad features’ in comparison to the other methods (Wooding
and Grant, 2003, p. 25). Since peer review is based on people’s opinion, it is criticised for its subjectivity and for the unhealthy competition
that it generates among peers. Furthermore, since the review is often
solely of research outputs, an evaluation based on peer or expert review
often misses the research process, therefore missing potential learning
opportunities.
Additional criticism comes from certain types of research, such as
interdisciplinary and revolutionary research, which face several challenges including finding the right expertise for the review panels and
overcoming the conservative tendencies of influential peers. Peer review
can be time and resource intensive; it is sometimes unable to detect fraud
and does not guarantee relevance to policy-making or compliance with
methodological standards.
Despite the flaws, peer review continues to be the method of choice.
After reviewing the benefits and challenges of peer review and other
research evaluation methods, the 142 research stakeholders involved in
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the study cited earlier were asked to gather in groups to design their ideal
method. Despite the many flaws they cited, 22 out of the 29 groups based
their ideal system on an expert review process.
Bibliometrics, or arithmetical calculations of various publication
rates, are the other dominant method used in research evaluation processes. Bibliometrics consist of
publication count in a defined list of venues (journals, conference proceedings) by individuals, departments or universities, the citation count
of these publications over a defined period of time, indexes calculated
using these counts (e.g., h-index), metrics derived from citations and
authorship graphs, and market share measures. (Andras, 2011, p. 90)

Bibliometrics offer various advantages over peer review: They are
considered more objective, less burdensome and cheaper indicators of
research quality.
However, despite the alleged benefits, even supporters agree that
bibliometrics have many shortcomings and should not be used as sole
indicators of research quality. The main problem with this type of measure is their validity, for they are not intrinsic indicators of quality but
proxies that are generated after research outputs have gone through a
peer-review mechanism and are then published. As Boaz and Ashby
explain, ‘it is a faulty assumption that all research that is published in
journals or cited by others is accurate, reliable, valid, free of bias, nonfraudulent, or of sufficient quality’ (Boaz and Ashby, 2003, p. 2).
Bibliometrics are also criticised because they generate negative
incentives for researchers, especially in academia, to focus on publishing
rather than on teaching or on producing outputs that may be more relevant to policy or other vehicles for social change. In addition, there is a
strong bias favouring research produced in English or dealing with topics
that are of interest to review boards in Northern-led, mostly English language journals. Researchers from the Global South are, thus, at a disadvantage because the research questions that are relevant in their context,
in their language or the type of research output format they favour (i.e.,
policy or practice brief) may not be considered in the publication venues
that calculate bibliometrics. This may generate the erroneous impression
that research is of low quality when in reality, low citation or publication
rates may be only a reflection of different languages, research priorities
or indeed the purpose of the research in question (Tijssen et al., 2006).
Something similar occurs for researchers who are working on innovative or revolutionary research or science. This group may sometimes
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find it hard to get their research published because their ideas or findings may not interest journal review boards since they are considered
unorthodox or ahead of their time. Publication or citation rates of these
researchers may, therefore, not reflect the novelty, quality or importance
of their research. Young researchers must also compete with more experienced researchers whose name may carry more weight in publication
spheres, despite the quality of the research under consideration.
Another area of improvement for bibliometrics is in their uneven
coverage of different disciplines. Coryn explains how the arts are at
particular disadvantage since their work is usually expressed in forms,
such as recital or painting, that are not publishable or citable (Coryn,
2006). Negative citations are also an issue with bibliometrics, given that
a research paper may be heavily cited because of its many shortcomings.
The same occurs with measures of paper downloads (as an indicator)
since a paper may be deemed low quality after it is downloaded.
At the heart of the critiques that have been levelled against both peer
review and bibliometrics is the concern that both of these mechanisms
focus on one specific type of output: scholarly publications in journals
with high impact factors. Implicitly, such an approach treats outputs as
outcomes. The success of research is measured by publication within
international peer-reviewed journals. This is taken to constitute evidence
of both international esteem and good research practice. Additionally,
it is assumed to constitute effective research communication and dissemination. In contrast to the evaluation practice under constituent literatures 1 and 2, there is little discussion of tangible outcomes in the
way that programme evaluation would demand. In a nutshell, the main
limitation of both of these methods is that they are primarily interested
in the contribution that research makes to the advancement of scholarly
knowledge—researchers influencing researchers.
This reality is particularly important for research for international
development which may not be generated for the purposes of academic
or scholarly advancement. This would include research for influencing policy and practice, undertaken by the broad research and policyshaping communities that include think tanks, not-for-profit firms, and
governmental, non-governmental and inter-governmental actors.

What Counts as Evidence?
Evaluating research excellence is vitally important in both academic
and non-academic spheres. It is a simple fact that not all research is of
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the same quality. Without rigorous examination of research quality,
a false equivalence is made between all research endeavours, leading
to a poor understanding of the phenomena involved. When it comes
to evidence based policy-making or decision-making, the inability to
distinguish between good and bad research can lead to counter-productive policies and ineffective solutions.
It is necessary to evaluate research quality for any policy research/academic research organisation. That is because assessment of the quality
of research can provide a very useful indication of whether the organisation is fulfilling its purpose or not, and what role is being played by
research work of the organisation in this regard.

The two comments above, offered by two researchers located in the
Global South under the umbrella of a study on perceptions of research
excellence (Singh et al., 2013, pp. 11–12), demonstrate not only why
considerations of quality and use are important, but also that excellence
acquires meaning only in context. Defining quality or excellence in
research is perhaps the most contentious fundamental issue in determining a research evaluation approach. As mentioned earlier, different disciplines have different quality standards, so it is a challenge to attempt to
come up with a universal definition of research quality or excellence. In
fact, these two terms, which are often used interchangeably, mean different things to different people. A useful distinction is provided by Grant,
Brutscher, Kirk, Butler and Wooding who, referring to the REF, suggest that the distinction between quality and excellence is that excellence
is a broader dimension comprising both quality and research impacts
(Grant et al., 2010). However, this distinction in terms does not answer
the questions of what is meant by research quality or research impacts.
The following sections will address some of those questions.
Most definitions of research quality consider the methodological
and technical aspects of research. For example, quality research has been
described as comprising
the scientific process encompassing all aspects of study design; in
particular, it pertains to the judgment regarding the match between
the methods and questions, selection of subjects, measurement of
outcomes, and protection against systematic bias, non-systematic
bias, and inferential error. (National Center for the Dissemination of
Disability Research, 2005, p. 2)

However, a review of over 30 sets of research quality standards suggests
that quality criteria can be grouped conceptually under five categories:
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scientific merit, ethics, originality, relevance and purposivity. Under
this classification, scientific merit comprises different forms for validity, soundness and rigour of methods and a logical interpretation of data
(Méndez, 2012).
The ethical dimension of research, which is discussed by
Jayawickrama and Strecker in this book and which is an area of particular importance in VDS, stems primarily from the principle of do no harm
(as discussed under constituent literature 2). However, it is also related
to the tension between the transparency required for accountability purposes and the need to ensure the safety and security of stakeholders. So
too is it nested in the political sensitivities around the evaluation process
(especially collaborative processes), as well as the volatile environment
within which it is undertaken.
In a study with over 250 research stakeholders, it was found that
originality as an element of research quality ‘revolved around viewing
existing issues, ideas or data in a new or different way, more so than
generating new data or novel methods. Originality involved, also, the
development of new theoretical and practical insights and concepts’
(Becker et al., 2006, p. 12).
Relevance in research, as described by Boaz and Ashby refers to
‘the extent to which the research addresses the needs of key stakeholders’ (Boaz and Ashby, 2003, p. 12). Unlike impact, which occurs once
the research is carried out, research relevance can be determined beforehand by looking at the research questions and determining whether it is
significant for the discipline or for society.
Finally, purposivity speaks to the quality of research that AagaardHansen and Svedin associate with having a well-formulated research
question that is supported by relevant literature and that guides the
research to meet a specific purpose (Aagaard-Hansen and Svedin, 2009).
Evidence of Impacts
In the introductory chapter of this book, Bush and Duggan emphasise
that one of the key messages of this publication is ‘the importance of
appropriate approaches to, and methods for, evaluating the effects or
“impacts” of research’ (Bush and Duggan, Chapter 1). Research evaluation has indeed attempted to address the role of impact in determining
research excellence. While there are no definite answers, much of the
recent literature on research impacts has attempted to address three main
questions: What is meant by research impacts? How do we measure
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research impacts? And, should research impacts be considered an
element of research excellence?
While there is no clear consensus of what constitutes research
impact, a number of researchers have explored this area in some depth.
In a project launched by the London School of Economics (LSE) in
2011, research impact is understood to be ‘an occasion of influence and
hence … not the same thing as a change in outputs or activities as a result
of that influence, still less a change in social outcomes’ (LSE Public
Policy Group, 2011, p. 21).
In 2003, Nutley, Percy-Smith and Solesbury conducted a thorough
literature review on research impact and distinguished between the conceptual and instrumental use of research, wherein conceptual use consists of ‘changes in levels of understanding, knowledge, and attitude’ and
instrumental use includes ‘results in changes in practice and policy making’ (Nutley et al., 2003, p. 11). Similarly, the LSE project mentioned
above makes a distinction between academic and external impacts.
Academic impacts refer to instances when research influences actors in
academia or universities and external impacts occur when research influences actors outside of academia, such as businesses, governments or
civil society. Donovan refers to these distinctions as academic and extraacademic impacts (Donovan, 2008).
However, even if an evaluation clearly specifies the meaning and
parameters of research impact, the path of research influence is typically erratic and unpredictable, making measurement and attribution of
impacts a challenge. As discussed above, a few bibliometric measures,
such as the journal impact factor and citation counts, have been used
as indicators of impact. Non-bibliometric mechanisms have also been
used, such as the case study approach used by the UK RAND/Arthritis
Research Campaign Impact scoring system (RAISS), the self-evaluation
approach used by the US Programme Assessment Rating Tool (Grant et
al., 2010), and SROI approaches, as noted earlier. However, these too
face the challenge of attributing causation.
Finally, there are authors who challenge the idea that research impacts
should be considered an element of research excellence. Such criticism
has emerged from circumstances in the UK where research evaluation is
conducted with the purpose to inform future funding. Opponents argue
that the focus on impacts that is promoted by such an investment model
overlooks the primary value of research to produce new knowledge.
That, in turn, can generate incentives that, according to Hammersley,
may ‘be at odds with any commitment to research informing public
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discussion of policy issues, since it frames inquiry within assumptions
about predictable payoff’ (Hammersley, 2008, p. 753).
In recent years, evidence of impact, as a fundamental issue in
research evaluation, has expanded and come to focus more pointedly on
research effectiveness, a notion that includes research use, influence and
impact. The contribution that research can make to solving problems at a
societal level is increasingly being questioned with a greater importance
placed on the role of research within a knowledge-based economy as
well as on the more overt demands from government and other funders
for scientific contributions to the development and progression of society. As a result, there is increasing emphasis being placed on economic
and social impacts, as well as on how funded research meets the needs
of policy-makers and the broader population of stakeholders. Nowhere
is this more evident than in the evaluation literature on policy-oriented
research (see Boaz and Ashby, 2003; Carden, 2009; ODI, 2004).
The introduction of knowledge-for-action theories such as knowledge utilisation, implementation, diffusion, transfer or translation into
evaluation practice has assisted research evaluators in developing more
nuanced approaches to tracing impact trajectories and understanding
how knowledge contributes to social change, including policy change
(Ottoson, 2009). This evolution in evaluation practice reflects a growing
recognition, among those who produce and use research, that research
effectiveness should include some social change intent, highlighting the need for more integration between research uptake, policy and
(presumably) practice.6 Researchers are being asked more explicitly to
demonstrate the relevance and utility of their work to solving real-world
problems.

Towards a Literature on the Evaluation of
Research in and on Violently Divided Societies
Figure 2.1, in the introductory section of this chapter, identifies the constituent literatures within which the current book is nested. The chapters
which follow represent contributions to the development of a body of literature which is still at the earliest stages of formation. The diversity of
themes, types of research, perspectives and cases in the following chapters are an accurate reflection of the heterogeneity and complexity of the
sub-field we seek to explore. The current chapter is meant to demonstrate
that, while we may be entering uncharted territory (Bush and Duggan,
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Chapter 1), we are not without the tools and sensibilities that have
been cultivated over the last 70 years of evaluation research and practice.

Notes
1. John A. and John R. Healy examine in further detail the implications that epistemology
has on research funder evaluation practices in Chapter 8 of this book.
2. See http://www.berghof-handbook.net, 2005 for a discussion of standardisation.
3. See Conner et al. (2012) framework for context assessment in evaluation.
4. The OM manual is freely available online. A virtual collective of evaluation
practitioners contributes and document the growth of OM, highlights synergies with
other evaluation approaches and explores the applicability of OM in new fields;
www.outcomemapping.ca
5. Unfortunately, a more complete examination of SRIO approaches to research
performance and evaluation is beyond the scope of the current chapter.
6. Chapter 6 (Kevin Kelly) in this book includes an empiric case study which employs
the influence frameworks emerging from the policy research literature.
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T

he chapter by Brendan Whitty puts flesh on the much used (but
under-examined) term ‘accountability’. His chapter is an invitation for us to think more clearly, systematically and critically
about the implications of accountability in our work. Not only does the
term mean different things to different people but, as Whitty explains,
there are multiple, often competing, entities to whom an evaluator
and researcher is accountable. There is a natural connection between
Whitty’s work on accountability and the following chapter on ethics
by Jayawickrama and Strecker. The connections, however, extend
throughout the book, as each chapter includes cases of VDS characterised by competing sets of obligations and expectations among groups of
stakeholders—all of which directly affect our evaluation and research
within VDS. The challenge is to comprehend not only what a nuanced
understanding of accountability means for our work, but also what it
means for those with whom we are working inside and outside of VDS.
The choice of cases for this chapter is noteworthy: Nepal, Kenya,
Argentina and a regional organisation in Latin America. Nepal and Kenya
are nations where violence (militarised, criminalised and/or politicised)
ebbs and flows in the lives of its inhabitants, while Argentina and the
regional network live in the long shadows, and subsequent legacies, of
military dictatorships and dirty war. Methodologically, then, the chapter
includes cases of very different conflict contexts. We find similar heterogeneity in the sectoral activities of the projects in country cases, which
range from participatory action research with a view to improving the
equity of natural resource (Nepal) to ‘[mobilisation of] coalitions to conduct citizen monitoring of government activities, amongst other governance and development research activities’; to a Latin America regional
network working through partnerships on rural development; and to a
large policy research organisation working across a number of sectors in
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Argentina. As Whitty examines the variations in the accountability profiles of each case, we also begin to get a glimpse at how variations in the
conflict contexts and sectoral activities make a difference—or not—for
our evaluation and research.
Methodologically speaking, Jayawickrama and Strecker offer a different approach to the examination of the themes that define this book.
Bringing together expertise as both evaluators and researchers in VDS,
their approach is characterised by an ethnographic reflexivity. They juxtapose (a) their evaluation and research experiences in conflict zones
with (b) the basic principles articulated in the ethical frameworks for
evaluators (notably, the Guiding Principles of the American Evaluation
Association). In so doing, they point to tensions that may arise between
principles and practice. While some of these tensions may be technical, many of the challenges are fundamentally political in the sense that
they are rooted in power imbalances between outsiders and insiders. In
a sense, the argument in that chapter teases out the politico-ethical tensions of imposing (largely) Northern ethical frameworks onto evaluators
and researchers working in VDS.
Jayawickrama and Strecker try to do more than speak about
Southern realities. Through this chapter, they are attempting to build a
bridge whereby women and men in VDS are able to speak for themselves about their experiences as the objects of research projects or evaluations. Despite the increasingly clichéd use of the term, the inclusion
of their voices and experiences genuinely ‘speak truth to power’. This
chapter offers a caution against assuming that the outsiders and insiders
of evaluations shared the same ethical framework. More disturbingly,
it suggests that evaluation, as a field of research and practice, may be a
Trojan Horse of ethical orientations that clashes with local sensibilities.
When read alongside Whitty’s chapter, we become better able to tease
out the connections between power/politics, methodology and ethics in
the evaluation enterprise.

3
The Role of Accountability
and Evaluation of Research
on/in Violently Divided
Societies
The Role of Accountability and Evaluation of Research on/in VDS

Brendan S. Whitty

Introduction

R

esearch is assessed by—and the researcher is accountable to—a
mix of different people, all with different criteria for their assessments. Funders, often the commissioner of the evaluation or
research, will evaluate research according to criteria such as impact and
research quality. The academic assesses his or her work according to its
contribution to knowledge, or the insights it generates for the understanding of a particular phenomenon. The activist researcher is looking for the
policy influence brought about by the work. The policy-maker values
research according to its utility for creating or justifying solutions to
policy problems, or for understanding or anticipating the consequences
of particular policies. In these examples, each person has somewhat different criteria for their assessment of research, and this is informed by
their particular set of perspectives, needs and interests. The researcher,
no less than the evaluator and the research organisation, must balance all
of these criteria.
The current chapter takes a step towards the development of a
conceptual framework to help us understand how these different (and
sometimes competing) perspectives, needs and interests intersect and
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affect evaluation in violently divided societies (VDS) through holding
evaluators/researchers to account. The ‘Fitting Evaluation within an
Accountability Framework’ section in this chapter assembles the base
for the conceptual scaffolding by examining the links between accountability and evaluation. Accountability is defined as a characteristic of a
relationship, based on shared norms or expectations; these should, ideally, be mutually re-enforcing. Understood as a part of accountability,
evaluation is a critical tool for assessing the degree to which such shared
norms exist and are respected (although evaluations are not only used for
accountability purposes). The ‘Profiling the Accountability of Research
Organisations’ section in this chapter examines the ways in which
research organisations are accountable to the various stakeholders, by
outlining the diverse forms of accountability that influence their work.
Collectively, the sum of these accountabilities constitutes what may
be called the ‘accountability profile’ of an organisation. Empirically, this
section draws on the experiences of four research organisations: two of
them located in VDS, two not (or at least, less so). The accountability
profile of each organisation is explored so that we might better understand how it may affect the evaluation of that organisation.1
The chapter argues that an organisation’s accountability profile is
formed by how it positions itself in the wider policy community. This
is a process of constant negotiation, as organisations attempt to balance
the external interests and expectations of multiple stakeholders, with the
need for internal organisational sustainability and integrity. The final section of the chapter (Accountability and Evaluation in Violently Divided
Societies) addresses the ways in which policy contexts, attitudes towards
research and insecurity shape an organisation’s operational decisions—
all of which have implications for accountability.
In order to define this chapter conceptually and practically, two
decisions were made. First, it was decided to focus analysis on the linkages between the evaluation of a piece of research and the broader set of
issues concerning the accountability of the researcher him/herself. That
is, the chapter will not consider the additional and separate question of
the accountability of the evaluator of research. Second, it was decided to
frame research as a process which is conducted, funded, evaluated and
supported chiefly by individuals working within organisations, each of
which possesses its own internal and external evaluation structures and
processes, and maintains its own internal and external relationships of
accountability.
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Fitting Evaluation within
an Accountability Framework
This section develops a conceptual framework which outlines how the
ideas of accountability and evaluation fit together. To do this, it is necessary first to identify what is meant by accountability. The term is often
linked to particular identifiable forms of relationship, but is now often
used as an evaluative term, suggesting broadly good governance and a
generally appropriate use of power—and as a term indicating approval
of the use of power, it is both ‘contested and contestable’ (Bovens,
2007, p. 450). This has led to the term being described as ‘complex and
chameleon-like’ (Mulgan, 2000, p. 555), ‘inherently ill-structured’
(Kearns, 1994), ‘malleable and often nebulous’ (Newell and Bellour,
2002) or characterised by ‘plasticity’ (Goetz and Jenkins, 2004).
This vagueness and variability in the usage of accountability is a
challenging starting point, either for linking evaluation to accountability
or for analysing the specific challenges to researchers in VDS. A further
challenge arises from the fact that there is not a single defined piece of literature or body of knowledge that sketches out the parameters of the field
of accountability. Rather, different pockets of literature are produced by
different stakeholder groups that reflect their particular sets of interests.
So, for example, we see that the sub-literature on institutional legal
forms of accountability is distinct from the literature addressing corporate social responsibility, which itself is distinct again from what we seek
to explore in the current chapter: the subset of literature for researchers in
VDS. While this last sub-literature may be tethered to the research ethics
review protocols of universities, it may expand well beyond it as well.
The task is made more difficult by the context-specific and dynamic
nature of accountability debates, which react to shifts in political power
and give rise to contested areas where accountability gaps are created
and negotiated (Newell, 2006; Newell and Bellour, 2002). In the 1990s,
for example, scandals involving international development agencies,
working in VDS and elsewhere,2 triggered a vigorous debate on accountability, producing an operational shift in favour of participatory development and downwards accountability (Chambers, 1997; Chambers and
Pettit, 2004). One result of this period was the establishment of numerous professional standards and self-regulatory initiatives (see Lingán
et al., 2010 for an overview).
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As a starting point, the current chapter draws on a narrow definition
of accountability, which has specific characteristics linked to its traditional meaning as rooted in ‘the rendering of an account’. More specifically, accountability here is defined as:
a relationship where an actor is obliged to act in an established and
identified way, and is responsible to give account to a stakeholder for
discharging that obligation, with the actor facing consequences or redirection from the stakeholder in the event that they do not. (Bovens
2007, p. 450; Day and Klein, 1987)

This definition draws extensively on existing definitions and implies a
framework of accountability with several dimensions. The discussion
below will address these key dimensions.

Relational
First, accountability is fundamentally relational in that it describes a
relationship between two kinds of agents: (a) the agent who is responsible for acting in a particular way, and (b) the stakeholder who will hold
the agent to account. The agent and the stakeholder may be individual
persons, or an organisation. This excludes the idea that accountability
is an internal form of moral duty, instead linking accountability clearly
to an external stakeholder, and is closely tied to the distinction between
responsibility and accountability. A responsibility is a duty, but not every
responsibility is accompanied by accountability to an external agent.
Accountability is a composite of two responsibilities: first, the responsibility to behave in a particular way (which Wenar, 2004 describes as
a first-order responsibility) and second, a second-order responsibility to
render account. Thus, while all accountabilities entail responsibilities,
not every responsibility is part of an accountability relationship. The
difference in meanings is being eroded, as accountability increasingly
occupies the semantic turf once occupied by responsibility (Jenkins and
Goetz, 1999; Koppell, 2005; Mulgan, 2000, p. 556).
The distinction becomes important when considering the suggestion that a non-profit’s accountability to itself to respect its mission is a
form of accountability (Ebrahim, 2003, p. 199). Ebrahim criticises the
agent–principal definition of accountability.3 He argues that it excludes
an NGO’s accountability to its mission (Ebrahim, 2003, pp. 196–199),
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leading him to argue instead for an integrated definition of accountability which would allow accountability to mission (a purely internal form
of accountability) to be included within the definition. This approach
removes the second-order element of the stakeholder holding to account.
With a definition containing only the first-order element, any socially
justified twinge of conscience may constitute accountability.
However, following Bovens, an alternative understanding of the
term is possible which maintains the useful distinction between responsibility and accountability. Insofar as accountability exists at this level,
it ignores the fiction of legal personality of an organisation4 and argues
instead that the accountability happens within the organisations, but
always between two people. Thus, the accountability mechanisms for
the mission lie between the staff, management and governance (typically
the board of trustees). This is, therefore, a form of accountability which
exists between members or parts of the organisation but within a single
(legal) person.

Shared Expectations or Norms
The second characteristic of accountability is that the agent and the
stakeholder (holding him or her to account) share certain expectations.
Accountability implies both a shared set of expectations and a common currency of justifications. There has to be agreement about the
context, the reason why one actor gives explanation since it is precisely this sense of obligation which translates the giving of accounts
into accountability … If there is no such agreement … we talk not
about accountability, but about excuses, apologies or pretexts. (Day
and Klein, 1987, p. 5)

Accountability, therefore, requires that both agent and stakeholder share
a view of the responsibilities and the criteria against which the agent will
be judged; the agent must be capable of explaining him or herself to the
stakeholder against these criteria. Without shared understanding of the
norms, sanctions imposed for failure to follow the order are the actions
of external force. For example, the difference may be described as being
between sanctions imposed by the court of an occupying power whose
laws are illegitimate in the eyes of the local population, and the sanctions
imposed by an arbitrator for a breach of contract between two business
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people. In the former, the local resident punished before the court does
not share an understanding of the rules or their legitimacy, and is therefore not being held accountable but is only on the receiving end of illegitimate force; in the latter, both business-people are in understanding,
and the remedies required of one for breaching the contract constitute the
exercise of accountability for the breach.
Expectations fall into two categories. They may be created by the
agents to govern that specific relationship in a form of contract; or they
may arise from established norms. An example of a contractually based
set of expectations is the case where a university researcher signs a grant
agreement with a donor, and is thereby held to account for the implementation of agreed objectives. In most cases, in most universities, the
same researcher will also be held accountable by a research ethics board.
The first set of expectations is established and consolidated between
the researcher and donor through the contract, while the second set is
tethered to a research ethics review process rooted in an established set
of norms. It should also be remembered that the expectations need not
be formally articulated or institutionalised provided that they include a
means of holding to account and an accompanying expectation that the
agent will have to justify him/herself. In such contexts, expectations can
be informal.
While this analytical definition does not address the practical implications of accountability for power dynamics, it is worth noting the shift
in development discourse from holding to account towards taking into
account as part of a desire to improve downward accountability. The
formulation of shared expectations constitutes an important element for
the role of accountability to address power differences. In the non-profit
sector, for example, the operational-shift towards participatory definition of project activities and interventions at a local level is central to
the push for downward accountability, and aims to redistribute power
to communities by giving them voice and control over the development
interventions done in their name and ostensibly for their benefit. Thus,
literature in the NGO sector widens the focus from holding to account
to taking into account characterised by the drive towards participatory
development approaches, which seek to involve beneficiaries in the definition of project activities. This shift has been represented in the research
field by an increased use of participatory action research methodologies,
with their own standards of evidence quality, validity and applicability.
Our definition of accountability encompasses, but is not broader
than, the agent–principal conceptual framework. This describes a
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relationship where the agent works for and on behalf of a principal. As
such it meets our definition. Nonetheless, it is too narrow because it
implies a relationship that is role-defining, formally identified and singular. It is role-defining because the character as an agent is defining of
the agents’ motivations. It is formally identified, because it is articulated
in its particulars as part of the contract; and finally, it is singular because
it requires a contract, a specific agreement, to bring it into being, and that
this will be unique in form (see Ebrahim, 2003, pp. 196–199).
However, many accountability relationships do not share these
features. An agent may be accountable to many stakeholders. It is also
an uncomfortable fit where there are numerous principals, such as the
government’s accountability to its subjects—which can be split into
the government’s accountability to each citizen—or the increasing insistence of NGO’s accountability to its many beneficiaries. In none of these
has a contract been signed, but, in all of them, the accountability is by the
agent to a wide group of principals. In each, the claim is important: in his
development of a normative theory of legitimacy, Raz observes that the
governments’ relationship to its citizens is generated through its claim of
legitimate authority over the citizens (Raz, 1986), similarly, the NGOs’,
through its claim to benefit a particular community and the individuals
represented. Each generates expectations and norms. An agent–principal
relationship does not acknowledge such parallel accountability relationships to others within a group. Moreover, the agent–principal definition
focuses on the relationship to the exclusion of the wider organisation
context. Thus, Ebrahim (2003) notes that by focusing on a relationship between an agent and principal, the focus is taken off the range of
accountabilities that an organisation like an NGO owes. The focus suggests that the responsibility to the principal is the primary driver of the
agent. In fact, it may be incidental: like the accounting requirements of
an NGO to the government, which are important but incidental to its key
work. Lastly, the agent–principal conception tends to exclude the context to a relationship, thereby distracting from the challenges associated
with the context, such as the need for an agent to balance accountability
(the multiple accountability disorder highlighted by Koppell, 2005).

Answerability/Holding to Account (1)
The third element refers to the process of holding to account and the
consequences attached to that process. It is this answerability and
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enforceability (see ‘Enforceability/Holding to Account (2)’) that distinguishes accountability from responsibility. Here, the stakeholder has the
opportunity to hold the agent to account on the basis of the shared expectations, and the agent is responsible for providing answers. The nature of
this process depends on the nature of the relationship involved. Bovens
(2007) identifies three key elements: (a) the agent must inform the stakeholder about the manner in which their responsibility was discharged;
(b) a form of debate must take place where the stakeholder can question
the agent; and (c) the stakeholder must be able then to judge or evaluate
the agent’s behaviour against the shared expectations.
The definition proposed in the current chapter is less constrained.
It requires only that the stakeholder is capable of reviewing the performance of the agent against the shared expectations, with the intention of
coming to a judgement. This allows us to distinguish third-party, secondparty and first-party accountability mechanisms.
• A third-party accountability mechanism allows a third party such as a
court, arbitrator or tribunal to evaluate or assess adherence to an established set of expectations on behalf of the agent and stakeholders. An
independent evaluation takes this form.
• A second-party mechanism is one where stakeholders review the performance themselves. This may take several forms: it may convey on the
principal a power to question the agent or ask them to justify his or her
actions; it may involve the agent actively reporting or publishing information at specified points which can be used by stakeholders to assess
the agents’ actions. Second-party mechanisms rely on the ability of the
stakeholder to judge for themselves the extent to which an organisation
has met the shared expectations.
• Lastly, a first-party mechanism is one in which the agent creates the
mechanisms themselves: complaints handling mechanisms developed
in the corporate world, and increasingly in the humanitarian sector, are
examples of this.

Common to all of these accountability mechanisms is the agent’s duty to
answer for his or her actions, and the principal’s power to evaluate or assess
the agent’s performance with respect to his or her responsibility. This
captures the answerability dimension of accountability (Koppell, 2005).
This dimension also points to the role of transparency within the
accountability process—particularly, the availability of accurate and
timely information on the actions and intentions of an agent. In this
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context, stakeholders can hold the agent to account according to their
answerability—with consequences to follow, if the expected standards
are not met (see ‘Enforceability/Holding to Account (2)’). Simply put,
information is vital to enable a stakeholder to assess or evaluate the extent
to which an agent is (or is not) behaving according to their expectations
and duties. Transparency is a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition
of accountability. As expectations change, so do transparency requirements. This is evident, for example, in the rise of triple-line reporting,
according to which the public has access not only to the financial data
and well-being of an organisation, but to the social and environmental
impacts of its activities as well. The information must be sufficient for
stakeholders—not necessarily the whole public, except insofar as they
are stakeholders—to make a judgement on the extent to which an agent
has met, or is likely to meet, the expectations.

Enforceability/Holding to Account (2)
The fourth and final element of accountability is the stakeholders’ power
to impose consequences on the agent in the event that they have not
acted according to the shared expectations. Bovens treats this as constitutive of accountability (Bovens, 2007; Goetz and Jenkins, 2004; Newell
and Bellour, 2002). Mulgan (2000) argues that ‘accepting … redirection’ is an alternative to accepting consequences. The definition used in
this chapter will be broad enough to include the informal withdrawal of
cooperation as a sufficient consequence. This expands the definition of
accountability from the traditional or core definition which is typified
by the application of sanctions by a formal second-(stakeholder-led) or
third-party (court or arbitrator) enforcement mechanism. The repertoire
of possible sanctions, therefore, expands to include the withdrawal of
cooperation or participation by a stakeholder, after their assessment of
the agents’ behaviour against the shared norms.
This definition draws on the accountability literature in the corporate sector, which goes beyond formal input/output models to include
the consideration of any stakeholder affecting or affected by a company
(Freeman, 1984). Subsequent research points to an instrumental definition of accountability which applies to situations where an agent responds
to the needs and interests of their stakeholder for purely practical reasons (such as the continuation of funding), rather than for adherence to
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an ethical norm (Donaldson and Preston, 1995). Consider the case of a
research team conducting a trial of a new community-based governance
system for pasture access. As a matter of practicality, it is vital for the
implementation of the project that the researchers gain the cooperation
of research participants. Their withdrawal of participant cooperation
from the trial would make it much more difficult to conduct or complete
the research successfully, particularly if the study is longitudinal and
premised on long-term cooperation. Practically, therefore, the need to
meet the expectations and norms of the local population is of the first
importance if the research is to be allowed to be completed. Alongside
this instrumental consideration, the team is also responsible for maintaining the ethical standards expected in the conduct of action research
(e.g., to inform them about the work, to treat them with respect, and so
on), which may be enforced through an ethical review board in the case
of university-based research.
This implies that ethical and instrumental accountability mechanisms can exist in parallel and, therefore, that the same actions can be
evaluated and held to account by different stakeholders, potentially
using different standards. Traditional accountability mechanisms allow
an organisation’s stakeholders to hold the organisation to account for
meeting a particular ethical standard, and if necessary, to exact redress.
Similarly, instrumental definitions of accountability identify stakeholders as those who can impose sanctions by withdrawing (or threatening
to withdraw) cooperation or funding from an organisation. The ability to
change the researcher’s behaviour by making a threat to withdraw cooperation or funding entails an unambiguous form of control. The enforcement mechanism for identifying the consequences can be third, second
or first person.
The definition above suggests that there is a relationship between
accountability and evaluation. Understood from the perspective of
accountability as the act of reviewing and appraising an agent’s performance against a shared expectation (see Bovens, 2007, p. 462), evaluation is the essential element of the overall process of holding to account.
The accountability perspective is not the only lens through which
evaluation can be viewed: It may not even be the most appropriate one
(Bunda, 1979) as the definition offered in Chapter 1 of this book makes
clear. However, the process of assessment or evaluation is necessary to
all the standards for which an agent, such as a researcher or research
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organisation, will be held to account. The adoption of a wider accountability perspective does two things: First, it allows us to look at the
broader set of relationships and to understand how the programme was
formulated and what might be the potential consequences of the evaluation. Second, it allows us to understand how programme evaluation fits
alongside other accountability mechanisms by which the researcher will
be held to account.

Profiling the Accountability of
Research Organisations
One implication of the relational nature of accountability is that multiple accountability relationships are possible—indeed, likely—whereby
different people, communities or agents (known by the inclusive label
stakeholders) are embedded within a shared web of interests. The people
to whom we owe responsibilities and to whom we must give account will
be shaped by the commitments we make and the context in which we
find ourselves. For example: An unmarried person in their 20s will have
different accountability relationships than a married mother of three. A
doctor in the UK will have a different set of accountability relationships
compared to a truck-driver, convict or lawyer, or a doctor in Afghanistan.
A second implication is that while all accountability relationships must
bear the core elements identified above—common norms accompanied
by a means to hold to account—each relationship will be different. The
accountability owed by a person to their employer is different than that
owed to the state, friends or mother-in-law. The standards that characterise these various relationships and consequences that flow from them
are different. The menu of accountabilities to different agents constitutes
an accountability profile which is shaped by an individual’s careers, personal affairs and other such choices and circumstance. A third implication is that there will be many overlapping accountability relationships,
which may be formal or informal, complementary or contradictory.
Research organisations, similarly, have accountability profiles
characterised by a range of relationships that will be shaped through
the actions and track record of that particular organisation, as perceived
by themselves and by their stakeholders. While there may be similarities between organisations, each will have its particular accountability
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profile. The section below identifies, first, specific stakeholders and the
characteristics of accountability relationships owed to these stakeholders, and second, how these relationships are managed and balanced by
research organisations positioning themselves differently within their
contexts. This discussion is the middle level in the conceptual scaffolding. It draws on four case studies of research organisations and identifies
their key stakeholders and the nature of their accountability relationships.5 Two case studies work in VDS: ForestAction in Nepal and Centre
for Governance and Development (CGD) in Kenya. Both organisations are similar in size, employing approximately a dozen professional
research staff. ForestAction conducts participatory action research with
a view of improving the equity of natural resource management in Nepal,
while CGD mobilises coalitions to conduct citizen monitoring of government activities, amongst other governance and development research
activities. The other two case studies are the Centro Latinoamericano
para el Desarrollo Rural (RIMISP), a regional network working through
partnerships on rural development in Latin America, and Centro de
Implementacion de Politicas Publicas para la Equidad y el Crecimiento
(CIPPEC) a large policy research organisation working across a
number of sectors in Argentina. These cases are used in this chapter to
sharpen the conceptual framework being developed here, and to highlight the distinctions between research organisations with regard to
accountability profiles.

Accountability to Whom? A Research
Organisation’s Stakeholders
Who are the stakeholders of a research organisation? Clearly, at a programme level, the funders are vital stakeholders—indeed, so central are
they to evaluation processes, as the commissioners of the evaluations,
that their involvement and interests are inextricably linked. However, as
the contributions to this book make clear, the interests of several other
stakeholders are involved; Kevin Kelly (Chapter 6), for example, identifies the policy-makers, the users of the research and agents within the
programming context. Jayawickrama/Strecker and several other contributors stress the importance of taking into account the interests and
sensibilities of local communities in both the research process and the
evaluation process—in addition to the formal academic community
where projects use or generate research products. It is to these stakeholders and to their expectations that we will now turn our attention.
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Policy-community
Researchers working in VDS, or on VDS issues, are situated within a
wider policy community implicitly or explicitly,6 which they seek to
influence through their research.7 Their influence will be affected by
their ability to deploy evidence and arguments that are theoretically and
empirically grounded, and that are perceived to be valid by academic,
activist or policy stakeholders. To profile the accountability of these
stakeholders, it is important to understand the overlap in the expectations
between these groups. Caplan’s two communities theory of research use
in policy offers a helpful starting point. He proposes that there are two
different groups within the policy community: researchers on the one
hand, and policy-makers on the other (Caplan, 1979). Each has its own
needs, requirements and standards. Choi notes that within the two communities, there are ‘different views of what constitutes evidence’, different timeframes and different expectations for what research is there
to do. Policy-makers want specific answers to specific questions or
problems, while researchers tend to give nuanced and careful analysis
to more theoretically cast research questions (Choi et al., 2005, p. 634).
Scientists are essentially accountable to editors of peer-reviewed journals and grant funders. They may be interested in policy but, at the end
of the day, they are not required to focus on issues that have policy
relevance or application. On the other hand, policy-makers are usually
accountable to political parties, government, and taxpayers, if not the
voters.

In an influential analysis of federal decision-making in USA, Kingdon
identifies parallel processes or streams, the confluence of which is
argued to determine policy: One stream is comprised of policy alternatives that emerge within a primeval soup of expert discourse and
engagement (Kingdon, 1995). Added to this is the rise in political and
social problems that are independent processes which impinge at certain points in time. The agents and the processes in each stream are
very different: politicians are accountable to the public in the way the
political agenda is set; those generating policy alternatives compete for
resources and hold each other to account for meeting the standards at an
individual and organisational level, through the stringent rules of public
and academic debate.
More recently, this dichotomised view of policy communities has
been challenged. Systems of knowledge production and the expectations
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for research are changing: increasingly, research must prove its worth
(particularly, publicly funded research) and scientists must justify their
value to society. Thus Gibbons et al. (1994) argue that knowledge production systems are changing; that they are increasingly becoming
problem-oriented, multi-disciplinary and applied. The range of organisations using empirical research to develop, support and justify policy
positions is proliferating. This includes universities, NGOs, activist
organisations, commercial firms, interest groups and lobby groups
(Stone, 2005, pp. 262–264).
As expectations that research will have clear and direct policy utility
or impact have increased, tools and approaches are being developed to
bridge potential gaps between researchers and policy-makers (Braun et al.,
2004; Carden, 2009; Court and Young, 2005). As applied researchers
seek to influence policy, so are political interests influencing research—
in the sense that research is often framed, funded and undertaken with
policy impact in mind. However, it may also become politicised in the
sense that the framing of questions, the methods adopted and even the
desired outcomes come to be shaped by the political interests of policymakers, rather than empirical and theoretical interests of academics.
Higgins et al. (2006) acknowledge a divide between the citizen scientist
and the strictly objective researcher, where only the latter respects the
rules and shared norms of scientific quality and method. At the same
time, people argue that not only is science being politicised, but politicians increasingly draw on scientific language to legitimise public decisions and policies. Research is used for tactical and political usages
(Weiss, 1979) and divisions are breaking down (Weingart, 1999).
Efforts have been made to make sense of the blurring of the lines
between the two communities. Sabatier (1988, p. 139) employs the term
‘advocacy coalitions’ to refer to those groups of people with shared
beliefs and complementary objectives working within policy subsystems:
These are people from a variety of positions (elected and agency officials, interest group leaders, researchers) who share a particular belief
system—i.e., a set of basic values, causal assumptions and problem
perceptions—who show a non-trivial degree of coordinated activity
over time.

Sabatier’s advocacy coalitions are founded not only on shared moral
values, but also on shared causal assumptions and policy assumptions.
Advocacy coalitions are formed around a core set of beliefs and values
that are stable and not easily shaken. Researchers will be evaluated and
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will be identified as belonging to one or other advocacy coalition by
the extent to which they express specific core beliefs, which comprise
their perspective towards the world and form the basis for beliefs about
problems and a favoured programme of interventions in particular policy
fields (Lindquist, 2001). Research is used to refine the secondary aspects
of the belief system, which may be understood as the details of the policy narratives (Roe, 1991) or theories of change by which researchers
propose that positive change be brought about. Advocacy coalitions,
therefore, offer a set of expectations on policy beliefs that will be shared
between the members of that coalition and against which a research
organisation will be assessed; included in these will be the rules for valid
evidence. Indeed, a key criterion binding members of Haas’s epistemic
community8 is ‘shared notions of validity, which is inter-subjective,
internally defined, criteria for weighing and validating knowledge in the
domain of their expertise’ (Haas, 1992, p. 6). Membership in that community, and the legitimacy that membership affords, requires adherence
to these expectations. Organisations locating themselves in these communities must meet these epistemic—and policy belief—standards in
order to achieve legitimacy.
The four case studies included in this chapter position themselves
differently within the different policy arenas they work in, and align
themselves with different stakeholders. Thus, RIMISP in Chile works in
rural development and includes a strong network of researchers producing academic-oriented research. It emphasises the importance of adherence to scientific methods and to the rules of the academic community
in the field of rural development. For RIMISP, the academic community constitutes the key stakeholder along with its donors. The organisation is strongly connected to think tanks and academic policy institutes
across Latin America. At the other end of the spectrum is CGD in Kenya,
which does not identify the university-based academic community as
one of its stakeholders. Instead, it seeks to mobilise coalitions of civil
society organisations and individuals to strengthen an essentially activist position vis-à-vis the government. Somewhere between these two
lies CIPPEC, which identifies policy-makers as its core stakeholders
and which incorporates and institutionalises this fact in its mission. The
central importance of this relationship is reflected throughout CIPPEC’s
processes. Its office is within the sight of the Argentine Parliament.
Through an active relationship cultivation process, CIPPEC maintains strong relationships between its management and policy-makers.
Its advisory board is selected with an eye to the synergistic benefits
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members may generate, and the organisation is extremely responsive to
policy needs and cycles. While CIPPEC acknowledges the importance
of the quality of its evidence, in the event of conflict, the needs of the
policy-maker will be prioritised over the academic quality of work.
What does this mean for the accountability of research organisations? Under the two communities’ theory, there are two relatively polarised communities, each with different ideas of the kind of knowledge
needed and the standards by which this knowledge will be evaluated.
Subsequent research suggests that policy communities, and the standards by which the legitimacy and authority of a research organisation are established, will be determined by a range of criteria. These
are reflected in an organisation’s accountability profile, including the
rules of evidence and of ethics. Values and accepted theories of change
will all be determined by an organisation’s identification with an
advocacy coalition.
Donors
Clearly, funders are key stakeholders for a research organisation. Having
committed resources for a defined piece of work, the funder is interested
in assessing a programme’s quality, outcomes and impacts. In one way,
a research organisation’s accountability to funders and its use of evaluation are straightforward: Evaluation expectations are articulated in the
terms of reference and in the evaluator’s contract. While an evaluator
can employ different evaluative techniques, approaches or lenses, the
details for the evaluation are most often formally outlined in the contract. Timelines, evaluation questions to be answered and answerability/enforceability mechanisms are likewise expressly stipulated. These
are enforced through both third- and second-party mechanisms: respectively, by the law courts or the potential of withdrawal of cooperation
through delays in delivering further tranches of funds or payments, or by
the withdrawal of future funding opportunities.
This apparently straightforward contractual relationship between the
evaluator and the evaluation commissioner obscures many of the complexities addressed within the other chapters in this book. Evaluations
may be used for different reasons (Weiss, 1979; Patton, 2008). Healy
and Healy (Chapter 9) offer some important insights into how the commissioners of research—in their case, a philanthropic organisation—
use evaluations. Two competing worldviews are argued to guide the
approaches of commissioners of research evaluations—positivist and
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social constructivist approaches. The differences between them ‘are
broadly aligned with how people think about the role of social science
and the quest for generalisable knowledge or rules that can inform human
behaviour’. They argue that some donors use evaluations to identify specific patterns that are replicable and may be applied more broadly, while
others see evaluations as an opportunity to learn and improve programming. A mixed-method approach would include a learning component
and a component for tracking progress against pre-identified goals. On
the other hand, evaluations may not be used at all if they are simply exercises to justify funding decisions or if they are treated as bureaucratically
required box-ticking exercises. Provided that the methodology captures
fairly the shared norms stated in the contract, the accountability is relatively straightforward.
The accountability of researchers to donors, on the other hand,
reaches beyond contractual commitments. Practical considerations
also drive the need to be responsive to the wider funding context, not
least the iterative nature of funding cycles, and an acute awareness that
keeping a funder happy is the basis for future funding and institutional
sustainability. Even so, funding contexts vary over time as the interests
and attention of donors shift geographically and by sector.
Turing our attention to Nepal, funding opportunities are relatively
sparse for research in the forestry sector. ForestAction must, therefore,
respond quickly and nimbly to requests for proposals and opportunities
as they arise. This reality shaped their management approach to fundraising and their internal structure. An earlier experimentation with a
programme structure failed: For ForestAction, a programme is a group
of researchers who coalesce around allocated goals to generate resources
to explore a relatively narrow set of research questions and areas that
are designed to foster an ongoing system of research. ForestAction has
adopted a more fluid structure where key researchers are empowered
to raise funds within a relatively wide set of research questions and
areas. This is in contrast to CIPPEC which capitalised on its reputation
and has been successful at drawing support from a wide set of funders
within Argentina, including international and corporate funds. CIPPEC
has a well-defined programmatic structure operating across a wide set
of thematic areas, with many donors and projects. Its internal evaluation processes monitor a range of largely output-driven, standardised
indicators which are used to gauge success in projects. CIPPEC is able
to shift funds between programmes to ensure that priorities are met.
RIMISP funding is based on a unique niche, founded on its research
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quality and the network that it maintains through its organisational
culture. This has enabled it to build a number of on-going relationships
with established donors.
Accountability to donors, thus, takes place at two levels. First,
with those who are already providing funds and where expectations are
clearly articulated in the contract and accountability is likewise clear.
The second-level constitutes a wider range of donors on whose support
research organisations can draw to further their missions. This requires
legitimacy and the ability to align with donors, who like other agents in
the policy community, share rules and causal/value beliefs.
Local Communities
What accountability exists to local communities? The different organisations in the case studies examined relate to local communities in different ways. Broadly speaking, ForestAction and RIMISP both seek to
gain more equitable and efficient use of resources for rural users. Their
mission has prompted a modus operandi in which ForestAction works
closely with resource user communities that they foster and maintain,
and with whom it conducts its participatory research. It builds close links
with these communities, and its legitimacy is in part founded on these
links and on the quality of the findings from its work. RIMISP, in contrast, operates at both regional and national levels. It convenes and coordinates a network of research organisations and cooperates with them.
This network model makes it difficult to forge direct links with the ultimate beneficiaries—rural resource users. Indeed, representatives from
RIMISP maintained that they have no obligation of accountability to
the rural poor as such9 (the ultimate beneficiaries identified in their mission) and instead prioritise links with network partners and the quality
and integrity of the evidence they collect. RIMISP’s respect for research
ethics is enforced through a strong internal culture: Staff members are
recruited from academic disciplines that have been subject to and are
familiar with ethical rules of academic research. The organisational culture stresses the importance of academic rigour and ethics; proposals
are reviewed internally for rigour and the underlying expectations of the
researchers include respect for ethics. CIPPEC represents a third model.
Its mission seeks explicitly to generate change and to mobilise support
from Argentine policy-makers who will in turn generate change for the
citizenry. This is reflected in their mode of working, which tends to
focus on policy-makers and government officials, who are their immediate beneficiaries.
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The relationship between organisation and local community is,
therefore, profoundly different. Each claims different beneficiaries,
and aligns itself differently to local communities. ForestAction seeks
to interact with its local communities, using participatory methods, as
partners. RIMISP, on the other hand, interacts with local communities
more as though they are participants in a research project. Traditional
research practice recognises communities as research objects.
Researchers are governed by the ethical rules that are formed with
research disciplines (anthropological, medical or otherwise), as they are
institutionalised within universities. Established norms are based on the
notion of the Hippocratic oath, ‘first, do no harm’. These are typically
enforced by university research ethics boards, which essentially constitute third-party mechanisms. However, none of our case studies had formal mechanisms of this nature.
In asking the development industry ‘whose reality counts?’, Robert
Chambers critiques this traditional stance. This challenge confronts
issues of epistemology as well as research ethics. According to this
critique, research is a reductive process which seeks to synthesise and
process information, removing it analytically from the experience of
the participants. The use of ‘linguistic and textual styles, classificatory
systems and particular discursive formations can be seen to empower
some and silence others’ (Keeley and Scoones, 1999, p. 5). Scientific
discourses legitimise politics while removing the policy process from
democratic politics (Fischer, 1993; Keeley and Scoones, 1999, p. 2000).
Research, depending on epistemological choices, can exclude and alienate local communities. Chambers contended that nothing less than a
paradigm shift was necessary, where development professionals—the
uppers—should place power in the hands of the lowers, those affected
by aid policy but with little opportunity to shape or challenge the development discourse. According to Chambers, a change in focus, from
linear top-down thinking to recognition of the complex and the local,
was necessary (Chambers, 1997).
The validity of this argument depends on the legitimising foundation of the organisation: whether in the scientific method, or the value to
a specific group. In the aid sector, interventions are premised on a proximate relationship to beneficiaries. In research, however, the idea of beneficiaries carries little traction, except in cases like ForestAction where
the group is identifiable and relatively specific, and where ForestAction
has direct relationships with representatives of the group. For many
organisations accountability to research beneficiaries is unrealistic for a
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variety of reasons: the remoteness of beneficiaries in the organisation’s
model of change; the indistinctness of the beneficiary group; the logistical challenges in developing accountability relationships to a potentially
diverse range of individuals, sometimes with limited literacy or understanding of the research process or purpose; the need for independence;
and the overriding requirements of quality and expertise.
A second critique questions the validity of traditional Western
research ethics systems to non-Western contexts. Contributors in this
book launch powerful critiques of the accountability mechanisms owed
to local communities. Jayawickrama and Strecker note that the lack of
ownership of the established norms is reflected in enforcement mechanisms. The processes for evaluating ethics are third-party accountability
mechanisms enforced by ethics boards far removed from the local communities. Moreover, Jayawickrama and Strecker observe that the current
ethics and ethical discourses are derived mainly from Western knowledge systems, over which people in non-Western societies do not have
much ownership, and for whom they have little relevance.
It should also be noted that for many non-university organisations,
formal mechanisms do not exist. None of our research organisations,
for example, had formal systems for accepting complaints. Indeed, nonuniversity-based research undertaken by, and in, communities (both in
general, and in violently divided communities) is conspicuously bereft
of any kind of formal ethical review.10

Positioning or Balancing Stakeholders
Positioning
The case study organisations in this chapter seek to position themselves
differently vis-à-vis three key stakeholder groups: the research community, policy-makers and ultimate beneficiaries (those who are identified
in the organisation’s mission as benefiting from its work). Thus, while
each of the case study organisations has to balance the demands of a
range of stakeholders, each orients itself differently within its respective
communities: CIPPEC identifies with policy-makers and government
officials, and their needs, in designing and conducting research; RIMISP
prioritises the academic and regional/international policy communities
and academic standards of research; ForestAction builds its research and
legitimacy on its close relationships with, and relevance to, the communities with whom its works; CGD builds coalitions of civil society
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groups and individuals to push forward an activist agenda. Each of these
research organisations makes claims to the quality of their evidence, the
projects they undertake and benefit they seek, and the claims made about
goal or mission and the means by which the changes will occur. The
claims of legitimacy by each organisation and their perceptions of the
benefits of their work are therefore different.
Accordingly, each has a different accountability profile. Those who
claim academic quality of the research will have their work assessed
according to the standards of evidence and validity of the academic
discipline. Those claiming to base their legitimacy on the relevance of
their work to the policy community will be judged on that basis. That
is, the legitimacy and credibility of the work they accomplish will be
assessed on the basis of these claims. The accountability relationships
are, therefore, informed by the claims they make about the standard of
their work, which positions each organisation and defines the frame by
which it is to be judged. Their credibility and ability to meet the standards
must be continually managed. It is a process that requires constant negotiation and tending among the parties involved. An organisation must
continue to generate and use evidence that propagates its credibility.
As a matter of management, the positioning of an organisation stems
partly from deliberate actions of the staff, and is also partly emergent. It
is deliberate in that an organisation’s management can recruit staff with
particular research skills, can forge a research culture and can generate
a communication strategy which places it within a public context. All
of these serve in managing stakeholder relationships and create a brand
or image. At the same time, organisational positioning is emergent,
in that the image and brand are not wholly within the control of the
organisation. They emerge through the constant discussion and negotiation between others in the policy context. This requires active management and maintenance of reputation. As such, these processes of
managed and emergent positioning inform the policy communities from
whom they claim legitimacy and consequently the standards by which
their legitimacy and authority will be judged.
Relevance of the Type of Organisation
Research is ‘no longer only [generated in] universities and colleges,
but in non-university institutes, research centres, government agencies, industrial laboratories, think-tanks [and] consultancies’ (Gibbons
et al., 1994, p. 6; Stone, 2005, pp. 263–264). Each of these institutional
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forms has different missions, mandates, structures and accountability challenges. While the case studies in the current chapter were all
non-profit organisations, similar challenges were faced by other types
of research organisations, including universities. Thus, for example, an
academic must negotiate the ethical and political space beyond the university in much the same way as the non-profit organisations discussed
here. Traditionally, university researchers acquire external funds from
research bodies on the basis of research proposals which are framed and
oriented largely according to the particular needs, and world view, of the
traditional (i.e., university-based) research community:
The university has been commonly characterised as a decentralised,
‘loosely-coupled’ organisation, whose professors are accorded a
significant degree of autonomy in their work, and where the quality
of teaching and learning was maintained principally by reliance on
shared norms and disciplinary traditions. (Dill, 1999, p. 128)

This model, however, no longer tells the full story. Just as the sources
generating knowledge are diversifying to include non-traditional organisations (Gibbons et al., 1994), so too the university is being increasingly
asked to demonstrate both value for money (Geuna and Martin, 2003,
p. 277; OECD, 1997) and the applicability of its work (Dill, 1999).
While research councils themselves still largely rely on bibliometrics to
assess the value of commissioned research, they are increasingly looking for evidence of and the societal impact of the research being funded.
As universities adapt to these pressures, they are increasingly engaging in what Slaughter and Rhoades (1997, p. 6) describe as ‘academic
capitalism’, characterised by a commodification of intellectual property,
‘aggressive commercialisation of instruction’ and increasing access to
consultancy opportunities and commercialised service provision in the
knowledge economy (Clark, 1998). Dill notes that the increasingly competitive environment for resources means that organisations have innovated in accountability mechanisms, seeking to monitor, evaluate and
improve their internal structures—adopting, in essence, the business
models of the private sector (Dill, 1999).
As the international development sector increasingly funds research,
it contributes to this academic capitalism. In this process, universities
and university research centres become key grant recipients of international aid.11 Jones and Young identified 11 international donors who
committed more than US$100 million to external research in FY 2005;
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the Gates Foundation, alone, disbursed some US$450 million (Jones
and Young, 2007, p. 4). This illustrates the importance of research to
the international development sector as well as an erosion of the line
between aid spending for on-the-ground programmes and for research.
It also acknowledges the increase in university engagement in projects
which seek to make a difference.
Balancing Stakeholders
As with many organisations, research institutions of all forms are susceptible to what Koppell describes as ‘multiple accountability disorder’
(Koppell, 2005) or what Bovens describes as ‘the problem of many eyes’
(Bovens, 2007, p. 455). While it is inevitable—and reasonable—for an
individual or organisation to be accountable to more than one stakeholder, the challenge is when the accountability requirements either are
contradictory or generate excessive administration costs. Both Koppell
and Bovens are referring to the need to balance the expectations and
demands of different stakeholders.
This was true of the organisations in the case studies included in
this chapter. However, it also applies to much larger organisations such
as the research units of the World Bank which are similarly faced with
the need to balance a large and diverse group of stakeholders: ‘We don’t
have a singular stakeholder and respond to a lot of people. These include
people in developing countries, management, operation side colleagues,
donors; we try to balance all constituencies.’12
There are several key tensions that arise. The first is between the
policy-makers and the research community (see Caplan, 1979; Choi
et al., 2005), and arises due to the differences in expectations between
the two groups in terms of quality, content and availability of research. A
week is famously a long time in politics. Policy-makers require findings
to be available on short notice, often a fraction of the time needed for
the systematic collection of robust evidence, and the subsequent analysis
and drafting of research findings—whether this is related, for example,
to policy on global warming or on immigration.
Further, the criteria for judging quality differ between researchers (who prioritise detail, nuance and thoroughness) and policy-makers
(who privilege simplicity, brevity and clear answers to specific questions that lead to justifiable policy action). This can create problems.
The management processes, the personal skills and the outputs are often
different when producing a thorough, well-evidenced research paper
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as opposed to a punchy policy brief. This was reflected in our case
studies: representatives from CIPPEC noted the challenge of ensuring
the delivery of high-quality research findings in response to the demand
of policy-makers. It described the difficulty in ensuring quality research
products within the tight timeframes dictated by media cycles or policy
processes with the Parliament of Argentina. For its part, RIMISP, who
has prioritised research community standards, was undergoing a process of organisational change in an effort to improve its links to policymakers and the media, including bolstering its communication team.
A second common tension is the need to balance the independence
and credibility of academic research with membership in an advocacy
coalition. Research organisations will always be positioned somewhere in the public policy firmament. Researchers will often have their
own political preferences and allegiances. At the same time, research
organisations make claims about the legitimacy of their recommendations. Regardless of the value beliefs of the research organisation, its
legitimacy is founded on its ability to produce evidence-based recommendations. Research organisations can find themselves in an awkward
balancing act between their reputation and the validity of their research
on the one hand, and the need to establish or maintain working relationships with specific stakeholders who have particular advocacy goals
which may be at odds with the research findings on the other.
A third tension arises between the generation of evidence that will be
accepted by the policy community and the desire to work with the beneficiaries of research. Referring to theories of the sociology of science
using the example of soil erosion in Zambia, Keeley and Scoones (1999,
p. 8 citing Callon, 1986 and Latour, 1987) argue that research can create
agent-networks that imbue certain types of knowledge—often evidence
using objective evidence collection—which act to exclude local or traditional knowledge. Positivist approaches to the generation of evidence
use models, theories and reductionist processes that are outside the experience of the beneficiaries of the research. At the same time, participatory research techniques generate evidence which may lack widespread
applicability and may lack legitimacy in the eyes of policy-makers. For
organisations like ForestAction, who use predominantly participatory
action research, this may create challenges between the epistemological
approaches they use and the desire to influence policy.
A fourth tension relates to the need to balance the requirements of
funding agencies with the mission-driven priorities of the organisation.
An organisation may be forced to balance applying for a grant which
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falls outside its mission and priorities, but that offers the possibility of
much-needed funding. ForestAction, for example, was unable to string
together consecutive grants into longer term programmes of research targeting the areas of concern of their partner-communities because there
was a lack of consistent funding. The funding context and the availability of funds for research will, therefore, shape the context in which
the organisational mission can be implemented. In difficult funding contexts, in order to remain sustainable, organisations can be faced with the
challenge of accepting donor requirements, regardless of considerations
such as organisation-level strategy. This can result in mission creep.
Others (like CIPPEC), who have a broader mission, can be more flexible
on which projects they take on. On a broader note, resource limitations,
whether in the form of client timeframes or donor budgets, can entail
compromises in the ability of an organisation to deliver on the quality of
a project deemed necessary to effect the desired change.
These four examples are illustrative of the main challenges facing
the organisations observed. Others are possible. Each result from the
need to balance stakeholders, and their different accountability relationships, and the consequences attached to each. These must be constantly
assessed, managed and navigated by the staff of the organisation.

Accountability and Evaluation in
Violently Divided Societies
Regardless of whether they are universities, non-profits or consultancy firms, research organisations differ greatly in mandate, capacity
and accountability profile. Similarly, VDS come in many shapes and
sizes—in this book alone, the heterogeneity is evident in such case studies as South Africa, Afghanistan, Sri Lanka, India and Northern Ireland.
Policy-makers in each may have different priorities, different capacities
and interests in evidence and different belief-systems.
Drawing on 23 research case studies across the Global South,
Carden (2009) identifies five policy/political contexts ranging from
clear government demand to downright disinterest or hostility. Each has
different consequences for the likely influence of research and the strategies of research organisations to have an impact. Without an in-depth
study which is beyond the scope of this chapter, it is difficult to identify
whether VDS are characterised more often by one policy/political context than another.
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While ForestAction and CGD work within societies that may be
described as being violently divided, they are as different from each other
as they are from CIPPEC or RIMISP (based in societies which are not
as obviously violently divided). It is difficult to identify whether aspects
of the accountability profiles of CGD and ForestAction arise from the
nature of their policy/political context as violently divided, other aspects
of their context and policy environment, or the mission and institutional
specificities of the research organisation itself. However, it is possible
to make some statements based on what we know of VDS and the other
contributions to this book.

Violent Divisions and Advocacy Coalitions
The term ‘violently divided societies’ gives us the entry point: political violence constitutes the division of a society into factions who are
willing to use violence to pursue political aims. Regardless of whether
the divisions are founded on ethnic, linguistic, class, tribal or rural/urban
divisions, they share the common structural characteristic of a volatile
division between society, politics and policy. Sabatier’s description of
policy processes unfolding within policy subsystems through the negotiation of advocacy coalitions has implications for political dynamics
within VDS. In VDS, the advocacy coalitions are likely to be particularly strong, and will follow the fault-lines of the violent divisions.
Members of a political subsystem are, therefore, likely to divide
in line with the factions. The advocacy coalitions will be characterised
by strongly held value systems and causal beliefs between themselves,
while as with other opposing (for such is the best term) advocacy coalitions, there will be no consensus. Within an advocacy coalition there
will be strongly shared norms, narratives and discourses which legitimise policy recommendations. However, between advocacy coalitions,
the level of shared discourse is typically much less. A research organisation will often be forced to make a decision, therefore, to be accepted
within one or the other advocacy coalition. Since the norms, narratives
and depictions of realities in a society such as Northern Ireland are likely
to be shaped by the divisions, the choice to work within one or the other
will, therefore, inevitably be politicised. In terms of accountability, an
organisation may be faced with a choice. It may claim membership in
an advocacy coalition, and thereby be associated with its policy beliefs
and objectives. While this may provide solidarity and support with that
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particular coalition, the organisation is also publicly separating itself
from other coalitions and interest groups.
Another option is to choose not to publicly align with an advocacy
organisation—in which case the decision to remain independent carries the risk of being considered irrelevant and/or being ignored by all.
Moreover, for researchers who are identifiably from one part of the community or the other, it may be difficult or even impossible to cultivate
a perception of neutrality. The name, the personal appearance, the language or simply the perception may identify a researcher or an organisation as being from one or the other side—Catholic, Protestant, Tamil,
from the city, rural areas or otherwise (Finlay, 2001). Deliberate efforts
to maintain independence within the community will be difficult, as the
perception of others overrides self-identification or claims (Finlay, 2001;
Hermann, 2001). Maintaining the accountability profile may be difficult
or impossible (see Colin Knox, Chapter 5).

Value of Evidence
A second way in which location within a VDS may affect evaluation and
accountability within research organisations is by reducing the value of
evidence as a legitimising force (for a case study example, see Kelly,
Chapter 6). On one level, there are significant methodological difficulties in the rigid application of the scientific method within the context
of VDS: ‘with regard to the study of violent conflicts, both the positivistic demand for objectivity and the hermeneutic requirement for honest
reflexivity are extremely difficult to meet’ (Hermann, 2001, p. 79). On
another level, evidence-based causal relationships may be subordinated
in some circumstances to politically-based values and assumptions,
based on the history of the violent divisions. Kelly (Chapter 6) illustrates how the political beliefs of policy-makers and other stakeholders buffeted HIV/AIDS research in South Africa. This was exacerbated
by the absence of shared norms, such as a lack of respect for evidence
and the scientific method. However, this needs to be treated with care.
Twenty-three cases that underpin Carden’s five-type classification of
policy and political context are characterised by violence. There is no
clear relationship between violence and the receptivity of the policymaker to evidence. Of the case studies in the current chapter, both CGD
and ForestAction formulated self-conscious strategies for dealing with
the government: CGD, by drawing civil society organisations into wider
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platforms; ForestAction, by maintaining links with the government but
working at a community level and seeking to target community-level
policy-makers. This suggests that evidence may be more likely to have
an impact at the lower or middle government tiers, rather than at higher
policy levels (Thomas and Grindle, 1990).

Funding
A third key way in which location within VDS affects evaluation and
accountability concerns the resources available for research. Just as the
position of researchers within the wider policy community may affect
their research interests, the work, and commissioning of research, by
funders also risks being politicised and de-legitimised. The subordination of research to political interests and beliefs may either devalue that
research or leave it without funding. Moreover, since violent divisions are
normally antithetical to equitable economic growth, essential resources
may be scarce for large swaths of society. Funding from outsiders may
be more plentiful, but ForestAction nonetheless notes the difficulty in
building sustainable programmes relevant to its core constituencies, the
forest users of Nepal. RIMISP, ForestAction and CGD all relied heavily
on international donor funding. While RIMISP has been able to build
long-term repeat-project funding through strong links with international
and bilateral donor agencies, for the former two the funding environment
exercises a significant influence. Although CGD’s and ForestAction’s
internal organisational structures are designed to be nimble and reactive
to opportunities as they arise, they find that the maintenance of sustainable long-term programmes are too difficult. The nature of the funders is
likely to affect both the research that is funded and the ability of organisations to balance the pursuit of their mission and the sustainability of
funding.

Local Populations in Violently Divided Societies
A fourth impact of VDS affects the relationship between the researchers and their research participants, rather than the surrounding political
context and policy-makers. The challenges in engaging local populations are deepened by the violent divisions, as in building accountability.
Any research taking place within VDS will inevitably and unavoidably
affect communities and individuals living there. Social and political
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violence leave legacies of disempowerment and vulnerability. However,
as argued by Jayawickrama and Strecker (this book), researchers should
not pathologise those who suffer violence; nor should research participants be stripped of dignity or agency by being cast as no more than
victims. They argue that researchers must act in a way that acknowledges the legacy of the violent divisions, while not marginalising the
communities or misrepresenting their experiences through the research
process. The need to balance these demands can confront the researcher
with intense personal and ethical challenges.
Establishing accountability relationships with local populations
is undertaken in parallel with those ethical dilemmas sketched out by
Jayawickrama and Strecker. For those outside the VDS, identifying or
building shared expectations can be very difficult, since they are not
immersed in the narratives of the violence or the political/advocacy
coalitions. For researchers from within the society, they will tend to be
linked with one faction or another within the schisms that characterised
that society. Either way, their objectivity may be challenged. The maintenance of systems of enforceability and answerability is equally difficult. Research organisations working within such contexts, by and large,
have no ethics boards to help them with their work. An alternative had
been adopted by ForestAction, which is to nurture a relationship with
the communities, characterised by ongoing dialogue and feedback loops.

Conclusion
Wherever they work, research organisations are complex and varied
in nature. They are accountable to—and are evaluated by—many different stakeholders. The formal evaluation techniques by programme
evaluators commissioned by their funders and donors offer one set
of expectations by which the work of research organisations is to be
evaluated; the traditional tools of research evaluation (bibliometrics and
peer review) offer another set that is linked to the priorities and expectations of a community of academic peers. However, these are a few
evaluation approaches amongst many, and donors are only one of myriad
stakeholders. Research organisations are also evaluated by their fellow
experts within the policy community, against the rules of the advocacy coalition. Each of these stakeholders is different, and while each
reacts to the context, the differences within individual organisations are
equally important to the differences in the society within which they
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work. Violent divisions in societies change the nature of politics, and,
therefore, the nature of the formulation and advocacy coalitions. This, in
turn, affects the manner in which organisations position and orient themselves vis-à-vis a range of specific stakeholders. Conditions of violence
heighten and entrench the challenges of being accountable to the policy
community; they can undermine the value of the research itself, in favour
of policy beliefs and political narratives not necessarily rooted in evidence. Managing multiple accountabilities to multiple stakeholders can
also entrench problems of sustainability and accountability to local communities. Balancing these stakeholders, while remaining effective, ethical and solvent, is an even more difficult job for research organisations.

Notes
1. The case studies are drawn from a One World Trust research project that examined
the accountability of research organisations. See http://www.oneworldtrust.org/apro/
2. Gibelmann and Gelman (2001) list a series of scandals that found their way into
national newspapers in the USA and across a range of other countries; these were
chiefly concerned with various forms of theft of donations and public funds.
Experiences in Rwanda and other difficult interventions have triggered a wider
discussion on the quality and professionalism of the non-profit sector: Ebrahim
(2003), Edwards and Hulme (1996), Spar and Dail (2002).
3. The agent–principal conception of accountability describes the situation where a
principal contracts an agent by mutual agreement to act in a particular way. This
empowers the principal with mechanisms to hold the agent to account for how the
agent discharges this duty.
4. This is a legal doctrine which treats the company or corporation as a person in itself,
capable of having rights, duties, privileges and powers. The ability to exercise these is
conferred on people by virtue of their position within the management and governance
of the organisation, but the organisation itself is treated as a person by the court.
5. All four organisations agreed to be part of a wider project, supported by the International Development Research Centre (IDRC), called ‘Accountability Principles for
Research Organisations’ (see http://www.oneworldtrust.org/apro/). They were not
originally identified specifically for their relevance to this chapter.
6. A concept introduced by Pross (1986), who used ‘policy communities’ to describe all
of the agents with an interest in a broad policy area such as health or transportation.
Heclo (1978) uses the term, ‘issue networks’.
7. This chapter does not consider research purely for the sake of research: the researchers
relevant to this book are considered as either seeking to have an influence on their
field, at the least, or to make changes in policy more broadly.
8. ‘An epistemic community is a network of professionals with recognised expertise
and competence in a particular domain and an authoritative claim to policy-relevant
knowledge within that domain or issue-area’ (Haas, 1992, p. 3).
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9. Although they emphasised that they are responsible for following the ethics governing
a researchers’ duty to their participants.
10. The one exception of which I am aware (there may be others) is a collaboration set up
between Kenneth Bush of the International Conflict Research (INCORE, University
of Ulster) and the Irish Peace Centres in Northern Ireland labelled the Community
Based Research Ethics Review Group. This peer-based initiative undertakes ethical
reviews of selected community-based projects which possess a research component.
This, however, has been established on a pilot basis, and has not yet been formally
institutionalised as an on-going mechanism.
11. As an example, I searched on the Research for Development database for DFID R4D
spending in three countries referred to in this book: in Afghanistan, three of four
project recipients were universities or university centres; in Sri Lanka it was one of
two; and in South Africa seven of twelve. Link: http://r4d.dfid.gov.uk/Output/196907/
(accessed on 24 July 2015).
12. Personal communication, World Bank Development Research Group, 18 April 2008.
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E

thics, along with logic, metaphysics and epistemology, is one
of the main branches of Western scientific philosophy. It corresponds, in the knowledge division of the field, to formal, natural and moral philosophy. However, there are many different—often
completing—definitions, understandings and applications of ethics. The
variances in conceptual understandings of ethics are, in part, due to the
three interrelated meanings that have been applied to the term: (a) the
principles of morality that theorise right or wrong behaviour for every
individual; (b) the codes of conduct developed by and for individuals
within a particular profession and (c) the scientific study of ideal human
behaviour (Newman and Brown, 1996). All three of these definitions are
relevant to the professional ethics that guide researchers and evaluators
in violently divided societies (VDS). The application of any one dimension to the exclusion of the others tends to lead to misunderstanding
or misapplication (Newman and Brown, 1996, p. 20). To avoid doing

* Since 2004, all my research activities were collaborations with communities from disaster
and conflict affected countries. These collaborations are special because I encountered the
best teachers in the world and they all provided ethical reviews of my research outcomes.
Prof. Phil O’Keefe granted the much needed criticisms and comments. A very big thank
you to all.
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harm, researchers and evaluators in VDS must have a balanced perspective of these three ethical dimensions and a sense of their interconnections. For example, a simple action such as reporting wrongdoing (such
as bribe taking) in a VDS could have disproportionate effects for the
accused, since underdeveloped or corrupt administrative structures may
set in motion events leading to consequences much more dire than in
other circumstances.
There are several ethical issues that are common across all types
of research, including evaluation, which in itself is a form of research.
Ethical dimensions may touch upon research design, methodology,
sources of funding and methods in reporting data. Unlike evaluators,
university-based researchers are often required to undergo an ethical
review process at their institutions before commencing a study. This process affords researchers an opportunity to think through ethical scenarios
that could manifest and develop mitigation strategies to reduce risk. For
the evaluator, ethical considerations are present throughout the evaluation process, including during: the entry/contracting; the design of the
evaluation; the data collection; analysis and interpretation; communication of results and the utilisation of results (Morris, 2008). Importantly,
although development and humanitarian agencies are increasingly supporting research and evaluation, formal, binding, systemic, ethic review
mechanisms are not in place—although non-binding codes of conduct,
with no enforcement mechanisms, have been developed.
Research ethics are based on the underlying principles of autonomy,
beneficence and justice (Orb et al., 2000). These key ethical principles
are designed to protect and respect research participants, doing good
for others and fairness and preventing harm (Capron, 1989; Raudonis,
1992). Within the context of evaluation ethics, Morris adds fidelity and
non-maleficence (Morris, 2008), explaining that evaluators are expected
to maintain fidelity by acting in good faith and ensuring they are loyal,
honest and keep their promises (Newman and Brown, 1996). Nonmaleficence, or the Do no harm principle, exhorts evaluators to avoid
inflicting injury on others (either physical or psychological), and to ‘protect individuals from exposure to the risk of harm’ (Morris, 2008, p. 5).
For those situations where harm is unavoidable, the evaluator is expected
to manage and reduce harm (where possible) and should maintain a reasonable expectation that the harm incurred will be compensated by the
benefits of the evaluation (Morris, 2008).
The underlying principles of research and evaluation ethics are
therefore similar in the sense that the core concepts of integrity and
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wrongdoing are used as blanket norms in both frameworks (UNEG,
2008). However, approaches to evaluation in the humanitarian field
have less focus on ethical frameworks, than on the personal integrity
of the evaluator.1
The much-cited principle of Do No Harm has, paradoxically, served
to subsidise the lack of development of guiding ethical frameworks.
This is partly because, although there are many ethical frameworks that
provide strong guidelines for research practice, there are a few evaluation frameworks designed explicitly for VDS. Instead, evaluators are
advised to call upon broadly articulated regional or organisational guidelines that have been developed for evaluation of all forms and contexts.
Unfortunately, these frameworks often fail to provide appropriate support and guidance for evaluators working within VDS and, thus, are often
not readily applied in the field. Another major issue is that evaluation
commissioners and donors often have their own set of ethical standards,
which are not adequately enforced or adhered to, creating a predicament
for the evaluator trying to manage competing ethical protocols.
The aim of this chapter is to discuss critical implications of evaluation ethics and frameworks within VDS through the examination of fieldbased examples. We examine the ethics of evaluating research in and on
violently divided contexts, through the lens of personal experiences as
an evaluator and researcher.2 We use existing ethical frameworks and
guidelines to unpack the diversity of ethical dilemmas, and to highlight
what additional considerations are needed for this context. This analysis
is largely shaped by Jayawickrama’s particular positionality (a male, Sri
Lankan, evaluator/researcher, currently working in the European university setting) and by what he has learned working in the space within and
between the European university system and VDS. From this particular
vantage point, we are able to discern some of the central challenges to
evaluators working in VDS, and the dilemmas faced by academics and
policy-makers attempting to evaluate and conduct research in and on
VDS. The following sections are described in a first person account from
Jayawickrama’s perspective.

Ethical Principles and Frameworks in VDS
Within the Western3 academic and political traditions (two traditions
that are intimately connected), ethics and ethical discourse are derived
mainly from scientific knowledge systems, which have discounted and
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marginalised non-Western systems of knowing. The model of ethical
frameworks that prominent social research councils such as ESRC (UK)
was first developed in the context of medical and clinical research on
patients (Dyer and Demeritt, 2008). Research councils have appropriated the medical model to ensure that all research was, and is, conducted
in a manner that protects all groups involved in the research, including
the participants, institutions, funders and researchers. This protection
is extended throughout the entire research and dissemination process
(ESRC, 2010). Similar research councils can be found in almost every
country conducting research. Although the focus on research ethics is a
prominent pillar of all councils, the review processes differ from country
to country (Iphofen, 2009). In some countries, particularly those experiencing conflict or crisis, the ethical protocols may be weak or non-existent. In these contexts, researchers and evaluators are left with a dilemma
of establishing which ethical systems should be employed. Researchers
who originate from the Global North often rely on the frameworks outlined by their home institutions or countries, not least because their
research protocols are typically governed by the legal contracts formalising financial arrangements between research institutions and funding agencies. While the guiding frameworks are deemed to be part of
the research governance structures of a university within which ethics
review is located, it is only by examining what happens on the ground
that we can better understand whether this is indeed ethical in practice.
For the majority of ethics review boards, assessments of research
projects within VDS are typically made by academics or policymakers who have no training in peace and conflict studies, and no on-theground field experience which might otherwise temper or contextualise
their understandings of the impact of the ethico-political environment
on research and vice versa. This difficulty is exacerbated by epistemological schisms—in particular, by institutions and researchers who
believe exclusively in the positivist scientific processes, and, therefore,
disregard different ways of knowing. This is not necessarily a problem
between the Global North and Global South, but between the believers
(of science) and non-believers of scientific approaches.4 In Chapter 8
of this book, Healy and Healy examine the various ways in which the
worldview of funding agencies influences the evaluation process. They
maintain that the type of evaluation and learning approaches selected
by non-profits often reflect the worldview of their funding agency.
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Similarly, as highlighted in Chapter 2, programme evaluation methodology often reinforces a particular worldview. As Kushner (2000, as cited
in Conley-Taylor, 2005, p. 7) observes:
Evaluation methodology necessarily privileges one view of the world
over another—usually selecting the view of program administrators,
funding bodies and other powerful actors over that of the individuals
who participate in programs. Because evaluation methodology pursues
a logic of ‘coherence’, it necessarily selects a point of view that will
deny meaning to other ‘different worlds of meaning’ involved.

A positivist worldview, or what Chambers refers to as NeoNewtonian practice, posits a single knowable reality, which speaks to a
universal order and suggests that ethical processes need to be standardised
in order to ensure better control (Chambers, 2010). However, the notion
that an externally generated set of ethical principles can be applied to
local participants in the South raises a possible ethical dilemma itself.
The moment externally generated ethical principles are applied to a
local community of research participants, an insider–outsider, top-down
power dynamic risks casting the researcher and research institution as
Others (Said, 1978). The realities of this dilemma can be underscored in
discussions I had with a researcher/practitioner in the British health care
system about the ethical parameters of his work. He argued that although
people in Western Darfur may not have the same opportunities or living
conditions as people in the UK, they should be covered under the same
ethical framework used in the UK, if the researcher is from the UK. He
further explained that in a country like Sudan, ethical frameworks and
processes are so poor that a researcher needs to follow, and research participants should be subject to, an advanced framework from the UK. The
same tension is evident in what we call the ideology of doing the right
thing, which does not question the assumption that what is acceptable to
a professional body or research institute in the Global North is axiomatically appropriate for researched communities in the Global South. When
a researcher begins to question the unquestioned imposition of ethical
principles from the North on the South, and begins to explore the ethicopower relationships between the research community and the researched
community, the legitimacy of the research process is open for discussion. This convergence of what is right for everyone and professional
principles highlights the need for a balanced understanding of Newman
and Brown’s three ethical understandings.
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As noted, in the field of evaluation, evaluators are not usually
guided by ethical review boards and processes, but are still required to
abide by an array of professional principles and frameworks that are
articulated and updated by regional and international evaluation associations. Some of the most prominent frameworks include: American
Evaluation Association (AEA) Guiding Principles for Evaluators
(2004), Australasian Evaluation Society’s (AES) Guidelines for the
Ethical Conduct of Evaluations (2010), Canadian Evaluation Society
Guidelines for Ethical Conduct (2012), African Evaluation Guidelines
AfrEA (2002), French Evaluation Society’s Charter of evaluation guiding principles for public policies and programmes (2003), OECD-DAC’s
Quality Standards for Development Evaluation (OECD DAC 2010) and
United Nation Evaluation Group (UNEG) Ethical Guidelines (2008).
Many of these frameworks draw from one another, and all of them
aim to promote ethical practice and improve evaluation theory and use,
by providing guidance and awareness to ethical issues prominent in evaluation. These frameworks have been proven to provide a useful warning
of ethical dilemmas in evaluation, but they do not provide a blue print
for how to approach and respond to particular situations (Morris, 2008).
Several of the frameworks have also been criticised for this degree of
ambiguity. One review of the AEA’s Guiding Principles suggested ‘the
Principles in particular seem so open to interpretation that a wide range
of values, preferences, and opinions can be projected onto them’ (Datta,
2002, p. 195—as cited in Morris, 2008). While this critique is valid, it is
this same openness that enables these principles to be transferred from
one context to another. The usefulness of these ethical frameworks is
therefore variable, depending on appropriate interpretation and implementation by the evaluator. If these principles are not applied through
an appropriate mechanism, they contain the same risk as ethics boards:
imposing externally generated principles onto local participants and
projects, which may actually cause harm, by subordinating local needs
and realities, or by creating Southern subservience to Northern research
or ethical agendas.
Within violently divided contexts, the concept of codifying a strict
set of unified ethical principles is simply unrealistic. This is because
each situation in VDS provides social, political and cultural challenges
that are different to each other, and, thus, finding and applying a uniform ethical framework is extremely challenging. There are two reasons
for this: one is the social, political and cultural differences between the
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violently divided context and the evaluator; and the second relates to the
requirements of the organisation that commissioned the evaluation.
For example, within the OECD-DAC’s evaluation criteria (OECD
DAC, 2010)—impact, efficiency, effectiveness, relevance and sustainability—the evaluator faces this two-prong challenge. To evaluate a
research project through these criteria requires time; time to learn the
local social, political and cultural situation, as well as time to cultivate
engagement from the community or project beneficiaries. In most cases,
this is not possible, due to tight time scales or budget limitations, constraints that plague most evaluations. The evaluator walks in and out of
the project community; at best, he or she can only hope to gather good
quality data; however, the quality, validity or utility of this data may be
questionable if the necessary relationships of trust do not exist between
the evaluator and the evaluation’s subject or stakeholder.
Evaluators working in VDS are, therefore, faced with a difficult
task of negotiating the ethical line within a fractured context and against
ethical frameworks that propose a distant ideal. The following sections
unpack different ethical dilemmas faced by evaluators and researchers
working in VDS. The sections highlight the limitations of the available
frameworks within these contexts, and provide guidance on what additional considerations are needed to increase the chances of achieving
good ethical decisions and practice. While it is not within the scope of
this chapter to deconstruct and address all ethical issues that arise from
the cases, the following discussion chronicles some of the prominent
challenges we have faced as both researchers and evaluators.

Knowing Your Values and Respecting
Those of Others
The first lesson an evaluator must learn is that it is imperative to start
with what one knows and recognise one’s inherent values and bias.
Understanding the deeper values that underpin personal actions and
cultural practices is a difficult, but important, prerequisite to demonstrate cultural competency or humility. According to the AEA’s guiding principles, part of cultural competence is seeking awareness of your
own culturally based assumptions, and then seeking to understand the
worldviews of culturally different participants and stakeholders in the
evaluation (AEA, 2004). Various other scholars, including Humberto
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Reynoso-Vallejo (2012), the Director for Programme Evaluation
with the Center for Health Policy and Research at the University of
Massachusetts Medical School, highlight the need for cultural humility, as opposed to cultural competency, because it takes into account the
political power imbalances inherent within evaluation processes.
Cultural humility assumes that individuals’ life experiences and multiple affiliations (e.g., racial/ethnic group, gender group, age cohort,
region, religion, and leadership roles) interact in complex ways to
shape their views. This approach assumes that the political and economic position of the group from which an individual comes, their life
experiences, as well as the larger national culture shape perspectives
and behavior.

Adopting a framework of cultural humility means committing oneself to
on-going self-evaluation and self-critique; processes which help individuals identify their own values. Recognising personal values is important
because they can influence one’s actions during a study or evaluation.
House and Howe (1999) note that it is useful to think about values and
facts as existing on a continuum where brutal facts are positioned at one
end and bare values at the other. Evaluative statements or claims often
fall somewhere towards the centre of this continuum, where facts and
values blend.
Morris (2008) also contends that it is important to acknowledge
this delineation because ‘personal values can influence one’s response
to numerous features of the project—for example, ways in which specific stakeholder groups (e.g., females, youth, the elderly, ethnic minorities, religious fundamentalists, the disabled) are treated or the degree to
which one feels justified in drawing generalised conclusions from evaluation data’ (Morris, 2008, p. 200). In VDS, there is often a multiplicity
of actors who hold different values and have played different roles, for
example, those who have been the perpetrators, the victims, the bystanders and even people who may be completely unaware of the violence
surrounding them. These challenging contexts can be particularly disorienting for an evaluator who is not confident and honest about his or her
moral values.
The word moral can be confusing, as it can be used in two different senses. According to the Concise Oxford Dictionary, moral is:
‘Concerned with goodness or badness of character or disposition’ (1989,
p. 657). Social research, in this sense, is certainly moral, because for
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each and every one of us, the study is about the things that we care, or
are curious, about. As evaluators and researchers, we constantly negotiate and re-negotiate important relations with our participants. Through
engaging with the ethical principles provided by our employers, as well
as what we learnt from our religions and traditions, we create our own
morals that make sense of our findings. By virtue of the evaluations
we conduct, the places we travel and the people we encounter, we live
according to implicitly moral bearings. However, what we frequently
miss is that when we encounter people, we are dealing not only with
our own moral frameworks but also with theirs. We make our judgements based on our morals, and they make their judgements based on
their moral frameworks. In some instances, these can be harmonious,
while in other situations quite conflicting. Conducting research and
evaluations in a VDS can be complicated because of this unavoidable
condition. However, acknowledging one’s own moral values is an
important and necessary prerequisite, which will help evaluators and
researchers navigate the juxtaposition of different moral frameworks.
The journey I took to uncovering my personal values and beliefs
occurred as I transitioned roles in the development field. Before I found
my way to the academic and evaluation world, I was a local NGO staff
member in Sri Lanka in the humanitarian field. During this time, I was
asked to participate as a research subject in a study being conducted by
universities (both from the Global North and South). The researchers
were interested in studying the traumas faced by humanitarian workers.
Again and again, I was asked to explain the links between my experiences in a conflict-affected society and how I dealt with my traumas.
There were many questionnaires, and I felt that all the questions were
pushing me towards a label of being traumatised, while I never felt
that I had a special problem different from anyone else in Sri Lanka.5
Whenever I tried to explain this contradiction, I was, and continue to be,
treated as an outcast by the majority of researchers, since I do not fit in
to their criteria of trauma.
This experience influenced my understanding of the difference
between the outsiders and insiders. The different knowledge systems that
are developed through different experiences may not necessarily agree
with each other. This later served me well as I transitioned from being
a local humanitarian worker to being a disaster and conflict researcher
and evaluator. When I first arrived in Sudan, a representative from a
UN agency said that he was surprised to see a Sri Lankan man in his
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early 30s leading an important research initiative on the mental health
of displaced populations. I could not help but strongly suspect that he
was expecting a middle-aged white European from a British University.
All these challenges provided me with an opportunity to establish
relationships with my research and evaluation participants. In countries
such as Sudan, Malawi, Pakistan and Jordan, there was distrust towards
Westerners. Being a Sri Lankan, I was not seen to be representing the
coloniser. Rather I was seen to come from a country which shared similar problems to those places where I was working. Because of this, the
relationships I established with communities provided me the opportunity to receive information that they regarded as precious. Not only my
background, but also my value of openness and honesty, provided me
with opportunities through which I could learn, for example, how an
Imam in a Muslim community was dealing with mental health issues.
These experiences helped me understand the importance of cultural
humility. They also humbled me, and allowed me to realise that I was
not a knowledgeable expert but simply a friend who accompanied them
during difficult times.
During this time in the field, I spent many sleepless nights thinking
about what defines good and what defines bad when we apply this moralevaluative question to our own work. We try to live our lives in ways that
feel right to us. We also judge people who do not appear to live the same
moral lives that we think are good. In the early stages of my work, as an
outsider, these juxtaposition judgements became increasingly frustrating, confusing and upsetting. As Kleinman (2006, p. 2) puts it:
That is why, in this first sense, what is moral needs to be understood
as what is local, and the local needs to be understood to require ethical
review (from the outside and from those on the inside who challenge
accepted local values).

Making research or evaluative judgements on issues such as gender,
power relations, conflict resolution and identity have to be understood as
what is local, and to understand the local requires a collaborative ethical
review between the outside researcher and inside communities. Several
of the ethical frameworks emphasize that ‘evaluators should be aware of
different cultures, local customs, religious beliefs, gender roles… and be
mindful of the potential implications of these differences when planning,
carrying out and reporting on evaluations’ (UNEG, 2008, p. 14). While
the failure to demonstrate cultural humility can corrupt any evaluation
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or research setting, it poses particular ethical challenges within VDS and
can lead to severe implications on both the process and the product of
the study or evaluation.
For example, researchers or evaluators who elect not to follow cultural practice can unintentionally distance themselves from the community. An example of this comes from my personal research during a
conversation I had with a national staff member in Jordan:
Last year, we had a research project on gender-based sexual violence
among refugees here. The research project manager who came from a
European country was a very nice lady. She was very good to us and
helpful. But, she refused to follow the general community practices
like to cover her head at the community level. She ignored our advice.
She only managed to go to the community for a week. All the women
refused to talk to her. They felt that this foreign lady was disrespecting
their culture. (National Staff Member, Amman, Jordan [Direct discussion with the author, September 2007])

While this example might be typified as the common story of research
interventions characterised by insensitivity to cultural practices, there
are often deeper values being acted upon in these situations. For example, the foreign woman might have wanted to model what she felt was
important feminist conduct. When interpreted in this way, it is clear that
this example is not about insensitivity to cultural practices, but rather
about two sets of cultural values coming into conflict. Unfortunately,
the imposition of foreign concepts is often regarded as a lack of respect
for community standards. In this situation, the community perceived the
actions as disrespectful and demonstrated their agency by electing not to
participate. Ultimately, as both a potential feminist and researcher, the
woman lost sight of the larger picture, failing to seize an opportunity to
re-examine her own values, and missing an important chance to learn
and share the story of these women.
In an evaluation context, a similar action from an evaluator might be
met with different reactions, depending on if the local community was
supportive or against the project that is being evaluated. Many communities acknowledge that evaluators are employed to make judgements;
this is what delineates them from researchers. However, this fact also
increases the weight of their studies. An evaluator’s judgements often
have real and immediate consequences. As a result, if the community is
supportive of the project, individuals might feel obligated to participate
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(in spite of their cultural beliefs) in order to ensure that the project
receives a favourable evaluation and continues. In a VDS, however this
act can come with grave repercussions for individuals who deviate from
cultural norms and values. The evaluator who does not demonstrate cultural humility in this instance can actually be putting him/herself, the
research project, and the evaluation participants at risk.
The importance of cultural humility should not be under estimated in an evaluation context. The majority of evaluation frameworks
acknowledge the need for cultural competency but fail to truly engage
with the politics and power dynamics inherent in the outsider-evaluator
and insider-participant relationship. Evaluators need to start with where
they live, but inevitably must transcend these boundaries through the
processes of self-evaluation and self-critique. It is only then that the
evaluator can begin to understand what is moral through a critical local
lens, and thus can understand his or her limitations, as well as the unique
ethical implications of the specific context. This is especially important
within VDS, since evaluators working in these environments are not
only challenged with understanding concepts of locality, but they must
also navigate through the politics of vulnerability.

Navigating Vulnerabilities
Evaluating research in violently divided contexts often means that evaluators will be working with vulnerable stakeholder groups. The politics
of vulnerability is such that vulnerability can be construed differently
depending on the funder or evaluation association one is a part of (see
Zaveri, Chapter 7). It is important to remember here that, as previously
stated, evaluation is a form of research, and as such ethical guidelines in
evaluation tend to build upon research ethics, which are often imperfect
in violently divided contexts.
The Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) in the UK
describes vulnerable groups as potentially those involving children and
young people, those with a learning disability or cognitive impairment
or individuals in a dependent or unequal relationship (ESRC, 2010,
pp. 8–9). Research involving vulnerable groups must undergo a full
ethical review and is highlighted as having greater risk. The Research
Ethical Framework (2010) also highlights the following sub-groups or
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subject areas that would normally be considered as involving more than
minimal risk:
• Research involving sensitive topics, this would include research which
discusses participants’ sexual behaviour, their illegal or political behaviour, their experience of violence, their abuse or exploitation, their mental health or their gender or ethnic status.
• Research involving groups where permission of a gatekeeper is normally required for initial access to members—this includes research
involving gatekeepers such as adult professionals (e.g., those working
with children or the elderly), or research in communities (in the UK
or overseas) where access to research participants is not possible without the permission of another adult, such as another family member
(e.g., the parent or husband of the participant) or a community leader.

These identified groups are common stakeholders in VDS, and researchers and evaluators are cautioned to take particular care when engaging
with these groups during a study. Unfortunately, evaluation frameworks
provide little guidance for how to approach vulnerability. UNEG’s
(2008, p. 7) ethical principles only vaguely reference vulnerable groups,
noting that all evaluations must comply with legal codes:
Compliance with codes for vulnerable groups. Where the evaluation
involves the participation of members of vulnerable groups, evaluators
must be aware of and comply with legal codes (whether international
or national) governing, for example, interviewing children and young
people.

While it is important for codes and protocols to be followed, these guidelines provide little direction for evaluators and focus attention on the
pathology of vulnerability rather than inequalities within VDS. As a
result, many of the evaluators who have a background in research tend
to fall back on research ethics guidelines since these are what they know
best. Evaluation is, however, distinct from research in several different
ways. The most pertinent being that evaluation drives decision-making
and often has immediate consequences for the people and organisations
involved. Consequently, the ethical dilemmas faced by evaluators are
unique, despite the fact that they tend to follow the same guidelines for
research ethics and vulnerability.
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In Chapter 7 of this book, Sonal Zaveri highlights that mainstream
research and evaluation approaches focus too heavily on the symptoms of vulnerability, rather than the sources of vulnerability, which
is usually inequality. Similarly, evaluations which only deal with the
legalities of working with vulnerable stakeholders and do not adopt a
local lens tend to reinforce inequalities by focusing on the vulnerability
of the participant rather than acknowledging the individual’s knowledge
and agency.
My dear son, we may be poor, we may be illiterate and living in difficult conditions, but we are not stupid and not a bunch of idiots.
(Elderly person from Peshawar, Pakistan [Personal discussion with
the author, August 1998])

The quote above was from one of my first experiences with a community member, who replied to my questions about vulnerability. The harsh
reply made me realise that certain terms are embedded with attitudes
and approaches that pathologise and incapacitate communities. I realised
that, by concentrating on negativities and vulnerabilities in their lives, I
was attempting to cast them as weak and broken rather than strong and
capable of dealing with uncertainty. How ethical is it to label these communities as vulnerable, when they are struggling effectively to maintain
everyday life? As Kleinman (2006) argues, they may look vulnerable
and fragile from an outside point of view, but in the midst of the worst
horrors, they indeed continue to live, to celebrate and to enjoy.
However, one of the features of 20th century scientific knowledge
systems—particularly in the last 50 years—has been the ways in which
pathology has displaced religion as the cardinal referent for explaining
the uncertainties and dangers of life. As illustrated in the aforementioned
quote, the same pathologising tendency appears to underpin outsider
perceptions of communities in VDS. It is an insidious process through
which pathologised social constructions within contemporary scientific
knowledge systems come to be seen as natural and self-evident, and,
therefore, unquestionable. But what kind of process underpins the transformation of a person who has experienced, or is experiencing, violence
to someone with pathology?
While these questions remain unresolved, there is increasing
movement away from victimisation and vulnerability pathologies, and
towards recognition of the structures that manifest them. The Australian
Evaluation Society Guidelines for Ethical Conduct, for example, have
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rightly moved beyond the vulnerability rhetoric by discussing inequalities as oppose to vulnerabilities.
Account should be taken of the potential effects of differences and
inequalities in society related to race, age, gender, sexual orientation, physical or intellectual ability, religion, socio-economic or ethnic background in the design conduct and reporting of evaluations.
Particular regard should be given to any rights, protocols, treaties or
legal guidelines which apply. (AES, 2010, p. 9)

Unfortunately, despite the fact that this ethical framework transcends
vulnerability pathology by acknowledging the inequalities that underlie
it, there is still little direction provided beyond deferring to secondary
texts and protocols.
Evaluators within VDS are therefore provided very little guidance
on how to navigate working with inequalities or vulnerabilities, regardless of whether they rely on ethical protocols outlined for evaluators or
researchers. Ultimately, however the evaluator has a greater responsibility to ensure that his/her evaluations do not exacerbate existing
inequalities.
One of the main ways evaluations can expose individuals to further
risk is by directly or indirectly associating them with the subject of the
evaluation. For example, an evaluator conducting an evaluation on genital mutilation (GM) treatment in refugee camps, may unintentionally
identify those who have experienced GM by simply visiting their homes
to conduct private interviews. Or if a programme is cancelled as a result
of an unfavourable evaluation, those who made negative statements during the evaluation’s focus groups may be blamed by the community,
and may be at risk of community retaliation. It is for these reasons that
additional efforts should be made to maintain and protect participant
confidentiality within VDS. Ford et al. (2009) emphasize the additional
risk within these contexts by proposing that ‘there may be a need for
an increased level of confidentiality of study data in situations where
even the simplest information (household composition, age of males)
could provide information to support deliberate targeting of individuals/groups by perpetrators of violence’. It is therefore important that all
studies, even those which propose minimal risk, ensure that extra measures are taken to protect the voice and anonymity of participants, since
the politics and stability of VDS can quickly change, placing evaluation
participants at increased risk. Unfortunately with the growing reliance
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on digital databases to store participant information, securing data has
become progressively more difficult (Morris, 2008).
Another problematic frontier, which is likely to plague both evaluation and research in the coming years, is the ethical dilemma of open
data. Further monitoring and research will be needed to ensure that the
demands for free and public data do not compromise the security and
confidentiality of participants. While it is still unknown what the impact
of open data will be in the realm of evaluation, there will undoubtedly be
a series of new challenges to ethical protocols.
Although confidentiality measures are important to ensure participant security, efforts to ensure confidentiality should also be balanced with local values. The following situation demonstrates that how
addressing inequality and ensuring participant anonymity is often not a
black and white situation:
The female researcher who came to our camp, wanted to talk to
my daughter who has been raped. When they sat down to talk, the
researcher told me to leave. She said that she wants to talk to my daughter alone. I was confused and asked her why. Then she said that she
wants to make sure that I will not influence my daughter’s thoughts by
being there. I got very upset as I am the only person who understands
what my daughter is going through and how can I let a strange woman
talk to my daughter alone. I asked them to leave and later I learned that
this researcher has complained about me to the camp management.
(A Woman from Umkher, Western Darfur [Direct discussion with the
author, May 2005])

In this retelling, the researcher is faced with a difficult situation. She
might in fact be correct in her assumption that the mother’s presence
might skew the testimony of the daughter, or the mother’s presence may
have a comforting effect on the daughter and allow her to open up to
the researcher. In either case, the researcher has placed the daughter in
a compromising situation positioned between the researcher’s and the
mother’s intentions (be they positive or not). This situation provides
an example of the power differential that is at play, and highlights that
a single protocol for confidentiality maybe inappropriate within these
contexts.
This example also speaks to the need for what Schwandt (2008)
refers to as practical knowledge. Practical knowledge is the knowledge gained through being present and experiencing a variety of social
situations. Schwandt highlights that practical wisdom is shown not
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articulated, and is defined by the ability to see the nuances and details
in situations, which from the outside appear to be alike. The concept
of practical knowledge is vital in VDS: ‘practical knowledge is called
for precisely in problematic situations not resolvable by solutions forthcoming from following procedures or “going by the book”’ (Schwandt,
2008). In these situations, a seasoned evaluator must fall back on their
experience to interpret the situations, and should be entrusted with the
freedom to mediate the dilemma without being confined to follow prescribed ethical protocols.
Evaluations and research conducted in VDS have a higher potential ‘for exploiting a situation of “differential power” which could lead
to denying or compromising the rights of individuals’ (Ford et al.,
2009). This is particularly true in situations where the research or the
programme being evaluated is tied to the delivery of aid or life-saving
services. In these situations, power differential is a significant factor
since participants often know or presume the potential consequences for
future funding and their livelihood (Duggan, 2012). Given this context
many individuals feel obligated to participate even if their participation
would serve to disadvantage them. For example, a recent study in Darfur
unintentionally scheduled interviews during the times of food distributions, which placed participants in an unfair position having to choose
between one or the other (Ford et al., 2009). Participants may also be
placed in compromising situations where they feel obligated to answer
questions, which could lead to increased distress or the reliving of traumatic events. The failure to assess appropriate timing and methods for
evaluations provides another example of where the outsider’s limited
contextual knowledge leads to unethical situations, which reinforce
inherent power differentials and inequalities.
These examples speak of the importance of applying a critical local
lens when designing and conducting evaluations. AES’s guideline draws
awareness to the issues of inequality and moves away from the oppressive rhetoric of vulnerability. However, as noted, it fails to provide evaluators with further direction of how to approach these potential ethical
dilemmas. Scholars like Skerry (2000) have stressed the importance of
thoughtfulness and creativity when involving vulnerable populations in
studies (Skerry, 2000 as quoted in Phillips and Morrow, 2005, p. 65).
However, once again these suggestions fail to account for the insider–
outsider dilemma. In external evaluation, the evaluator, as the outsider,
is often positioned in a place of privilege over his or her participant.
It is therefore vital that evaluations are conducted in a way which is
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not extractive but that empowers the voice of participants, by sincerely
acknowledging their agency and knowledge as insiders. In order to do
this, evaluations should be designed with a critical local lens, which
should take into account the layers of inequalities and the environmental
structures, which reinforce the power-dynamics that the evaluator has
been dropped into. This is by no means an easy task. Evaluators are
often operating under severe time and resource constraints, working to
a timeline set by a client in a distant capital. This places limitations on
their ability to design and engage in the processes often needed to put in
place respectful relationships with evaluation subjects.

Methodological Issues and Sampling
All evaluators acknowledge that a fundamental component of an ethical
evaluation is a sound methodological process. The first guiding principle of the AEA is systematic inquiry. This principle states that evaluations should ‘adhere to the highest technical standards appropriate to
the methods they use’ (AEA, 2004). It also highlights that systematic
and rigorous evaluation methodology should be a consistent principle
across all ethical frameworks. This framework stresses the importance
of methodological transparency, appropriate sampling and documented
consent within the evaluation process. However, these standard evaluation practices propose protocols that are often incongruent with the context of VDS.
Far too often, the ethical frameworks and approaches regimented by
the professional association become part of the problem, rather than part
of the solution. Although many professional frameworks state that they
are trying to ensure a safe, transparent and accountable process, the protocols required in order to ensure these practices can be alienating and
alarming, depending on local norms. For example, ensuring informed
participant consent is important for protecting and recognising an individual’s rights and antinomy. AES’ guidelines stipulate that:
[T]he informed consent of those directly providing information should
be obtained, preferably in writing. They should be advised as to what
information will be sought, how the information will be recorded and
used, and the likely risks and benefits arising from their participation
in the evaluation. In the case of minors and other dependents, informed
consent should also be sought from parents or guardians. (AES, 2012,
p. 12)
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While it is important to ensure that participants are informed, obtaining
written consent in VDS is often not appropriate and forcing individuals
to sign a form that they are not comfortable with is highly unethical.
Ford et al. (2009) highlights that in these contexts there is often a high
degree of illiteracy and/or mistrust of authority. As a result, signing a
consent form could prove to be meaningless or even dangerous for some
participants. However, ignoring the process of documenting consent also
raises ethical concerns. Evaluators are thus encouraged to work within
local norms to try to develop a process that will appropriately ensure that
participants understand their rights within the evaluation study and give
willing consent to participate. In the past, this has been achieved through
verbally recording consent through audiotapes or through witnesses.
Selecting appropriate participant samples can also be a challenge
within VDS. The African Evaluation Association (AfrEA) guidelines
state that ‘data collection procedures should be selected, developed and
implemented to ensure that produced information are representative of
the diversity’ (AfrEA, 2002). The UNEG (2008, p. 7) principles go further
to state that:
Evaluators shall select participants fairly in relation to the aims of the
evaluation, not simply because of their availability, or because it is relatively easy to secure their participation. Care shall be taken to ensure
that relatively powerless, ‘hidden’, or otherwise excluded groups are
represented.

Unfortunately, while the sampling of diverse and ‘hidden’ groups is no
doubt the ideal, the context of operating within VDS presents a number
of barriers that tend to prevent or delay systematic and diverse sampling.
Ford et al. (2009) highlight two main factors that impact sampling in
violent contexts. First, insecurity can limit mobility and access to certain
populations, while also preventing the collection of data through surveys. Second, the setting’s unpredictability may preclude the use of large
sample sizes, or follow-up studies, since displacement of individuals or
entire groups may be a regular occurrence. These sampling roadblocks
force evaluators to frequently make alterations to the evaluation plan,
and make judgements about which groups are priorities for inclusion and
which should be involved because of availability.
The AfrEA guidelines, which were developed loosely from the
AEA’s Programme Evaluation Standards (Joint Committee on Standards
for Educational Evaluation, 1994), also highlight a unique methodological consideration for evaluations conducted within developing regions,
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such as Africa (Rouge, 2004). The guidelines note that timeliness should
be regarded as secondary to due process: ‘the “way in which a thing is
done” is often considered more important than getting it done ‘on time
and within the budget’ (AfrEA, 2002, p. 6). This guideline speaks of the
distinctive African context, and highlights the need for modifications
and diverse considerations based on the setting of an evaluation.
Each of these aforementioned considerations demand significant
thought into the ethical implications of: the selected sample, evaluation
timing, available resources and barriers presented by local context. Since
many of these considerations are made throughout the evaluation process, good practice dictates that all evaluation reports should clearly note
any methodological limitations that were encountered.
While there are many other ethical methodological considerations
that are discussed in other chapters of this text, these examples demonstrate the importance of not employing a prescriptive ethical framework
to an evaluation design. If evaluators were to naively apply the ethical
recommendations of ensuring written consent, their evaluation may be
over before they are even able to ask the first question. It is thus vital that
all of the ethical frameworks are critically considered within the local
context, with the norms and values of the participants prioritised within
the evaluation process.

Do No Harm: ‘If They Can’t Do Any Good,
They Shouldn’t Come’
No one within our community requested these International organisations to come and help us. We have been surviving the conflict since
the 1980s and disasters since the 1950s. Before 1990, we were helping each other and the few organisations in our area were listening
to us. Now, it is different—all these foreigners and their assistant Sri
Lankans who come in Land Cruisers with questionnaires only want
our information. Then they disappear and a new group comes. I think
that if they can’t do any good, they shouldn’t come. (A farmer from
conflict affected Eastern Sri Lanka [Direct discussion with the author,
October 2005])

The last ethical principle that will be discussed in this chapter is the principle of non-maleficence. In the mid-1990s, the concept of Do No Harm
became the motto of humanitarian policy and practice. Although the
concept has been part of the medical field’s Hippocratic Oath since the
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late 5th century BC, it entered the humanitarian lexicon through the work
of James Orbinski, and was adapted and globally promoted by Mary B.
Anderson and her Collaborative for Development Action (CDA).
The CDA Do No Harm project began in 1993, with the aim of recognising ways to deliver humanitarian and/or development assistance
in conflict affected communities. The driving concept behind this idea
is that when frontline workers understand the patterns of harmful assistance, they can create opportunities to overcome the conflict by reducing
harmful practices and increasing positive effects. In this way, they can
achieve their mandates to assist, avoid doing the harm that has been done
in the past and add the influence of their presence and assistance to the
forces within societies that re-connect people rather than separate them
(CDA, 2007).
While this is the global mandate that distinguished the do no harm
concept, at times the reality on the ground has been markedly different.
During my field experience with communities in Sri Lanka, Malawi,
Sudan, Jordan, Darfur and Pakistan, community members provided very
different narratives from those of research and evaluation outsiders:
A team of researchers came to our camp and wanted to gather our
experience with the war. They wanted to know our losses of loved
ones and properties. By that time we had enough with these researchers who just talk to us and go away. But the Agency insisted us to talk
to these researchers too. So, we agreed. These researchers were very
difficult—they were not interested about our current problems in the
camp, but wanted us to tell all the aspects of our experiences where we
felt so sad to remember them. They were very pushy to get all what
they want. At the end there were crying women and upset and angry
men. (Community Leader from El-Geneina, Western Darfur in Sudan
[Direct discussion with the author, May 2005])

Such stories illustrate the myopia of researchers who selectively seek,
and instrumentally use, information that suits preconceived notions,
while ignoring the realities, problems and needs of the community
within which they are working. The voices from this community suggested that researchers and evaluators who come to collect information
from them should actually listen to them and address their issues rather
than just focusing on pleasing their donors and accomplishing their
research agendas.
As an academic, I know how difficult it is for these researchers to
understand the complicated situations the communities are in, while
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formulating their research agendas. They have to make their funders
happy. Then they have to follow their ethical frameworks and research
objectives from their institutions. However, what they should think
about is that we are also living human beings. These are our lives and
making dishonest judgements about our situations is unethical and
immoral. I don’t know how they sleep at night. Conducting social
research is not just a job, but a responsibility towards the research
participants. With all the good intentions, you can still damage us.
(A Rwandan Theological Professor and Refugee, Lilongwe, Malawi
[Direct discussion with the author, August 2006])

It is vital that social researchers acknowledge that they are not conducting research on rocks and soil; they are engaging with human beings
who have experienced conflicts or disasters. These participants trust the
researcher to share their experiences and future aspirations. Although,
one could argue that what is collected is simply field data from the
research subjects, many communities recognise a different relationship. For them, the moment these communities share their stories, the
researcher becomes part of them. This establishes an unwritten agreement that the researcher will respect and do justice to these stories.
Researchers may not meet these research participants again, but their
responsibility towards participant’s stories remains forever.
The evaluator, who is once again also a researcher, shares this
responsibility. The job of the evaluator is to uncover the contributions
or strength of the project being assessed. Evaluators are, therefore,
faced with a difficult task of assessing whether the responsibilities of
the researchers or development worker have been adequately met, while
at the same time balancing their own responsibility to the evaluation’s
stakeholders. This delicate balance is part of the reason why the do no
harm mantra has been adopted into evaluations, ethical frameworks.
Evaluations, to remain ethical, must protect participants from unnecessary exposure to harm (Morris, 2008). AEA’s (2004) guiding principles
acknowledge the evaluator’s responsibility to ensure non-maleficence,
stating that:
Because justified negative or critical conclusions from an evaluation
must be explicitly stated, evaluations sometimes produce results that
harm client or stakeholder interests. Under this circumstance, evaluators should seek to maximise the benefits and reduce any unnecessary
harms that might occur, provided this will not compromise the integrity
of the evaluation findings. Evaluators should carefully judge when the
benefits from doing the evaluation or in performing certain evaluation
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procedures should be foregone because of the risks or harms. To the
extent possible, these issues should be anticipated during the negotiation of the evaluation.

Reducing or mitigating unnecessary harm is extremely vital within VDS.
Ford et al. (2009) note that within these contexts, the dissemination of
sensitive findings, be they from research or evaluation, can lead to the
expulsion of organisations from conflict areas or the penalisation of individuals. ‘Humanitarian organisations that have reported on human rights
abuses and medical/nutritional emergencies in certain countries have
been forced to withdraw from those countries or have been expelled’
(Ford et al., 2009). Evaluators must therefore balance their obligation to
report the truth, while balancing their responsibility to stakeholders and
participants to prevent harm, which may be caused from an unfavourable
evaluation.
Morris (2008, p. 19) highlights that evaluators are most likely to
encounter ethical conflicts during the communication of results, with
pressure to misrepresent evaluation results being most common.
This pressure usually comes from the evaluation’s primary client (but
occasionally from the evaluator’s superior), who wants the programme
portrayed in a more positive light (occasionally more negative) than
the evaluator believes is warranted by the data. Sometimes disagreement focuses primarily on what the findings mean rather than on how
positive or negative they are.

The interpretation of results is an important concern for evaluations,
since different evaluators could have extremely different criteria for
judging what qualifies as success. For example, a psychosocial project
that I evaluated in 2007 in eastern Sri Lanka could have had very different findings, if the meaning of the results were not interpreted through a
critical local lens. Although the original project objectives were geared
towards traditional individualistic psychosocial care, the local NGO and
the community decided to use the project money to build houses for the
tsunami-affected community. After field interviews, discussions with
project staff members and much contemplation, I decided it was justifiable to build houses as a psychosocial project. The reason for this justification was based on the general Sri Lankan cultural ideology: a roof
over one’s head gives peace of mind,6 which is imbued with the idea that
when there is a house, people feel better. The aim of this psychosocial
project was to improve peace of mind of tsunami-affected communities,
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although they had different objectives and activities in mind. Based on
this perspective, I could see how they justified building houses as a psychosocial project instead of conducting activities in the original project
design. Building houses was helping the community, since there was a
strong community involvement and beneficiaries of course felt better.
Due to this angle of the evaluation process, there were no issues accessing local communities, beneficiaries and other stakeholders. However, it
was a long and difficult negotiation with the donor, but at the end they
accepted this argument. They even published it as one of their successful
tsunami projects in Sri Lanka. Further, due to the mutual understanding cultivated through this evaluation, the donor still continues to work
with the local NGO and the community within a broader development
agenda.
Enabling the critical local perspective to guide evaluation findings
is an important consideration within contexts of violence. Evaluators,
who find it difficult to settle on a single evaluation judgement, may find
it useful to acknowledge the multiple interpretations that the findings
may bring. The AfrEA (2002) guidelines highlight the importance
of diverse perspectives by recommending the inclusion of multiple
interpretations:
The rationale, perspectives and methodology used to interpret the findings should be carefully described so that the bases for value judgments
are clear. Multiple interpretations of findings should be transparently
reflected, provided that these interpretations respond to stakeholders’
concerns and needs for utilisation purposes.

While the provision of multiple interpretations may provide the needed
space for evaluators to articulate findings that align with the diversity
of local values, evaluators should take care in adding interpretations to
simply appease pressure to alter findings. Morris (2008) highlights that
another common ethical challenge for evaluators is the personal and/
or professional risks that doing the right thing might create. Hendricks
(2009) highlighted that
[t]he [AEA] Guiding Principles allow me no latitude to withhold
important information simply because sharing it might make my job
more difficult. In fact, The Guiding Principles clearly urge me to share
all relevant information without consideration of how it affects me
personally. That is, however I decide to act, I should not weigh too
heavily the ramification for me professionally.
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In VDS, the requirement to divulge all information can place evaluators
in danger and may have serious ramifications to their personal and professional lives. This is why it is important that the principles of Do No
Harm are interpreted with a critical local lens and applied to all evaluation participants, including the evaluator. In instances, where evaluators fear personal harm, they must rely on their practical knowledge, not
necessarily the prescribed ethical protocols to help mitigate the situation.
In order for evaluators and researchers to apply a local lens, they must
take time to acknowledge the experiences and commitments that their
work is making to the local community, and must work with evaluation
participants to interpret and comprehend ethical guidelines from a local
perspective.

Applying a Critical Local Lens to
Ethical Frameworks for VDS
What we can glean from the previous sections is that there are three
types of disjunctures which tend to occur during the application of
ethical frameworks within VDS. These divisions include: disjunctures
in application, disjunctures in interpretation and disjunctures between
insiders and outsiders. There are, of course, also interactions between
these disjunctures. Disjunctures in applications depend on how two different professional and personal cultures understand the application.
Disjunctures in interpretation are always an issue with different cultures,
both in translating words with different values that are embodied in culture, traditions and meaning systems. Finally, the disjunctures between
insiders and outsiders could complicate the process, which is also a cultural difference of understanding concepts.
These disjunctures identify critical gaps within evaluation guidelines and threaten their ability to provide guidance to evaluators, commissioners and evaluation stakeholders in VDS. Evaluators, who focus
too narrowly on applying these professional codes without sufficient
reflection, are often at risk of larger ethical dilemmas because they have
not recognised the other important dimensions of ethics, which acknowledge that all of these protocols must be viewed in relation to local ethical norms. This does not mean that local norms should be uncritically
adopted as ethical, but rather that both outsider ethical protocols and
insider norms need to be reviewed together to source appropriate practice for each unique evaluation context.
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What we are, therefore, emphasizing here is that in order for these
frameworks to be relevant to a violently divided context, it is imperative
that they adopt a critical local lens. This means that a respectful, honest, transparent and accountable relationship is built between the outside
evaluator and insider community participants. These two stakeholders
should be partners in ethically reviewing and acknowledging potential
ethical dilemmas during the planning of an evaluation.
Applying a critical local lens is best done at the time of evaluation
planning. Evaluators will benefit from early analysis of ethical considerations, since preventing ethical problems from occurring is preferable,
and often easier than responding to problems that emerge. Morris (2008)
recommends using the entry/contracting stage to think through and discuss potential ethical scenarios with stakeholders. ‘The more thoroughly
these matters are discussed at the beginning of the evaluation, the less
likely they will arise in problematic fashion later on. And if they do arise,
a framework for addressing them has at least been established’ (Morris
2003 as quoted in Morris, 2008, p. 197).
Although it is not always possible to have these conversations with
all stakeholders in violently divided contexts, there is still a clear benefit
if some local stakeholders are engaged in an ethical review (either formally or informally) before commencing a study. This process not only
helps to mitigate the emergence of ethical problems, but also helps to
establish confidence in the evaluator’s practical knowledge, and serves
as a gentle reminder of the fundamental ethical principles that guide
evaluation and research. Lastly, this process also helps to provide an
opportunity for trust to be developed. Through this method, the aforementioned disjunctures can be overcome and the evaluation can be fruitful for both parties.
When a critical local lens approach has been adopted in the past,
there have been many positive outcomes. The following example from
the field helps expound the value of this approach.

Research into Long-term Collaboration:
The Study Group of El-Geneina, Western Darfur
We went to Western Darfur in 2005 as part of a UN High Commissioner
for Refugees contract to evaluate and build capacity on mental health
programmes for displaced populations. We established this process as a
participatory research initiative. During the study, we learned that most
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of the mental health programme planning and implementation had been
conducted by international staff members who only remained in Western
Darfur for two to three months. We decided to reach out to national
staff members, and where able, established equal relationships with very
knowledgeable and experienced colleagues.
These national colleagues helped us to identify local expertise on
mental health, for example the birth attendants and traditional healers.
Through our discussion, they recognised that there is a gap for long-term
educational opportunities for national and local staff members to study
mental health issues of displaced communities.
We discussed this issue with the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees Community Services Team and they agreed to provide necessary support. The preliminary discussions identified writing materials
as the only resource that they needed, such as books, pens, colours pencils and paper. UNICEF agreed to provide these and we found a community hall for free, where the participants agreed to bring their own lunch
and refreshments.
Based on this experience, we established the Study Group of
El-Geneina for national staff members and local experts. As outsiders
we shared our experiences and skills on mental health interventions and
they shared their expertise with us. This was a learning process for both
parties and we managed to receive all the necessary information for our
evaluation. We worked with each other for 10 weeks and after we left,
the group continued to meet once a week.
This was an interesting experience for us as researchers and evaluators. The evaluation’s aim was not to find faults of the interventions,
but to strengthen them. After all, the most important aspect of this
experience, from my perspective, is that I believe the evaluation process itself empowered the participants involved. I believe we left the
participants with something valuable—we did not just extract their
knowledge and make promises that we were not sure could be kept.
(Experience of the author, 2005)

This example shows that identifying local expertise and respecting locals
as equals is an important aspect of any evaluation. Evaluation processes
are not meant to necessarily find faults with interventions, but to support
their strengthening. In my experience, after we left El-Geneina many
UN agencies and INGOs started collaborating with this Study Group.
As researchers from a European University, we had the authority and
freedom to show the rest of the international staff members that they
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should, and indeed that they could, work closely with national and
local experts.
In many ways, this example, and this chapter, has provided an
opportunity to examine some of the ethical challenges encountered in
VDS. Apart from the personal qualities of the researcher or evaluator, there are many institutionalised problems of ethics, which can be
resolved through establishing transparent and accountable ethical and
methodological processes. The following three suggestions highlight
several ways to improve ethical protocols so that they can be more applicable for VDS:7
1.

2.

3.

4.

First, we should appreciate that the existence of institutional ethical
frameworks, guidelines and standards does not mean that there is agreement among actors (the researchers, evaluators, and participants) about
what constitutes as an ethical issue: Disagreements are common. Much
work remains to be done in examining the nature of these disagreements
and strategies that might be used to address them.
Second, it is important that researchers and evaluators prepare themselves to deal with the finale of an evaluation or a research process.
There may be problems of presentation of findings, misinterpretation
and misuse of results, and/or difficulties with disclosure agreements.
These problems can be avoided by establishing an honest, transparent,
accountable and respectful evaluation process.
Third, ethical frameworks, guidelines and standards should continue
to be assessed systematically and periodically, and where appropriate
should be reworked to reflect local values (for example, the AfrEA
Guidelines). Researchers and evaluators should also understand that
these ethical frameworks are part of an evolving process of self-examination by the profession within a global multicultural context and should
be revisited prior to each new evaluation context to ensure they are interpreted with a critical local lens.
Lastly, there is a strong need for meta-evaluation (that is, the evaluation of evaluations) to play an integral part in building and reshaping
evaluation standards and practice. In 2010, meta-evaluation was recognised as the fifth dimension of the AEA Programme Standards. While
it is important to balance the codification of protocols with practical
knowledge, meta-evaluation can be used by evaluators and evaluation
commissioners to uncover lessons from the field and hold evaluators to
account.

While these suggestions are only a start, these changes will help build
awareness of the realities of evaluators working in VDS. In conclusion,
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what is clear from the participant testimony in this chapter is that VDS
are dynamic arenas, where a variety of unique ethical dilemmas play
out. If evaluation and research guidelines continue to be dominated
by increasing universal bureaucratic frameworks, which follow only
mainstream scientific approaches, they will be useless in these complex
contexts. Applying these protocols without reflecting upon how they
intersect with local realities can not only disrupt the evaluation process,
but can also put evaluation stakeholders, participants and even the evaluator in harm’s way.
Evaluation frameworks from institutions, which are not developed
from a local context, should not be implemented in different societies
without scrutiny from evaluation participants. Without this review of
ethical frameworks by the evaluator, and the evaluation participants,
the tension between the ethical protocols understood by foreign institutions and the local community will increase. Community ethical
frameworks that have been developed through generational and lived
experiences of disasters and conflict are too valuable to ignore as unscientific. VDS evaluations need to consider ‘the legitimacy of the people’s
knowledge system’ (Wignaraja, 2005, p. 25). Wignaraja (2005, p. 25)
further states, ‘[t]his is also equally the knowledge system of the poor.
This knowledge and traditional technology can no longer be dismissed
as romantic and unscientific. It can be a critical element in sustainable
cost effective development and poverty eradication [as well as in conflict
transformation]’.
As a result, the evaluator as an outsider and the participant communities as insiders, need to work together to review both institutional
and community ethical frameworks, in order to establish a unique and
effective frame of ethics for the particular evaluation project. This has
to be an honest, transparent and accountable mechanism that maintains
the integrity of both the evaluator and community. This becomes the
legitimate ethics review committee of the research outcomes; a process
that may positively transform the evaluator, researcher and community
participants of the study.
We need outside help for analysis and understanding of our situation
and experience, but not for telling us what we should do. An outsider
who comes with ready-made solutions and advice is worse than useless. He must first understand from us what our questions are, and
help us articulate the questions better, and then help us find solutions.
Outsiders also have to change. He alone is a friend who helps us to
think about our problems on our own. (Wignaraja, 2005, p. 1)
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Notes
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

These points were reinforced in personal discussions held by one author (Jayawickrama)
with colleagues at the University of Northumbria. Professor Phil O’Keefe at Northumbria
University is a founding member of ALNAP and an expert evaluator of humanitarian
assistance since 1970s, and Ms. Joanne Rose is a PhD student at Northumbria
University studying the delivery of humanitarian assistance in Somalia. Interviews,
University of Northumbria, January and April 2011.
Primarily that of Jayawickrama.
It is important to note that the real distinction is one of paradigms of inquiry and
the fact that one paradigm (generally more positivist and scientific) is the dominant
tradition in academic practice in the Global North and South. However, there are
exceptions—appreciative inquiry, for example, is the polar opposite of what I am
describing in my critique of what knowledge is valued, and ways of knowing.
Please refer Zelinsky (1974) for further discussion of science as a religion and the
scientist as a demigod.
This leads to a separate question that is different from the question posed by the
researchers: Are all Sri Lankans traumatised?
There was a Government campaign called ‘a shelter for the head and peace of mind in
1980s’.
Adapted from Morris (1999).
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Introduction to Part III
Chapter 5. Research within Evaluation: The Case of Northern
Ireland by Colin Knox
Chapter 6. Evaluation of the Influence of Research on Policy
and Practice in a Post-conflict Society: HIV/AIDS Research in
South Africa by Kevin Kelly

T

he two cases in this part draw attention to the haziness and ambiguity of the term post-conflict setting. In Northern Ireland, the
Good Friday Agreement was signed in 1998, whereby the principal armed stakeholders agreed to de-weaponise their struggles and to
accept the formal political process establish ed under the Agreement.
South Africa, on the other hand, entered the post-Apartheid era following elections in 1994. Yet, despite the post-conflict label applied to both
cases each is characterised by significant levels of violence.
South Africa holds the dubious distinction of having one of the
highest rates of violent crime in the world—with some 50 people being
murdered daily, in addition to extraordinary levels of rape, car-jackings,
home invasions, burglary and assaults. In Northern Ireland, while the
main paramilitary groups have set aside their weapons, the Dissident
Terrorist threat is considered to be at its highest in the last 12 years
according to statistics of the Police Service of Northern Ireland (PSNI,
2010a, 2010b), and the Independent Monitoring Commission (IMC,
2010). Further, well-patterned and predictable forms of inter-group violence among Northern Irish youth have come to be captured in the term
recreational rioting. In this context, we should be wary of uncritically
accepting the labeling of a case as post-conflict, as if the past has somehow passed—even when programming and research funds are incentivising our research to address the legacy of the past.
In both cases, we see the continuation of the violence of the past
in modified forms—both weaponised violence (such as political and
criminal violence) and non-weaponised violence (domestic violence,
rape, assault, child abuse and so on). The inclusion of both cases in this
book (like the inclusion of the South Asian cases employed by Zaveri in
her chapter) helps to ensure that our understanding of the term violently
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divided societies is not limited to militarised war zones. The panoply
of social violence in both the Global North and South needs to be highlighted and explored within cases, despite the complexity and opacity it
introduces into our analysis.
It is also worth flagging the methodological significance of including the South Africa into the mix of case studies in this book. On
one level, it shares a similarity with the South Asian cases employed
by Zaveri, in that it is embedded in the structural violence inherent in
the tenacious poverty of the Global South (as well as in pockets in the
Global North). However, South Africa is also a society living within
structures of extreme violence that continue to divide people even within
political dispensations premised on the transformation and transition of
those apartheid structures of injustice. South Africa, therefore, reminds
us that the term violently divided societies includes cases in which systemic acts of violence in the past may continue to have divisive impacts
in the present.
Kelly’s chapter focuses on the impact of research on a pressing
global epidemiological problem. He explores an intriguing case of HIV
research in southern Africa, where policies and practices for prevention
have been staunchly supported in the absence of empirical evidence, and
where solid research evidence has been ignored or overlooked in HIV
policy and programming. This chapter leads Kelly into a thick forest
of the obstacles, challenges, competing interests that inhabit the terrain
of VDS and that affect the role and impact of research. Some of his
observations and findings are counter-intuitive, if not antithetical, to our
general understandings of how research works—specifically of the societal impacts of research. For example, he notes how impending research
on HIV/AIDS in South Africa (including within institutional gray zones
such as military establishments’) stimulated vigorous public and policy
debates about the ethics, politics, and practicalities of the conduct and
dissemination of such research. Thus, this is an example of the research
impact of research outputs that had not yet been produced. This is a societal impact that is independent of the content or quality of the research.
This chapter pushes us to consider the impacts of research well beyond
the narrow focus of research products.
The cases in this part of the book concern two areas of social policy which are amongst the most important that need to be addressed in
societies attempting to overcome protracted militarised conflicts: education and HIV/AIDS. The history of HIV/AIDS policy is littered with
examples of ideology- and value-laden policy influences. The same may
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be said of the education policy in Northern Ireland, which Colin Knox
describes as being ‘highly segregated along religious lines’—and what
the First Minister of Northern Ireland described as ‘a benign form of
apartheid’ (BBC, 2010). Both cases demonstrate that when a contentious
policy area is nested within a contested socio-political environment, the
need for robust, methodologically rigorous, ethically sound, evaluation
can never be greater. However, the very same conditions that create such
great needs are the same ones that hinder meeting them.
Both cases also offer concrete examples of efforts to harness research
to social change. They are located in post-conflict settings where social
policy is intended not only to achieve specified social or epidemiological
goals. It also intended to contribute to the broader programme of societal
transition from an unjust and divisive past, to a more just and shared
future. Both of these chapters are based on evaluations of research initiatives intended to have these broad, constructive, societal impacts. To
understand how this works requires that we pay as much attention to
the contentious environment within which research is undertaken, as to
the resulting research outputs. Thus, a full understanding of multi-level
impacts, requires multi-layered evaluations that are able, in the broadest
sense, to delineate the trajectory of influence from research to practice
with a context that is politicised, unpredictable and volatile. While it
may be somewhat less complicated to identify and assess the immediate
outcomes (reduction in infection rates and prevalence, or enrolment rates
in integrated schools), it is much more difficult to identify the higher
level impacts on inter-group integration or reconciliation.
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5
Research within Evaluation
The Case of Northern Ireland
Colin Knox*

Introduction

T

his chapter is written from the perspective of an evaluator of programmes in violently divided societies (VDS). As a result, the
focus on the evaluation of research tends to be set within the
context of an assessment of the overall impact of a programme within
these societies. More specifically, this chapter looks at how an evaluator assesses the contribution of research—as a distinct cluster of activities within a programme, running in parallel with other programme
activities—may contribute to the overall programme impact. In other
words, when a body of primary research is an integral part of the programme being evaluated, it sits alongside the implementation of other
multiple types of activities, and is expected to contribute to programme
impact. This is somewhat different from the evaluation of research
undertaken outside of the context of an intervention (e.g., as a ‘standalone’ intervention). First, in such cases, research is but one type of input
into a programme. Depending on the nature of intervention, a parallel
research track within a programme may be a significant component.

* The author wishes to thank Dr Kenneth Bush, Colleen Duggan, Dr Kevin Kelly, John A.
Healy and John R. Healy for very helpful suggestions on this chapter.
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In other cases, however, research can be a relatively small component
sitting alongside a range of other kinds of activities which collectively
constitute the intervention—and, ideally, contribute to the achievement
of its stated and intended objectives. Second, research within an evaluation can serve different purposes. It may serve to identify, test or justify
the intervention’s underpinning rationale or theory of change; it could be
part of a formative assessment of the process/outputs of the intervention;
or it could be carried out as a means of assessing interim programme
outcomes. Bearing in mind the different roles that research can play,
the empirical point of reference for this chapter is an exploration of the
interaction between research and evaluation.
The discussion is grounded in a case study of a particularly contentious education programme intervention in the politically volatile
environment of ‘post’ conflict Northern Ireland. Because the emphasis
is on the evaluation of research from the perspective of an evaluator, the
details of the case study are less important than the questions around
how evaluation featured in a cluster of research activities. The chapter
provides a brief overview of the case study before moving to consider
the substantive issues around the role and assessment of research as part
of the wider evaluation process.
This chapter examines the following four key questions. First, how
the evaluation of research influences the theory of change which provides the underlying rationale for the programme. This will be followed
by reflections on the evaluation of the research conducted by the case
study delivery agents to assess the formative effects of the programme
with a view to checking programme delivery. The author will then discuss some of the challenges faced by the evaluator in assessing research
within the context of the programme evaluation. The chapter will conclude with a discussion of the influence of research as one component in
a suite of programme activities in a given context, and the contribution
that research can make to overall programme objectives.
Before exploring these questions in greater detail, a brief outline of
the chapter case study is given as follows.

The Case Study
The Northern Ireland education system is highly segregated along religious lines1 with almost 95 per cent of children attending denominational
schools: Maintained (Catholic) or Controlled (largely Protestant) state
schools.2 The first planned integrated school (Lagan College) was set
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up by parents in 1981 and the Department of Education was given a
statutory duty to encourage and facilitate the development of integrated
education under the Education Reform (NI) Order 1989. Today there
are a limited number of integrated schools (approximately 62) and Irish
medium/language schools (approximately 24) in Northern Ireland. In the
academic year 2010/2011, there were 154,950 primary school children
and 147,902 post-primary pupils in Northern Ireland, an overall school
population of 302,852 pupils within some 1,200 schools (Department of
Education 2011). The integrated education movement, according to its
proponents, has experienced slow growth because numbers are capped
within integrated schools, and requests to transform existing schools to
integrated status are often refused by the minister. The Department of
Education claims it is difficult to facilitate the growth of a small integrated sector which can adversely affect existing schools in the context
of a falling student population and an overall declining education market. In other words, it is argued that the growth of integrated schools can
simply displace children from other sectors and increase capital spending
on the school estate for fewer pupils, in line with demographic trends.
In response to the slow pace of growth in integrated education—
despite an expressed demand from parents for greater mixing amongst
school children from different community backgrounds3—two external
funders, Atlantic Philanthropies4 and the International Fund for Ireland5
set up the Sharing Education Programme (SEP) in 2007. The School of
Education of Queen’s University Belfast (QUB) began to work with 12
specialist schools6 that work in partnership. These schools collaborate on
a cross-community basis to share classes and activities (see Table 5.1) in
order to improve education outcomes for pupils (Gallagher et al., 2010).
The programme has an education curriculum focus, but because of its
reconciliation focus it is offered on a cross-community basis, in an effort
to generate benefits for participants, teachers, parents and, in the long
term, the wider community. The programme aims to demonstrate that
sustained and normalised collaborative contact will nurture substantive
relationships between peers and across school communities divided by
religious difference (Atlantic Philanthropies, 2006). The theory underpinning the programme is that this kind of contact creates interdependencies between the schools, which catalyses reconciliation effects: through
child-to-child engagement in shared curriculum activities, through collaboration between teachers across school sectors and through the participation of parents in school show-casing events (see theory of change
in Figure 5.1).
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Table 5.1
The Range of Activities Undertaken in Schools under the SEP
•

Year 14 students completing Advanced Level (or ‘A’ level) subjects in crosscommunity classes
Year 12 students completing General Certificate of Secondary Education
(or GCSE) subjects in cross-community classes
Jointly provided and accredited vocational training courses
Combined citizenship and personal development and mutual understanding
(PDMU) classes
Science mentoring classes—primary school children from mixed backgrounds attending science classes in a post-primary school
Collaborative ICT projects through face-to-face contact and web-based
learning

•
•
•
•
•

Source: Author.
Figure 5.1
Theory of Change: Sharing in Education

Establish crosscommunity
school
partnerships

Build
collaborative
links

Shared classes
and activities

Education,
economic
and societal
benefits

Source: Author.

The SEP of Queen’s University completed its first three-year phase
in June 2010. It has since been rolled out for a further three years and
extended throughout Northern Ireland through two additional providers:
the Fermanagh Trust (FT) and the North Eastern Education and Library
Board (NEELB or PIEE).7 Overall, the three projects of the SEP represent an investment of over £10.5 million by the International Fund for
Ireland and Atlantic Philanthropies.
Although the projects are managed separately, and possess projectspecific outputs and outcomes, they share common overarching goals,
including:
1.

To increase the number of schools involved in shared education
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3.
4.
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To increase the number of pupils involved in shared education
To help create more positive attitudes between Protestant and Catholic
communities
To demonstrate and raise awareness of the benefits from shared education in terms of integration and sustainability

In an effort to leverage change in education policy, the funders are
collating evidence across the three areas of intended SEP impact: educational achievement, economic efficiencies and social benefits. The current chapter draws on the experience of the author as an evaluator across
the three projects of the SEP. Evaluation questions for the programmes
have included:
• Societal well-being: Does Sharing Education lead to greater tolerance,
mutual understanding and interrelationship through significant, purposeful and regular engagement and interaction in learning? Does it lead
to a reduction in barriers between school communities? Does it create
greater awareness of the benefits cross-sectoral working and the potential opportunities that sharing and collaboration can create?
• Educational benefits: How has Sharing Education improved the quality
of education (however measured) for those involved (if at all)? To what
extent does SEP generate benefits above and beyond pre-existing single
identity programmes?
• Economic considerations: Is Sharing Education more cost-effective,
providing value-for-money, when set alongside existing models for the
provision of education?

The remainder of the chapter focuses on the evaluation of: the theory
of change for sharing education; the research conducted by the delivery
agents to assess its formative impact and check ongoing delivery against
programme objectives; the role of the evaluator in assessing research
and, the overall influence of the research cluster within a programme
which had multiple types of activities.

Evaluating Competing Theories of Change
One of the challenges confronting evaluators is the question of how to
deal with existing research related to the intervention. In other words,
is it the role of the evaluator to assess the substantive merits/demerits of the research (or hypotheses) informing programme design and
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implementation? If one accepts that the evaluator should have a role to
play in this regard, it raises questions of the extent to which interrogation of the research underpinning any intervention or programme should
feature in any evaluation of the outputs and outcomes. In addition, if one
is using the logical framework approach (so often the stock-in-trade of
the evaluator), then research will likely feature as one input to the intervention or programme of activities. How does one weight the contribution of research as an input relative to other inputs such as the practical
experience, knowledge and skills of those delivering the activities? What
role, therefore, has research played in informing the underpinning theory
of change and, by extension, the evaluation? Put simply, is it the job of
the evaluator to question or problematise programme theory and design?
Setting aside these important questions for the moment, let us assume
that the role of the evaluator is explicit in evaluating the research component of any evaluation. What are the key considerations?
Research in and on VDS, like many other areas of research, will
often have competing theories of change. For example, in the case study
topic which is the subject of this chapter, the role of integrated or shared
education as a mechanism for social change is highly contested. One
body of empirical research supports the whole idea of integrated schools
as a way of addressing community divisions, typical of which is research
by Hayes et al. (2007) who conducted a detailed quantitative study on
whether religiously integrated education had a significant effect on
the political outlook of the children who attend these schools (see also
Hargie et al., 2008; McGlynn, 2007; Stringer et al., 2009). This research
concluded that attendance at an integrated school, either a school that is
formally constituted as integrated or a religious school that incorporates
a proportion of pupils from the opposite religion, ‘has positive long-term
benefits in promoting a less sectarian stance on national identity and
constitutional preferences’ (Hayes et al., 2007, p. 478).
There is, however, an alternative literature which dismisses the
whole idea of integrated education as a response to VDS. McGarry and
O’Leary (1995), for example, cite segregation as one of five key fallacies which constitute liberal explanations of the conflict in Northern
Ireland. Drawing on Bruce’s work (1994), they disparagingly describe
attempts to break down segregation in this way as a mix and fix approach
espoused by the integrated education lobby who challenge stereotypes of
the other religious group by tackling misconceptions and ignorance. In
short, if segregation is the problem then mixing is the answer. McGarry
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and O’Leary reject this assertion outright. They argue that integrated
education is impractical because residential segregation demands bussing children into hostile territory and mixed schools may simply exacerbate divisions on what separates groups rather than what they have
in common. While McGarry and O’Leary (1995, p. 856) supported the
idea that ‘sufficient provision must be made for all those who wished to
be schooled, live or work with members of the other community’ they
argued that ‘many northern nationalists want equality and autonomy
rather than integration’.
The key question here is whether it is the role of the programme
evaluator to arbitrate on this research polemic, given that research forms
the foundation of the programme theory or whether the evaluator should
accept the underpinning theory of change and simply conduct the evaluation on that basis? Theories of change are a North American import
into the field of policy evaluation in the United Kingdom and have been
adopted as a way of addressing the problem of attribution by clearly
specifying the links between inputs, activities, outputs and outcomes
(Connell and Kubisch, 1998). Yet the experience of UK evaluators
using the theories of change approach has been that the involvement of
stakeholders in developing and evaluating a relevant theory of change
for a proposed intervention has either not been entirely successful, or
difficult to achieve in practice (Bauld et al., 2005). Evidence from evaluations in the UK uncovered principal and elite ownership of theories of
change where theory moved closer to ideology (Sullivan and Stewart,
2006 p. 180). Gaining consensus amongst stakeholders on an appropriate theory of change in a VDS when the focus of the intervention goes to
the heart of what divides that society is likely to be even more difficult,
implying a role for the evaluator in interrogating the programme theory.
On the other hand, Sullivan and Stewart (2006, p. 194) warn against
evaluator ownership. In many cases, when beginning an evaluation, the
evaluator must reconstruct or clarify the theory of change which is not
always evident in the programme design. In such cases, there is a risk
that the theory of change is limited to, and dominated by, the evaluator
and there is ‘no reference to the local agents who are responsible for
delivering the policies’.
With regard to the SEP, the author took the position that it was his
role as an evaluator to interrogate the theory of change underpinning this
intervention and therefore examined secondary research evidence as a
way of validating the programme design. The key sources of evidence
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used (Table 5.2) can be categorised as: a deliberative poll amongst parents of school children on their attitudes to cross-community sharing; a
scoping study on the economic benefits of sharing; yearly public attitude
surveys on whether there was a demand for more cross-community mixing in schools and faith-based reports on the value of separate schools.
From this evidence, the evaluator concluded that the theory of change
which underpinned the SEP had a sufficiently robust evidence base to
warrant a practical intervention of the type described previously.

Table 5.2
Theory of Change: Research Components
Research strategy
involved

Source of research

Nature of the study

Newcastle University,
Stanford University
and Queen’s University
(funded by Atlantic
Philanthropies)

Deliberative poll to
gauge the opinion of
parents of school-aged
children about school
collaboration within their
area

Quantitative study,
deductive and positivist

Oxford Economics
(funded by the Integrated
Education Fund)

Scoping study to assess
the potential monetary
benefits which could
result from greater
sharing and collaboration
between schools. Makes
the case for a wider
follow-up study

Desk-based research
using secondary analysis
of data

Northern Ireland Life
and Times surveys
(funded from a number of
sources, including Office
of the First Minister and
deputy First Minister and
Economic and Social
Research Council)

NI wide surveys which
track attitudes to, inter
alia, reactions to ‘more
cross-community mixing’
in primary and postprimary schools

Yearly probability surveys
of around 1,200 adults:
positivist

Inclusion and Diversity
in Catholic Maintained
Schools

Articulation of the Catholic Desk based experiential
sector’s commitment to
research written by
inclusion in their schools
School Principals in the
Catholic sector

Source: Author.
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Evaluating Formative Research
Research Strategies
A separate but related issue to competing theories of change is whether
the evaluator takes a position on the type of research that: (a) informs
the underpinning theory in an evaluation and, (b) is used by the delivery
agents to provide a formative assessment of programme delivery/impact
(Bryman, 2008). Theories of change often imply a deductive approach
to research which begins with a set of theoretical assumptions, deduces a
hypothesis(es), gathers data to prove or disprove the posited hypothesis
and revises the original theory accordingly.
An alternative approach to research is that the relationship between
theory and research is primarily inductive where theory is the outcome
of empirical research. In other words, the process of induction involves
drawing generalisable inferences from observations. The fluid and
changing nature of context in VDS might suggest that a more inductive
approach is needed for formulating or testing theories of change. For
example, the OECD (2008, p. 14) argues that many of the peacebuilding interventions contemplated in VDS tend to have relatively limited
theoretical foundations, ‘including lack of agreed or proved strategies
of how to effectively work towards peace’. Programmes may be based
on little more than the hunch of programme designers and/or donors of
‘what works’. Donors sometime ‘hide’ or ‘veil’ their theories of change
for geo-political reasons or because the host government is hostile to
donors’ theories of change. But in other cases, we simply do not know
what works.
There are also epistemological considerations at play here. At a
general level, there is the question of whether the social world can and
should be studied according to the same principles, procedures and ethos
as the natural sciences (positivism), or whether one should respect the
differences between people and the objects of the natural sciences which
require the social scientist to grasp the subjective meaning of social action
(interpretivism)—as discussed by Healy and Healy in this book. For
research in VDS, the context, role of adversaries in the conflict, the political ramifications of different interventions and the need to find a resolution to the conflict, all increase the importance of adopting an appropriate
research approach.
If the evaluator has a preference for the role of theory and a specific
epistemological orientation, then they are more likely to favour either
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a quantitative or qualitative approach to the whole evaluation process:
design of the evaluation, data analysis and the sort of knowledge that is
valued as evidence. Quantitative methods lend themselves to a deductive approach to the relationship between theory and research or theory
testing, and incorporate the norms of the natural scientific model or positivism. Qualitative methods lend themselves to inductive approaches to
theory generation and an interpretivist analysis of the social world. Is
it the role of an evaluator, who may have an individual preference for
a particular research tradition, to make this judgement as part of their
evaluation of the research underpinning the logic model and formative
research on programme delivery/impact? In short, if the evaluator’s own
research disposition tends towards the deductive, positivist and quantitative, will it inevitably assume greater significance in their evaluation of
an intervention in a VDS? Or, if another evaluator has a methodological
predilection for inductive, interpretivist or qualitative approaches, how
will that affect their evaluative stance and findings? The answer to such
questions will hinge largely on the user of the evaluation and how evaluation findings will be used.

Research Design
An example from the evaluation case study illustrates the dilemma
confronting evaluators in assessing the quality of research intended to
contribute a formative evaluation on programme delivery/impact. One
type of intervention in the SEP supported cross-sectoral school activities
between State (Protestant) and Maintained (Catholic) schools based on
sustained contact between pupils in the delivery of the education curriculum through shared classes. This approach was predicated on the contact
hypothesis which asserts the value of inter-group contact in reducing
hostility and improving inter-group relations under specified conditions (Pettigrew and Tropp, 2000). To assess the effectiveness of this
approach, a questionnaire was completed by pupils on their experiences
of shared classes, alongside a sample of pupils matched by age, religion
and gender from the same schools but who were not involved in these
classes. Attitudinal data were gathered on trust, anxiety, perceived comfort and positive action tendencies towards those from a different religion and the differences between the participating and non-participating
students assessed (Hughes, Donnelly, Gallagher and Carlisle, 2010).
See Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2
Evaluating Programme Delivery and Formative Impact: Model A
Intervention
group
Baseline
data

Random
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pupils
Control
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Sharing
education
programme

Attitudinal data on trust,
anxiety, comfort with
other community

Attitudinal data on trust,
anxiety, comfort with
other community

Source: Author.

This may be compared with an alternative approach adopted by a
cluster of schools involved in SEP which did not wholly subscribe to
pupil-to-pupil contact as the most effective way to promote reconciliation (or the reduction of hostilities and improved inter-group relations).
On the hunch or intuition of programme designers, the focus of their
intervention centred on school principals and teachers as education leaders. Trust, they argued, needed to be established between school leaders through shared principles, policies and practices. Thereafter, staff
had to be supported and trained to work effectively in a new environment, where cross-community schools were expected to become interdependent in the delivery of the school curriculum; this, in turn, would
enable contact and sharing to take place among students. Integral to
this approach was securing the endorsement of school governors and
parents with the long-term aim of sustaining relationships beyond the
life of the intervention. Evaluating this intervention involved in-depth
interviews with school principals, teachers and governors and observations of pupils involved in shared classes. The qualitative data led to
the generation of a testable theory, namely, that collaboration through
interdependency at the school leadership level is more likely to create the
conditions for long-term sustainability of pupil-to-pupil contact (Knox,
2010a). See Figure 5.3.
In summary, one implementation approach was to see the pupils as
the focus of activities (Figure 5.2) and the other was to work with school
principals and teachers (Figure 5.3). Evidence gathered on the success
of the former was deductive, positivist and quantitative using a quasiexperimental design. Evidence on the latter was inductive, interpretivist
and qualitative, largely based on data gathered through semi-structured
interviews and observations. In these examples, what was the role of
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Figure 5.3
Evaluating Programme Delivery and Formative Impact:
Model B—Training School Leaders
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Source: Author.

the evaluator? Having interrogated the theory of change which underpinned the programme, there are alternative implementation processes.
Here, the evaluator was faced with quite different ways of attempting
to deliver programme objectives and his role was to assess the quality
of research conducted by the projects in their formative assessment of
the programme. The evaluator needed to be wary of making judgements
on the nature/quality of this formative research based on their preferred
research design (either inductive or deductive). In this case, looking at
the quality and usefulness of the evidence gathered, the evaluator concluded that the quasi-experimental approach (Figure 5.2) did not capture
the complexity of attitudinal change in participating and non-participating pupils with the SEP. Rather, the richness of qualitative data gathered
through principals, teachers, parents and governors (Figure 5.3) offered
much more useful insights into the ongoing delivery and formative
effects of the programme. Table 5.3 summarises the research sources
which the evaluator used in making judgements on programme delivery
and formative impact.

Robustness of the Research
Directly linked to the previous discussion on different research designs,
the role of the evaluator must also include some evaluation of the robustness of the research conducted by those delivering the programme to
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Table 5.3
Formative Evaluation: Research Components
Source of research

Nature of the study

Research strategy involved

Queen’s University
Belfast, School of
Education (part-funded
by the Economic
and Social Research
Council and Atlantic
Philanthropies)

Online survey of head
teachers, face-to-face
questionnaires with pupils
and in-depth case studies
of schools involved in
collaborative activities

Mixed methods
approach—interviews
with teachers, classroom
observations, and survey
work with teachers and
participating pupils:
interpretivist and positivist

Schools participating
in Sharing Education
Programme

Views of school principals Qualitative, inductive and
and teachers involved
interpretive
in delivering shared
education programme
alongside opinions of
school governors and
parents

Popular press

Editorials, opinion pieces
and letters to a range
of local and regional
newspapers

Informed popular opinion
and public reactions to
SEP

Hansard/Official Report

Debates, motions or
parliamentary questions
in Northern Ireland
Assembly on shared/
integrated education

Secondary research
drawing on existing
studies supplemented by
party-political opinions.
Witnesses called to give
evidence to statutory
education committee on
the implementation of SEP

Source: Author.

assess its formative impact. Research in and on VDS poses particular
problems here around reliability, replication and validity. For example, in
the case study under consideration, the measures used to assess whether
shared education changed the attitudes and behaviour of pupils to the
other community may be unstable over time. There can be problems
of internal reliability in attitudinal scale items used in the questionnaire
administered within intervention and control schools. One important
component of the research activities associated with the implementation
of the intervention involved observations within schools conducted by a
number of researchers. This can give rise to inter-observer consistency
as to how these observations can be categorised and analysed. Because
of the context of VDS, it will be difficult or impossible to replicate the
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findings across space and time, not least in a school setting where data
are gathered from a cohort of pupils who move through the school system. Linked to the concept of reliability is the issue of measurement
validity. How can we be sure that the measurements involved in testing
tolerance towards the other community in the case study here capture
that complex concept? Moreover, can we be sure that the intervention
of shared education was causally linked to greater tolerance amongst
young people who participated in these programmes—the whole issue of
internal validity. The evaluator of the research activities associated with
programme delivery must therefore exercise an explicit role in judging
the quality of research8 being evaluated. This is more important in VDS
because of the contested nature of interventions normally associated
with ameliorating the source of the division.

Role of Evaluator in Judging Research
If one accepts that researchers bring personal values and bias to the process of social research, then it is incumbent on the evaluator to consider
the source/nature of research and the motivation of the researchers who
produce the knowledge that eventually finds its way into the programme
design. In VDS, this is particularly important because those issues which
are the basis of division (ethnicity, religion, language, national identity,
etc.) will attract the attention of different researchers with values which
reflect their own biases and are likely to straddle the division(s) in question. In the case example in this chapter, for example, the Integrated
Education Fund (IEF) commissioned research entitled Developing the
Case for Shared Education whose objective was ‘to assess the availability of information required to properly understand the fiscal implications
(costs and savings) of alternative budget scenarios and a move towards a
more shared education delivery system’ (Oxford Economics, 2010, p. 2).
In the assessment of this evaluator, it was clear from the title and the
objectives of the study that emergent research would favour shared education. Equally notable, the funders of the SEP have organisational values which favour a more integrated society in Northern Ireland.9 The
mission statement of International Fund for Ireland (IFI) (2010) is to
‘tackle the underlying causes of sectarianism and violence and to build
reconciliation between people and within and between communities
throughout the island of Ireland’. This is an explicit articulation of what
the organisation aims to achieve. An evaluator is, therefore, clear about
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the values and normative orientation of the interventions funded from
this source. Such value orientations can have implications through the
evaluative process, from the choice of the evaluation questions, through
to the design of the evaluation and the analysis and interpretation of data.
Does this imply that an evaluator should possess substantive specialist expertise in the field being evaluated and an intimate knowledge
of the context and stakeholders? If so, then the generalist evaluator
becomes obsolete. Equally, should an evaluator have some affinity with
the funders’ values? What, for example, are the implications if the evidence suggests that shared education actually divides communities and
increases violence? These questions are related to a discussion on the
independence of the evaluator: Is a generalist evaluator more likely to
be independent than a specialist evaluator when making judgement on
the programme rationale? This is a question which has received attention in the evaluation literature. Michael Scriven (1996), for example, is
unequivocal in his views that the evaluator must be completely independent when making judgements within an evaluation and guard against
being incorporated as an advocate of the programme they are evaluating.
Patton (2008, pp. 500–501), on the other hand, adopts an alternative position which includes two different roles for the evaluator:
(a) the evaluator as a facilitator who ‘facilitates others’ interpretation,
judgements and recommendations’ and (b) the evaluator who renders
their own interpretation ‘either separately of as part of the interactive
process’. The evaluator can move back and forth between these roles
in the active-reactive-interactive-adaptive model of utilisation-focused
evaluation pioneered by Patton. Although this polemical strand in the
literature is interesting, it offers limited normative guidance on whether
the theory of change and assessing formative research findings are best
evaluated by a specialist or generalist evaluator—except to imply that
the former may be less likely to adopt an ‘evaluator-facilitator’ role
given their knowledge of ‘what works’.
One of the simplest approaches to evaluation is the linear model:
inputs  processes  outputs  outcomes (with this last element being
seen as the ultimate rationale for a programme of activities). In most
traditional or mainstream approaches to evaluation, the determination of
whether an outcome has been achieved, involves the evaluator simply
tracing a line from the goals, as originally specified in the log frame
analysis, to programme outcome measures.10 If the evidence based on
the outcome measures supports the attainment of programme goals, then
intervention is deemed successful (Dahler-Larsen, 2005). The generalist
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evaluator requires good research skills to gather and interrogate data
consistent with this approach, rather than a specialist knowledge of
the substantive topic of the evaluation. On the other hand, VDS are a
very different evaluation milieu where the normal processes of data
gathering, analysis and interpretation may be less than straightforward.
Interventions in these contexts may often be funded by external and
well-intentioned donors (as is the case in the case study in this chapter)
who require a specialist evaluator capable of both dealing with the challenges of working within a violent context and applying their particular
research expertise to an assessment of the quality of the intervention.

The Influence of Research
As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the defining role of
any evaluator is to assess the impact of a selected intervention. It is,
therefore, necessary to consider what contribution research may have on
the impact of an initiative; and, in the context of the focus of the current
book, what difference the VDS context has for evaluation (if any)? It is
here that the attribution dilemma (that the achievement of an outcome
can be directly and solely attributed to a single intervention) and counterfactual evaluative logic become even more salient—not least because
there is limited evidence of what works.
There are other dilemmas for the evaluator of research. The evaluation may uncover robust and compelling research, but find that it has
been poorly used within the intervention (or that it may not have been
used). In the case study example in this chapter, advocacy skills in promoting social change in Northern Ireland are still underdeveloped. This
is because, until recently, locally elected representatives had limited public policy leverage. During direct rule from Westminster (1972–1999,
save for a short interlude), British Ministers and unelected civil servants
made the major policy decisions (Knox, 2010b). Although powers were
devolved to the Northern Ireland Assembly in 1999, this arrangement
was highly unstable until 2007 when a mandatory power sharing coalition was established. Hence, although a robust body of research may
exist, the distance from research production to research uptake may be
considerable. Convincing policy-makers and ultimately, effecting social
change, requires a different and broader skill set. The consideration
of how knowledge production is linked to policy formulation raises a
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question of the extent to which/whether the impact of an intervention is
necessarily informed by evidence or research.
This chapter discusses an intervention in a highly segmented system of education aimed at promoting greater sharing and collaboration
between schools from different community backgrounds. The ultimate
test of the programme’s effectiveness is whether there are better education outcomes for pupils and, more generally, whether strong positive
reconciliation effects have resulted. This suggests changes at the system
level which require politicians to endorse a fundamental change in the
way in which schools are structured, funded and operated. In October
2010, the First Minister created significant political momentum for
change when he described the education system in Northern Ireland as
a ‘benign form of apartheid which is fundamentally damaging to our
society’, and argued for a carefully planned and ‘staged process of integration’ (Robinson, 2010, p. 1). This statement came on the back of comments by the Secretary of State for Northern Ireland telling Conservative
Party members that the British taxpayer should not have to foot the bill
for a system of parallel schools. He argued that separate schooling ‘is
a criminal waste of public money. We cannot go on bearing the cost of
segregation and I don’t see why the British taxpayer should go on subsidising segregation’ (Paterson, 2010, p. 4).
These two important statements by the Secretary of State and the
First Minister opened the door for a political debate on the topic. On
22 November 2010, the Northern Ireland Assembly debated (under
Private Members’ business) the topic of integrated and shared education
and as a result of the debate passed the following motion:
This Assembly…believes that the current system of education is
unsustainable, recognises the economic, educational and social benefits that can come from integrated and shared education; and calls on
the Minister of Education to actively promote a system of integrated
and shared education throughout Northern Ireland. (Hansard, Official
Report, 2010)

During the debate in the Assembly, reference was made by several
MLAs to the SEP as a successful model of sharing which should be considered by the Minister and her Department of Education.
The previous discussion highlights the critical importance of context when considering the influence of research. The political context
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of Northern Ireland and other VDS is such that all policy interventions
could be viewed as zero-sum. For example, an increase in integrated or
shared education can be interpreted as an attack on the Catholic faithschool tradition. The evaluator needs to be acutely aware when conducting evaluations that their findings will be viewed within this win/lose
framework. There is a risk that the evaluator can become personally
associated as an exponent or critic of the central intention of any intervention. As an evaluator from a Catholic community background, this
evaluation presented some moral struggles for the author: Could I be sufficiently dispassionate when evaluating a programme which espouses a
more integrated or shared schooling sector when I myself had been educated in a system which promoted the Catholic school ethos? Of no less
importance is the question of whether the evaluation stakeholders would
perceive me as sufficiently dispassionate. On a more general political
level, this type of education programme challenges the huge influence
which the churches (Catholic and Protestant) have historically exerted
on the school system in Northern Ireland.
All of this suggests that programme evaluation, in a setting like
Northern Ireland, is extremely bounded by context and is wrapped in
multiple layers of historical, social, political, cultural and religious complexity. In fact, context mattered enormously in this case study because
of the changing political and education policy environment. Key political antagonists (the Democratic Unionist Party [DUP] and Sinn Féin)11
had reached political accommodation to share power in a devolved government and were looking for policy areas in which they could achieve
consensus. A reduction in public sector spending had become a key economic priority for the UK Government, one element of which was a
significant cut to block grant assistance to Northern Ireland. The school
population was in decline, there was an over-supply of school estate, and
the system of parallel education provision (Controlled and Maintained
schools) could no longer be sustained. In addition, the Catholic Church
had been suffering from bitter criticism over the role its senior clerics had played in concealing child abuse by priests and, as a result, the
whole idea of a distinctive Catholic school ethos was coming under scrutiny. This confluence of events offered a more receptive political and
public policy context for, at the very least, new ideas of how education
could be delivered. In short, single identity education provision was ripe
for reform.
The key question for the evaluator is whether the intervention in
shared education had simply caught the wider political tide or whether
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it was instrumental in creating it. Not surprisingly, politicians in the
Assembly debate described earlier were not particularly interested in the
detail of the research evidence but rather that the evidence bases were
available and broadly supportive of shared education. It seems reasonable to suggest that the wider political environment which led to a consociational model of power sharing created a context in which bold policy
interventions could flourish. Was the evidence from the evaluation of the
shared education intervention simply waiting for political endorsement
or was the emerging political commitment awaiting empirical support?
It is difficult to assess the direction of association or indeed whether
such a simple relationship exists exclusively between these two factors
or variables. Collaboration between schools may have more to do with
the retrenchment in public expenditure on education and the excess of
school places (empty desks) rather than any cross-community or reconciliation motives. This evaluator had the difficult task of assessing the
influence that research might have in the context of significant political momentum for change in the way in which education is delivered.
The evaluator also accepted that research is but one component within
multiple activities which comprise the SEP and recognises that social
change is influenced in many different ways through advocacy,
media campaigns, opportunism, political support, random events, etc.
Importantly, research can often be far down the results chain and its
direct association with the aspiration of a reconciled community in
Northern Ireland seems tenuous. We summarise the key elements of the
narrative in Table 5.4.

Conclusions
What are the challenges confronting an evaluator when tasked with
evaluating research in a VDS? It is precisely because of the contested
nature of the interventions being evaluated in divided societies that there
is a particular need for reflexivity on the part of the evaluator. This will
demand a number of things. The evaluator should, as a matter of course,
self-consciously articulate their own values and biases. The author of this
chapter is from a Catholic community background, attended a single sex
Catholic voluntary grammar school in Northern Ireland, sent his children
to a mixed gender State (Protestant) grammar school and has conducted
research which espouses a more integrated society in Northern Ireland.
This should be made clear in any evaluation.
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Table 5.4
Evaluating Research in Programme Evaluation

Evaluating theory
of change
Role of evaluator
in questioning
theory of change:
•

Shared
schooling
‘Mix and fix’
approach
Separate
but equal
communities

Evaluating formative
research on
programme delivery/
impact
Evaluator makes
an assessment of
formative research
evidence based on
the following:

Role of evaluator
in judging
research
Transparency
around values
and biases of
programme
commissioning
body

Choice of research
strategies: deductive, Generalist
inductive
or specialist
•
evaluator?
Choice of research
Independence
design: quasiof evaluator—
experimental,
Validate
openness in
qualitative
programme
personal values
design from
Robustness of the
and biases
secondary
research—reliability,
research evidence replication and
validity
•

Influence of
research on
programme
impact
‘Weight’ of
research relative to
other programme
inputs
Importance of
political context
and endorsement
Relationship
between research
and policy
change. Direction
of association—is
policy change
evidence
informed?

Source: Author.

Beyond self-reflection, and because of the contested nature of
interventions in VDS, the evaluator should also indicate explicitly their
research values, and the particular research traditions to which s/he subscribes. The author of this chapter has a predisposition for quantitative
methods, deductive research and favours positivism. Such reflexivity,
by stripping bare the essential values and biases of the evaluator, will
also make clear their starting point in an evaluation. This is particularly
important because of the evaluator’s role in interrogating the theory of
change in most evaluations. Even where an intervention is based on the
hunch or intuition of programme designers working in the field, the role
of the evaluator is to take this as the starting point and to interrogate it,
as part of the making explicit of an unstated or unformulated theory of
change. To do otherwise would be to bring a normative stance to policy
evaluation which simply reinforces the values and biases of the evaluator. In the circumstances of already contested interventions in VDS, this
simply limits the scope for evaluation and supports the notion that we are
unclear about what works in peacebuilding.
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If, as argued, it is the role of evaluators to interrogate the theory
of change which underpins an intervention, they also have a role in
judging the robustness of the research which seeks to operationalise it.
Notwithstanding the difficulties within the context and field of enquiry
(VDS), the evaluator should not accept lower standards of research.
Perennial research issues of measurement, replication, causality and the
counterfactual, for example, are challenging whatever the field of evaluation. The fact that these are more demanding in VDS should not be a
reason to lower the standards of research. Indeed, this is an opportunity
to be imaginative and creative about ways in which measurement issues
might be improved. In fact, the role of the evaluator should be to press
for higher standards of research precisely because evaluation stakeholders are often highly sceptical about evaluation and equally critical of
judging what works in these societies. The evaluator can play an important role in judging the quality of research conducted by those delivering programmes and aimed at making a formative assessment of impact
and checking against delivery targets. Their role is to interrogate this
research which may influence programme delivery in the first instance
but ultimately contributes to better programme impacts.
A key challenge for the evaluator is to assess the weight ascribed
to research as one amongst several inputs in any intervention process.
If research is a key component, then it drives the process of evaluation,
and may demand someone with specialist expertise in the intervention.
Such a high degree of specialisation might: be difficult to justify, push
up the costs of evaluation and reduce the pool of specialist evaluators.
What is clear, however, in evaluating research in VDS is that, because
the interventions are often about those issues which are the source of
the division, there is a need to strive for the highest levels of transparency in the evaluation process. To summarise, this should include: listing the nature, source and funding for the research, articulating personal
values and biases on the part of researchers and evaluators and a clear
articulation of the contested political context in which the intervention
takes place. In short, there should be greater and transparent interaction
between research and evaluation.

Notes
1. Definitions of Catholic and Protestant (McGarry and O’Leary, 1995, pp. 508–509):
Catholic is a short-hand expression for a believer in the doctrines of the Holy Roman
Catholic and Apostolic Church; it is a synonym for an Irish nationalist. Protestant is
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a short-hand expression for somebody who is a believer in the doctrines of one of
the many Protestant (including Presbyterian) churches in Northern Ireland; it is not a
synonym for a unionist, although most Protestants are unionists; cultural Protestants
are those who have Protestant religious backgrounds.
The Northern Ireland Education system is highly segregated along religious lines
denoted by various school management types as follows: Controlled schools (mainly
attended by Protestants) are managed by the Education and Library Boards through
the Boards of Governors which comprise representatives of transferors (Protestant
churches), parents, teachers and the education and library boards. Voluntary
(maintained) schools are managed by the Boards of Governors which comprise
representatives of trustees (Catholic churches), parents, teachers and the Education
and Library Boards. Responsibility for Catholic maintained schools rests with the
statutory body, the Council for Catholic Maintained Schools (CCMS). Voluntary
(non-maintained) schools are mainly voluntary grammar schools managed by the
Boards of Governors and represented by a cross-community umbrella organisation
the Governing Bodies Association (GBA).
Integrated schools are schools which include pupils from both the Protestant and
Catholic communities. The Department of Education accepts a balance of 70:30 (with
30 per cent coming from whichever is the smaller religious group in the area) as the
minimum required for a new school to be recognised as integrated. There are also a
number of Irish Medium schools (mostly in the primary sector) where children are
taught through the medium of the Irish language. These are managed by the Boards
of Governors and supported by Comhairle na Gaelscolaiochta (CnaG).
In the Northern Ireland Life and Times Survey 2010, some 86 per cent of respondents
said they would like to see ‘a bit more’ or ‘much more’ mixing in primary schools;
and 85 per cent said they would like to see ‘a bit more’ or ‘much more’ mixing in post
primary schools. The survey is based on a systematic random sample involving 1205
face-to-face interviews with adults 18 years or over.
Atlantic Philanthropies is a philanthropic organisation funded by American Charles
Feeney which aims to bring about lasting changes in the lives of disadvantaged and
vulnerable people. For more details on the work of Atlantic Philanthropies, see John
A. Healy and John R. Healy, Chapter 8.
The International Fund for Ireland was established as an independent international
organisation by the British and Irish Governments in 1986. With contributions from
the United States of America, the European Union, Canada, Australia and New
Zealand, the total resources committed to the Fund to date amount to £628m/€753m,
funding over 5,800 projects across the island of Ireland.
The specialist school programme was initiated by the UK government to encourage
schools to specialise in certain sub-fields of the curriculum, such as technology, sports,
music, mathematics and computing, and so on. Schools were required to raise funds
from the private sector, to qualify for further public funding. Responses to the scheme
were divided between those who argued that it reinforced a two-tier schools system,
and those who argued that it forms part of a drive to raise educational standards.
PIEE is the Primary Integrating/Enriching Education Project.
Research quality is understood as research that is methodologically sound,
scientifically valid and evidence-based.
See John A. Healy and John R. Healy, Chapter 8, for more details on the work and
organisational values of Atlantic Philanthropies.
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10. Goal-free evaluation is an exception to this practice. Goal free evaluation focuses on
the actual outcomes rather than the intended outcomes of a programme. The evaluator
has limited contact with the programme stakeholders and is unaware of the programme’s stated goals and objectives. In the absence of this information, the evaluator focuses on looking for the effects of the programme, including any side effects.
11. The DUP or Democratic Ulster Party, shares power with Sinn Fein, the Republican
political party, in a formal power-sharing arrangement in the Northern Ireland
Assembly. The First Minister and Deputy First Minister are equal in constitutional
status and are drawn from the respective political parties.
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6
Evaluation of the Influence
of Research on Policy and
Practice in a Post-conflict
Society
HIV/AIDS Research in South
Africa
Kevin Kelly

T

he current chapter develops a case study of the influence of HIV/
AIDS research in contemporary South Africa. While its central
empirical reference is an evaluation of a research funding programme, its scope examines the political, economic and social environment within which research is undertaken. The HIV/AIDS research and
policy terrain in South Africa has, in many respects, been a symbolic battleground where post-colonial economic, political and social discourses
have played out at the national and international level. This makes it a
particularly interesting field in which to evaluate research impact. The
chapter begins with a brief introduction to the case of South Africa,
before moving into an examination of the ambivalent use of HIV/AIDS
research in prevention policy in southern Africa—in particular, South
African President Mbeki’s vehement rejection of antiretroviral therapy
(ART) in the face of overwhelming scientific evidence. The chapter then
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turns its attention to an evaluation of a seven-year grant programme for
HIV/AIDS research in South Africa which sought to assess the influence
of HIV/AIDS research on policy and practice from 2002 to 2009.1

Introduction
The case of South Africa is a good fit for this book. It is the epitome
of a violently divided society (VDS). From early colonial times to the
era of apartheid, South African policies and laws enforced geographic,
economic, associative and even reproductive divisions. The apartheid
system allocated resources and opportunities in ways that entrenched
division—these were sustained violently through political, social and
security structures designed to maintain racist socioeconomic privilege
and political domination.
However, since the collapse of apartheid in the mid-1990s, South
Africa has attempted to radically reconstruct the legal and policy foundation of the relationship between state and society. Nonetheless, many
policy areas are far from settled, for example, land reform and ownership
of natural resources. Despite the new political dispensation, racial and
economic divisions persist, held in place by structural forces that have
been slow to yield to new policy and socioeconomic initiatives.
In South Africa, and most other societies emerging from violent
conflict, efforts to move towards more democratic futures open up virtually all areas of policy to critical review and possible overhaul. Such
momentous political changes create significant pressure to rapidly
achieve commensurate social changes. Under normal (i.e., non-postconflict) conditions, it is reasonable to expect processes of research and
evaluation to feed into a gradual process of policy development and
change. In South Africa, however, the speed and scale with which many
new policies and implementation strategies were adopted, bypassed processes of research and evaluation that might be more evident in societies
where the pace and scale of change were more delimited and gradual.
Societal and political pressures are driving policy changes, in many
cases, faster than they can be informed by research and evaluation—
although South Africa possesses relatively strong research institutions
for a developing country, and is fairly hospitable to the idea that research
must be used to influence policy. Yet in South Africa there have been
some dramatic turns in a number of areas which had purportedly been
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well researched, most notably education policy. In other areas, efforts to
guide policy through research have been a dismal failure, including land
reform and HIV/AIDS policy.

The Use of Evidence in HIV/AIDS Programme
Development in Southern Africa
Before turning our attention to the specific case study which constitutes the core of this chapter, it is necessary to get a sense of how HIV/
AIDS research in Southern Africa has been undertaken, and evidence
employed. There have been a number of efforts to assess the impact
of AIDS research in Africa through bibliometric and infometric studies. These have focused largely on peer-reviewed journal articles whose
influence is measured through metrics such as the volume of published articles, publication type and date, institutional affiliation, size
of publication, gender, levels of citation, degrees of collaboration and,
to a limited extent, the content of co-occurrence of topics in research
publications (Onyancha, 2006; Onyancha and Ocholla, 2004, 2009).
While these particular assessments may provide a sense of the impact of
research on research, they offer very little insight into how HIV/AIDS
research may affect the development and implementation of programmes
and policy. The discussion below examines a number of evaluations that
were focused specifically on the impacts of HIV research on HIV/AIDS
programming and policy.
In 2005, Swaziland was the country with highest HIV prevalence in
the world; with over 43 per cent of pregnant women testing HIV positive
(WHO, 2005). The first phase of the study entailed building a bibliographic database of all research conducted on HIV/AIDS in Swaziland.
This amounted to 290 research reports and articles. Despite this research
base, it was found that those working on the ground in Swaziland did
not generally have access to, or even knowledge of, much of this work.
There were a number of reasons for the low levels of research use: there
was no national repository of research, key journals were not subscribed
to, opportunities for access to research resources were not known or pursued and new research studies were often not cross-referenced in other
relevant research. These factors led to significant unmet research needs,
as noted in the national strategic plan for HIV/AIDS and in the national
monitoring and evaluation roadmap.
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The challenges of developing and employing evidence-based
approaches rooted in robust research are daunting in many countries in
the region. This is made more difficult by the fact that HIV response
requires cultural specificity and relevance, and what works in one context may not be effective in another. It is common to hear statements
like these: ‘The information campaigns are not working, mainly because
they are not tailored to our diversity. They do not speak to us. They are
not friendly. And they do not also focus on our different cultures, our
different sexual diversity or different sexual orientation, our different
gender, and that is pretty basic for these campaigns to have success’
(Fadul, 2008, p. 1).
It is also notable that ‘Reductions in HIV transmission in entire
countries or regions or in specific risk groups inevitably result from a
complex combination of strategies and several risk-reduction options
with strong leadership and community engagement that is sustained over
a long time’ (Coates et al., 2008, p. 670). This means that the adoption
of only one element of a multi-pronged strategy may prove quite unsuccessful when applied in isolation elsewhere.
From an evaluative perspective, it is a big challenge to delineate the
unique impact of a particular research intervention. This is particularly
so in environments which are saturated with: research on multi-component interventions; numerous, independent, separate interventions and
trace effects of past interventions. Such environments are characterised
by a degree of equivocacy about what works and what does not work.
Methodological challenges abound: distinguishing the marginal effects
of new interventions, establishing comparable control groups and the
vagaries of determining the motivations for changes in individual behaviours (Padian et al., 2008).
Clearly, there are formidable challenges in any attempt to take stock
of the prevention programme environment at a country level; and to
understand how this environment affects the efficacy of interventions.
Nonetheless, there have been some notable successes, most recently
in Zimbabwe (Gregson et al., 2011; Halperin et al., 2011). However in
that case, as well as in the earlier and much feted case of Uganda, the
evaluative role played by research was to explain the observed changes
understood to indicate the success of past interventions. The focus was
not (as it is in this chapter) on the impact of research in shaping or scaling up programmes or in building on successes. Beyond the exceptional
cases of Uganda and Zimbabwe, investments in HIV/AIDS programmes
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are characterised as follows: ‘The largest investments in AIDS prevention targeted to the general population are being made in interventions
where the evidence for large-scale impact is uncertain’ (Potts et al.,
2008, p. 279).
One illustration of Potts et al.’s conclusion is the all-out campaign
currently underway in South Africa to test people for HIV. While this is
being described as a prevention activity in AIDS response plans, there
is, in fact, little evidence to suggest that when an HIV-negative person
discovers their status that he or she will be motivated to practice prevention. Stated bluntly, the output of an HIV test is not a prevention
response—although it is an important part of a combination of responses
required for various programme outputs to affect prevention outcomes
and to reduce HIV incidence.
Every year, more than $10 billion of international aid is allocated
to AIDS. And, after 20 years of intensive HIV/AIDS work, there is an
understandable sense of exasperation at the limited success in rolling
back HIV infections. To this day, for every two people starting antiretroviral therapy (ART), five others are being infected. Growing concern about the shortfall in AIDS funding, and about competing funding
priorities, have animated a new call to follow the evidence. Despite the
enthusiasm behind this renewed call, there is an under-appreciation that
the undergirding of prevention efforts over the years has been an amalgam of science, untested assumptions and competing belief systems.
The call for evidence-based health development has been a refrain
in the international health field over many years. Numerous initiatives
have sought to promote the translation of research into policy and practice (TRIPP) and [get] research into policy and practice (GRIPP). The
most recent initiatives in the HIV/AIDS field have been attempts to promote responses based on better knowledge of country epidemics (know
your epidemic) and on better understanding of responses (know your
responses). These are undoubtedly important initiatives that have already
led to the implementation of relevant research findings—for example,
new understandings of the discrepancies between where resources are
going and where new infections are occurring.
It is arguable whether we are in the throes of a new game, but it
remains to be explained why research has not been more deliberately used
in shaping AIDS responses. A simple explanation is that the research has
not been compelling or strong enough. This explanation is illustrated by
the case of research on male medical circumcision. Evidence has accumulated over the last 20 years that male circumcision (MC) reduces the
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risk of men acquiring sexually transmitted HIV (Siegfried et al., 2005).
But for such evidence to acquire the power of proof, a series of three randomised control trials (RCTs) was undertaken (Bailey et al., 2008) using
medical circumcision on the treatment group to motivate the introduction of male circumcision as a surgical intervention in HIV prevention.
The perceived strength of this evidence led to rapid policy formulation
and adoption of implementation strategies in many African countries.
This exception aside, the translation of research into policy and
practice has been inefficient and not always appropriate to the urgent
need to curb HIV infections. For example, as far back as 1997, the
science of infection was well understood, along with compelling evidence for a focus on concurrent partnerships as a driving force of the
epidemic (Morris and Kretzschmar, 1997). But only in the last two to
three years—with not much new evidence to support the idea—did this
prevention avenue begin to appear as a main—if not the main—focus of
HIV prevention in sub-Saharan Africa.
This raises questions about why research is not utilised, why evidence may be overlooked and why programmes have been supported for
years with little supportive evidence. In trying to understand why this
is the case, it is worth noting that social science research has tended to
be trailed along behind the medical sciences in the HIV/AIDS research.
That is, it has followed, not led, the way. It has been used at critical junctures to enrich discussions introduced by the medical sciences, and often
to justify predetermined paths of action. However, if we can harness
social science research in the current chapter, we are better positioned to
examine what else drives decision-making about HIV/AIDS responses.

Politics and Ideology at Play in AIDS Response
Pisani’s book The Wisdom of Whores: Bureaucrats, Brothels, and the
Business of AIDS (2008) shows how politics, money and ideology have
taken centre stage in the multi-billion dollar AIDS industry. The author
describes her own experience working as a UN epidemiologist at the
centre of this industry, showing how these prerogatives have in some
instances set aside or skewed evidence as a basis for priority setting and
programme support.
The book should come as no surprise. The role of ideology has been
evident throughout the history of AIDS. There are many examples where
values and ideological persuasions have conflicted with the exigencies
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of HIV prevention. This includes the US government’s AIDS response
programme in hyper-epidemic countries, which, for some years, focused
on a narrow band of behavioural interventions, while denying funds to
programmes and agencies which supported sex workers or the termination of pregnancy. This resulted in the marginalisation of many programmes working in areas that are essential for HIV prevention. For
example, seasoned and effective organisations working in reproductive
health were precluded from US government support because of their
policy on pregnancy termination, thereby weakening efforts to prevent
mother-to-child transmission of HIV.
But perhaps the most notorious failure to follow the lead of evidence
was in South Africa, where the government delayed the implementation
of ART. The struggle for ART in South Africa is an extreme case of the
battle between scientific evidence and other, non-scientific, influences
on policy formation and implementation. The result was, depending on
your perspective, either the delaying or denying of life-saving treatment.
Scientific evidence was effectively ignored in policy-making for a number of years.
A body of research evidence had been amassed to support the global
roll-out of ART. However, to the bewilderment of the world, then-South
African State President Mbeki strenuously argued the case against ART,
challenging or discounting a considerable body of scientific evidence for
its safety and efficacy. For the government to sustain its policy of inaction on ART, it is ‘first of all required victory in a battle between fiction
and fact. To perpetuate a fiction, Mbeki and his allies needed to withhold
and dispute evidence about the impact of AIDS on the South African
population’ (Heywood 2010, p. 15). This was achieved in part through
denying access to information and through interfering with and delaying
the publication of scientific reports on adult mortality (Nattrass, 2007).
Mbeki also convened a panel of experts which included international
figures known for the belief that it was treatment rather than HIV that
was killing people. Latent cultural narratives about the Western origins
of HIV conferred a degree of political and popular support to Mbeki’s
position. One legacy of this episode is that specious debates about the
aetiology of AIDS and methods of treatment were a subject of vigorous
popular debate for years afterwards.
Civil society lobbied vigorously against the government’s position, including a constitutional challenge in the courts. Eventually
such advocacy coerced the government to make ART a priority health
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service concern. In human terms, however, it is estimated that government delay resulted in over 330,000 deaths, that might otherwise have
been averted (Chigwedere et al., 2008).The Mbeki AIDS story has been
widely written about and there is a range of interpretations (Feinstein,
2007; Gevisser, 2007; Gumede, 2005; Kenyon, 2008) about what lay
behind his denial of the connection between HIV and AIDS and then
his attempts to refute the efficacy of ART. Whatever Mbeki’s motives
were, it is apparent that his ideas were allowed to hold sway for a few
years with deadly consequences. A full understanding of this episode,
however, requires us to look beyond the role of a single policy-maker,
even when the policy-maker is the president. Equally important is the
need to understand the context within which Mbeki was operating. What
was the environment of HIV/AIDS policy formulation and the prevailing
culture of evidence-based policy development? And, how did this affect
the nature and duration of the situation? One answer, explored in greater
detail later, is that a culture of using science and evidence—supported by
social, political and economic institutions—was meagre in South Africa.
This absence, as much as the role of Mbeki, created an environment ripe
for policy-based evidence making (Boden and Epstein, 2006) as opposed
to evidence-based policy-making.
The next section of this chapter turns its attention to an evaluation
of an AIDS research grant programme to demonstrate how the processes
of translating evidence into policies and practices require a range of preconditions. While such conditions are absent in South Africa, they are
present in societies with long histories of social policy debate within
environments of relative stability, where institutions and processes associated with research to policy transitions have become regularised and
are managed in ways that allows research to have due influence.

Case Study: Evaluation of an HIV/AIDS
Research Grant-making Programme
In this section, we move from a broad discussion of HIV research and
policy in South Africa to a specific case of an evaluation of a specific
HIV/AIDS research grant-making programme. The seven-year programme was funded by a philanthropic organisation, which sought to
support research which identified the social impacts of HIV/AIDS and
explored ways of mitigating them. It funded a range of organisations,
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from a national statutory research council to small NGOs. Up to that
point in time, not much attention had been paid to this area of research in
South Africa. Thus, an evaluation study was commissioned by the funder
with the aim of identifying and understanding the intended impacts of
the research funding programme.
At the inception of the programme in 2002, it was well known that
there was a critical lack of empirical research documenting the social
impacts of HIV/AIDS in South Africa. Reliable data were needed in
strategic areas which could be understood and used by policy-makers,
government leaders and those setting policy and programming priorities. It was recognised that this would involve a twofold process of first
developing a research agenda and building the capacity of key institutions to conduct this research; and then, supporting policy and practices
that optimised social impact. The latter task was relatively a new territory. While the programme sought to optimise the social impact of HIV/
AIDS research, there was no clear or predetermined strategy to increase
the likelihood of this occurring. It was hoped that researchers would be
in a position to take their findings into domains of policy and practice.
The programme consisted of four areas: democracy and governance, sustainable development, peace and security and basic education and vulnerable children. Forty-five research grants were provided
to 24 grantee organisations, including NGOs, university research units
and statutory research organisations. Since the evaluation sought to
assess and understand the impact of the research grant programme on
policy and practice processes, it needed to document how the policy and
practice environment had changed as a result of project activities and
outputs. As part of the evaluation, a number of standard output and outcome level indicators were developed, and information was gathered to
populate them. These included, for example, the proportion of projects
achieving their planned research outputs, the number of policy briefs
and peer-reviewed publications produced, the percentage of organisations that completed their research, reported their findings to stakeholders and continued their involvement with the research team in the
field, and the proportion of projects showing evidence of continuing or
likely future work in the field. The source of evidence for the evaluation included: interviews with funders, research programme records and
outputs, interviews with research teams and sectoral experts, interviews
with partners and beneficiaries, literature reviews and finally, interviews
with policy-makers.
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At the level of outcomes, the grant programme achieved some notable successes in meeting its aims. These included:
• production of the first generation of research on HIV/AIDS and political
processes, which led directly to significant additional support on the part
of international bilateral and multilateral donors for programme work in
this area;
• development of a caring schools concept, which led to the formation of
regional and national networks of organisations working in this area;
• completion of seminal work promoting a human-settlements approach
to HIV/AIDS, and creation of a national forum on local government and
HIV/AIDS;
• new thinking about how to measure rural livelihoods and improved indicators and measures in this area and
• the focusing of national and regional attention on the need for HIV/
AIDS programmes in armed and peacekeeping forces.

But beyond these achievements, it was apparent from interviews with
stakeholders that there was much more to be learned and harvested from
the research projects funded through the programme. However, the
positive impacts were not tied directly to research results or evidencegeneration, so much as to the research processes themselves. It became
apparent that, independent of research outputs, the research process itself
(i.e., the formulation and conduct of research projects) can have significant effects for organisations unaccustomed to conducting research, in
relatively new research environments. It was decided that these should
be captured as indirect, if not always intended, consequences of the funding programme. This led to the development of the working understanding of research influence in the evaluation as follows: ‘the influence of
research processes and products is often indirect, non-tangible, occurs
over time, interacts with a dynamic political and policy-making context,
and is variously influenced by formal and informal communication processes’. The broad scope of this understanding needed to be reflected in
the scope of the evaluation. Thus, five-point progress marker scales were
developed to grade policy and practice outcomes flowing from research
processes at four stages:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Assessment of research environment/planning/engagement
Research implementation
Research dissemination and advocacy
Use of research products
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This framework helped to tease out some of the less evident successes
of the funding programme, and to illustrate how and why the research
made a difference.

Obstacles on Knowledge to Action Pathways
Despite these achievements, and as discussed further, the programme
was, in some respects, barely successful. The most notable reasons for
poor performance of some grantees were: failure to develop utilisation
constituencies; poor understanding of policy and planning cycles and
processes; and lack of preparation and capacity for actively promoting
findings beyond the publication of reports. Some grantees assumed that
their research would realise social returns simply by being placed in the
public domain. It was evident that the environment in which the research
was conducted was constricted and controlled by social and political
forces affecting the access to, and impact of, research—including the
need for official authorisation of research, gate-keeping and the usual
tensions and suspicion around research on socially and politically important topics.
Adding to the challenges of evaluation was the fact that the policy
environment was not well defined. It was found to be unpredictable
and unaccommodating to researchers. The wide range of actors and the
complex dynamics of their interrelationships made it difficult to discern
policy influences.
It was also evident that most researchers and research organisations
did not have the skills, capacity or interest to activate their research products on a larger stage, despite having generated findings with relevance
to policy and practice. In many instances, policy change occurs through
the work of coalitions and networks of like-minded groups who pursue a
common strategy over time (Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith, 2003; Sabatier,
1988)—yet many research institutions were not adequately engaged
with such coalitions. They were often not attuned to the dynamics of
policy-making, or the processes through which policies are translated
into practices.
The likelihood of achieving the desired outcomes was further hindered where institutions lacked oversight committees for approving
research or for engaging with findings. In some cases, researchers found
that the focus and timing of their research was out of step with their current priorities and development processes.
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The Overseas Development Institute (ODI) (2004) points to three
overlapping sets of factors at play in such situations—political context,
evidence and links between policy and research communities—in addition to the broader external environment.
Figure 6.1 identifies the three spheres of activity that influence
the efficacy and impact of research. More specifically, it highlights
the importance of the intersection of these spheres. It is possible that a
research intervention may generate a number of research outputs, but that
they do not influence advocacy, media or politics and policy-making.
That is, the research outputs do not travel from the Evidence sphere to
the Links or Political Context sphere. Such research outcomes are condemned to inconsequentiality or, at best, weak societal influence through
academic citations or some pallid form of knowledge creep. However, to
the extent that the research moves from the Evidence sphere into the vectors of intersection with the Political Context or Links spheres, then its
impact potential increases—whether, for example, due to the increased
visibility or accessibility of being picked up in the popular media, or due
to its placement in policy debates, proposals or legislation. The sweet
spot for research impact is that vector where all three spheres intersect.
This is marked by the combination of correctly reading and strategically

Figure 6.1
The RAPID Framework
External Influences
Socioeconomic & Cultural
Influences, Donor Policies

Politics &
Policy-making

Media,
Advocacy &
Networking

Links
Source: Overseas Development Institute (2004).

Political Context
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engaging political actors, policy-making processes, the media and the
channels for advocacy and networking.
Carden (2009) describes a taxonomy of policy contexts relevant
to research influence on policy. These are distinguished by characteristics such as government demand and interest in research, government
capacity to engage with research, perceived policy relevance of research
and readiness to introduce research into policy processes. For each
policy context, suggestions are made about optimising research influence. Implicit in this thinking is the idea that processes of policy change
require research products, or findings; and that successes at the level of
policy influence thereafter rest on what is done with the findings, or how
they are managed.
In light of this characterisation of policy environments, it was surprising, during the evaluation, to hear respondents flag a range of quite
notable policy and practice changes that were essentially by-products of
research processes rather than trajectories of evidence or research outputs per se. In recounting his organisation’s research story, one respondent commented, ‘the research was a disaster, but’ there was a range of
positive unintended consequences that had taken place in spite of an otherwise less than satisfactory research process, some of which occurred
soon after the commencement of the research.
Such outcomes were evident at four levels. The examples listed
below are intended to characterise the substantive impacts and achievements of research processes, prior to evidence produced.
1.

Outcomes related to the conceptualisation, formulation, and framing of
research:
• Research was used as a rallying or mobilising point around particular
social concerns, which have now become well-established issues in
AIDS impact mitigation. Examples are:
i

i

2.

A broad range of new areas of social research was initiated, many
of which have become well recognised as important areas of
AIDS programme research.
Organisations that had not previously had to approve research
were led to developing protocols for approving research.

Outcomes related to the conduct of research:
• A number of new researchers built research careers in new fields
of research, and some research institutions developed ongoing programmes of new research which endured well beyond the period of
the research grant.
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• Research was used to form coalitions and alignments around key
issues, and developed new clusters of specialists and opinion-leaders.
• Having conducted research in particular fields, some research organisations secured significant funding for programme implementation.

3.

Outcomes related to the management of research within organisations:
• The practice of research by some organisations who had previously
not conducted research greatly enriched their understanding of their
own fields of practice, leading to a number of ground-breaking
innovations.
• Research bridged divides and led to communication between organisations that should have been working together but were not.
• Researched organisations developed policies and processes around
management of research leading to institutionalisation of research
functions and cultures of research management.
• High levels of collaboration developed between regional military
leaders on HIV/AIDS, and practical training tools were developed
and are being widely applied.

4.

Outcomes related to the communication and dissemination of research:
• Although evidence and science had limited direct impacts at a policy
level, the outcomes achieved through communicating and disseminating research was notable.
• The most direct policy and practice outcomes were often achieved
prior to peer-reviewed publication.
• Research was used as a pretext or opportunity for engaging in policy dialogue, which was in some cases more important than actual
findings.
• Research dissemination events were used as opportunities for funding new joint projects, rather than only for sharing evidence.
• Obtaining permission for dissemination led to institutional policies
on knowledge management.
• Discussion of research dissemination issues led to resolution of
research–policy-maker divides; for example, between department of
prisons officials and researchers who had conducted research in prisons, which created understanding of how research could and should
be conducted in prisons in future.
• The involvement of ministers and especially parliamentarians
strongly contributed to the South African Development Community’s
(SADC) increased involvement in HIV/AIDS issues.
• The grant programme created some bridges between researchers and
practitioners/policy-makers that look set to continue at institutional
and individual levels.
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This could be described as being the result of research processes rather
than the impact of research outputs per se; and this is the key point in this
chapter: the assessment of research through the use of bibliometrics and
related approaches, at best, only reveals the tip of the impact iceberg. It
only identifies the most obvious of tangible outputs. In other words, the
impact of research on research may be evident in both research structures
and processes, as well as in the content or methodology of subsequent
research outputs. As addressed by Bush and Duggan in the introductory
chapter, the evaluation of the societal and political impacts of research
requires the broadening and refocusing of the analytical lens yet again.
One of the biggest challenges for researchers is gaining access to
environments which have historically been no go areas. Security establishments are prime examples of such environments. Within such gray
institutional space, outside researchers are confronted with challenges
regardless of the specific topic or nature of research. In the case of AIDS
research in South Africa, questions about its dissemination sparked and
animated debates which led to institutional processes to manage and
disseminate research. What is particularly noteworthy, in light of the
themes of this book, is that these debates around the ethics, politics and
practicalities of dissemination of AIDS-related information took place
independently of the research products themselves. There was no data in
the picture, no substantive questions about the veracity of the research—
although questions about representativeness or generalisability of the
(prospective) results featured in the public debates. The debates around
the research (not the results of the research) led to a recognition of the
need to address HIV/AIDS within many institutional gray zones. As a
result of the high level of collaboration between regional military leaders on HIV/AIDS and the development of practical training tools for
engagement of the military, systematic responses were developed and
applied.
These incidental events should not be discounted simply as fortuitous by-products of research projects. In many cases, intended research
products would have no entry point into the policy space in the absence
of these accidental research impacts. They are, in a very real sense, literally path-breaking. They create the possibility of more predictable and
better managed research to policy spaces. This process of increasing the
awareness of and receptivity for, research is particularly important in
VDS lacking strong traditions of research and knowledge management.
It is a kind of induction into more evidence-based forms of public debate
and policy formulation.
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Thus far, our discussion has not addressed the question of the content or quality of research, in terms of the traditional standards of good
research. Where and how does this fit into the current discussion?
The content and quality of a piece of research is more likely to be
more conspicuous when it seeks to address specific research questions. In
the case of the research grant programme, the questions driving research
projects were, generally speaking, broadly cast—often seeking to define
the most pressing and essential issues in the AIDS epidemic. That is,
research sought to identify those issues that warranted further research.
It was as much about defining the field of issues to be researched as it
was about answering specific questions. At the time, for example, data
on the effects of AIDS morbidity and mortality on electoral processes
were endlessly debated and publicly contested. The research funding
programme supported a number of projects that generated data which
fed into the refinement of the understandings of this dimension of the
epidemic. In this context, the legitimacy and usability of the research
were closely tied to the perception of it having been carefully conducted
following established standards of social scientific enquiry.
This opens the gate for a host of problems, not least of which is
the influence of shoddy or bogus research. This risk is inevitable in all
environments and particularly so in environments with under-developed
research capacities. Within such environments, the presence of bogus
research may have a negative collateral impact by nurturing suspicious
or dismissive attitudes towards all research—the good, the bad and the
indifferent—thereby reducing the influence of the findings of rigorous
research. The example of AIDS denialism discussed previously is a
strong case in point.
In an environment where there are well-established research traditions and rigorous studies using RCTs and the like, there may be ready
opportunity for research results to decisively influence policy directions.
As noted above, the question of male medical circumcision is a case in
point where RCTs turned the tide on the issue. But this was only possible
after a systematic history of empirical studies and hypothesis-generating
research. But, in societies where research has not had a strong hand in
policy formation, as in VDS, the very fact that research is being done
may, itself, be catalytic. So, for example, in South Africa, when there
was little research on imprisoned populations, the recommendations of
preliminary studies on how to better sample imprisoned populations,
were a significant outcome. They lead directly to knowledge about how
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to conduct better science in this area and more openness to research—
without the empirical research having yet been conducted.

Factors Promoting Research Influence
The success of the research funding programme was assisted by its support to grantees for non-research activities, such as advocacy and the
building of communities of practice. This required a highly flexible
approach on the part of the funder, as well as willingness to provide
supplemental grants intended to promote research, policy and practice
interaction. Such an approach helped to avoid the project trap whereby
research outputs mark the termination of the research trajectory.
The approach developed and deployed by the research funding
programme served to amplify the research influence of the work of its
recipients. Important features of this approach included:
• Building on Existing Engagement: Funding was directed towards projects conducted by organisations which were knowledgeable about key
policy questions, and already engaged in substantive research or advocacy programmes aimed at influencing policy in particular thematic
areas.
• Linked-Up, Synergistic Approaches: Funding sought to build or reinforce linkages and associations between grantees and other agencies,
thereby increasing the momentum, scale and cross-fertilisation of the
projects. The resulting impacts were greater than would have been
achieved had the projects been undertaken in isolation from one another.
An inter-disciplinary social science approach further supported the
broadening of interest in particular social problems across traditional
research boundaries.
• Community of Practice Approaches: Provision of additional grants to
support interaction of researchers and policy-makers and purposefully
developing communities of practice that engaged involved researchers,
policy-makers and practitioners.
• Flexibility and Responsivity: Flexibility regarding changes in direction
allowed projects to refocus attention, or change research plans, in keeping with changes within policy and practice environments.
• Matching Research Grants to Organisational Skill Sets: Research
grants and intended outcomes that were matched to existing organisational skills and capacities for conceptualising and managing research
processes.
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• Dissemination and Capacity-building Support: Research projects could
draw on further funds to support the dissemination of findings, advocacy
work and research capacity building.

It is also worth noting those instances where funded research was less
successful in efforts to influence policy and practice. Such cases generally lacked a clear understanding of how to broker relationships between
the worlds of research and social action. This should not be too surprising since research programmes are often mute on such important
questions. As illustrated in the ODI RAPID framework (Figure 6.1), the
likelihood of policy influence increases where there is an understanding of the political environment, policy-making processes, as well as the
possession of robust evidence. Further, however, engagement with the
media, networking and advocacy efforts increase the efficacy of efforts
to shape policy.
Unfortunately, it was late in the programme when the funders
realised that success in influencing policy could be increased by systematically educating researchers about how to connect research with policy
development and other decision-making processes. A project was introduced to educate the grantees about research advocacy. While this was
a good idea, the evaluation found that would likely have had a greater
impact had it been introduced at the outset.
In the case of societies without strong traditions of research influence on policy, the processes through which research can influence
policy may need to be created anew, rather than discovered and strengthened. Indeed, this may be true to some extent in all contexts, hence the
need for advocacy. In the funding programme discussed previously in
the text, research processes helped to identify and, to some extent, overcome divisions that stood in the way of policy development. They helped
to build communities of practice that went beyond researchers to include
influential people from the full spectrum of stakeholders, such as senior
military officials and opinion shapers.
Research processes broached sensitive and guarded topics, serving
to create greater openness and policy dialogue in otherwise neglected and
hidden issues of critical societal importance. This included, for example,
the consideration of the impact of HIV/AIDs in the armed services; the
idea of using conditional cash grants to support childhood development
goals; and, as noted above, the influence of AIDS morbidity and mortality on democratic processes. The scale of many of the research projects
was too small to generate robust, generalisable findings. In many cases,
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however, this did not seem to unduly affect the various catalytic processes whereby research trundled from early meetings with the guardians of research to disseminating the results.
This has implications for how policy- and practice-oriented research
should be funded and conducted in societies emerging from violent conflict and division. In particular, the by-products of research processes
should be recognised and given much greater prominence through purposeful research conduct and support. Processes of consultation around
the framing of research questions, for example, have the opportunity in,
and of, themselves to set in motion different ways of thinking about a
problem—as well as build support constituencies and accountability
structures for the subsequent research project.
The essential lesson to be learned from the evaluation of the research
grant project is this: research outputs are not the only result—nor, necessarily, the most important result—of a research project. Research
findings, however robust, do not on their own win the day in terms of
their influence on: the research environment; social, political and economic institutions; and attitudes and behaviours within society. Further,
as suggested immediately above, even methodologically weak research
findings may exercise important influence on the way research is undertaken, on the identification and definition of the research issues to be
addressed, and on policies and attitudes.
At the same time, we should not be politically naïve. There are certainly policy issues which are so acute and politically sensitive, that even
well-grounded, methodologically rigorous, evidence cannot make a difference. This was certainly the case with the research demonstrating that
ART prolongs life. However, the evidence could not withstand the other
forces at play.
In societies where there is already a well-established conduit
between research and policy formulation, the type of evidence needed
to affect change is more pointed because there is a greater awareness
among policy-makers of the importance of methodological rigour—not
least because opponents may capitalise on any weaknesses to rally opposition to the policy. Where the policy issue is more about identifying
the need to tackle an emerging problem and exploring solutions, the
facts and scientific rigour of research do not make or break the case. So,
for example, what mattered in South Africa was that a group of highranking military officials agreed to meet to discuss research on HIV/
AIDS in the military. Without downplaying the importance of the quality of the research, it was the excellent opportunity that the research
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provided, rather than the excellence of the research itself, that made the
research work.

Discussion and Conclusions
The history of the responses to HIV/AIDS is littered with examples of
ideology and socio-political persuasions interpolated into policy and
practice. It has been argued previously that in South Africa HIV/AIDS
responses have been only weakly led by research evidence—although
currently there is a promising drive towards a greater use of evidence in
intensifying HIV treatment and prevention.
In some respects, HIV/AIDS is an exceptional case, both because
of the immediate consequences of inaction and because it took as long
as it did to yield to the weight of evidence in favour of new policies and
approaches. However, the obduracy of the government and the policy
environment illustrates that the knowledge-to-policy process in South
African society is susceptible to inertia in the face of inconvenient truths.
The case also illustrates that much more needs to happen before
evidence can start to affect decision-making—beginning with the very
basic issue of the policy—relevant framing of research questions; and
the inclusion of strategic stakeholders in a research-to-policy community
of practice. Yet, few of these issues figure in the training of researchers
or in, many cases, in their own understanding of their roles. Moreover,
the research to action flow has many tributaries, not all of which begin
in research institutions.
Singularly considered, research results are inert. However, there is
much that can be done to activate their catalytic potential. To influence
policy formulation, the institutional provenance of the research and the
way in which it was authorised and conducted have to be deemed trustworthy and non-tendentious to those involved in policy-making. The
implications of research need to be appropriately, clearly and convincingly extrapolated and articulated. The limits of the generalisability of
findings need to be specified, along with areas for further testing and
research. Endorsement and peer review is required from the community
of researchers and practitioners. This, itself, may require the formation
of new communities of researchers in novel areas of research. The implications of research need to be communicated in accessible language to
policy-makers who are not themselves researchers; and it needs to be
done in a policy environment which is penetrable and open to the inputs
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of researchers. This requires timing and opportunity for input into active
policy processes.
Sumner et al. (2009) stress the value of tracking outcomes of developmental research, beyond the instrumental realities of delivering results
into decision-making processes. The conceptual influence of research
may have quite unpredictable outcomes beyond immediate and predictable effects. But also important is the influence of the processes of
knowledge generation and the connecting processes leading to change,
including the building of coalitions. These often have effects in developmental research, and this is particularly so in VDS.
There are points in time when the policy environment is more open
to new ideas, and more open to critique and contestation of orthodoxies. In South Africa, this was the case in the immediate post-apartheid
period. However, the next phase (the current phase) is one in which
research is more likely to be harnessed to the consolidation and refinement of policy implementation, rather than its formulation. This does not
mean that critique and new ideas are not able to influence policy in this,
the post-post-apartheid, period. But it does mean that different environmental conditions influence the research-to-policy process. Such a political and policy climate must be understood and engaged, for research to
realise its value.

What Are the Implications of the Case of South
Africa for Other Violently Divided Societies?
Processes of policy-making in VDS are likely to be evolving and complex, making it difficult to predict or pre-emptively engage with those
formative forces. Researchers will need to discover—or more likely
create—research-to-action structures and processes. This process takes
place within the given political, social, and economic conditions, which
is very far from a tabula rasa.
Government and social institutions are likely not to have clear
processes for commissioning, approving and engaging constructively
with independent research. There is likely to be limited experience and
expertise for evaluating and utilising research evidence. In new areas of
research, there are unlikely to be tried and tested traditions of practice
or accepted conceptual and methodological foundations from which to
work. There is likely to be an environment of suspicion about motives
of researchers, and tendencies towards politicised interpretations of
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findings. The very idea that objective evidence could supersede the
beliefs and convictions that have fuelled liberation struggles may generate conflict. Pressures created by research findings for political authorities to take action in areas which may not be considered to be pressing
concerns, may be seen as being bothersome, or contradictory to other
programmes premised on other priorities.
The key point here is that VDS will likely not have the institutional
resources or political climate necessary for progress at a rate commensurate with the challenges they confront. It was evident in the evaluation case study that many of the factors needed to enable and support
research-to-action processes were either non-existent or inadequately
developed. This ranged from lack of systems for approving the conduct
of research to managing its dissemination, allowing multiple opportunities for research influence to run to a dead end. Using traditional metrics
of research utilisation, evaluation of research in such contexts is likely
to come up with meagre impacts. But looking more broadly at what is
achieved in research processes; there is much to be found in the wake
of research which would not ordinarily be counted as research impacts.
While this may generate tensions—such as further souring of relations between institutions—the risks may be manageable when they
are flagged in monitoring and evaluation processes. The prospects for
successful, positive, research impacts are greater when such tensions
are anticipated and well-managed, and when there is an emphasis on
building the capacity to understand and work within evolving research
environments. Then, these by-products of research enquiry may become
the building blocks for evidence-based policy and practice. However,
research may have the most far-reaching impact, when combined with
the creation of communities of practitioners and policy-makers engaged
collectively in generating, conducting and discussing research. There is
no question that a culture of research-informed policy and practice must
be nurtured in VDS. It is hoped that this case study has both demonstrated the need for, and the ways in which, the evaluation of research
in such environments must pay attention to its contribution to this end.

Note
1. This is some years after the adoption of an interim new constitution in 1993 and
the country’s first democratic elections in 1994, marking the political end of the
apartheid era.
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PART IV
Roles and Perspectives
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Introduction to Part IV
Chapter 7. Evaluation and Vulnerable Groups: Forgotten Spaces
by Sonal Zaveri
Chapter 8. Interpreting and Evaluating a Non-profit Organisation
in a Divided Society: A Funder’s Perspective by John A. Healy
and John R. Healy

T

he two chapters in this part are tied together by the themes of
roles and perspectives. Each chapter draws directly from cases
and experiences within violently divided societies (VDS): one
written by a producer of evaluations (Zaveri), the other written by a commissioner and a user of evaluations (Healy and Healy). Zaveri offers a
bottom-up perspective—from the vantage points of the intended beneficiaries of external interventions in South Asia. Healy and Healy, on
the other hand, develop an analysis from the funders perspective; one
that begins by sketching out a continuum of world views—including
activism, constructivism and social engineering—that shapes the perspectives and decisions of funders regarding funding, programming,
evaluation needs and, importantly, evaluation use.
In the context of other themes within this book, it is worth contrasting the Zaveri chapter with that by Knox (Chapter 5). While both
draw on experiences as evaluators, Knox focuses on the evaluation of a
research component within a larger social project in VDS. Zaveri, however, focuses on the ethical, political and methodological challenging
issues for evaluators in VDS. In other words, Knox addresses the evaluation of research, while Zaveri identifies issues to be addressed by those
who undertake research on evaluation—but in the process of doing so,
the chapter also demonstrates the way in which evaluation itself is a form
of empirically grounded research. Zaveri’s empirically grounded and
methodologically rigorous evaluations of development programmes in
brothel districts assess not just the impact of selected interventions, but
the socio-political context and dynamics of the exploitation–vulnerability
dynamic in a way that has more ground than many of the top-down, foreign researcher-led, formal research projects.
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Zaveri highlights the importance and utility of the concept of vulnerability as a focal point for evaluating the impact of interventions.
Some of the cases used to illustrate her chapter make for uncomfortable
reading because they point to the ways in which interventions designed
ostensibly to decrease vulnerability within such populations have, in
fact, had the opposite result—the project, for example, which actually
increases, rather than decreases, the risk of children being pulled into
the sex trade.
Healy and Healy sketch out a case from Northern Ireland to illustrate how evaluation, learning and research have been used by Atlantic
Philanthropies (AP) to inform funding and programming decisions in a
VDS at a time of great instability and uncertainty over whether a teetering peace agreement would hold. The story told in this chapter is one
that deserves to be more widely known. The AP-funded projects were as
innovative as they were risky. They involved working locally with both
loyalist and republican paramilitary leaders—whose community-level
justice included knee capping (with hand guns and power tools), intimidation, expulsion and murder. By supporting community restorative
justice initiatives within both sides of the sectarian divide, the projects
sought to find alternatives to paramilitary punishments. As they write:
‘The funding of such programmes, which were viewed with extreme
hostility inside the Northern Ireland Office, explicitly recognised that
certain communities within Northern Ireland required alternative methods (i.e., outside the criminal justice system) for dealing with intracommunity violence.’ In other words, AP programming challenged
existing authority structures from above (the Northern Ireland Office)
and from below (communities, paramilitaries and paramilitary supporters). It is precisely within such volatile environments that monitoring
and evaluation is essential for ensuring that a project or programme continues to move in the right direction.
On the question of roles, we see in these two chapters that the roles
of an activist and advocate can be assumed by both the evaluator and the
user of the evaluation.

7
Evaluation and Vulnerable
Groups
Forgotten Spaces
Sonal Zaveri

R

esearch on violently divided societies (VDS) has largely focused
on the extent to which initiatives have promoted peace or have
addressed the divisions that caused, or resulted from, violent conflicts (see Bush and Duggan, Chapter 1). Such research, however, has
focused on militarised forms of violence. Much less attention has been
paid to other forms of violence that are rampant in normal (i.e., nonmilitarised) societies, such as social violence. This affects a wide range
of populations: sex workers, child labourers, migrant workers, pavement
dwellers, children of sex workers, street children, people suffering from
HIV, leprosy, etc., and backward castes and tribes. The types of violence inflicted on these groups are more insidious than what is found
in overt war zones: economic violence, social violence, discrimination,
injustice in policing and legal systems, and so on (Schepper-Hughes and
Bourgois, 2004).
However, while these forms of violence may be less visible to the
mainstream, they are both conspicuous and pervasive forces for large
parts of society. In this sense, the affected groups may be categorised as
being violently divided—not by militarised violence, but by social and
structural violence. These groups face violence in their day-to-day lives
and are victims of explicit and implicit abuse. By and large, however,
these groups have not been recognised as a critical subset of research
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in either evaluation research or in the study of VDS. By expanding the
scope of our understanding of what constitutes a VDS, we are challenging evaluation research to enter into an important, but ignored, area of
inquiry. The point of analytical access employed in the current chapter
is the concept of vulnerability, as it applies to vulnerable populations.
Populations who experience systemic violence within nonmilitarised societies are vulnerable—in the sense that they lack the
resources (broadly defined) to avoid or alleviate the direct or indirect
effects of predatory behaviour. The response of local, governmental and
inter-governmental actors is typically a broad range of programmes and
initiatives designed and implemented to reduce or manage such vulnerabilities. The key challenge for evaluation research in these settings is
the same as that in militarised conflict zones: to develop and apply the
appropriate methods and tools to identify and assess the relationship
between intervention and outcomes.
If an initiative decreases vulnerability, then one would expect to
see a reduction in the nature and magnitude of violence experienced by
these people.
Although the interventions (in health, education, livelihood, habitat,
food security, life skills and human rights) clearly focus on inequities,
the evaluation of such programmes tends to be narrowly limited to the
determination of whether project objectives were achieved, whether
the intervention was cost effective, and whether outputs were delivered
and outcomes achieved. Although a context-sensitive evaluation may
describe how interventions reshape to adapt to prevailing conditions,
it tends not to assess the conditions in which the intervention is itself
implemented. For example, programmes for children in Sonagachi (a
large brothel area in Kolkata, east India) provide early childhood education and some mobilization activities, but have difficulty addressing the
actual sources of vulnerability.1 That is, they may observe the impact of
the prevailing conditions of the project, but not the impact of the project
on prevailing conditions causing the vulnerability. This chapter explores
this problem by drawing on a range of cases in South Asia. It concludes
that the next step for evaluation research is to develop the means to systematically explore both the origins and logistics of programmes as the
starting point to understand not only the efficiency and effectiveness of
the project, but how it intends to reduce vulnerability.
I should make it clear that the orientation of this chapter may differ
somewhat from that of the others in this book. Rather than focusing on
the evaluation of research, this chapter draws on my experience as an
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evaluator for vulnerable populations in VDS as a means of pointing to
essential issues for researchers of evaluation. In effect, the evaluations
which constitute the central points of reference in the chapter represent
a form of research that might be called evaluative research, that is, an
approach to applied research which employs evaluation methodologies
to explore social problems.

Understanding Vulnerability and Empowerment
Vulnerabilities are the consequence of deep-rooted inequities that divide
societies. They may be caused or exacerbated by both extrinsic and
intrinsic forces. Numerous development interventions attempt to alleviate these vulnerabilities. This chapter will argue that that mainstream
development approaches focus on the experience of, rather than sources
of, vulnerability. Or, put another way, they focus on the symptoms (vulnerability) rather than the causes (inequity).2 Thus, for example, interventions may entail: the provision of goods or services to vulnerable
groups (e.g., drugs, health care); increasing opportunities to access and
utilise them (mobile clinics, mobile libraries, improved transportation
and communication links); and increasing the capabilities of the marginalised to benefit from them (e.g., education and training). Typically, the
evaluation of such programmes would focus (respectively) on: whether
or not goods and services were provided; whether or not opportunities
were increased or expanded; and whether or not capabilities were developed. But the deeper societal and ethical question remains unasked:
How did the initiative affect the deep-rooted inequities, and was there
an impact on a group’s experience of violence? If this tends not to be
a feature in evaluation practice, then it needs to be placed centrally on
the agenda of evaluation research, otherwise initiatives will only ever be
focusing on the symptoms of vulnerability, never the causes.
Programmes working with vulnerable populations are overwhelmingly associated with rights-based approaches. This has become the
dominant paradigm shaping the rationale, mechanics and assessment
of initiatives (Appleyard, 2002). Vulnerability is defined in many ways
depending on the context in which it is used. Underlying this particular
notion of vulnerability is that people have rights, but that certain conditions (whether internal or external to themselves) prevent them from
enjoying these rights. Rights-based programmes seek to create the capacities and conditions which enable individuals and groups to exercise
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their rights to education, economic security, health, housing, sustainable
development, personal security and so on. Rights, in this sense, are not
merely about legal entitlement. The rights discourse is infused with a
moral, normative undertone: Each and every person has the right to freedom, choice and the fulfilment of their potential. Further, it becomes the
moral responsibility of those who enjoy these rights to support efforts to
allow them to be exercised by those who do not enjoy them.
Usually funders and donors support discrete projects, focusing on
project-specific activities, outputs and indicators of success (OECD
DAC, 2006). However, the effects of these projects can extend beyond
targeted groups. They also exercise an impact more broadly on the
environment within which they are set—including other projects or
programmes that are going on simultaneously. It is difficult to unravel
the respective and distinct impacts of each project despite considerable
attention paid to this problem (Thomas, 2010). This is made more difficult by the fluidity, complexity and (often) volatility of the violently
divided environments within which such initiatives are located.
This chapter argues that unless we expand our analysis to explore
these bigger societal questions, we are left fumbling in a gray zone
because we are unable to critically and systematically examine (a) the
broader impact of an intervention on the structures of inequality, and
more problematically, (b) the possibility that such interventions may
reinforce or exacerbate the inequalities and injustice that underpin vulnerability. In VDS, evaluation must pay particular attention not only to
vulnerabilities deriving from contextual conditions of injustice and inequity, but also to vulnerabilities that may be generated by the process and
outcomes of an intervention—including the evaluation of that intervention. To be blunt, we need to be attentive to the possibility that initiatives to alleviate vulnerability may increase or exacerbate vulnerability.
Evaluation research will then be able to provide further insight on how
evaluation emphasis (or not) on vulnerabilities and inequities influences
power differentials and violence.
Such valuing of realities should force evaluators to ask uncomfortable questions. What if the credit line given to sex workers is used by the
brothel owner to perpetuate indebtedness? What if the support to women
migrant workers results in their husbands idling, with less motivation
for being employed? What if the special subsidies for HIV positive selfhelp groups necessitating women’s disclosure leads to social ostracism?
What if the income-generation project for children of sex workers provides a meagre return for a temporary period and only delays their entry
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into sex work? It is possible that a targeted intervention empowering one
group may unwittingly reinforce discriminatory practices—sponsorship
of one child in a family may lead to discrimination of others. If a boy
child is sponsored, it may lead to discrimination towards girls. These
are hard ethical and analytical questions derived from projects in South
Asia. They were in fact, not asked and in many cases this had negative effects on the projects. When they are not asked, evaluation risks
becoming a technocratic exercise unable to identify the inevitable influences (positive or negative) of interventions on the socio-political power
systems within which initiatives are located—within the home, within
the neighbourhood, within and between communities and classes, and
so on. Evaluation research, by focusing on these complex interplay of
inequities and vulnerabilities, would contribute to a more nuanced and
equitable understanding of impact in VDS.
This was the point of departure in the research undertaken by
CARE3 (2001) on a benefit–harm analysis. It followed a rights-based
approach and explored whether the initiative produced unintended harm
while trying to do good. Fundamentally, it asked two questions: How
can we take responsibility for the human rights impact of our work and
what can we do to ensure that others do too? The second question seeks
to/attempts to ensure that all actors involved directly or indirectly in the
initiative respect and protect the rights of those affected by the initiative.
In the case of VDS, we must pay particular attention to the power differentials between stakeholders. Most development workers know that
projects and the introduction of resources, especially where there is conflict, can have divergent results. There may be a further marginalisation
of vulnerable people and intensified conflict or an opportunity for equity
and social justice and peace promotion (CARE, 2001, p. 5). Though
we believe that all people share the same rights and are responsible for
their own development, the self-aggrandising behaviour of some power
groups in VDS may subordinate and exploit the vulnerabilities of others.
Rights-based approaches to programming recognise that vulnerabilities are multiple—social, cultural and economic—and that they must
be addressed simultaneously. We know from experience that improving well-being in one sector is not enough to effect full-scale societal
change. In some cases, programmes have been designed in segments,
with funding only available for one sector or activity. Evaluations of
such projects are confined to assessing results in a rather narrow fashion.
Integrated programmes are necessarily complex not only in implementation but also in networking and governance since there are multiple
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actors and hierarchical layers for management and coordination. At
micro, meso and macro levels, it is typically difficult to attribute particular results to particular interventions (Stame, 2004). In either of these
approaches, single project or integrated, when working with highly vulnerable populations, the role of evaluation must be to ascertain the extent
to which vulnerabilities have been redressed, and more importantly, how
they have affected the sources of inequity that underlie and sustain them.
This requires greater sensitivity from the evaluator, and a deeper understanding of the context in which the programme is taking place. This
goes beyond the terms of reference (ToR) of the evaluation and suggests
the need for systematic ethical questioning, at the least, by the evaluator.
In such contexts, the qualities of the evaluator must include a detailed,
politically informed, anthropological understanding of the social, cultural, economic and political structures and processes within the project
environment—in addition to the usual set of technical evaluation skills
expected of a professional evaluator.
Using a vulnerability lens in evaluation is important for analysing a
single or integrated project’s impact because it focuses attention on the
question of whether or not an initiative concretely helped people live
with dignity. This also raises an uncomfortable possibility: that a project
might achieve its immediate objectives (such as rights training, education targets), but increase (perhaps in very subtle ways) vulnerabilities.
For example, a project may increase migrant workers’ awareness of their
rights, but if this leads to the assertion of those rights by the workers,
which, in turn, leads to a violent and repressive crack down by those
authorities who benefit from the maintenance of a fundamentally unjust
status quo (through cheap labour, non-regulation of the workplace and
so on), then the outcome of the project must be considered ambivalent at
best, if not unambiguously negative. This possibility (indeed likelihood)
must drive both programming and the evaluation research agenda when
working with vulnerable populations.
Rights-based programming is also about self-empowerment, or the
increased capacity to cope with vulnerability, and to exercise greater
control over one’s own life. Yet, as illustrated by the migrant worker
rights example above, programmes do not take place in a vacuum.
Efforts to address the conditions of vulnerability enter into the contentious and contested arena where the empowerment of the vulnerable
turns the tables on the powerful. In effect, empowerment challenges
existing power relations and begins to confront the vulnerability of the
powerful and increases the vulnerability of the powerful’s capacity to
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control—who often have vested interests to resist, subvert or violently
repress such efforts. Evaluating such programmes becomes quite complex. For example, an escalation of violence against migrant workers
may be evaluated as an indication of the need for the programme, as
opposed to the direct consequence of the programme itself. If the violence leads to the murder of the leaders of the migrant worker movement, the cessation of support for the project may be couched in terms
of inhospitable conditions, rather than as a direct result of the project.
This does not imply that such projects should not be supported—on the
contrary. But it does mean that the ways in which such vulnerabilities
are addressed need to be rooted in a clear-headed understanding of sociopolitical and economic power relationships.
Another dimension to rights-based programming refers to the relational (see Figure 7.1) empowering–disempowering continuum along
which relationships interact and influence each other. This refers to the
Figure 7.1
Questions That Examine the Issues of Vulnerability and Power

Assess
relationships
and community
dynamics on
an empowering
disempowering
continuum
Evaluation vulnerability lens
Does it address inequities?
The implicit violence that
divides societies?
Assess
What real control
Assess
conditions of
does the
one’s own
vulnerability such
person
aspirations/ability
as socio-cultural,
have?
to cope—is there
poverty, lack of
critical thinking and
education, gender—
resilience?
is the change enough?
Source: Author.
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interactions between different stakeholders that affect the empowered
relationships between individuals. For example, within the same community, one group of children may be more vulnerable, exploited, stigmatised and ignored than another group of children. It is also possible
that the different sections in the community may pull and push in different directions according to group-specific interests. In an examination
of a sheltered home community in the Daulatia brothel in Bangladesh,
which sought to create an empowering and protective environment for
daughters of sex workers, access to the girls was restricted to the mothers
to protect them from the larger sex worker community. But, at the same
time, there was an exploitative family in the brothel pushing her into sex
work. The girls were being coerced to join the sex trade through emotional blackmail mentioning that the mother was too old and not pretty
enough to earn money through paid sex or that, being a good daughter, she was expected to follow the mother’s (or sometimes the grandmother’s!) footsteps. Underpinning this story was the grinding poverty,
devaluation of girls and women and socio-political deprivation within
which sex work has always been located (Zaveri, 2008).
The relational or social contexts in which the vulnerable live are
a window to understand changes in power differentials. The poverty
of South Asia coexists with the context of a stronger social fabric than
might be expected. A girl’s or woman’s own empowerment affects social
relationships with others around her differentially, according to gender,
age, caste and other factors. It is important for evaluators to note that
even programmes having goals for empowerment do not always translate into greater control and decision-making power. Batliwala (2010,
p. 3) mentions how interventions that advance women’s rights disturb
the status quo and can lead to backlashes, mild to severe, which can
include violence against or exploitation of women who have acquired
new economic independence. If evaluation overlooks these differential
relational impacts (which presumably constitute the vector/medium for
[dis]empowerment), then analysis will not just be incomplete, it risks
being skewed.
Evaluation research must focus on some probing questions that bear
directly on issues of vulnerability and power (see Figure 7.1): Are we
asking the right evaluation questions? How does the evaluation itself
influence those who are being evaluated? And most important, when and
how does evaluation increase the vulnerability of already marginalised
groups? Drawing on examples from South Asia, the remainder of this
chapter explores these questions.
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Using the Vulnerability Lens in Evaluations
One of the most vulnerable groups in a diverse range of societies is the
children of sex workers (Poudel and Carryer, 2000). As children, they
are dependent. As the children of sex workers, they live in poverty, face
gender violence (especially if she is a girl child), exploitation and instability. A case study of children in the Daulatia brothel in Bangladesh
examined how education and a safe home might help children, especially
girls, in such circumstances (Zaveri, 2008). The structure of the project
was straightforward: A child-centred international NGO (INGO) worked
with a local NGO and a sex worker to collectively provide rights-based
programming for children of sex workers. Outside the brothel area, a
primary school was set up to enable children to move from the world of
brothels into the world of education, and the subsequent opportunities
that may arise.
The school was established because the children of sex workers
were stigmatised and ostracised, and therefore unable to gain entry into
normal schools. The obstacles to educating children in Bangladesh are
similar to those in other parts of South Asia. Although children usually
drop out of school for a combination of reasons, one in particular is the
poor quality of education available to this group. In this case, the INGO
invested resources in curriculum development, teacher training and the
creation of a child-friendly active learning atmosphere. The school was
located in a community outside the brothel area. Although there was
initial resistance by members of the community to sending their own
children to a school that also accepted the children of sex workers, the
high quality of education served as an incentive for them to register their
children, and gradually the student population became more mixed.
Through contact over time, the parents of community children and sex
worker children learned to accept each other and even jointly attended
parent–teacher meetings.
In addition to schooling, female children of sex workers were
offered a sheltered home near to the school. This was to ensure that the
female child not only received an education, but was protected from possible predation in the brothel environment. The rights-based approach
promoted recreation rights. Children learned to dance, sing and draw, all
of which provided a creative outlet to their artistic talents. As a means
of ensuring that the child and mother were able to enjoy their right to
belong to a family, mothers visited on occasion and the girls sometimes
visited the brothel.
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The INGO in this case had a history of programming in child rights
and empowerment. Their national programme on life skills sought to
empower children through their clubs and forums. For example, the
INGO offered ‘LIFE’ or the Life Skills Intervention for Empowerment
programme to children which includes peer leadership training and life
skills sessions with peers within their own communities as well. The
Shishu Parishads (child councils) received training on child rights and
life skills. Together, these initiatives were meant to respond to problems
of child trafficking and early marriage by establishing and supporting
a network to support friends who did not want to return to the brothel.
An evaluation of the programme indicated that there were many
positive changes in the lives of participants, including: an improved
ability to save money; greater determination to continue with education
and vocational training; increased rejection of trafficking; and an overall
increase in self-esteem. Evaluation of the school programme indicated a
high quality of education (a proxy indicator being community children
attending school); good school performance and completion of primary
education by the children of sex workers. The programme had been
started in consultation with the sex workers collective and so there was
a sense of ownership for a sustainable project. By these indicators, the
project was cast as a success. But a broadening of the evaluative optic
suggests a more mixed result.
The assessment becomes less clear-cut when our questions move
from the technical to the political. Research on evaluation in this sector needs to focus more explicitly on the need for evaluations to probe
whether or not vulnerabilities and inequities have been addressed. In the
example above, where sex workers were marginalised and their children born and raised in a culture of deprivation and exploitation, we
need to ask the right questions. Did the children’s vulnerability actually decrease? Was there an increased ability to cope? Were inequities
addressed and, if so, was the violence that pushed women towards sex
work and exploitation diminished?
The children were mainstreamed into secondary school. However,
after completion of Std. V, access to secondary school, though available,
was less attractive for a variety of reasons: school fees were required,
teachers were not especially child-friendly and additional coaching
was not available. Consequently, although 100 per cent of the students
enrolled into Std VI, almost all the children from the brothel dropped
out (90 per cent) within the first year.4 This particular experience suggests that the completion of primary education was not enough to ensure
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continuation along this path or to permanently address the long-term vulnerability of these particular children.
There were further ambivalent pressures on the children. For example, on the one hand, contact between the child and the mother and family is important for the nurturing of emotional and biological ties. In this
case, however, this sometimes created opportunities for the family to
pressure the child into the sex trade. Many mothers and grandmothers
attempted to lure the children into sex work with petty gifts and emotional blackmail—‘I am old and cannot work and eat, whereas you are
able to do so in the shelter.’ Or, ‘You need to support me, I am too
old/tired/sick to work.’ Sometimes, the child was simply taken away
by family, resulting in absence from, and failure in, school. Particularly
disturbing, the value of the girls as an exploitable sexual commodity
had actually increased significantly as a result of their reaching puberty
(unrelated to the programme), and the range of skills they learned in the
shelter (related to the programme), such as singing and dancing. This
fact was not lost on the predatory nexus of ageing mothers, brothel keepers, pimps and paramours. Girls were coerced and emotionally blackmailed; some were given growth hormones; and most experienced the
push and pull factors towards sex work as early as age 12. The inequities
and vulnerabilities of the children that had always existed were in fact
exacerbated through the programme.
Such experiences are antithetical to the intentions behind their participation in the child rights movement: to heighten their risk perception;
to increase capacity for further studies; and to kindle their aspirations for
a better life. Yet, when the children were interviewed, their sense of helplessness was acute. Nonetheless, evaluations of the various components
of the project—education, shelter, child empowerment and community
mobilisation (involving mothers and sex worker collectives)—all indicated the success of the initiative. The questions for evaluation research
in VDS should address issues not usually framed in project evaluations
such as: How can this be? What would a fully successful outcome look
like? What inequities must be addressed—and how? How do we operationalise a broader understanding of violence and vulnerability in our
thinking and programming? How can results be made sustainable?
The projects and experiences noted above underscore the need for
evaluation research to look beyond the achievement of discrete outcomes. They need to be placed in the context in which they are implemented. While this may increase the complexity of evaluation, a more
one-dimensional approach risks increasing the inequities and violence
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underpinning vulnerability. It is very uncomfortable to ask whether
developmental interventions have increased vulnerability of marginalised groups. The organisation runs children’s clubs that encourage
children to acquire life skills in communication, risk perception, decisionmaking and the like. The indicators used to demonstrate that boys and
girls have been empowered include their ability to discuss child marriage,
poor education quality and child abuse at local, regional and national
forums. The children are well aware of their risk of being exploited.
But there are many factors exacerbating these risks such as lack of protected education facilities for adolescents, conflict between the rights
of children towards a family (their mother and her husband) and possible protection risks, difficulties in obtaining jobs, and the stigma that
follows these children as they grow up, to name a few. Paradoxically,
the increased education, increased awareness among children (success indicators) and the evaluative process of participatory dialogue
(desired evaluative practice) resulted in the heightened vulnerability of
these children.
There are other examples where apparent success stories have, upon
closer inspection, generated new vulnerabilities and placed precarious
groups in even more tenuous situations. For example, in India, PWDS/
Blossoms works in South India in an area that is infamous for its child
labour market. Children are employed in Sivakasi (in the state of Tamil
Nadu, India) factories making firecrackers and matches. However, media
exposure and community outrage ostensibly resulted in a ban on child
labour in this industry. However, a more detailed situational assessment
revealed that child labour had not been eradicated at all. Rather, contractors simply changed their model of exploitation by decentralising their
operations. They delivered the raw material for matches and firecrackers directly to the children’s homes. Children were, thus, still engaged
in this activity, except that they were working from home thereby losing what little time they might previously have had to play and learn
(Zaveri, 2008).This increased the difficulty of controlling child labour in
this industry. The net impact of the eradication of child labour campaign
was to: place the children outside the reach of the project; increase their
vulnerability to HIV/AIDS; tighten control over the children by unscrupulous businessmen; and reduce, even further, the amount of time that
kids had to be kids.5
In other cases, vulnerabilities seem to have been only superficially
addressed because deep-rooted inequities have not been affected or
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dismantled at all. The evaluation of a migration project to combat HIV
in India was designed to assess increased awareness among migrants
(mostly male) regarding HIV prevention, risk perception and high-risk
sexual behaviour.6 Yet, the way this evaluation was framed, an obvious
question was left unasked: ‘what about the vulnerabilities of the women
left behind and their increasing risk to HIV because of deep rooted social
expectations of faithfulness and deference to their husbands?’ (Zaveri,
2006). In fact, getting married young to a migrant male labourer was
and is a major contributing factor to the wife becoming HIV positive
because, generally speaking, the husband is more likely to have visited
sex workers in the place to which he has migrated (Zaveri, 2006).
Increased incomes of women have led to well-documented increases
in expenditure on food and education in the household. However, my
own research (with sex workers, migrant workers, women living with
HIV) has found that their scope for negotiation remained weak regarding household income, employment options and issues related to property. In these decisions, and others of great importance, it was still the
lover, husband or father who made the decisions. Sex workers were able
to negotiate condom use with clients, which is an important indicator
of success in HIV/AIDS programmes. But on closer scrutiny, women
had no power to do so with their own lover or husband (Ghose et al.,
2008; Hoque, 2009). The evaluation of life skills programme for children affected by HIV unearthed similar contradictions. My evaluations
indicated heightened awareness of rights, gender equity and risk perception, but the programme could not influence the early marriage age
of girls since parents living with HIV were concerned about their own
mortality and the safety of their girls. Project evaluations usually focus
on outputs and outcomes as stated in project objectives which, though
important, are likely to miss the opportunity to examine what inequities
and vulnerabilities the project has or has not been able to affect. In such
cases, the unjust status quo and inequities that sustain vulnerability are
not only maintained, but perpetuated. Evaluations do not raise the issues
and, therefore, they are not addressed. Evaluation research, however,
can emphasize the urgency and need to address issues of vulnerability
and inequities, and suggest why they are not being addressed and why
they should be.
Patterns of sex work have always been influenced by economic
push and pull factors, both locally and globally. Consequently, the
nature—and experience—of vulnerability in this sector have evolved
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over time. This underscores the need for approaches to programming
and evaluation to similarly evolve in order to take into account shifting
structures and dynamics of exploitation. For example, sex workers in the
Kamatipura area (a brothel area) of Mumbai were made aware of HIV
risk, multi-partner sex and protection—all standard, essential, staples of
HIV prevention programmes.
However, sex work itself was changing. The women involved, were
not always the typical model of those lured into sex work. Increasingly,
migrant women were being coerced into sex work by their husbands who
essentially served as pimps. Thus, the efficacy of traditional empowerment and life skills education was limited because of the social power
dynamics sustaining the practice and was tied as much to the deference
and obligation of wife to husband, as anything else. The husbands themselves pushed wives into part-time sex work for a range of reasons, for
example, to repay debts (due to illness, gambling or extortionate moneylenders), to pay for land and other family-related obligations. Interviews
with women indicated that they felt it was their duty to help the family.
Sex work was viewed as a means to do so, since they lacked education,
skills and opportunities for work in other sectors. The HIV programme
provided condoms, STI treatment, testing for HIV, crèches for the
children. Thus, in a perverse way, the provision of these services made
sex work even more convenient. The underlying exploitation, however,
was not addressed—and may indeed have been subsidised.
If evaluations are to be useful, they need to ask how the interventions
influenced lives, relationships and aspirations well beyond the narrow
outputs of a project. Evaluation of an exclusive People Living with HIV
(PLHIV) self-help group in a high prevalence state of Andhra Pradesh
in India indicated that they were able to garner additional benefits from
the government leading to greater economic security. However, unasked
were such questions as: ‘Did identification as a PLHIV group lead to
more societal discrimination? Did this increase self-discrimination’? In
the absence of answers for such questions, the scaling up of the programme ultimately increases negative societal impacts (Zaveri, 2004).
As the context changes, inequities and power differentials assume
new forms. Paradigms of feminist rights, empowerment and inclusion,
vulnerability and protection, all need to be understood in particular contexts and settings affected by these global changes. Trafficking, child
labour and HIV vulnerability from migration have influenced, and have
been influenced by, the growth in economies in Asia, as well as poverty
and war.
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Evaluation Research: Addressing the What
and How in Evaluation
It has been argued that evaluations of interventions can realistically only
assess direct and immediate outputs or effects, and that assessing impacts
on structural inequities is beyond the scope of the evaluation (CARE,
2001). In fact, many programmes feel that an evaluative focus on an
initiative’s impact on deep power structures is unlikely to see success—
leading instead to a focus on more immediate and tangible impacts and
small differences in people’s lives (CARE, 2001). But, it is erroneous to
assume that in contexts like Asia—with its historical inequities—interventions do not, or cannot, have larger scale impacts. From an evaluative
perspective, you cannot see what you do not look for. The current chapter argues that such impacts may be teased out using a vulnerability lens.
One of the areas for evaluation research that has been particularly
challenging is the identification and assessment of changes in vulnerability. When someone is labelled as being vulnerable, we are assuming
that a benchmark or threshold has been breached. However, this particular threshold is unstated. Instead, evaluations tend to substitute an
output benchmark (e.g., educational achievement) for impact on vulnerability, and by extension, change in inequity, power and violence. But,
in the absence of a clearly articulated vulnerability benchmark, we risk
undertaking programmes and evaluations without clear or comparable
standards or points of reference which would provide a baseline for
determining project impacts—whether positive or negative. In this context, a societal-defined level of vulnerability would serve as a progress
marker in each instance—in much the same way as the poverty line was
formulated and applied in development programming.
Another problem in assessing vulnerability is that it is an evolving phenomenon, not static. Vulnerabilities are usually multiple, making it difficult to distil them down to a single measure of value. This
is compounded by the likelihood that stakeholders will differ in their
understandings of vulnerability. For example, the degree to which the
completion of primary school is viewed as reducing the vulnerability
of a child may be understood very differently by her mother compared
to a development worker—not least because of the tension between the
longer term perspective of the development worker, and the very shortterm perspective of the mother who is likely to place greater priority on
more immediate services that the child may provide such as child care,
income generation (however marginal) and domestic help. Evaluators
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are challenged by how to obtain objective measures of such subjective
concepts as powerlessness, vulnerability or the value of personal relationships. Further, as evaluators, we need to assess not just existing, but
emerging, vulnerabilities and potential risks that may deepen inequities.
This means that we may also need to project our assessments into the
future, so that we might anticipate and proactively address contextual
and evolving factors.
Formative evaluations lead to findings that feed into discussions
of whether the intervention should be continued, and, if so, whether
modifications may be required in the next stage. In these circumstances,
qualitative tools are particularly useful in developing a nuanced understanding of deep rooted, and often camouflaged, inequities affecting the
initiative—and vice versa. To understand how vulnerabilities may persist or mutate, qualitative evidence (derived, e.g., through case studies,
PRA and so on) may help to shape and influence evaluation questions,
approaches and use (Chambers, 1997; Catley, 2008). A number of probing, open-ended questions may help in this regard. This might include
questions such as: ‘What would you have done differently, and why?’;
‘What did the project not address that it should have?’; and ‘What are the
biggest sources of vulnerability, and how has the project addressed them,
or not? And if not, why not?’
By changing our evaluative framework of relevance in evaluation
(OECD, 2002), evaluators can look beyond the indicators of immediate
impact, towards more contextual-located and nuanced outcomes associated with the initiative. Such analysis may provide critical and relevant
input into recommendations for the programme—or others like it—so
as to increase the chances or scale of positive impacts, while decreasing
the chances or scale of negative ones on levels of vulnerability. Such an
evaluation approach would require more flexibility. This vulnerabilityfocused approach would also highlight the centrality of the importance
of relevant results and the multiple accountabilities of stakeholders in
programming and evaluation (see Whitty, Chapter 3).

Conflicting Rights and Their Implications for
Evaluation: Views from the Field
Using a rights-based approach to evaluation may pose difficulties, since
different sets of rights may come into conflict as a result of an initiative. For example, in the case of self-help groups, economic success is
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typically (and reasonably) used as an indicator of women’s empowerment. However, a case in India illustrates how a particular women’s
self-help group not only succeeded in increasing incomes, but also created economic incentives for parents to pull children into family businesses and micro enterprises. Boys were pulled out of school and sent
to nearby towns to sell goods. On top of the usual household chores
with which girls were saddled, they were further burdened with economic chores, making them doubly exploited. Consequently, children,
especially girls, were deprived of their rights to play, to go to school
and to simply be children. Clearly, children’s rights were compromised
to achieve economic rights—and empowerment objectives—for women
(Zaveri, 2008).
Case studies in Cambodia found that after-school vocational programmes for children affected by HIV were successful in nurturing
new skills. But parents, looking for opportunities to capitalise on these
newly acquired skills, pushed their children to migrate in search of work,
thereby increasing their vulnerability to predation in transit, to trafficking
and to HIV. The right to education fed into the larger context of vulnerability which incentivised the violation of their right to protection—
leading to exploitation. Obviously, the answer is not to stop education
programmes for vulnerable children. However, it is essential that such
programmes—and our evaluation of such programmes—systematically
examine the vulnerabilities of the children and the impacts of these programmes so as to optimise the benefits and avoid or minimise the risks
of increasing vulnerabilities and exploitation.
Evaluation of an educational programme in the brothel area in
Mumbai, India found that children had long absences from school. An
economic downturn had pushed their mothers into sex work with the
full support and encouragement of their husbands, who were motivated
by the need to pay off debts, release mortgaged land and so on. Mothers
would migrate back and forth in search for work, thus, uprooting their
children’s lives and education. The best educational support had no
impact because of the migration and vulnerability faced by the mothers.
Yet, in that particular case, it was not possible to recommend that children be placed in alternative care, because it was felt that family should
be the first place of refuge for the child.
An evaluation of projects in Sonagachi, India and in Dhaka,
Bangladesh (HIV prevention, care and support for sex workers) found
that sex workers had been empowered regarding HIV risk perception and
client negotiation over condom use, following the public health model
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for combating HIV.7 But neither the project nor its evaluation examined
empowerment spillover in the sex worker’s emerging understandings of
their multiple identities and roles as mothers, nurturers, sex workers and
business women. So, while the programme was successful in its mobilisation and collectivisation objectives (including the creation of support
groups and campaigns to professionalise sex work as legitimate work),
it was found lacking by many of the women from a broader perspective. Some women in the project chose to address other concerns that
they felt should have been more central, in particular, the protection of
girl children through the establishment of day and night crèches, boarding schools and education support. Such initiatives were implicitly and
explicitly responding to a broader set of questions: ‘What impact did the
project have on your life?’ and ‘What would you have done differently?’
The project had not addressed the sex workers’/mothers’ educational
aspirations for their children. Thus, in their minds, the project was perpetuating a cycle of vulnerability, through the lack of viable alternative
employment opportunities that would push the next generation—their
daughters—into sex work (Zaveri, 2005).
A combination of these factors can in fact underscore, and deepen,
the gender-specific inequities that were meant to be addressed by the
intervention. In Bangladesh, the example of female children of sex
workers completing primary education is a case in point. Sheltered, educated, trained in the arts (through various creative development courses
by NGOs), and in life skills—girls were empowered and fulfilled their
right to education, participation and development. On the other hand,
they became prized objects for sexual exploitation by mothers and their
lovers. But the girls were also acutely aware of their situation, risks and
vulnerabilities and had a sense of helplessness. Boys too were part of
the children’s rights club but, with few marketable skills, were being
pushed to become pimps or other professions related to the brothel, now
acutely aware that they too will participate in the exploitation of their
peers. This heightened vulnerability and feeling of lack of empowerment
is rarely evaluated and the conventional evaluations miss evaluating the
far reaching impact on inequities, which continue to persist albeit in a
new garb.

The Iatrogenic Effects of Evaluation
All of these examples illustrate the ways in which the evaluation process
itself may cause significant risks that need to be considered explicitly
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and systematically when evaluating programmes located in, or designed
to address, conditions of deep inequity and power imbalance. Evaluation
research can contribute to the discourse regarding safeguarding the
evaluation process without compromising on addressing vulnerabilities
and inequities.
While many of these examples illustrate the ways in which development programming may have iatrogenic effects, the very process of
evaluation may itself be destabilising. Asking evaluative questions may
challenge or threaten an unjust status quo and the power of those who
benefit from it. In the course of their evaluations, evaluators may become
aware of broader socio-political problems of marginalised and vulnerable groups. For the persons participating in the evaluative process, even
recalling past inequities or exploitation may be traumatic. Participatory
approaches to evaluation research offer scope for capacity building and
empowerment (Chambers, 1994). However, such approaches require
that the researcher has a well-grounded and nuanced understanding of
both evaluation ethics and the local context.
More attention needs to be paid to the iatrogenic effects of evaluations, whereby participation itself may lead to unintended, unanticipated, harmful consequences. My own interviews with sex workers in
Bangladesh and India sought to understand whether the creation of collectives had led to genuine choice and sustainable beneficial impact. One
of the techniques used to specifically empower them as sex workers was
a participatory-narrative tool, which forced them to retrace the trajectory
of their lives. The intention of the tool was to identify milestones where
the empowerment process began since the NGO had invested resources
and capacity building in enabling sex workers to form collectives, to
build pressure groups and to address stigma. However, in many cases,
the result of this process was emotional distress as it entailed recalling
(and hence, re-living) their entry into sex work (Zaveri, 2005).
Sex workers did mention the process of collectivisation but chose to
highlight the milestone of entering sex work. Empowerment according to
the HIV prevention programme was addressing stigma and discrimination through sex worker collectives and the intense emotional distress
caused by the tool was clearly not going to be addressed by the programme. The evaluation findings were contrary to what was expected.
But the more vexing problem was that the findings questioned the architecture of this and similar HIV prevention programmes for sex workers,
and a fundamental shift in programming was less likely. The findings
were like a hot potato—expressed but difficult to hold and address. From
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the point of view of the sex workers, how ethical is such a scenario? The
question for evaluation research in VDS is how to address contrary (and
not just unexpected) findings in a volatile and complex environment.
A similar experience is evident in other settings where I have evaluated programmes for children of sex workers. In assessing how children
are faring in early childhood development classes or day care centres,
the sex workers are interviewed using focus group discussions which stir
up a sense of helplessness about the future of their children, especially
girls, their ostracism from their own families and homes, and their own
entry into sex work. The end result often seems puerile and distressing
(Zaveri, 2003, 2004). Once again, while interviewing the children at the
Daulatia Shelter home, the children were able to tell me which of their
friends were forced to enter sex work, their fears of the shelter home
shutting down, how someone would surely come to help them be secure
in their quest for higher education with even boys mentioning that they
would (without permission) enter the office premises at night to escape
the brothel’s pull towards being a pimp.
It is quite possible that tokenism and manipulation can inadvertently
filter into the evaluation process and use the person being interviewed,
sabotaging the intended empowerment outcomes such as the cultivation
of critical thinking and independence of action (Hart, 1992; Save the
Children, 2000). The evaluator, either by the way qualitative information
is collected, or by the implicit viewpoint underpinning evaluative questions, may create conditions within which evaluators look for what they
wish to see, and report accordingly.
Most qualitative tools engage subjects of evaluation in a process
that leads to further questioning, reflection, analysis and evaluative
thinking. However, evaluators can inadvertently create or aggravate personal and social conflicts (including gendered conflicts), when there are
power imbalances among those involved (England, 1994). As explored
in Goodhand’s work (2000) and Jayawickrama’s chapter in this book,
evaluators and researchers working in conflict situations routinely face
ethical challenges by virtue of the unique character of the environment
within which they are working—although such challenges may not be
recognized, or may not be recognized as being ethical in nature. This is
an underdeveloped field of work. There is an urgent need to review and
employ ethical frameworks of evaluation in VDS in order to ensure that
interventions not only do no harm but may actually do some good (Bush
and Duggan, 2013; Duggan and Bush, 2014).
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Vulnerable populations deserve to be treated within the strictest
ethical guidelines. In fact, a renegotiation of the ToRs for evaluation
research can give voice to the less powerful, even within complex situations, and can contribute to more informed and appropriate choices by
evaluation stakeholders. Unfortunately, ToRs are seldom renegotiated
on these lines. The globalisation of research networks presents a unique
opportunity for a more collaborative and equitable evaluative process
rather than the too-frequent donor-driven exercise (ESRC, 2004).
Shorter funding cycles mean shorter periods of intervention.8 The
shorter cycles encourage simple quantification of effects in our evaluations. Understanding and evaluating changes in levels of inequities
require attention to detail and to context. But it takes time for effects
to become evident. In-depth evaluations require a long-term timeline if
they are to be credible. For example, nascent changes in context and
impact on gender inequities may go un-noticed if changes are too small
or too subtle, or if they fall outside the epistemological scope of the ToRs
of an evaluation.
A recognition that there are multiple realities and an acceptance that
there may be competing indicators provide a more realistic approach
to appreciating the socio-political complexities and impacts that coexist
and clash within VDS (Bush, 2003). The many examples above amply
illustrate the ethical, political and methodological challenges faced by
ethical researchers.
In the dynamic world of VDS, ignoring context, especially in the
presence of deep seated inequities, may erroneously promote strategies,
policies and programmes that in the long run reinforce such inequities.
The role of the evaluator becomes critical in such situations—using
approaches and formulating questions that tease out these contextual
changes can clearly contribute to more equitable, sensitive research in
evaluation.

Notes
1. http://southasia.oneworld.net/fromthegrassroots/children-of-sex-workers-denied-afair-chance/. This is a report on a study of over a thousand children who continue to
face stigma, lack of education and other difficulties while residing in the brothel area.
2. This particular focus is driving the development of what is being called equity-based
evaluation. See Bamberger and Segone (2011).
3. The benefit–harm approach emerged from a review by CARE International in
September 1998 of their Sudan programmes. The review recommended that there
should be an assessment using this approach to better understand the humanitarian,
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social and political impacts of CARE’s work in Sudan. From this starting point, the
approach was pilot tested over three years in Africa, the experience culminated in
the development of a handbook that could be used anywhere in the world.
http://resourcecentre.savethechildren.se/start/countries/bangladesh (accessed on
21 July 2015). Secondary school enrolment was 45 per cent for boys and 49 per cent
for girls, indicating high levels of dropout for 2007–2010.
When children are employed in factories or under one roof, it is easier (relatively) to
access children for various development activities. Child labourers are known to be
exploited by middlemen, contractors and employers, and are vulnerable to HIV risk
because of child abuse. Often, these child labourers are not aware of HIV and risk
factors. In Sivakasi, shutting the factories did not eradicate child labour. Instead, it went
underground, scattered in homes and communities. They became difficult to locate
and access for HIV sensitisation programmes as well as for understanding of risk and
self-efficacy programmes. Being hidden, the chances of exploitation are also higher—
it is difficult to find out who is exploiting the children and how the exploitation
takes place. This phenomenon is similar to the one where brothel areas are cleaned
up, creating sex worker diasporas that are difficult to access for various HIV risk
perception programmes and placing sex workers at greater risk since they have to live
and work in unfamiliar places.
Targeted interventions are the approaches used in combating HIV. One of the
target populations that spreads HIV is sex workers and their clients, and most HIV
prevention programmes are focused on these groups. This is a public health approach
to control the vectors that spread HIV. In such an approach, less attention is paid to
other populations affected by HIV. It is well documented that the AIDS infection
trajectory was very different in India than that of Africa. It was only during the third
five-year National Aids Control Plan in India that there was an understanding that
women, who were not sexually promiscuous, were contracting HIV through their
husbands (and infecting their children)—this was then described as the feminisation
of the HIV epidemic.
HIV prevention has usually followed a public health model—identifying and
targeting populations that spread HIV and building their capacities on the use of
condoms, treatment of STIs and behaviour change communication. An enabling
environment to ensure that the above was possible was also part of most programmes.
The understanding that HIV is also a development problem gained attention in the
90s. Although there was increasing feminisation of the epidemic, the programmatic
approach preference was a public health one. Empowerment of sex workers included
agitating for their right to work and legalisation of the profession. The discourse was,
therefore, skewed towards demanding these rights but there was a lack of attention to
identifying the needs of sex workers when they were not doing sex work.
Family Health International’s India Final Report (November 2007), produced at the
end of the HIV/AIDS IMPACT project, mentions in its Lessons Learned, p. 53, ‘[t]he
uncertainty of year-to-year funding obligations through global field support limited
FHI’s ability to develop multi-year project agreement cycles with partners. Longer
programme planning cycles allow local community organisations to strategically
develop long-term plans and can improve staff retention rates.’ http://pdf.usaid.gov/
pdf_docs/Pdack584.pdf (accessed on 23 July 2017).
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Interpreting and Evaluating
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in a Divided Society
A Funder’s Perspective
John A. Healy and John R. Healy

Interpreting and Evaluating an NPO in a Divided Society

Introduction

T

his chapter explores how private funders assess the quality of the
research and evaluation they fund, and the particular issues which
arise when supporting evaluation-related research in the area of
peacebuilding. The chapter outlines how the worldviews of funding agencies have a significant, often decisive, influence on the type of evaluation
and learning approaches which non-profit organisations (NPOs) adopt.
It is suggested that evaluating non-profit activity to promote peacebuilding should draw from a palette of multiple methods in order to capture evidence and elucidate understanding of the specific social change
being assessed. Similarly, in peacebuilding contexts, social constructionist approaches are needed to help understand and interpret the multiple
social realities at play.
This chapter focuses on the case of an organisation in Northern
Ireland supported by The Atlantic Philanthropies (Atlantic) to illustrate
how evidence of impact and reported views of constructed social reality
can help advance activists’ and funders’ goals. The chapter illustrates
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the importance, in the case of a divided society like Northern Ireland, of
understanding the different, contested, perceptions of reality. It suggests
that evaluation should be used to try to reach a common understanding of
the design and implementation of initiatives. Practical examples indicate
how evaluation-related research may contribute to:
• on-going developmental learning in peacebuilding organisations;
• development of a better understanding of the constructed reality within
a conflict context; and
• assessments of progress for external audiences.

Overall, the authors contend that evaluation should help inform and
ground strategic discussions as recommended in developmental
approaches to evaluation (Patton, 2008).1
The next section of the chapter outlines briefly the origins of formal
evaluations within philanthropy. It highlights how the worldview which
foundations adopt strongly influences their approaches to evaluation.
Two contrasting approaches to funding social change and two different
philosophies of science—positivism and social constructionism—are
then outlined to demonstrate this. Whether people are conscious of it or
not, these different ways of funding, organising and understanding reality play a crucial role in how foundations perceive the merits of evaluation and the type of learning and evaluation strategy they adopt.
The authors believe not only that evaluation has a central role to
play in helping NPOs, foundations and policy-makers to learn and to
share lessons from their work but that it is vital to understand the positions where people are coming from before crafting a learning and evaluation strategy. Funding social change in a conflict setting provides a
particularly rich illustration of how evaluation can inform debates which
have the potential to be divisive. However, the authors believe that this
applies to evaluation more widely.

One Funder’s Perspective:
The Atlantic Philanthropies2
The Atlantic Philanthropies was established by Irish-American businessman Charles F. Feeney in 1982. Its mission is to bring about lasting
positive changes in the lives of disadvantaged and vulnerable people.
The foundation, which does not accept unsolicited grant proposals,
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awards grants totalling $350 million a year. In 2002, Atlantic announced
its intention to distribute all of its assets and close down prior to 2020.
By that date, it is expected to have granted an estimated $7.6 billion,
the largest exercise in limited-life philanthropy to date. Atlantic makes
support grants in the areas of ageing, disadvantaged children, population health, reconciliation and human rights, and the foundation is active
in Australia, Bermuda, Northern Ireland, the Republic of Ireland, USA
and Vietnam.
Atlantic regards its grants as investments to enable its grantees
to achieve specified social returns. Altlantic’s approach to grantees is
to respect their independence, to be supportive at all times, but to be
demanding in the achievement of agreed outcomes. In recent years,
Atlantic has placed more emphasis on evaluating its investments, learning from the experience of its grantees and sharing what has been learnt
with the wider non-profit community.3 This shift has influenced its
approach to research and evaluation, as discussed further.

What Works and Why: The Significance of
Paradigms and Funder Worldviews
Evaluation has had a long association with social reform movements.
The contemporary world of organised giving is rooted in scientific philanthropy, an approach which builds an evidence base for solving the
root causes of problems, rather than providing more traditional, charitable services (Hall, 2004). According to Orville G. Brim Jr., President of
the Russell Sage Foundation, one of the pioneering institutions of evaluation in philanthropy, ‘Evaluation research is the application of social
science research to provide the administrator with accurate information
on the consequences of his actions’ (Brim, 1973).
This emphasis on evaluation as providing precise information to
guide strategy and to build up an evidence base was part of a wider effort
within US public policy to use evaluation in public programmes to help
target resources at effective solution for social ills. The Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation was one the largest and most influential foundations
in the 1980s to commit to a policy of evaluation with an explicit desire to
measure impact rigorously, using positivist approaches and experimental methods where possible (Hall, 2004).4
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Within the world of foundations, the role of evaluation and research
differs from funder to funder. Understanding these different interpretations is important because they shape funder’s beliefs and perceptions
around how social change happens and how it can best be measured or
assessed. For some foundations, the role of science and scientific methods is central for achieving change; it influences what they fund and how
they fund it. For others, influencing social values are the central concern,
while for others, the world is seen as too chaotic and fast moving for
standardised approaches to science and measurement to be of use. Some
characterise these tensions as a dichotomy between an evidence-based
approach and an activist approach. Debates between opposing camps
often generate caricatures of each other. What we argue here is that these
differences reflect diverse worldviews that are broadly aligned with how
people think about the role of social science and their assumptions about
generalisable knowledge or rules that can inform human behaviour.
These differing worldviews are critical to how people assess the merits
and usefulness of research and evaluation.
In our experience, we have encountered funders who believe that
their main function is to experiment with ideas and seek social solutions that can be shared with a willing audience and then implemented
widely in collaboration with others. The role of foundations with this
worldview is, thus, to test out what works and then to promote the scaling up of these solutions. Whether it is envisaged that this will be done
initially by foundations to demonstrate what works and then taken up
by government (a progressive view), or whether it is envisaged that
the scale-up is funded privately (a conservative view), the role of traditional impact evaluation and research is central in both instances. The
role of a NPO is seen often as partnering with funders in search of a
solution for generalisable laws or practices and many of the techniques
used are imported from the natural sciences including experimental
methods such as randomised control trials (RCTs). Indeed many of the
foundations that have a central belief in the power of science to solve
social problems focus on highly technical solutions. A current example
in the field of private foundations is provided by the Gates Foundation
which chooses to pursue its goal of improving the health of disadvantaged people by prioritising the development of new therapies over
investing in the strengthening of the health systems which would deliver
these therapies.
We have also encountered foundations who eschew traditional
impact evaluation5 and who see knowledge as contingent on specific
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causes or issues and would dispute whether transferable lessons (or generalisable knowledge) can be garnered from assessing a foundation’s
work in a standardised way. Within this worldview, there is no receptive
audience for the lessons of an evaluation. Since society is seen as being
shaped most primarily by powerful vested interests, there is a perception
that enough knowledge exists about how to solve social problems; it is a
question of garnering enough power through organising and advocating
to realise your goal. Knowledge on how to do this is highly contingent
and is best shared either through narratives which provide a deep understanding of context or through direct observation and mentoring by more
experienced peers.
Whilst these two world views are obviously cartoons of social
engineers on the one hand, and activists on the other, they do highlight
the importance of understanding where on this spectrum the funder,
the grantee organisation and, indeed, the evaluator are located, as this
influences the conversation and expectations around which approach to
assessing the merits of research and evaluation will be considered valuable and credible.
The question of world views in aid and philanthropy is related,
although not parallel, to the role of paradigms within science and in turn
to different schools of thought within evaluation. The school of positivism grew out of the Enlightenment and as a result places a high value
on the scientific method of iterating between theory and observation.
Auguste Comte in the 19th century was the first social theorist to advocate for the importation of the scientific method from the natural sciences into the social realm. Positivists see the process of research as the
process of discovering reality through the identification of regularities,
that is measuring phenomena that tend to move together in patterns and
that may be demonstrated to be causal (Lawson, 1997). Positivists hold
that experiments and measurement, often quantitative, are the best ways
to uncover empirical reality. There is an emphasis on revealed phenomena rather than an emphasis on the generative structures which give rise
to them. The process of research is analogous to holding up a mirror up
to social reality. Therefore, it has both realist ontology (real objects and
phenomena exist) and an epistemology which holds that it is possible for
objective scientific research to discover this reality. Within this philosophy of science, the role of evaluation and research is to measure progress
independently and objectively. It is a tenet of faith that the reality of
whether a project has achieved its objectives is capable of being known
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with and through sufficient proof, which, in turn, informs generalisable
laws and principles about what works.
Social constructionism is an alternative view of understanding
social phenomena which sees meaningful reality as shaped and interpreted by individuals and groups. There are many variants of interpretative approaches but social constructionism has become one of the main
alternatives to the positivist approach (Crotty, 1998). Rather than reality
existing independently of social actors, meaning, norms and values are
constructed and interpreted by people. How people make sense, or have
sense made for them, of the world around them is key to this approach.
The role of evaluation and research within this belief system is to understand better how this reality is constructed for and by the different social
actors. This is not to say that everything is subjective; rather, meaning
does not exist independently of either the object or the mind studying it
(Crotty, 1998).
This is a social theory in which institutions exist and people have
established norms and systems for making sense of the world around
them which get reproduced. From this perspective, research and evaluation become less about assessing the objective impact of the project
or programme to reveal a generalisable truth, and more about understanding the context within which an initiative is taking place and understanding how people are interpreting its progress. How meaning is given
and is received through social rituals, rites and symbols is important for
understanding perceptions within individual contexts. For the social constructivist, there is not a single objective truth to be revealed using experimental social science research methods. Rather, insights are gained
which help the organisation being evaluated; the funder and others in
the field understand how the initiative is being perceived during rollout
and after completion. The case study is the most common approach used
with a preference to use interviews and observation as data collection
methods.
Scientific paradigms and their role in human thought are a much
debated topic. Often it is assumed that these paradigms are incommensurate and that the individual or the organisation can only belong to one
school or the other. These differing paradigms have been influential in
terms of shaping or at least representing how different people understand
social reality and, by extension, social change. The authors believe that
it is helpful to understand the different philosophies and scientific paradigms which underpin the multiple approaches to evaluation. That said,
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the authors contend that this should not lead people to adopt the extreme
views at either end of the spectrum.
Adopting a dogmatic approach to implementing RCTs or, at the
other extreme, claiming that a finding is only relevant in the community or organisation where it is generated is unhelpful. There are many
phenomena which are socially constructed (e.g., sectarianism) but which
develop a reality for members of organisations or communities. There
are instances in which these can be measured and where lessons or learnings can be drawn in from other similar contexts about what has worked
or not worked. What is also key to this discussion is ensuring that we
understand why things work or fail.
Within the world of philanthropy, decisions around funding and
programme choices are based on the different political and social philosophies and upon people’s understanding of what counts as evidence
(scientific paradigm). While these paradigms or worldviews do not generally establish themselves in a formal way, our experience is that the
approaches adopted by different foundations tend to be based on the particular worldview of the leadership. This influences funders’ approach
to evaluation. Some view non-profit activity as instrumental (Frumkin,
2002), that is, that the value of non-profit activity is viewed as service
delivery and a means of making up for a lack of state provision of public
goods (Ben-Ner, 2003).
An NPO is seen as a vehicle for achieving certain specified ends.
This worldview is translated into an overtly instrumental or technical
understanding of evaluation and often leads to the private or public
funder placing an almost singular emphasis on holding organisations
to account for the production and delivery of certain specified services.
This view of evaluation, consciously or unconsciously, draws on positivist evaluation approaches which seek to establish the objective truth
of the success or failure of an initiative. This positivist testing can be
experimental. It can involve testing the success or failure of hypotheses
in an effort to influence other organisations to adopt a model of practice,
or to scale up an activity. This philosophy of science exists within a functionalist paradigm which sees organisations as instruments for achieving
preordained objectives (Burrell and Morgan, 1979).
For other funders, non-profits are not solely or, indeed, primarily established to provide services. Instead they are of symbolic value
to society in terms of maintaining or challenging the status quo. They
enable members of society to express themselves in terms of their own
values politically and socially. This expressive quality of the organisation
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is not instrumental in terms of producing specific outcomes. Rather it
prototypes behaviours and symbolises values that its supporters believe
should exist in society (Frumkin, 2002). In order to understand how
these organisations are impacting society, a funder would be interested
in how meaning is constructed with the specific context. Evaluations
become less about objective facts and generalisable lessons which can
be applied across settings, and more about understanding the nuance of
each initiative and the cultural context using thick descriptions (Geertz,
1973) of the context so that the reader of the evaluations can draw out
from them lessons about what is useful in other situations. For these
funders, the why question is fundamental.
Most unfortunately, we have also come across a scepticism about
the transferability of lessons and this results in a belief that social change
is so nuanced (‘it’s too complex to understand’ is a common refrain) that
it cannot be recorded or transferred in a formal, social science sense.
There is a perception that charitable resources are best spent supporting the NPO in their struggles rather than on evaluation or research.
Learning then is assumed to take place by people transferring lessons
through networks or being mentored by more experienced peers.
The implications of these worldviews are paramount as they shape
decisions about the types of evaluation and research that the funder will
value and support. In conflict or post-conflict situations like Northern
Ireland, reality—and by extension, reality testing or understanding
reality—can be highly contested. In these extreme contexts, even seemingly unrelated debates can become polarised along sectarian lines.
Drawing on a theoretical framework which opens up questions about how
reality gets constructed and employing methods which seek to illuminate
the differing interpretations of reality can help inform both the grantee
organisation and the funder about progress and challenges. Whether this
is called strategic learning or DE, it draws upon an understanding of
social reality that focuses attention upon these social constructions. It
then can help illuminate strategies for how these constructions or interpretations can be influenced by describing in depth both the cultural context and the nuanced way in which these interpretations get reproduced.
The Atlantic Philanthropies’ evaluation approach focuses on gathering practical, useful lessons and has a very pragmatic approach to
the choice of methods used in its different programmes. Atlantic has
always understood that this juxtaposition of scientific and values driven
approaches to philanthropy can lead to foundation executives adopting doctrinaire approaches towards evaluation. For this reason, Atlantic
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strives to draw on aspects of the different world views. The different
social change strategies (evidence-based versus activist-based) are not
incompatible, rather they are often interdependent. A rigorous RCT is a
waste of charitable resources if there are no activists who can advocate
for the adoption and use of the findings. Funding a grassroots mobilisation of social activists can be a self-indulgent expression of values if
there are not serious evaluative processes that generate evidence to track
the effectiveness of the movement and the extent to which it is achieving
its aims. The evaluation approach adopted and methods chosen should
be designed in consultation with the activists on the ground. They should
be focused on answering the questions that can help activists to learn
and become more effective organisations and address funders’ concerns
about accountability.
The case described below highlights how evaluation, learning and
research contributed to: the formation and maintenance of a communitybased NPO, its policy formulation, and its capacity to attract funding
from other sources. The case study focuses on a peacebuilding initiative in Northern Ireland championed by local community activists and
funded by The Atlantic Philanthropies. The choice of case is justified by
the fact that both research and evaluation have been used to guide and
inform the work of these activists, in what at times can be very challenging circumstances.
In this sense, the role of the evaluator is close to the role described by
Patton: instilling evaluation into the organisational culture (2008, p. 222).
In this case, undertaking traditional impact assessments using experimental techniques would have been extremely costly, ethically risky and of
limited relevance. In this scenario, the foundation opted to carryout rigorous, interview-based case research to inform strategy and to gather the
different perceptions of progress from stakeholders. The case highlights
how, even in very contested settings, research and evaluation can build
the knowledge and strategies of both activists and funders.

The Case Study
Northern Ireland Context
It is first necessary to place the case in the context of the long-running conflict in Northern Ireland, and of the work of The Atlantic Philanthropies
in that region. The area referred to as Northern Ireland is located in
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the north-eastern corner of the island of Ireland. With a population of
1.7 million and a total land area of just under 14,000 square kilometres,
Northern Ireland is constitutionally part of the UK and is, thus, separate
from the Republic of Ireland, which accounts for the rest of the island.
The conflict within Northern Ireland has its roots within the troubled
history of Anglo-Irish relations.6 Ireland was invaded by King Henry II
of England in the 12th century. In the ensuing four centuries, efforts
were made to extend English domination over the island and by the end
of the 16th century English rule had extended to all parts of the island
except the northern province of Ulster. After a hard-fought campaign,
the Ulster clans were subdued and their leaders left the island for mainland Europe. Their land was confiscated and distributed to settlers from
Britain most of whom were Protestant in contrast to the native Irish who
were Catholic. So effective was this transfer of land that by the beginning
of the 18th century less than 5 per cent of the land of Ulster remained in
the ownership of Catholic natives. The Plantation of Ulster introduced an
essentially foreign society with a different language, a different culture,
different religions and a different way of life. The natives were banished
to the margins, resentful of the usurpation of their land. The colonists
feared that their security would be compromised by rebellious natives.
The scene was, thus, set for a long-standing conflict between two ethnic
groups who often identified their differences as religious and cultural
over the ensuing centuries.
In 1920, independence was granted to what has become the Republic
of Ireland but, crucially, the counties of what is now Northern Ireland
were excluded from the arrangement and permitted to remain part of the
UK. The partition of Ireland created a state with a disaffected minority
who comprised about one-third of the population. Ulster’s Protestants
felt themselves under siege and sought to secure their position by economic discrimination against Catholics, by gerrymandering or manipulating electoral boundaries, and by ensuring the Protestant character of
the police force.
A Catholic middle class emerged during the 1950s and there were
signs that its members would be prepared to accept equality within
Northern Ireland rather than the ending of partition. A campaign for
civil rights was established, modelled on that in USA. This resulted in
civil disorder and, in 1969, the British government dispatched troops
to enforce order. Although welcomed initially by the Catholics, the
troops provided a stimulus for the revival of extreme nationalism, and
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the Provisional IRA commenced a violent campaign against the British
forces. This led, in 1972, to the suspension of the local administration
and imposition of direct rule from London.
So began the ‘Troubles’—a 25-year period of low-intensity war
between the Provisional IRA and the British Army, with occasional contributions from Protestant paramilitaries. Approximately, 3,600 people
were killed and 45,000 injured over this period (Hillyard et al., 2005,
p. xxix). This came to an end in 1998 when the political parties, including those representing the opposing paramilitaries, and the British and
Irish governments, agreed to establish a power-sharing devolved administration, on the basis that the constitutional position of Northern Ireland
within the UK would be confirmed, until and unless the citizens of
Northern Ireland decided to change it, and the Irish state would drop its
constitutional claim to Northern Ireland.
Since 1998, there has been some change in Northern Ireland.
Discrimination in housing and employment has been significantly
reduced, and religiously integrated schooling encouraged.7 However, the
two communities still remain apart. Marriage across the religious divide
is the exception rather than the rule. Over 90 per cent of public housing
is segregated along religious lines and some areas remain separated by
the so-called ‘peace walls’. And the overwhelming majority of Northern
Ireland’s children continue to be educated apart, and to have limited
opportunities to meet contemporaries from the other community.

The Atlantic Philanthropies and Northern Ireland
Atlantic made its first grants in Northern Ireland in the early 1990s, but
from 1994 onwards Atlantic’s direction in Northern Ireland centred on
engaging with groups and organisations previously on the fringes of
political life. At this stage in the Peace Process, the political risk element
of certain interventions (e.g., working with politically motivated ex-prisoners) was relatively high and largely untested. Very few governmentsupported agencies were in a position to back such high-risk ventures
and Atlantic sought to fill the gap at a critical time.
Between 1996 and 1998, Atlantic Philanthropies supported organisations and programmes designed to consolidate what could only be
described as a fragile peace. Initiatives included support for crisis intervention work within loyalist8 communities in North Belfast. This work,
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which involved engaging with local paramilitary leaders, has been credited with reducing the level of street violence in certain areas of North
Belfast. Significant support was also provided for community restorative
justice initiatives in loyalist and republican areas of West Belfast. These
interventions were focused on finding community-based alternatives
to paramilitary punishment attacks. The funding of such programmes,
which were viewed with extreme hostility inside the Northern Ireland
Office, explicitly recognised that certain communities within Northern
Ireland required alternative methods (i.e., outside the criminal justice
system) for dealing with intra-community violence.9
During these years, Atlantic funded organisations and projects that
would not have been able to access funding from mainstream private
or public sources. For example, commitments made to the provision
of employment and skills training for loyalist ex-paramilitaries within
East Belfast, and notably Portadown, in spite of concerns over the status
of paramilitary cease-fires, were high risk funding interventions. As a
funder of efforts to promote reconciliation on the island of Ireland, there
are a number of reasons why Atlantic has been interested in research
and evaluation. These reasons are informed in large part by Atlantic
Philanthropies mission and are underpinned by Atlantic’s desire to fund
NPOs to assess their impact and learn from their work—both successes
and failures; to inform strategic discussions amongst groups of grantees
as they work towards similar objectives and deploy similar strategies,
to inform Atlantic’s programme reviews and strategy development, and
inform choices made by public policy-makers.
Atlantic places an emphasis on encouraging learning which is
directly useful for NPOs. In this way, research and evaluation are intended
to feed directly into the development of strategy both internally within
the foundation and, more importantly, externally amongst the NPOs and
public sector agencies directly active in the field. Understanding the
rationale behind Atlantic’s mission and its willingness to take calculated risks is central to understanding how Atlantic evaluates the merits
of research and evaluation processes and materials. Whilst in the past
Atlantic funded in-depth analyses of the causes of conflict in Northern
Ireland and how the conflict and efforts to promote peace and reconciliation compared to other conflicts abroad, the emphasis now is very
much on utility and practical application. Over the past decade, there
has been a shift towards garnering practical lessons which could help
inform strategic learning.10 This has prompted Atlantic steer away from
the commissioning or funding research on the fundamental causes of
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conflict. Instead, it emphasises a focus on the evaluation of initiatives to
promote reconciliation.

The Case: The Suffolk Lenadoon Interface Group
Civil unrest at the height of the recent conflict in Northern Ireland forced
communities into sectarian strife. This often resulted in the physical segregation and demographic disruption of communities along sectarian
lines. The communities of Suffolk and Lenadoon in West Belfast bifurcated into polarised communities living parallel to one another, bounded
by an interface.11 Communities in this area were violently divided by the
bitter sectarian strife. Knox (2010, p. 18) outlines the polarised history
of the area:
As Lenadoon became the refuge of Catholics from other parts of Belfast,
Protestant families living on the estate were forced to either move out
because of sectarianism and intimidation or shift to the Suffolk estate
(at the lower end of Lenadoon and the south side of the Stewartstown
Road), which became an enclave for Protestants living in West Belfast.
As Catholic families grew on the Lenadoon estate, Suffolk became the
repository for Protestants who had chosen to remain—in effect a small
commune of public houses with around 1,000 people surrounded on all
sides by their Catholics neighbours. This managed ‘security solution’
in the early 1970s created an interface area between Lenadoon and
Suffolk estates (the boundary of which is Stewartstown Road) which
endures to the present day—euphemistically known as ‘the peace line’.

Both communities were dedicated to their own well-being and had set up
institutions to promote their advancement. The Lenadoon Community
Forum was founded in 1992 and set out its mission: To provide the
framework for planning and community infrastructure for planning and
co-ordinated action by residents, community and voluntary groups, service providers and statutory agencies in pursuit of a shared vision. In a
similar vein, The Suffolk Community Forum, established in 1994, aimed:
To work towards creating a stable, secure and confident community in
Suffolk. The Suffolk community—generally Protestant and Loyalist—
and the Lenadoon Community—generally Catholic and Republican—
in West Belfast were just one interface area of many affected by the
Troubles. Much of this early work was undertaken in the shadow of the
final years of sustained, organised violence by paramilitary groupings,
on the one hand, and attempts to reach a political accommodation, on
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the other. In some ways, the area was a microcosm of the wider conflict.
The two communities lived in neighbourhoods which are side-by-side
but very segregated. Despite intimate proximity, there was deep-seated
fear of crossing the community divide. In Northern Ireland, the wider
political environment has always had an impact on community relations.
Critical events like the Drumcree stand-off12 in the town of Portadown
would have had a traumatic impact at a community level across Northern
Ireland. It was only when the communities decided to park the bigger
scale differences and focus on practical, economic shared interests that
progress began to be made.
In 1996, the Belfast Interface Project led a joint scoping exercise
between the Suffolk and Lenadoon Community Forums. This exercise
resulted in the establishment of the Suffolk Lenadoon Interface Group
(SLIG). Where both Forums had broadly focused on the social and economic improvement of their respective communities, SLIG spotlighted
the ‘things we think we have in common, the difficulties between us and
how we can be better neighbors’ (Belfast Interface Project, 1999, p. 5).
The joint initiative was underpinned by a common consensus that ‘more
could be achieved in cooperation than independently’ (Knox, 2009,
p. 5). Symbolically, the first SLIG project was an infrastructure regeneration initiative on the Stewartstown Road interface. By 2002, this social
economy enterprise paved the way to the perception that SLIG was having success. SLIG generated new sponsors in the International Fund for
Ireland and the Community Relations Council.
Building on this encouraging development, in 2006 Atlantic
invested £54,928 over the space of four months to investigate and assess
the potential for more formal peacebuilding initiatives in the Suffolk
and Lenadoon communities. Findings suggested that there was both
space and opportunity and, in December of 2006, a formal investment
of £2,000,000 was guaranteed over 35 months to begin in January 2007.
The grant was provided to support community-based reconciliation
efforts, joint advocacy and the development of shared spaces by assisting
the two communities to implement a peacebuilding plan for the SuffolkLenadoon area in West Belfast. In 2009, Atlantic supported a second
phase of funding (of £1,100,000) for the ongoing local peace process
in Suffolk and Lenadoon. This funding aimed to support peacebuilding
between the Suffolk and Lenadoon communities by supporting advocacy efforts to improve public service provision and increase participation of local people in achieving social change and reconciliation.
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The Role of Evaluation, Research and
Learning in the Case
From the outset of its relationship with SLIG, The Atlantic Philanthropies
used research to assess, against defined criteria, the most suitable site in
which to finance interface work. Deloitte Consultants, who had developed a competency in the area of peacebuilding were commissioned to
recommend a location for supporting an intervention that would demonstrate how tensions at interface areas could be defused and how a common cause in support of peace could be built across the sectarian divide.
In 2005, Deloitte recommended that Atlantic explore the potential for
financially supporting interface work in Suffolk and Lenadoon. By this
stage, much progress had already been made but there was still a large
degree of distrust. Atlantic initially supported the two communities to
undertake separate needs assessments. As confidence grew, Atlantic
then asked them to develop a joint plan.
Atlantic decided from an early stage of engagement with SLIG that
the lessons from the work should be recorded and fed back into the development of the initiative. The way in which the two local communities
reached across the divide was exceptional rather than typical and it was,
therefore, important to share the example and to demonstrate what was
being achieved, how it was being achieved and the context within which
the work was taking place. Perhaps as important, there was a need to
reflect back to SLIG and to both communities the emerging lessons from
the work to help stimulate debate and discussion about what was working and what was not, to share any differing perceptions and to improve
the implementation. This developmental approach was reflected in a
series of case-studies which were commissioned by Atlantic, referred
to as ‘Capture the Learning’ cases. The name reflects the fact that this
learning was more emergent and focused on how the initiative unfolded
and fitted into an ongoing, strategic learning approach (Mintzberg et al.,
1998) rather than a more linear, traditional impact evaluation approach.
Dr Colin Knox, a professor of public policy at the University of Ulster,
was commissioned to write the case studies.
The first Capture the Learning case study focused on the development of the initiative and on how the two communities came together to
develop a shared plan, how they established trust and how they dealt with
the initial challenges and tensions of the funded work. This case helped
each side understand the constraints that the other was working within,
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as various paramilitary groups were still influential in both communities,
and there was a need for progress to be calibrated against what was possible in terms of what each community was willing to accept. In the early
stages, there was a pervading sense of mistrust. One of the biggest contextual factors was that Lenadoon is an expanding nationalist community
with an increasing need for social housing, whilst Suffolk’s population
is decreasing but with a strong desire not to have its physical territory
encroached upon by their nationalist neighbours. The first ‘Capturing
the Learning’ process was essentially concerned with reflecting how the
initiative was constructed amid very differing interpretations of reality.
It also recorded how leaders within the two communities constructed a
way to recognise but park their political differences and not get bogged
down in old arguments, and to focus on those priorities which were of
immediate concern to both areas and to return to the most challenging
issues as trust was established. The evaluation process involved both
capturing the differing perceptions of reality and encouraging both communities to reflect on this. Also from Atlantic’s perspective, recording
how the communities had gone about this peacebuilding planning and
the context within which it took place served as an important record
that could be disseminated to other possible locations within Northern
Ireland, as there might be some transportable lessons.
Whereas the first report was retrospective, the subsequent ‘Capture
the Learning’ reports then focused on evaluating the roll-out of the initiative. These reports were used to stimulate debate and discussion about
the reasons for progress or the challenges encountered, and to help each
side see the constraints that the other was working within. Whilst some
findings provoked disagreement, they did help surface issues in a constructive way. That said, many of the debates were heated and reflected
the controversial nature of the evaluation work and the highly contested
environment in which the community activists were working. The evaluator received strong challenges from one community in the face of their
observations about the pace at which the community was rolling out the
work. It subsequently emerged that there were strong concerns within
the paramilitary groups within that community about the pace of the
work. The community activists had to be careful not to move ahead of
the different interest groups within their own communities. Feedback
reports helped to stimulate discussion between the two communities and
helped bring issues to the surface which, if left unaddressed, would have
festered. This particular reality meant that the credibility and integrity
of the evaluator was consistently put to the test; their legitimacy was
dependent on their acceptance as being impartial.
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The case study reports also helped to focus on the governance challenges and some of the operational issues encountered by SLIG. One
of the challenges for the group was the management of an initiative of
this scale. The strategic preparation and dissemination of reports allowed
difficulties and competing perceptions to be aired, as a precursor to the
holding of discussions to address them.
In terms of assessing the impact of SLIG, more positivist-type evaluation instruments were also used by the communities. They had realised
the power of credible, quantitative and systematised data for advancing
their interests. SLIG recognised the need to gather more evidence on
the reach and breadth of the work on community attitudes, and to measure the prevalence of this impact across both communities. It, therefore, commissioned Millward Brown, a well-regarded market research
firm, to survey community attitudes in Suffolk and Lenadoon. A random location sampling technique was employed to ensure that people on
each street close to the interface had an equal chance of being surveyed.
Four hundred questionnaires were completed. Knox (2010, p. 21) outlines that:
[The survey found] the overwhelming support in both communities
for peace building at 95.2 per cent and 82.6 per cent in Lenadoon
and Suffolk, respectively. This clearly demonstrates the appetite for
cross-community work in an area previously synonymous with violent
conflict.

The survey was also instructive in highlighting the demographic profile of those who become engaged in peacebuilding work. In addition,
an external evaluator was commissioned to assess progress towards the
objectives set, to account for funds spent and to assess the quality and
level of the outputs and outcomes achieved.
This diversified approach (research cases studies, randomised survey and external evaluation) yielded insights about the impact of the
project and its roll out, which helped Atlantic and SLIG to interpret
these findings in the light of the specific context within which the work
took place. This pragmatic approach to evaluation combined rigorous
assessment of impacts and rich cases studies to inform strategy. Because
Atlantic was a funder, it was able to instigate certain approaches to evaluation. But, this was possible only because its partners were willing.
And, it was a process that had to be nurtured and built carefully.
In the case of SLIG, the organisation discussed how research and
data could strengthen their own activist and peacebuilding work as well
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as provide the funder with the accountability it needed. SLIG used this
evidence and combined it with an adept understanding of the power of
symbolism to influence policy beyond their own interface area. They
approached the Parades Commission13 and gave the first joint, crosscommunity submission which highlighted how they had handled the
issue of parades, and outlined how they had developed a solution and
had provided marshals to minimise the likelihood of trouble. The later
‘Capture the Learning’ reports focused on what became a concerted
advocacy campaign in which SLIG drew on its strong evidence base
to construct and convey compelling impact stories at times when the
communities were seeking to access substantial regeneration funding,
and when they were attempting to influence government policy and
funding in relation to shared facilities. SLIG also became very adept at
using symbolism to make sense (Weick, 2001) of the evidence contained
within the reports. For example, at the launch of one report both a loyalist marching band and Irish traditional musicians performed to highlight
the importance of understanding the cultural context of each community
and to highlight the progress made to the guests present.
Overall, evaluation and strategic learning was used by SLIG and
Atlantic to advance efforts to effect social change through the work taking place across the two communities, and to influence a wider audience.
The very practical use of the case study approach was critical at certain
junctures to help activists understand how others were interpreting progress and/or challenges and for each side to understand the reality of the
constraints within which each community was operating. More impactfocused quantitative evaluation methods were also used to demonstrate
to external audiences the impact on the communities—especially the
Northern Ireland government and the European Union which in 2010
agreed to commit £4.5 million for a shared facility for the two communities, and an additional £500,000 for running costs. The ‘Capturing the
Learning’ reports became part of the trust building process within and
between the two communities, in addition to informing strategic learning
about advocacy.

Conclusions
As outlined at the beginning of this chapter, funders have a significant
role in encouraging helpful evaluation and learning processes in nonprofit organisations. Private funders, in particular, have the flexibility to
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focus some of the resources they provide on organisational learning and
on assessing impact to further the social causes they promote. There are
many roads that a private funder can take. These are determined by paradigmatic and methodological choice. Approaches can vary from helping
an organisation understand better the context and progress of its work
to driving grantees to distraction by requesting formulaic, standardised
reports, or by imposing unsuitable, funder-mandated, evaluation methods. As we have outlined, a foundation’s world view may strongly
influence its approach to evaluation. However, as our case study demonstrates, there are good reasons why the grantee organisation should play
a key role in deciding the evaluation approach.
If a foundation seeks to foster understanding and to inform and
influence behaviours and norms, then social constructionist approaches
to research and evaluation might be better suited to informing both the
work of grantees and the strategy of the foundation. This does not mean
that assessments are merely subjective opinions of a single person;
rather, they are efforts to understand and interpret different constructions
of social reality. This may become clearer to the user of the evaluation,
to the extent that there is transparency of method, which demonstrates
how an evaluator (and others) understood, and interpreted differing constructions of social reality. In such cases, evaluations can spark discussion and debate in a process which is more akin to action research. In a
conflict setting, where reality is so contested, the research and evaluation
components of the case of SLIG highlight how the cycle of observation,
feedback, reflection and deliberation can be helpful, and become part of
building trust whilst at the same time constructively informing and challenging evaluation stakeholders.
Assessments should also be made of the impact of the work of the
organisations. Whilst these evaluations do not provide absolute proof
or truth about progress, attempts to assess rigorously and to interpret
the difference an organisation has made are particularly useful for convincing sceptical audiences and other funders to support the work of
that organisation. The fact that many funding agencies internationally
are seeking increasing levels of evidence of impact is itself a socially
constructed reality of which NPOs need to be mindful. Funders can help
organisations to garner both formative evidence to influence and shape a
programme, as well as credible evidence of effects and influence that can
be collected in ways which contribute to community empowerment. The
case of SLIG highlights that the use of evaluation to build understanding
and trust is particularly important in a conflict setting. That said, using
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evaluation as an on-going learning process has much wider application
across a range of complex, social change efforts.
In terms of the funding of evaluations by foundations, there is a need
to think carefully through the costs and benefits of the evaluation itself.
The authors believe that foundations should take a pragmatic approach
to evaluation and avoid doctrinaire statements about the types of evaluations they fund. Foundations should consider evaluation in terms of
whether it can advance their social change mission and the work of their
grantees. On this basis, a choice may then be made regarding the selection of the best methods to help them advance these goals—rather than
adopting an a priori position on whether or not they should fund evaluations—or the types of methods they use. The best funding strategies are
those that combine concepts of effectiveness with attempts to tap into
values-driven social change. This is particularly true in conflict situations where evaluation can play a key role in keeping parties to the conflict informed and in helping them to reflect on their own interpretation
of the actions of others, stimulate constructive debates and provide credible evidence of progress made.

Notes
1. Developmental evaluation (DE) is emerging as an alternative to traditional model
testing evaluation. DE positions the evaluator as a part of a programme’s design and
development process. The evaluator collects information and provides feedback to
continually improve the programme. DE can be understood as embedded evaluation
that is done in real time, has a series of short, rapid feedback loops and allows the
organisation to quickly adapt its strategies and activities. See, generally, Patton
(2010).
2. The views expressed in this chapter are based on the experience of the authors as
senior managers in a private grant-making foundation, The Atlantic Philanthropies.
They are the personal views of the authors and should not be taken to represent the
views of The Atlantic Philanthropies.
3. Further information on The Atlantic Philanthropies can be found at www.atlantic
philanthropies.org
4. Over time, the foundation broadened its approach with a commitment to greater
methodological diversity.
5. By traditional impact evaluation we mean evaluation that is based on experimental
or quasi-experimental design that places primary importance on the presence of a
treatment group and non-treatment group (counterfactual) in order to prove or
disprove the effectiveness of an intervention.
6. This summary of the historical antecedents of the modern conflict in Northern Ireland
draws on John Darby’s ‘Conflict in Northern Ireland: A Background Essay’ (Darby,
1995).
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7. Colin Knox, in Chapter 5, uses a case study of integrated education in Northern Ireland
to discuss the challenges and tensions surrounding the roles and responsibilities of the
evaluator in a VDS.
8. One of the fundamental political divides in Northern Ireland is between Loyalist
and Republicans. The former is associated with the use of violence in support of
continued union with Britain, while the latter associated with the use of armed
violence in favour of ‘de-partitioning’ or re-uniting Northern Ireland into the country
of Ireland in the south of the island.
9. This recognition came from an understanding that the criminal justice system did not
have the capacity, will or credibility in the eyes of the local population to deal with
violence in some communities.
10. Strategic learning is the use of data and insights from a variety of information
gathering approaches including evaluation to inform decision-making about strategy
(Coffman and Beer, 2011, p. 1).
11. The term ‘nationalist’ refers to those (largely Catholic) populations in Northern
Ireland who support re-unification with Ireland through political and non-violent
means. In contrast, the term ‘unionist’ refers to those (largely Protestant) populations
who support continued union with Britain through political and non-violent means.
Interface area is the name given to areas where segregated nationalist and unionist
residential areas meet in Northern Ireland. They have been defined as ‘the intersection
of segregated and polarised working class, residential zones, in areas with a strong
link between territory and ethno-political identity’ (Jarman, 2005, p. 9).
12. The Drumcree stand-off was a dispute about an annual parade in the town of
Portadown between the Orange Order (a protestant association with close links to
unionism) and nationalist residents. The Orangemen claimed the right to march on
their traditional route most of which had become nationalist area. The nationalists
regarded the parade as offensive and triumphalist and eventually succeeded in having
it re-routed. This local conflict convulsed Northern Ireland in the late 1990s. A decade
later violent confrontations have ceased but the Orange Order and the nationalist
residents have not been able to agree on the route of the parade.
13. As has been seen, parades are an important and controversial part of Northern Ireland
culture. One community will often interpret a parade as an assertion of control by the
other community over a particular area. As a result, some parades have been highly
contentious. The Parades Commission is a public body which exists to settle disputes
about parades.
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Introduction to Part V
Chapter 9. Building the Field of Evaluation in Violently Divided
Societies by Katherine Hay
Chapter 10. Lessons for Researchers and Evaluators Working in
the Extreme by Colleen Duggan and Kenneth Bush

T

he final part of this book rescales its level of analysis from
case-driven analyses to that of the field of evaluation writ large.
Building from previous chapters, but maintaining a geographic
focus on South Asia, Hay turns her attention to the question: How
should we build a sub-field of the evaluation of research in VDS. On
one level, the components of this process are the same as those that
might be applied to strengthening the field of evaluation in non-violent
settings, namely: competent and skilled evaluators and evaluation leaders; spaces and forums for sharing ideas and improving practice; a high
quality knowledge base; norms, guidelines and standards; and institutional support from an engaged and open policy community. However,
the VDS context is the game changer that forces us to ask how conflict
context—volatility, uncertainty, high stake-high risk and so on—affects
both our ability to conduct evaluations and our ability to build this particular sub-field.
Bush and Duggan similarly shift the scale of analysis in their discussion of the lessons that might be drawn from the chapters that constitute this book. Their chapter elaborates on some of the themes that have
woven their way through the project, and have been explored in different
ways using multiple cases.
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9
Building the Field of
Evaluation in Violently
Divided Societies

Building the Field of Evaluation in VDS

Katherine Hay*

Introduction

T

his chapter examines the idea of field building in evaluation, and
particularly building the sub-field of the evaluation of research
in violently divided societies (VDS). The chapter identifies five
elements required for a robust field of evaluation: competent and skilled
evaluators and evaluation leaders; spaces and forums for sharing ideas
and improving practice; a high-quality knowledge base; norms, guidelines and standards; and institutional support from an engaged and open
policy community. In VDS, however, each of these elements tends to be
undermined or compromised, thereby inhibiting the development of the
field. Drawing from cases in South Asia, the chapter explores and maps
both the challenges to, and progress towards, a vigorous sub-field of the
evaluation of research in VDS.

* This chapter builds on a Forum on Evaluation Field Building, in the American Journal
of Evaluation, June 2010. The views expressed are those of the author. Background
research provided by Ethel Mendez is noted with thanks. Written reflections from Asela
Kalugampitiya on an earlier version of the chapter have been integrated and cited within
the chapter.
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Governments and other development actors are constantly making
decisions on policies, programmes and projects. They weigh the costs
and opportunities of starting or stopping, continuing or modifying particular initiatives. Some of this decision-making is based on sound evidence or research, some on weak or faulty evidence, some on opinion,
and much on a range of factors unrelated to evidence at all.
Given the focus of this book, the question is: To what extent does
the context of VDS affect the evidence base of decisions? To what extent
is evidence gathering or research even possible? And if so, how is that
research assessed and evaluated? Do the skills needed to effectively
evaluate research (a sub-field recognised as nascent and deeply specialised) exist in VDS?
While other chapters in this book explore how to evaluate research
on and in VDS, this chapter starts further upstream and asks: ‘What kinds
of skills, capacities and systems are needed in VDS to be able to evaluate
research or interventions?’ and ‘How does one begin to strengthen skills,
capacities and systems in such contexts?’ Taking the case of South Asia,
this chapter attempts to describe the current state of these skills, capacities and systems; to explore how we could move forward from where we
are now; and to contemplate where we might like to be in this process.
The chapter is structured as follows. First, it explores and develops a
framework for evaluation field building. Next, the chapter examines the
sub-field of evaluation of research and maps this against the context of
VDS in South Asia. And, finally it proposes strategies for field building
to support and strengthen research evaluation practice and use.
The idea of evaluation field building encompasses both the need for
strengthening evaluation quality and practice and strengthening the use
of research and evaluation knowledge in decision-making. It recognises
that strengthening the supply of research and improving the evaluation
of that research will not make decision-making transparent, technocratic,
rational and linear in any context—let alone within contexts characterised by conflict. Evaluation is not value free. At the core of evaluation is
the identification of relevant values or standards and their application to
what is being evaluated (Scriven, 1991). Further, as Boyle et al. (1999,
p. 5) note, evaluation findings may be drowned out by other aspects
in the political context, and often for good reason. This chapter, thus,
attempts to grapple with the complexity of both the decision-making
environment and implementation systems.
The chapter suggests that there is promising work happening in evaluation field building, but that a specific focus on the building capacity to
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evaluate research is limited. This is even more so in VDS. In line with
other authors in this book, the chapter also suggests that many of the
problems of evaluation of research in VDS are similar to those in nonVDS in the same regions but more extreme. Consequently, it suggests
that strategies for field building in VDS are likely similar to broader
evaluation field building but will require more sustained effort over longer periods to bear fruit. However, the chapter also recognises that evaluation field building in VDS may require quite different approaches, and
concludes with the need to evaluate and learn from efforts.

Contextual Background
In South Asia, the nature of violence is deeply contextual, historical and
contentious. The section below is intended to provide the reader with a
base knowledge of the South Asian conflicts which constitute the empirical foundation of the current chapter.

Afghanistan
Amalendu Misra describes the conflict in Afghanistan as one that ‘has
moved through several phases and might now be characterised as part
regional proxy war and part civil war’ (Misra, 2004). Rivalry among
ethnic tribes has been common in Afghanistan and serves as backdrop
to the Mujahideen and Soviet conflict of 1978–1979 and to the more
recent violence involving the Taliban and US-led forces that invaded the
country after the 9/11 attacks. Anti-western sentiment among extremist
Islamic groups associated with the Taliban is at the heart of most of the
current violence. Assassinations, ambushes and bombings, often in public areas, by Taliban insurgency have become common since 2001. The
World Bank estimates that there have been over one million casualties
and that approximately six million people have been displaced due to the
conflict (World Bank, 2009b).

Bangladesh
The origins of conflict in Bangladesh date to the Liberation War of 1971
when Bangladesh (formerly East Pakistan) fought the Pakistani Army
for independence. Casualty estimates vary from 26,000 to 3,000,000 and
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about 8 to 10 million people were allegedly displaced. Rape, torture and
sectarian violence were widespread. The chapter includes examples of
historical research, including research on events that occurred during the
Liberation War.
During that period, the Pakistani army targeted Bangladeshi intellectuals, students and academics for they were the lead thinkers and promoters of ideas about independence. There are accounts of mass murders
at Dhaka University residences and of researchers fleeing the country
or taking refuge in other areas of the country. While the worst of the
violence occurred during the months of the Liberation War (March to
December 1971), political and sectarian conflict followed after independence. Disagreements among political parties on the role of Islam
in the state, political and economic ideology and the state’s structure
led to a period of political violence characterised by assassination, violent protests, strikes and bombings. Certain areas of the country, like
the Chittagong Hill Tracks in the south east and parts of the border with
India and Myanmar, have also been areas of dispute and confrontation.
While the situation in Bangladesh has been relatively stable since 2009,
the media continues to warn about political instability (Daily Star, 2011).

Nepal
Nepal went through a civil war between 1996 and 2006. At the heart
of the conflict was the demand from the Communist Party of Nepal
(Maoist) to abolish the monarchy and convene a constituent assembly
to draft a new constitution. Targeted attacks and violent clashes between
the Maoist insurgents and government forces claimed over 15,000 lives,
the majority of which have been blamed on the government.
A peace agreement was signed in 2006 between the Government of
Nepal and the Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist) but efforts to demobilise and reintegrate Maoist insurgents have been unsuccessful and
pockets of violence persist. The political climate in Nepal has remained
unstable since the peace agreement.

Kashmir
Kashmir has been an area of dispute between India and Pakistan since
partition in 1947. Since then, India and Pakistan have fought three
wars (1947–1948, 1965 and 1971) over Kashmir. The conflict took on
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a different dimension in the 1990s when extremist Islamic insurgent
groups infiltrated and began operating among separatist groups in the
Indian-controlled Kashmir. Support from the Pakistani government to
the insurgent groups heightened tensions between the two countries.
Clashes between the Indian forces and the insurgent groups, targeted
attacks, bombings and other acts of violence claimed between 40,000
and 80,000 lives between 1989 and 2002.
Pakistan and India signed a cease fire agreement in 2003 but there
have been violent outbreaks since then between the two countries, and
within Kashmir there have been ongoing protests by civil society against
the sweeping powers of the Indian forces. In August 2011, mass graves
were reported which many analysts argue include civilians killed by
the army.

Sri Lanka
Sri Lanka experienced a 25-year civil war that ended officially in 2009
upon the government’s military defeat of the militant Liberation Tigers
of Tamil Eelam, better known as the Tamil Tigers. The roots of the
conflict date to post-independence period when ethnic identities were
mobilised by political parties in a contest for control of the government.
As ethnicity was politicised, conflict escalated and became more violent
leading to a heavily militarised separatist campaign seeking an independent Tamil Eelam state in the north and east of the island. The conflict
was characterised by dirty war (human rights abuse, ethnic cleansing,
disappearances, the targeting of civilians and politicians, and so on). The
Tamil Tigers were labelled a terrorist organisation and became known
worldwide for their suicides attacks, targeted assassinations, child soldiers and ruthless military effectiveness. Conservative estimates place
the death toll at between 80,000 and 100,000; over the course of the
conflict hundreds of thousands of people were forced to flee violence or
become internally displaced persons and/or refugees.

Understanding and Situating Evaluation
Field Building
What do we mean by ‘evaluation field building’? Before attempting to
answer that question, some basic definitions are required. Evaluation
practice is the doing of evaluation. Evaluation capacity is the ability
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to do evaluation, and evaluation use is the application of evaluation to
some change process. Evaluation field building refers to the range and
diversity of efforts to strengthen practice, capacity and use (Hay, 2010).
Field building includes, but is distinct from, evaluation capacity building or professionalisation. Field building encompasses an understanding that these dimensions exist in a broader context that can support or
weaken efforts to strengthen practice, capacity or use. A field building
view brings focus and attention on ways to shift the system of elements
(whether through work on various elements or a set of interconnected
elements).
The idea of field building emerged from literatures of sociology
of knowledge, sociology of professions and organisational development (see for example, Bourdieu and Wacquant, 1992; Fligstein, 2001;
Giddens, 1984; Sewell, 1992). Much of that work relates to building
professional or organisational fields (see, e.g., Berry and Parasuraman,
1993). The idea of field building in evaluation developed in the current chapter and elsewhere (Hay, 2010) draws on that work, and also
integrates ideas from research on building fields of action (Burns, 2007;
Chambers, 2008; Ottoson et al., 1993). Groups may work to strengthen
the capacity of individuals to do good evaluation, but without reshaping
the larger system that surrounds evaluation, the influence of such efforts
may be limited or unsustainable.
Writing about philanthropic field building, Hirschhorn and Gilmore
note that, ‘institutions surrounding the focal practice … strengthen the
practice if their goals reinforce one another’ (2004, p. 32). Figure 9.1 illustrates this point drawing on a set of examples from the field of evaluation.
The example illustrates that each part of the system influences other
parts of the system. While the example highlights an overly simplistic
scenario of positive pull factors for the purpose of illustration, elements
of the system also create drag or weaken other elements. The key point
is that parts of the system co-evolve within broader contexts that are also
co-evolving. Building the field of evaluation entails understanding the
connections between key elements that are themselves constantly evolving. When strengthening efforts encompass the institutions and settings
that surround and reinforce evaluation practice, it has shifted from evaluation capacity building to the deeper and broader effort of evaluation
field building.
Building the sub-field of the evaluation of research (both within and
outside VDS) is a distinct part of the broader evaluation field building.
The sub-field of the evaluation of research in VDS is both positively and
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Figure 9.1
Visualising Elements of the Field

People will favour
governments or
development agencies
that support policies
and programmes with
demonstrable benefits.

Universities and
training bodies will
see opportunities for
providing training and
curriculum.

Young people will be
drawn to evaluation
given its use and
relevance and the
leaders working within
it, creating more
demand for University
training.

Social activists will
critique governments
and decision-makers
perceived to be using
weak evidence or noncredible evaluations.

Leaders will emerge
to guide evaluation
practice, training, and
commissioning in
these organisations.

Formal training will
create emerging
evaluation researchers
who will push
experimentation in new
directions.

Decision-makers
and policy-makers,
wanting to demonstrate
benefits, will draw
upon evidence and
commission and use
evaluations.

Evaluators will
strengthen their
practice through
training and
professionalisation to
meet the demand for
quality evaluations.

and so on...

Source: Author.

negatively influenced by: the broader fields of evaluation; social science
research capacities and systems; and the nature and context of policymaking. In VDS specifically, elements of the broader evaluation system
may be eroded, absent or captured by the interests or actions of different, competing, factions. For the sub-field of evaluation of research, the
additional levels of specialisation or expertise required and the systems
underpinning such evaluation1 are often weak or limited in developing
countries in general, and in VDS in particular. These realities must be
the foundation of any thought about field building in such sub-fields of
evaluation.
The following section describes five elements of the evaluation
field: people, knowledge, spaces, standards and institutions. It starts by
examining each element from a broader lens of evaluation field building,
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and then adds the additional lens of the evaluation of research within
VDS. The five elements are:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

A field (and sub-field) has trained practitioners, researchers and leaders. A field also has incentives for supporting leaders.
A field (and sub-field) has spaces or infrastructure for building the
knowledge, skills and credentials of members. A field has organisations
that facilitate coordinated action by bringing people and groups together. A field has forums and spaces for analysing and sharing information
and knowledge, such as newsletters, journals and websites.
A field (and sub-field) has a knowledge base, or credible evidence of
results, derived from research and practice.
A field has norms, guidelines and standards (including ethics) that
guide professional practices.
A field (and sub-field) has systemic or institutional support, such as
appropriate public policy. A field has adequate financial and other resources and the support of key constituencies and advocates (such as
policy-makers, clients, influential leaders and others).

The following section attempts to assess each of these elements by asking: What does this element look like in South Asia and what does this
suggest for evaluation field building?

Evaluation Leaders, Practitioners
and Researchers
A field has trained practitioners, researchers, and leaders. A field also
has incentives for supporting leaders.

The competencies needed to be an evaluator, while connected to the
competencies required for social science research, are also different and
specialised. Toulemonde (1995) proposed that evaluation professionals:
have mastered the range of techniques and can combine them; are specially trained in evaluation; know various conceptual frameworks underpinning evaluation; and devote the majority of their time to evaluation.
Distinct from professionals, he suggested that, craftsmen master a range
of evaluation techniques but tend to learn evaluation on the job, while
amateurs have only a partial knowledge of evaluation theories and techniques and have the tendency to use their favourite approach (pp. 46–47).
These are useful distinctions to consider in the context of evaluation
of research. Much evaluation is led by researchers who do not identify
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as evaluators. Because of their diverse disciplinary backgrounds, they
may not be aware of, or draw from, evaluation theories and techniques,
especially those from the sub-fields of evaluation of research or evaluation of research in VDS. Shiva Kumar notes, ‘Professionals carrying out
evaluations in South Asia…tend to be good social science researchers,
not trained evaluators’ (2010).
The Canadian Evaluation Society (CES) has a detailed set of competencies developed through research and consultations in 2008 and
2009. Competencies are defined as ‘the background, knowledge, skills,
and dispositions programme evaluators need to achieve standards that
constitute sound evaluations.’2 The domains of the CES competencies,
described in detail in their report are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Reflective Practice competencies focus on the fundamental norms and
values underlying evaluation practice.
Technical Practice competencies focus on the specialised aspects of
evaluation.
Situational Practice competencies focus on the application of evaluative
thinking.
Management Practice competencies focus on the process of managing a
project/evaluation.
Interpersonal Practice competencies focus on people skills.

Evaluation requires drawing concepts and approaches from multiple
fields. This requires highly competent social scientists. Evaluation of
research requires additional expertise, including methods for assessing
the quality of research and domain expertise of the area of research.
Evaluation of research in VDS also requires particularly deep competencies in several domains, including, but not limited to, conflict resolution,
high sensitivity to ethical concerns, managing under particularly difficult
operational conditions, diplomacy and high levels of contextual and cultural competence.
These requirements present a Catch-22. In VDS, even the presence of good social science researchers may be severely limited. Take
Afghanistan for example, where there is limited social science research
and evaluation capacity generally, and across generations, regions and
sectors specifically. The total budget for the 22 universities in the country in 2009 was $35 million, a negligible $1.5 million per institution
(World Bank, 2009b). According to 2008 data from the World Bank, the
total number of faculty in the country with PhDs was 140, of which only
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four were women (World Bank, 2009b). Where are highly skilled evaluators going to come from?
Taking another example, Sri Lanka has a fairly well-established
government M&E system and a solid, if small, pool of social science
research capacity. But evaluation capacity and systems in the waraffected areas of the north and east and other areas of the country are
completely different. According to Asela Kalugampitiya, there were no
skilled national evaluators in conflict-affected areas as a result of the
brain drain of qualified people fleeing the conflict.3
A skills audit would likely reveal that the majority of practicing
evaluators in VDS lack key skills and expertise. In practice, people are
often employed to count things. This devalues the field of evaluation and
severely curtails the contributions that evaluation could be making in
these contexts. Putting people in evaluation roles they are not equipped
to do is counter-productive. It not only leads to lower quality evaluation,
it also reduces the real and perceived value of evaluation to international
development, reducing interest in using evaluation findings, in exploring
evaluation as a career path and in investing to strengthen the system and
practice of evaluation.
Taking one example, the combination of a capacity gap and the massive influx of money in the development (and to a lesser extent research)
industry in Afghanistan has created a rapid movement across jobs with
direct implications on evaluation field building. Depth of expertise is
lacking in most areas of development programming in Afghanistan.
There is a misfit between the demand and supply of skilled professionals
with the necessary evaluation and sectoral skill set, the result of which,
for example, leads to a person working as a gender expert for a year, then
working in monitoring, and then working in agriculture. The culture of
building and deepening skills and experience in a particular domain is
generally absent. Mohammad Fahim Mehry, the Provincial Monitoring
and Evaluation Officer, General Directorate of Policy, Monitoring and
Evaluation in Afghanistan, has said that as soon as individuals receive
some training (English language, computer skills, etc.), they move from
the lowest paying jobs in the development sector (Government, local
NGO) to the highest paying (INGO, Bilaterals, UN) (Hay, 2010).
This connects to the challenge of building the field of evaluation of
research in VDS, namely: the reliance on foreign experts and the continuous circulation of these experts in and out of evaluations in different
countries, different organisations and different sectors. Evaluation practice in VDS is often dominated by foreign experts who are parachuted
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in, are paid fees in recognition of the dangers they are facing and do not
stay long.
As with everything in the aid industry, there are power differentials.
Evaluation, as part of the aid apparatus, is not exempt. Mohammad Shah
Babai, a Deputy Programme Manager at the ZOA Refugee Care Northern
Program, Afghanistan, has noted that foreign experts come and design
tools and processes but they move on quickly, which creates challenges
such as meeting training needs, maintaining continuity and sustaining a
definable field of expertise. As a consequence, an emerging set of young
Afghanistan managers are struggling to replace old Russian era systems
with new ideas. While their energy and youth is positive, it also carries
the inherent challenge of inexperience (Hay, 2009).
One of the core elements of conventional research evaluation is
peer-review processes. When strong social science researchers in various domains are already in limited supply, who is left to engage in peer
review? If one focuses on evaluators from within VDS contexts, quality peer review may not be possible or at least very difficult. However,
going outside of the context to review, arguably, privileges external priorities over the insights of evaluators and researchers from within VDS
and may lead to gaps in the contextual understanding of the research and
research use contexts.
Having said skilled evaluation practitioners are often absent or
are in short supply, a further call for evaluation researchers may read
as rather optimistic. It is. But a strong field of evaluation requires not
only skilled evaluators, it also needs evaluation researchers. That is, it
requires both (a) a pool of expertise for conducting evaluations; and (b) a
pool of expertise for applied research on what works and doesn’t work in
evaluation, and, more importantly, on the development of new, appropriate and effective approaches to evaluation suited to the circumstances.
South Asia is an increasingly important testing ground for some
types of evaluation research, particularly perhaps methodological research. For example, MIT’s J-PAL Poverty Action Lab and the
International Initiative on Impact Evaluation (3IE) both have offices in
India and are promoting impact evaluation in different ways. Similarly,
many other methodologies were tested in, and are now commonly used
in, international development evaluation in South Asia (Ashford and
Patkar, 2001; Chambers, 1994; Dart and Davies, 2003; Earl et al., 2001).
However, most of these methodologies emerged from Northern roots,
including American or British universities. Inevitably, this provokes
questions. Where are the leading ideas and methodological research in
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evaluation in VDS? Are Southern evaluators subordinate local members
of Northern-led evaluation teams, or are they also engaging in evaluation
research and theory? While the connection between theory and practice
leads to innovation in both, a lack of conceptual work on evaluation of
research and evaluation of research in VDS limits the advancement of
the evaluation field overall.
In addition to evaluators and evaluation researchers, a strong
evaluation field needs leaders who shape evaluation research in the
region through their research, publications and activities. However,
in South Asia, organisations with a mandate of, and expertise in, rigorous multi-method evaluation are few or non-existent in some countries. Additionally, the published work of South Asian thought leaders is
largely invisible in existing evaluation forums. This is particularly so for
those specialising in evaluation in and on VDS.
Even in preparing this book, the editors’ effort to find contributors
from the Global South though extensive was ultimately more limited
than they had hoped. If we cannot identify these individuals, is it because
they do not exist or because their leadership is nascent? How can the
emerging sub-field of evaluating research in VDS identify and support
emerging leaders to take on increasing leadership? It is to these questions
that the chapter now turns its attention. The limited leadership in evaluating research in VDS in South Asia also reflects a lack of space to: share
expertise, be identified as a leader, guide others, and support and inform
such evaluation. Being a leader, by definition, entails being recognised
as such by others. That generally requires spaces where leadership can
emerge and be exercised. Such spaces and structures are explored in the
next section.

Spaces and Forums for Collaboration,
Learning, Exchange and Norm-setting
A field has spaces or infrastructure for building the knowledge, skills and
credentials of members. A field has organisations that facilitate coordinated action by bringing people and groups together. A field has forums
and spaces for analysing and sharing information and knowledge, such
as newsletters, journals and websites.
Despite variation in different countries, spaces where evaluation
leadership, scholarship and practice are being strengthened globally
include: universities (a site for both evaluation research and training),
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evaluation associations, evaluation conferences and journals. These are
spaces for mentoring, sharing ideas, peer review, networking, critique
and dissent. While recognising that different models may be appropriate in the evaluation of research on VDS, the next section explores the
‘spaces or infrastructure for collaboration and learning’ in South Asia.

Universities
There are no graduate programmes in evaluation within South Asia,
although there are important developments to be noted. For example,
a number of universities in Bangladesh, India and Sri Lanka are in the
process of developing a post graduate diploma in evaluation.4 Within
other programmes, such as public health or development, there are also
courses available with a strong monitoring and evaluation lens. IBNSinha in Afghanistan is building evaluation courses into their Masters in
Public Health degree. BRAC University in Bangladesh offers a course
on monitoring and evaluation in its Master of Development Studies
programme. For many of these initiatives, one of the core challenges
is the lack of availability of qualified faculty to teach the courses. For
example, in 2011, BRAC noted they would not be offering the monitoring and evaluation course in part because of the absence of qualified
faculty. Similar challenges underpin other efforts to offer evaluation
courses in universities in the region.
Another challenge to developing strong evaluation curriculum is
the absence of research in most South Asian universities. The persistent
gap between research and teaching that characterises many universities
weakens the quality of teaching as faculty may become disconnected
from developments in the field that come, in part, through applying
and conducting research. For example, as Mohammad Shah Babai of
Afghanistan has noted, ‘most of our systems are running with old curriculum and old ideas. There is a big need to update that system’ (Hay,
2009). Evaluation teaching needs to be connected to evaluation research
and practice to keep curriculum relevant, rigorous, current and grounded
in the development context.
Though integrating applied research into universities is essential, it
is not unproblematic, particularly in VDS. In the case of evaluation, this
would entail engaging in evaluation research or doing evaluation (of policies and programmes) as part of student course work, graduate work and
faculty-led research. Some governments in VDS view universities with
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suspicion, as spaces of dissent, and may exert controls over universities.
Deeper engagement in evaluating programmes and policies particularly
on and in VDS, or on research in VDS, may expose universities to pressure and scrutiny from governments or factions.
But from another vantage point, universities are looking for marketable courses. This requires that young people see evaluation as an interesting and compelling career choice amidst the other options open to
them. An important factor influencing the perceptions of young people
towards evaluation as a field of study is the development of a robust,
engaging and relevant curriculum.
In Afghanistan in recent years, different groups have been working
on curriculum development in a range of sectors, but no equivalent work
has been undertaken in public universities in evaluation (Hay, 2009). The
role of private sector education providers in such contexts may become
more important; certain groups such as IBN-SINHA in Afghanistan are
moving into evaluation training and courses in response to the growing need for graduates in these sectors. This, however, raises questions
for the sub-field of evaluation of research which connects and draws
from traditional social science research systems (including peer review).
Many private universities may lack the base upon which new research
and approaches to evaluating research quality could be founded. The
market-driven focus of private universities may make them more nimble
in responding to new markets for evaluation programmes. However, it
may also encourage them to focus on the traditional sectors of evaluation—such as evaluating health and education programmes—where
there is likely to be larger market demand. Another consideration is the
possibility that they may approach evaluation as a spending review, following a trajectory similar to the emergence of the evaluation of public
programmes in other contexts (see Chapter 2).

Evaluation Organisations
Professional associations in South Asia are starting to appear in the field
and some are becoming much more active than in the past. Most, however,
have limited membership, reach or influence. The Sri Lankan Evaluation
Association (SLEVA) is a notable exception. Though still relatively
modest, theirs is the only ongoing evaluation conference in the region
and the group itself has been active for over a decade. In Bangladesh and
Afghanistan, there are informal evaluation networks forming, but, as of
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yet, no formal evaluation associations. The Community of Evaluators
Nepal has recently formally registered as a national organisation in Nepal
but its membership is still small. The Development Evaluation Society
of India and the Pakistan Evaluation Network have seemed largely inactive or limited to a few individuals over the past several years, though
both may be showing some signs of revival.
However, if one looks at the events and public processes of associations such as SLEVA, they appear either unaware of the issues and
dimensions of evaluation in VDS or are purposefully avoiding this
potentially politically difficult terrain. SLEVA, for example, has chosen to work with government and has been careful to avoid criticising
government policies and programmes. This has at times created tension
within the group on whether the appropriate strategy in Sri Lanka is one
of open critique or one of supporting change by collaborating with the
government. SLEVA has existed since 2001 but at the time of writing,
no evaluators from the previously rebel controlled areas of Sri Lanka
were part of the association.5 This may reflect the limited number of
evaluators from such areas and/or the association’s outreach or capacity
to attract evaluators from these areas.
Regionally, IDRC (the organisation for which the author worked)
is supporting a community of South Asian evaluators who have made
efforts to connect to evaluators from VDS and to highlight issues of
evaluation in VDS at their conferences and events.

Conferences and Events
The Community of Evaluators discussed earlier, held successful regional
evaluation conferences in New Delhi in October 2010 and in Kathmandu
in February 2013, with regional participation. These events were
attempts to reach out to, and help consolidate, the community of evaluators in the region, including those working within VDS. They included,
for example, presentations on the state of evaluation theory and practice
in VDS. Similar events have been convened at other sites—which also
may have included a focus on VDS or evaluation research.
However, such events within VDS are rare. Opportunities—
indeed, incentives—to share information or collaborate are very low.
In Afghanistan, for example, there is no information-sharing or collaboration on evaluations across the non-governmental organisation (NGO)
sector, or between NGOs and government. The public has no knowledge
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that an evaluation is taking place, let alone what the content of the evaluation might be (Hay, 2009). The Afghanistan Research and Evaluation
Unit has been flagged as the only NGO actively sharing their evaluations.
Within government, Asadullah Zarmalwal pointed to an informal
advisory group of monitoring and evaluation experts who meet to discuss monitoring and evaluation mechanisms, methodologies and capacity (Hay, 2009). Outside of government, there is no space in Afghanistan
for evaluators to come together to share experiences. According to some
Afghan evaluators, this has contributed to the undermining of a sense
of ownership and accountability in the field of evaluation (Hay, 2009).
Mohammad Babai Shah noted that there are no donor-funded forums
to share experiences across projects funded by different donors. More
generally, as Babai Shah observes, the development culture is such that
‘evaluation is seen as a contractual obligation—not something to learn
from’ (Hay, 2009). Nonetheless, there are signs of a desire for change
there. Since 2011, evaluators from Afghanistan have convened both
physical meetings and an evaluation list-serve.
In general, there is a lack of peer assistance, and few opportunities for on-going training of evaluators to deepen their expertise and
contacts in the region. The spaces for them to connect, improve their
practice and deepen their skills range from non-existent (in remote or
less central locations) to inadequate. Some proponents have attempted to
bring evaluators from VDS to forums in non-VDS locations. While such
strategies may serve a useful function by providing a neutral, politically
decompressed space within which evaluators from VDS may interact, it
is costly and tends to exclude younger and emerging evaluators. Such
approaches also limit engagement with stakeholders and policy-makers
that are more likely to occur when they are undertaken within the VDS
context. Informal discussions suggest that efforts to use web-based training and seminars have, until recently, had limited uptake in VDS.

Publishing Forums
In addition to having spaces for collaboration and learning, a field is characterised by forums for articulating theory, practice and knowledge. In
South Asia, there is currently an absence of such forums for sharing work,
publishing in general or publishing in local languages. Combined with
the absence of university programmes and curricula, the result is a lack of
publication by South Asian experts, based in South Asia, on evaluation
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research and practice. Consequently, there is a glaring absence of South
Asian research in social science journals generally (Arunachalam,
2009), and almost no published research on evaluation work in VDS.
The same gap is evident when we broaden our scope to include nonevaluation-specific journals (e.g., journals on development or public
policy) where the results or implications of evaluation in VDS might
reasonably be expected to find a receptive audience.
This book constitutes one such forum. In beginning to frame the subfield of evaluation of research in VDS, it creates an outlet and incentives
for evaluators in this sub-field to contribute and share their experiences
and ideas. As other forums in evaluation begin to emerge,6 researchers
and practitioners should be supported to connect to those forums to share
work on the sub-fields of evaluation research and evaluation in VDS.

Why Do Spaces Matter?
A basic criterion proposed by Toulemonde (1995, p. 47) for evaluation
professionals is that ‘they call their work “evaluation”,’ noting that ‘no
professionalisation can appear as long as the function of “evaluation”
cannot be identified.’ Put another way, people need to self-identify as
evaluators for a definable field to be strengthened. Identifying oneself
as an evaluator provides a starting point to connect with other evaluators and evaluation researchers, which may, in turn, serve to strengthen
the quality and practice of evaluation through peer review and critique.
Certainly, part of this process must be nested in those spaces, bodies
and groupings for self-identification, and peer exchange and learning.
But such spaces are also premised upon having something to share. The
next section deals with this issue: the state of evaluation knowledge on
evaluating research in VDS.

Evaluation as Knowledge
A field has a knowledge base, or credible evidence of results, derived
from research and practice.

Is evaluation producing credible evidence and knowledge in VDS,
whether through the practice of evaluation and, or, evaluation research?
There are two dimensions to this question: the first is the soundness of
the knowledge that is being produced; the second is the relevance of that
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knowledge to development questions and priorities. Rigorous evaluations on questions of little concern, or evaluations of key concerns that
are not used, are of little value.
On the dimension of soundness, a scan of the literature identified
no published research on the quality of evaluation in different countries,
domains within countries or of particular commissioners of evaluation
in South Asia beyond a limited number of conference power point presentations with interesting views but limited empirical backing. Writing
on South Asia, Shiva Kumar (2010, p. 239) notes, ‘Evaluations typically
get judged as “good” or “bad” on the basis of statistical rigor—not recognising that a sound evaluation is not the same thing as a well-designed
survey.’ This is particularly important to keep in mind in VDS where
statistical rigour may be particularly difficult to achieve given the inherent challenges of working in VDS (safety of surveyors, fear over use of
data by respondents, low quality data, etc.).
Another aspect of quality has to do with the availability of data and
the quality of data sets in VDS. Box 9.1 provides one such example from
Kashmir India. The example illustrates how data related to VDS and
conflict can be used and manipulated to suit the competing interests of
different factions. While highlighting the challenges of data collection in
VDS, it also illustrates how data may contribute to the creation of some
common ground (empirically and politically) between competing groups
when there is confidence in the quality of data.
In a meeting on the State of Evaluation in Afghanistan (Hay, 2009),
several participants flagged the low quality of evaluation in all sectors. The National Risk and Vulnerability Assessment is the only basic
nationwide survey in Afghanistan—and the quality of the resulting data
is considered weak. Farid Ahmad pointed to the poor quality of government evaluation and reports, and noted that the reduced security within
Afghanistan also results in lower quality evaluation. Commenting on
his experience in an evaluation (led by an American University), Abdul
Ghani noted,
I was involved in a project in 2005 which was evaluated by a tool
called (Balance Scored Card) … After a year, the health infrastructure
in the area improved as Provincial Reconstruction Teams (PRT) built
clinics. But the score actually went down. I was there … I saw so many
clinics emerging—but the score went down. Why? They were hiring
low capacity surveyors who were not going to the field but were filling
in the surveys in the office.7
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Box 9.1
Evaluation in Data-poor Contexts: The Census in Kashmir
In 2004, census data by religion was released in India by demographer Ashish
Bose. Two figures were seized upon by politicians: that Hindus as a proportion
of India’s population had decreased, while the Muslim population had risen. It
was later pointed out that the rates were computed without factoring in Jammu
and Kashmir (conflict conditions had prohibited the 1991 census from being
undertaken there). Demographically, it was understood that Muslims in Jammu
and Kashmir, like all the other communities, were experiencing a declining growth
rate. But many ignored this correction. Bose was quoted as saying, ‘It is tragic
that the census reports will be misused by various political parties when really they
are inputs for researchers.’ He noted that the fear of Muslim increase is exploited,
when, ‘The simple fact is that Muslims form a larger proportion of India’s poorest
states that in these states, even the Hindu growth rate is far higher than that of
Hindus elsewhere.’
Separatists in Kashmir have also questioned the accuracy of census results
since 1947, arguing that the demography of the predominantly Muslim region
could be misrepresented by New Delhi to proportionally increase the number
of non-Muslims, to make it difficult for the state to secede. Sheikh Showkat
Hussain, a law professor at the University of Kashmir studied census trends and
asked, ‘Is this the real depiction of population ratio or manipulation of figures by
the census department of India?’ Syed Ali Shah Geelani, a hardline separatist
leader, maintained that the real motive behind the census was to include
non-locals—migrant workers and troop deployments—in the counting process,
to reduce the official proportion of Muslims in the state. The controversial 1981
census has even been criticised by pro-India Kashmiri politicians, including the
first chief minister, Sheikh Mohammad Abdullah, and his son Farooq (also a
former Chief Minister), both of whom maintained that New Delhi was actively
attempting to change the perception of the state’s demography. Farooq Abdullah
went so far as to order a recount of the whole census of Jammu and Kashmir in
1986, but the results were never made public.
In 2001, separatists asked Kashmiris to boycott the census, some issuing
threats to census staff to stop the headcount. Enumerators faced numerous
hurdles including reluctant Kashmiris who did not want to divulge information.
However, in 2011 Kashmiri separatists, for the first time, encouraged locals to
participate. One of the separatists advocating participation was Shakeel Bakshi,
who argued that people, including those supporting succession, need to actively
participate in the census to ensure that political discussions were rooted in
accurate data.
Source: Hamid (2011) and Diwanji (2004).

Building on these examples, Asela Kalugampitiya notes that, before
May 2009, both local and international evaluators were not willing to
undertake evaluations in conflict-affected areas of Sri Lanka and UN
staff, and international staff of some INGOs, were not allowed to enter
the rebel-controlled areas. He reflected that,
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[H]umanitarian organisations had to rely on information and data
coming from field staff who were based in rebel controlled areas and
were under their influence. On many occasions it was revealed that
humanitarian organisations receive false reports or information from
the field and development aid is used for other purposes. (Personal
correspondence, 2011)

However, one should not assume that the quality of data available in
divided societies will always be poor. In 2007, researcher Magnus
Hatlebakk from the Chr. Michelsen Institute in Norway looked at the
quality of the data collected in the second round of the Nepal Living
Standard Survey (NLSS2) in Maoist-controlled areas. Contrary to his
expectations, he found that while Maoists had to approve the data collection, and that approval often hinged upon bargaining, they usually
allowed it, did not intervene in the interviews or try to manipulate the
responses. He also found the quality of the data collected to be similar to
those in the areas not under Maoist control.
A tension in VDS is often that local evaluators may be in short
supply or inexperienced, while international consultants may be unaffordable for some groups (particularly NGOs) and may have limited
understanding of the context. Dad Mohammad Hamdard flagged the
challenges of bringing in high profile external people, and noted that
those experts have limited understanding of the context. He argued that
evaluations have been better in quality when they involved local communities in the design and ensured findings are shared in communities
(Hay, 2009). Arguably, high-quality evaluation in VDS contexts should
include conflict analysis, but capacities to bring in such analysis may be
limited in both external and local experts.
On the dimension of relevance discussions and anecdotal evidence
from several countries in the region suggest that, while there is general
agreement on the importance of evaluation, there is also scepticism on
the role evaluation is playing, perhaps particularly in VDS. This may be
a function of: declining confidence in development evaluation; a growing or continued weakness of public sector evaluation institutions; poor
or diminishing quality of evaluations; and limited or politicised use or
uptake of evaluation (Basynat, 2009; Goyal, 2009; Khan, 2008; Pal,
2009; Tuduwe and Samranayake, 2008).
While evaluations by national institutions and groups may be struggling or limited, there has been an increase in evaluation research,
including some in VDS, led by Northern academics as discussed earlier.
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This trend has been driven in part by new developments in econometrics
specifically of using randomised trials in development interventions. The
incentives for this work include methodological advancement and have
been largely driven by external incentive structures (such as publishing in
academic journals in the North or external funding competitions). As Bush
and Duggan flag in the introductory chapter, the incentives of universitybased evaluation continue to drive even evaluation research, but are
these the appropriate drivers and measures? While this research may
meet standard criteria for excellence or research quality, is anyone using
these findings to shape policies, programmes or change on the ground?
For evaluation to be relevant, an expanded evaluation knowledge
base is required to inform which interventions are working, and whether
assumptions behind development policies and programmes are valid.
This is an urgent priority in VDS contexts in which perception of the
nature of the problem can often be driven by the outside (as in the case of
Afghanistan) or driven by the group in power of the exclusion of alternative conceptualisations of the problem (as in Sri Lanka). In both cases,
applied research is inextricably linked to the conflict analysis and conflict dynamics and, thus, evaluation of who informed the research and
whose questions are being addressed would seem essential to evaluating
research on and in VDS. In Knox’s chapter on integrated education in
Northern Ireland, he wrestles with the ethical and political question of
whether an evaluator should interrogate the research that underpins programme theory.
Strengthening the knowledge base is dependent, at least in part, on
demand and openness from evaluation users. Unless there are incentives
for improving the quality of evaluations, it will be exceedingly difficult if not impossible to do so. Key incentives would have to connect to
increase the use of higher quality evaluation, itself a function of greater
demand for evaluation and improved capacity to recognise and differentiate between low- and high-quality evaluation.

Evaluation Standards and Guidelines
A field has norms, guidelines, and standards (including ethics) that
guide professional practices.

Groups such as the UNEG and various evaluation associations have documented guidelines, norms and standards to be followed in conducting
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evaluations. However, there are either no country-specific or regionspecific guidelines or such standards are simply not adhered to (Shiva
Kumar, 2010). One of the pressing challenges highlighted in this book
is the ethical dimension of evaluation in VDS; issues of objectivity and
transparency are ‘heightened in the context of a VDS’ and therefore
require ‘reflection on the reciprocal relationship between researcher and
the people, and circumstances they are researching in’ (see especially
Chapters 3, 4 and 6). The generation of such guidelines in research on
VDS is limited both by the absence of leaders and the absence of spaces
for such norm setting.

Institutional Support
A field has systemic or institutional support, such as appropriate public policy. A field has adequate financial and other resources and the
support of key constituencies and advocates (such as policy-makers,
clients, influential leaders, and others).

A greater emphasis needs to be placed on understanding institutions or
‘rules of the game’ that govern evaluation use, and more broadly the
use of evidence in VDS. The case of violence against women during the
1971 Liberation War in Bangladesh offers an example of how discourse
and ideology underpin the promotion and use, or discredits research
and non-use or misuse. In her book Against Our Will: Men, Women and
Rape, Susan Brownmiller described the rape of hundreds of thousands
of Bengali women by the Pakistani army (cited in Pistono, 1998). Her
book triggered immediate criticism, most of which ‘was reactionary—
vitriolic and personally directed at the author’ (Murdukhayeva, 2009).
A few historians and scholars who did not share Brownmiller’s feminist views seemed to overlook the evidence on the rapes and discredited
the research on the grounds that it was extremist, a misinterpretation of
events, and, in the words of Michael Novak, former US Ambassador
to the United Nations Commission on Human Rights, ‘a propagandistic attack on heterosexuality and marriage…a celebration of lesbianism
and/or masturbation’ (cited in Pistono, 1998).
The example highlights how research at the crux of divided societies
is used to advance political agendas and how the integrity of the research
and interests of the researchers are often questioned. The case is a historical account, but in some ways that simply makes it easier to see how
politics and ideology shape discussion on research findings. Research
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quality does factor into the analysis but it is steeped in positionality and
difficult to disentangle from ideological criticisms of the findings.
Moving from this example, what would appropriate and supportive
public policy around evaluation of research in VDS look like? A supportive institutional setting would include governments that are open to
evidence, particularly critical evidence. Shiva Kumar (2010) writes: ‘A
tradition of evaluation is yet to permeate the administrative, bureaucratic
and political cultures of the South Asian countries.’ This is particularly
the case in VDS and by extension research on or in VDS where mechanisms both formal and informal are used to limit access, critique and
evaluation of situations, processes and interventions.
Of course the particular dimensions of the setting for the evaluation
of research vary greatly in South Asia. Research systems and capacities,
and the traditional elements of research evaluation such as ethics committees and peer review processes vary across contexts and countries.
For example, the research and evaluation landscape in Afghanistan is
one of the weakest in the world. The Afghan educational infrastructure
was destroyed during the Mujahideen’s war against the Russians in
1979. It was never replaced or improved (Ministry of Education, Islamic
Republic of Afghanistan, 2008). The establishment of the Taliban
regime in 1996 exacerbated education deficiencies and enrolment in tertiary education declined sharply from 24,333 in 1990 to 7,881 by 2001
(World Bank, 2009b). The education and research infrastructure had
to be built from scratch after 2001, and in doing so, Saba Gul Khattak
(2009, p. 2) notes, ‘priorities that promote hard sciences and business
and management studies have all but destroyed rigorous social science’.
To this date, data authenticity and availability is a problem as there are
no national authorities responsible for collecting data and some areas of
the country are inaccessible for data collection (Misra, 2004).
Elsewhere on this spectrum, in Bangladesh higher education institutions have grown significantly from having only four universities in 1971
to over 50 private universities and 1,400 colleges in 2007 (World Bank,
2007). Despite the increase in higher education institutions, the degree
of academic freedom to question the government or to explore certain
aspects of the historic or ongoing conflict is uncertain. Current concerns
include the quality of higher education and research and the universities’ focus on practical job preparation rather than analytical fields that
would allow the construction of a stronger, more vibrant research and
evaluation community (World Bank, 2000). Meanwhile, looking at Sri
Lanka, the government arguably plans to strengthen its higher education
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institutions in the northern and eastern provinces that were formerly controlled by the Tamil Tigers (World Bank, 2009a). However, despite the
end of the war, the International Crisis Group (ICG) reports that governance in Sri Lanka has deteriorated, and illegal detentions and harassment of academics and researchers continue to be reported. When it
comes to research about the war, the ICG describes the government’s
efforts as ‘politically motivated and predictably limited’ (International
Crisis Group, 2010). This begs the question of whether government
efforts to reconcile ethnic differences and invest in higher education will
help develop a healthy research and evaluation community if ethnic tension and fears of government repression persist.
So is the space for debate and evidence on evaluation of research in
VDS growing or shrinking in South Asia? Weiss’ (2009) understanding
of policy windows is helpful here. Some windows are closing just as
others may be opening. For example, there may be demand from government for particular types of research in VDS to address management
questions (for which they may require evaluations of that research),
while windows for evaluation of research that open critique of policies
and programmes may be closing. Many policy-makers complain about
the quality of research but also shield politically important research from
the lens of evaluation. Many donors are also complicit in this.
There are visible signs of renewed or emerging emphasis (depending on the VDS) on doing more evaluation, though discussion does not
appear to translate into system change. There is also deepening discussion on accountability to citizens, but despite massive public campaigns
by citizens demanding greater accountability in some countries,8 there is
limited evidence of this being addressed.
Finally, there remains a lack of transparency, openness to negative findings, or openness to evaluating certain regions and/or schemes.
Boyle et al. (1999) note that institutionalisation of evaluation in public
administration, ‘needs a number of years of sustained intervention … to
arrive at a position where evaluation practice is a formal, recognised, and
utilised part of the decision-making process’ (p. 11). In VDS, that kind
of sustained institutionalisation process seems almost impossible. Boyle
and Lemaire highlight four elements that they consider foundational for
institutionalisation: sound data systems, social science traditions, a cadre
of trained evaluators and good governance (and specifically low levels
of corruption). No country in South Asia has all of these elements in
place; VDS within the region are exceedingly weak in all four elements.
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This suggests that evaluation of research in VDS must include, but must
go beyond, government. For example, the changing role of the judiciary
in pushing for evidence-based policy-making in VDS in South Asia provides new opportunities for institutionalisation efforts. It suggests a need
to expand thinking on evaluation users. A movement in this direction
could, for example, connect evaluation to right to information campaigns
(though they notably exclude intelligence and security agencies from
their provisions, limiting certain aspects of their use in VDS).

How Does a Field Get Built? Strategies for
Evaluation Field Building
This section explores how to strengthen the sub-field of evaluation of
research in contexts where research infrastructure, accountability systems and professional capacity have been eroded by persistent and sustained conflict. In VDS, many of the problems described in this chapter
may be similar to those of non-VDS in terms of evaluation and research,
but even more extreme. In that case, strengthening the evaluation of
research in VDS is perhaps quite similar to efforts in non-VDS contexts
but requires deeper and more sustained efforts.
Adding a further layer of complexity, in many VDS situations, the
geographical area is sometimes divided into a government-controlled
area and rebel-controlled area. Strategising on evaluation field building in VDS requires distinguishing between the situation in both areas.
As Asela Kalugampitiya, points out: ‘in most of the situations there is
a huge gap between government controlled areas and rebel controlled
areas, which needs to be addressed carefully’, with the different elements
of the evaluation field ‘not functioning as well in rebel areas’ (or areas
that were previously held by rebels in the case of Sri Lanka) and other
areas. Using elements of field building developed earlier in this chapter,
Asela Kalugampitiya, an evaluator who has worked in Sri Lanka and
Afghanistan, reflects on some opportunities and challenges in strengthening the different elements in VDS (see Box 9.2).
The rest of this section describes some possibilities for field building. However, there is very little systematic evaluation of what works in
evaluation field building. More of the same might not work. Field building efforts need to evaluate and learn from attempts, and entertain the
possibility that, in strengthening evaluation of research in VDS, we may
need something quite different. Developmental evaluation (Patton, 2011)
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Box 9.2
Challenges and Solutions in Evaluation Field Building in Areas Affected by
Violent Conflict or (Previously) Rebel Held Areas
Evaluation leaders
Challenges: Almost no evaluators.
Outside evaluators reluctant to go to conflict-affected areas.
Solutions:
Build local capacity with community groups to gather reliable
data/information by using participatory approaches.
Spaces and forums
Challenges: Almost no space for networking.
Transportation/communication challenges in being part of
networks outside the area.
Solutions:
Provide extra facilities for evaluators representing conflict-affected
areas to be part of networks and forums.
Evaluation knowledge
Challenges: Low-quality evaluations.
Skills gaps of people in conflict-affected areas.
Use of short-term external consultants.
Solutions:
Establish standards and guidelines for evaluation in conflictaffected areas.
Engage local expertise to work with external consultants.
Institutional support
Challenges: Uncertainty on who sets policy, benchmarks and guidelines in the
area.
Fear in adapting policy as that may anger the alternate groups in
the conflict.
Solutions:
Let the community and evaluators from the area decide the policy/
guidelines with technical support from others.
Source: Asela Kalugampitiya, who worked for EVAW Special Fund in Afghanistan
as International M&E Specialist.

may provide opportunities for understanding and evaluating evaluation
field building efforts.
The elements of field building are interconnected. For example, if
organisations are strengthened, they can take on other aspects of field
building such as developing norms. Similarly, work to develop strategies and advocate for systems changes (such as ethical review guidelines, peer review processes and incentives, etc.) would perhaps be best
done by strengthened networks of evaluators and researchers. Efforts to
develop norms and standards and to advocate for their use is perhaps best
supported through strengthening networks of evaluators who can craft
and promote those standards.
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Strengthening a set of evaluators and the spaces and structures to
support their work is an important starting point to which other elements
of the sub-fields of research evaluation in VDS can connect. This could
include capacity building programmes and curricula, identifying, engaging with and creating incentives to encourage and reward leadership,
and drawing researchers and social scientists into the field of evaluation
of research in VDS. Capacity building efforts in these domains would
have to consider the particular mix of skills needed for the evaluation
of research; an area that is in transition. It may be that in some cases
there is more of a base of skills in public policy or conflict researchers than in evaluators; those looking to strengthen individual capacities
would have to assess whether to build evaluation skills into social science researchers, and/or to build understanding of research processes
in evaluators comfortable or experienced in working in VDS. One may
imagine that the combination of approaches, that brings together leaders from research and from evaluation, would ultimately be richer than
either approach individually.
Efforts would need to go beyond theory and get people evaluating
research; evaluation is an applied field and building skills in this field
is difficult to do without an applied component. This suggests strategies of learning by doing, internships and other field work along with
other more traditional training approaches. There is a spectrum of individuals needed in the evaluation of research in VDS. At one end there is
the experienced evaluator who has a large set of skills. However, there
are other roles as well, such as skilled enumerators, who are critical for
evaluation in VDS.
Capacity building efforts need to take a systems approach and map
out the needs of the sub-field to inform capacity building initiatives. One
needs to also learn from what is out there—for example many evaluation field building efforts are using webinars or Internet as a training
mechanism.
There are multiple evaluators working in VDS in the region, but
they are dispersed and often unconnected to each other. Similarly there
are groups and individuals promoting better evaluation of research but
they too are often marginalised, and/or find it difficult to get the needed
traction to change systems. There is a need for networking and working
in communities of practice. This could potentially include networks of
evaluators working in and on VDS and/or evaluation of research specifically; initially this could be started by connecting such evaluators into
broader evaluation groups not limited to VDS. Individual leaders in this
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sub-field will surely play a critical role, with those individuals perhaps
identifying others until there are several dozen leads in this area in the
North and South with several hundred more, perhaps, having this as a
partial focus of their work and drawing on the work that the core group
generates.
Strengthening the evaluation of research and its use should include
support for open communities of practice and experimentation with
ways to accelerate learning across, and from, bottom-up processes. It
could also include supporting writing, exchange of ideas at events, meetings, networks and conferences, and fostering structures to support information exchange and problem solving within and across groups such
as meetings, list-serves or virtual spaces. Work on these foundations of
field building will help build other aspects of the field. For example,
strengthening capacity of Southern evaluators through their involvement
in evaluations will by extension contribute new knowledge from these
evaluations.
Work on the institutional setting should be towards increasingly
open cultures of evaluating and using research. Such shifts are by nature
negotiated and involve responsiveness to open windows by policy entrepreneurs and advocates. This work is arguably one of the functions that
leaders in evaluation of research in and on VDS, as they emerge, can
contribute to. Field building in evaluation of research on VDS, will
require astute strategising and alliance building.
It is also important to understand, in particular contexts, who is calling for strengthening the evaluation of research and why? Obviously,
research and evaluation both require basic training of social scientists so
that field building in either area will always be limited or strengthened
by the level of research methodology skills of graduates. However, in
some contexts it may be other groups pushing more actively for change
in research evaluation. For example, in South Asia, it may be policy
research organisations or think tanks who are actively engaged in debates
on evaluating research quality. Policy research organisations often rely
on funding from external donors who require some analysis of research
quality to justify the next tranche of funds. These groups may struggle
with measures that they feel are inappropriate for their research contexts
(which may include VDS), potentially making them important to engage
with on evaluation of research in VDS as they have an immediate use for
improving such evaluation. Also, the systems within these institutions
(possibly also those of private universities) are likely easier to shift than
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larger public social science research systems or universities which may
be cumbersome and slow moving.
Support and strategies should recognise and reflect the multiple
timelines involved in development and development research. There
are immediate problems and challenges where the quality evaluation
of research in VDS can help to identify what is working from what is
not, and bring new evidence to bear on pressing policy and programming questions. There are complex problems of evaluating the impact of
research, for example; work on building new methods to understand this
can be developed in the medium term. Finally, building and mainstreaming structures, systems and incentives for the evaluation of research
including in VDS is a long-term agenda that short- and medium-term
work should contribute to.
In strategising on building the sub-field of evaluation of research
in VDS, frameworks of evaluation supply and demand are conceptually
helpful. However, they oversimplify. Field building efforts should resist
a technocratic understanding of supply or demand, and instead see both
as abstractions that are connected, in flux, and part of broader social
settings that are themselves in flux. Integrating this systems perspective into field building work implies that instead of, for example, asking
‘whether an appropriate balance means working equally on both sides
of the equation or whether to focus first on one side of the equation or
other’ (Boyle et al., 1999, p. 13), field building should be approached
developmentally, recognising that some doors will open and some will
close. That is particularly true in sub-fields like evaluation of research
and particularly of work in VDS, where field building efforts need to
analyse how contexts are shifting and seek opportunities and quick wins
while also working towards longer term, often incremental, change (see
Healy and Healy, Chapter 8). Such an approach recognises that the work
of institutionalisation is never complete, is not linear and is unlikely to
follow a consistently positive upward trajectory. Building on this recognition strengthens our ability to plan for and learn from field building
efforts more thoughtfully.

Notes
1. For university-based research, for example, this would include ethics committees,
peer review processes, publishing outlets and so on.
2. Available at http://www.evaluationcanada.ca/txt/2_competencies_cdn_evaluation_
practice.pdf (accessed on 24 July 2015).
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3. Personal correspondence, 2011.
4. http://teachingevaluationinsouthasia.org/index.php/78-tesa (accessed on 24 July
2015).
5. Personal correspondence, 2011.
6. For example, there are ongoing initiatives to develop an evaluation journal for South
Asia.
7. Remark made by Abdul Ghani of the Afghanistan Evaluation Association in the
session Role of Evaluation in Conflict Settings, Evaluation Conclave 2010 ‘Making
Evaluation Matter’. International Conference held in New Delhi, India, 25–28
October, 2010.
8. Notable has been the massive India-wide anti-corruption protests leading into and
including August 2011.
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10
Lessons for Researchers
and Evaluators Working
in the Extreme
Colleen Duggan and Kenneth Bush

T

his book has sought to explore the ways in which research, power
and politics interact and have impacts in violently divided societies (VDS). In this concluding section, we direct our attention
towards two questions. First, what should we learn when we cast our eye
back over the preceding chapters, and when we sift through the thick,
rich, detail of case studies, literature reviews, theoretical and methodological debates, and discussions of how to build this field of work?
Second, what are the implications for the way we think about, undertake
and assess the role and impact of research in VDS?

The Variable Roles of Evaluation and
Research in VDS
The first and most obvious lesson to be learned is that in the absence of
good evaluation of research in/on VDS, policy and programming decisions may come to be based on impressions, anecdotes, or worse, opaque
political, economic or particularistic interests. However, as we see in
Kelly’s chapter on the evaluation of HIV/AIDS research in South Africa,
even research that is methodologically sound and widely accepted may
be challenged, ignored or actively rejected by power-brokers when it
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conflicts with the cultural or social world views. So too is research likely
to be rejected when it challenges entrenched political or economic interests. In such settings—regardless of evaluation—conditions are ripe for
what Boden and Epstein (2006) have called policy-based evidence making as opposed to evidence-based policy-making.
On the other hand, we have seen in Healy and Healy’s chapter
that research and evaluations supported by Atlantic Philanthropies in
Northern Ireland served as an important conduit for controlled communication between the divided communities of Suffolk and Lenadoon. In
this case, the conduct and dissemination of research served as a bridge
between violently divided communities. The evaluation of this research
helped to depoliticise a politically fraught and volatile environment,
and to increase the transparency—and ultimately, the legitimacy—of an
innovative programme. As importantly, regular reports were produced
in order to influence policy and practice in other similarly divided communities across the Northern Ireland. In other words, we see the strategic
use of research, and its evaluation, to advocate for certain approaches to
community relationship-building by disseminating concrete examples of
real-time, good practice. In a similar way, we see that the accountability
function of evaluation, if done right, will help to ensure that research
benefits VDS while still meeting the reporting needs of funders (Whitty,
Chapter 3). And finally, in Chapter 7, Zaveri illustrates how evaluation
itself may constitute a form of research that challenges inequitable social
structures.
In effect then, we have a number of very different examples of how
research, power and politics may interact in VDS. We learn that political, economic and social interests may trump or dump research even
when it has been evaluated as methodologically sound and necessary.
We learn that evaluation and research may facilitate difficult conversations and build incremental trust in ways that bridge divided communities. We learn that evaluation may serve to challenge inequitable power
structures, by shining a light on practices that sustain such imbalances
implicitly or explicitly.
Thus, we find ourselves in an interesting position. To paraphrase
the sociologist James Rule: We know a lot of things to be true about the
inter-play of research, power and politics, but we do not know when they
are going to be true. It is the second lesson to be learned from this book
that helps us to better understand (and anticipate) when, why and how
these phenomena interact.
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The Importance of Context1
The second lesson of this book is the importance of integrating context
into our understandings of, and approaches to, the evaluation of research
in VDS. The risks of ignoring this fact are enormous. As Zaveri writes:
In the dynamic world of VDS, ignoring context, especially in the presence of deep seated inequities, may erroneously promote strategies,
policies, programmes that in the long run reinforce such inequities.
The role of the evaluator becomes critical in such situations—using
approaches and formulating questions that tease out these contextual
changes can clearly contribute to more equitable, sensitive research in
evaluation.

If, however, we are to put context into context, and if we are to understand the difference diverse contexts make, then we need to begin to
tease out the thick details from context-specific studies—as we are
attempting to do in this book.
In the introduction to this book, we identified four core domains of
evaluation, namely the ethical, methodological, logistical and political
(see Figure 1.2). The chapters in this book have offered a broad range of
case studies and examples of how these dimensions are affected by the
VDS context. What we have learned is that the relationships between the
domains of evaluation and VDS context are fluid as well as interdependent. They may shift over time, particularly if conflict intensifies, which
may serve to further constrain an evaluator’s latitude of action. As volatility, risk, uncertainty and levels of potential harm increase—the four
domains of evaluation are forced into each other so that decisions and
actions in one domain inevitably affect all domains (see Figure 10.1).
When this happens, it becomes increasingly difficult, if not impossible, for logistical issues (for example) to be addressed independently
of the ethics, politics and evaluation method. While this dynamic may
also be evident in non-VDS contexts, the difference here is the acute
levels of risk (and potential harm) and the speed with which relatively
minor problems (or miscalculations) in one domain may trigger a catastrophic chain reaction in other domains. This begins to shed light on
why the evaluation of research (or of any activity) is so much more difficult in VDS—and, as importantly, why there can be such variability
in the ways in which research, power and politics interact and generate
myriad impacts in VDS.
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Figure 10.1
The Amalgamation of Evaluation Domains in VDS as Intensity Increases
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Source: Bush and Duggan (2013, p. 9).

Evaluation as a Fundamentally Political Activity
The evaluation of research in VDS is embedded in the political dynamics
of the particular environment within which it is nested. This contextual
fact unavoidably casts evaluation as a fundamentally political activity.
Not because it possesses political intent or objectives (though it may),
but because it will inevitably have political consequences within such an
environment. Evaluators are confronted by multiple pressures emanating
from diverse, intersecting, conflicts, as well as power imbalances, competing interests and their own value-systems. In this context, evaluators
should be prepared for political complications and challenges throughout the evaluation process. Evaluators must, therefore, be prepared to
undertake considerable (and constant) efforts to identify and understand
how these various linkages are entangled with political and economic
interests that interact with the conceptual, methodological, ethical and
practical or logistic challenges that define this area of inquiry. This, of
course, begs the question of how, exactly, evaluators should be prepared
to deal with this complex uncertainty and volatility. The answer to this
question is addressed in the next section.
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Towards a VDS-ready Evaluator
One of the strong themes running through the chapters in this book is the
question of the particular qualities needed by evaluators of research in/
on VDS. Some of these qualities may be innate and some may be learned
or nurtured. The emphasis on cultural humility by Jayawickrama and
Strecker is a particularly important attribute for evaluators and researchers working in/on VDS. As they note: ‘While the failure to demonstrate
cultural humility can corrupt any evaluation or research setting, it poses
particular ethical challenges within VDS and can lead to severe implications on both the process and the product of the study or evaluation.’
Both Whitty and Knox (Chapters 3 and 5, respectively) call for a complementary characteristic in evaluators in VDS: self-consciousness and
reflexivity. And, at an institutional level, a similar argument is developed
by Healy and Healy in Chapter 8 that funders also have their own epistemological and methodological predilections which, when made explicit,
shed light on what they do, and how and why they do it. Most eloquently,
Zaveri writes:
[Making evaluation more sensitive to the vulnerabilities of stakeholders] … requires greater sensitivity from the evaluator, and a deeper
understanding of the context in which the programme is taking place.
This goes beyond the terms of reference of the evaluation and suggests the need for systematic ethical questioning, at the least, by the
evaluator. In such contexts, the qualities of the evaluator must include
a detailed, politically informed, anthropological understanding of
the social, cultural, economic, and political structures and processes
within the project environment—in addition to the usual set of technical evaluation skills expected of a professional evaluator.

When distilled into a list, the skill-set required of evaluators of research
in VDS would go beyond the usual social science approaches and tools
at the disposal of evaluators. In addition to the usual technical competencies of evaluators, the authors of this book have argued that they (or their
team) need to possess:
• Sector-specific expertise and experience
• A well-calibrated moral compass and an appreciation of VDS-specific
ethical challenges
• Political sensitivities, diplomacy and conflict resolution skills
• Peace and conflict research skills
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• Anthropological, historical, political sensibilities
• In militarised zones, a technical knowledge of the structures, strategies,
weapons and behavioural patterns of armed actors
• Knowledge and appreciation of the intersection of the political and
ethnographic at local levels
• Cultural competence and cultural humility

The Ambivalent Relationship of
Evaluation to Conflict
Zaveri explores the ways in which evaluative research may unearth
instances where development interventions in VDS may affect harm in
the name of good. The specific cases in her chapter focus on the potential increased vulnerability of children involved in child protection programmes. In both her chapter, and that of Jayawickrama and Strecker,
the phenomenon of iatrogenesis enters our analytical frame of reference
as a result of the application of evaluative research lenses. Recognising
and responding to this pathology is particularly, and self-evidently,
important for research and evaluation in VDS as a sine qua non for halting such programmes.
However, there is another less conspicuous—but no less ethically
fraught—question suggested by this finding: If we recognise that such
interventions may generate or subsidise corrosive structures and processes, are there instances where our research or evaluations must necessarily create conflict in order to problematise and change an inequitable
status quo? What about that project that succeeds in increasing migrant
workers’ awareness of their rights, and which thus leads to the assertion of those rights by workers? But this, in turn, triggers a repressive
crack down by authorities who seek to sustain their benefits from the
maintenance of a fundamentally unjust status quo (through cheap labour,
non-regulation of the workplace and so on). How does/should one use
the findings of an evaluation or research which reveals this dynamic?
Does it lead to the termination of this workers’ rights project (or any
self-labelled empowerment project) in the interests of stability—albeit
a stability sustained through the maintenance of an exploitive economic
and social system? Or does it galvanise support for workers against such
practices? The answer to these questions in this case, and more generally, is rooted in what we call the final section, ‘Extreme Ethics’.
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Extreme Ethics
The extreme context of VDS is infused with extreme ethical implications
for evaluators and for researchers—more risks, greater risks and greater
potential harm inherent in all decisions and actions. It is characterised
by greater ethical fog. This is partly a result of the dynamic noted earlier
(Figure 10.1). However, it is possible to identify an analogous process
within the realm of evaluation ethics in VDS. Under normal conditions,
evaluators tend to confront ethical challenges and dilemmas in a segmented or compartmentalised fashion, as illustrated in Figure 10.2.
However, the chapters in this book point to a different dynamic in
VDS. The pressure cooker context of VDS de-compartmentalises ethics,
as they meld into each other to become increasingly and inextricably
dense, complex and interconnected, as illustrated in Figure 10.3.
How do, or how should, evaluators and researchers address these
particular challenges? Cultivating the personal and professional competencies listed earlier is a good place to start. However, a review of the
‘ethical tipping points of evaluators in conflict zones’ has highlighted
the underdeveloped character of the ethical dimensions and training within the field of evaluation and, to a marginally less degree, of
research (Duggan and Bush, 2014). Much work remains to be done in
examining and understanding the ethical challenges confronting evaluators and researchers in VDS—and in finding strategies to anticipate and
address them.
Figure 10.2
Ethical Issues in a Non-VDS Context: Segmented and Discrete
Evaluator
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Figure 10.3
Ethical Issues in a VDS: Conflated
Evaluator
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Final Thoughts
When we started this project, we worked very hard to ensure that it
focused explicitly on the evaluation of research in VDS. Our belief was
that, in the same way that a magnifying glass concentrates the rays of the
sun, we might be able to focus the analytical heat of the contributors to
a point where their collective analysis might ignite greater understanding. In the course of this project, however, this metaphor shifted as we
learned from each other. We realised that the project was actually about
the application of multiple lenses to a common set of problems in much
the same way that an optometrist drops a series of lenses in front of
your eyes in a systematic process to reduce blurriness and increase clarity. Each of our chapters provided a slightly different lens with which
to examine the ways in which research, power and politics combine to
impact VDS:
•
•
•
•
•

The evaluation of research (Kelly, Chapter 6)
Evaluation as research (Zaveri, Chapter 7)
Evaluation as accountability (Whitty, Chapter 3)
Research on evaluation (McDermott et al., Chapter 2)
Research in evaluations (Knox, Chapter 5)
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• Research evaluation as ethical compass (Jayawickrama and Strecker,
Chapter 4)
• Research evaluation as advocacy (Healy and Healy, Chapter 8)
• Research evaluation as institutional strengthening (Hay, Chapter 9)

Through the application of these lenses in this book, we have sought to
better understand how research, power and politics interact in VDS. In
so doing, we also seek to place this field of research and practice more
centrally within the communities of researchers, evaluators, funders and
practitioners. If there is one truth in this project—which is less contestable than others—it is this: Until there is a culture of systematic evaluation of research in and on VDS, we will limit our ability to understand
the impact of research interventions—good, bad or indifferent. And, we
will undermine our ability to harness research most effectively to address
some of the most pressing problems confronting humankind today.

Note
1. This discussion of domains draws on our earlier work. See Bush and Duggan (2013).
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